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0111"1PHILOSOPHY OF AVOA LANGUAGE ARTS
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Each child is an individual with a unique rate and pattern, of growth and

should be taught on his own level, regardless of his age or the number of years

he has been in school.

AIMS AND OBJECTIVES

1. To develop the ability to communicate with and understand others

through the inter-relationship of:

a. Listening

b. Speaking

,
c. Reading

d. Writing

e. Interpreting

2. To develop in each child a literary and sccial language which will be

the tool to T.,:zble him to progress in other subject areas.

3. To develop creative, critical thinking, and self- evaluation inieach

pupil.

4. To develop basic skills sequentially.
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LItel
LANGUAGE ARTS
Level Report
Avon, Conn.

Dear Pare at,

to "
Date

A

has completed the Language Arts
skills taught at Levels 11/12. The following is an overview of your child's next
level.

Overview of Level 13

I. Decoding Skills

A. Consonant spellings Ex. go, ghost, em, league
B. Consonant digraphs Ex. ch, th, sh, Th
C. Short and long vowel spelling patterns
D. Syllables - identifing number of syllables
E. Compound words
F. Prefigesn Ex. tele-, auto-, bio-, non-
G. Suffixes Ex. -1y, -ner.s, -ion
H. Word bases Ex. weaker, loudly

II. Comprehension and Literary Understanding.

A. Alliteration, onomatopoeia, and metaphor
B. Main idea
C. Recognize autobiography, biography, poetry, folktale, essay, fiction
D. Analogy and comparison
E. Appreciation of human values and aesthetics

III. _Languape

s% A. Vocabulary - developing word meanings, using synonyms, using context clues
B. Word usage

1. Verbs - present and past tense and the spellings
2. Nouns - identify and form plurals
3. Adjectives - identify and recognize comparitive forms (er, est)
4. Adverbs - identify -ly adverbs

C. Handwriting - cursive forms
D. Punctuation
E Capitalization

IV. Study Skills
C

A. Using the dictionary
B. /ntroducinp the Thesaurus

V. Creativity

A. Extending experiences before, during and after each story read.
B. Writing descriptive paragraphs and stories
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Level 13 Language Arts

* Review Skills From Previous Levels 101
0110.1.

I. DECODINT- SKILLS

A. Phonology (The study of the sound structure of our Language)

1. Consonant spellings

A. g--go, gg-baggage, gh-Phost, gue-league

2. Consonant digraphs

a. ch-chair, th-thigh

sh-share, Th-thy

3. Short vowel spelling patterns

a. VC-at

b. CVC-cat

c. CVCC-path

4. Long vowel spelling patterns

a. CVCe-cave

b. Long i (a-e-cake,ai-paid,ay.rOlay,ey".they,elohlweigh)

c. Lon* a (e-me, ee-meet, ea-neat, y-funny)

d. Long I (i-e-five, y-fry, ieh-sigh, ie-pie)

e. Long 5 (o-no, o-e-note, ow-blow, oa-boat)

f. Long (Pronounced yin? as in use)and music

Long V- Pronounced "uw, as in rule and soon(u-e-flute oo-shoot,
ew-few, ue-blue, u-tubas

5. Construct new words using the above spelling patterns.

6. Syllables

a. Identify number of syllables in a word by counting the vowel
sounds.

7, flecode story words written in Pronunciation Key symbols.

B. :orphologY (The study of word structure and word formation.)

J. Compound words

2. Prefixes

a. tele-, non-, un-, in-, in-, dis-, auto-, bio-



a

(2)
3. Suffixes

a. -ly, -ion

4. !ford bases and word families

a. loudly, super-loud, louder

b. telegraph, autograph, phonograph

c. Spelling

). Relate spelling word, to concepts developed in phonology and
morphology - Ex.

a. VC-(at), -vc(bat), -vcc(bath)

b. VCe(ate), CvCe(rate)

c. Lon? and short vo'el rules and irregularities(imm-e,ai,ay,ey,e17h)

d. BASIC DOLCP LIST

2. Proofread all written work for correct spelling.

II. CUIPREIIENSIOL

A. Literal and Inferential

J. Analogy and comparison

2. Cause - and - effect

3. Skimming

4. rfain ideas

5. Fact and opinion

6. Supporting details

B. Critical Thinking

j. Appreciating aspects of character and plot in humorous adventures.

2. Identifying the imaginative projection into the future in science
fiction.

3. Identifying realistic fiction similar to pupils' cern experienceN

4. Reading autobiography in the fora of a letter from an author.

5. Identifying repetition,rhythm, and rhyme in poetry.

6. Reading short expository essays.

7. Identifying the characteristics of a folktale.

to

8. Reading a short biography.
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9. Reading a personal essay.

A
JO. Appreciating the use of symbols in a fairy tatle.

III. LYTGUACE

\,4
A. Syntax(study of gratmatical structure) tti

J. Verbs-Distinguish between present and past tense forms.

a. Regular and irregular past tense forms

b. Adding suffixes -ed and -ins to verbs ending in e.

c. Distingulah between present and past tense forms.

2. 'Touns

a. Identify nouns as words that name persons, places, and things.

b. Form plural of nouns by adding -s.

c. Noun markrs(determiners)

3. Adjectives

a. Identify and name adjectives.

b. Comparison adjectives (-er and -est).

4. Adverbs

a. Identify and name adverbs that tell "how'(-ly form).

5. Identify statements, questions and commands,.

B. Semantics(The exploration of meaning
words)

J. Identifying phrases which relate
words.

2. Using context clues to discover word meaning.

3. Distinruishing between words which imply probability and those which
imply certainty.

4. Identifying two or more meanings for story words used as puns.

C. Handwriting

j. review all cursive forms.

2. Review joining of cursive letters.

3. rxtension of cursive writing into all subject areas.

4. Proofreading written work for correct handwriting forms.

assigned to words and groups of

to the meaning of given story
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D. -echanics

1. Punctuation signals

a. Comma

b. Exclamation point

C. ryphen

d. Period

e. Quotation-marks

f. Ouestion mark

2. Capitalization

a. First word of a sentence

b. Important words in titles

c. Fist word in direct quotation

d. Proper names, days of week, months, holidays, streets, cities,
countries.

e. Personal pronoun "

IV. STUDY SKILLS

A. Using the Dictionary

J. Alphabetical order

2. Guide words

3. Entry words

a. Syllables, accents, respelling, meaning

4. Pronunciation key

h. Introducing the Thesaurus

]. Cross references

2. Synonyms and antonyms

V. LITER/01Y UrDEP,STANDING

A. Rhetoric and Literary Shills

1. Identify and use appropriate words related to character Bettina,
and plot'

2. rletaphor
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3., Onomatopoeia

4. Alliteration

S. rhyme, rhythm and meter

6. Types of literature

a. F!ction

b. Nonfiction

c. Autobiography

d. Folktale

e. Fable

f. Biography

e. Essay (personal and expository)

h. Fairy tale

i. Poetry

n. Human Values and Aesthetics

j. To encourage additiOnal reading of humorous adventure and to
appreciate their humorous aspects.

2. To show that in helping one helps oneself.

3. To broaden understanding of relative points of view.

4. To encourage appreciation of classic literature.

5. To enlarge aesthetic appreciation of the natural woad.

6. To point out the humorous effect of the literary techniques of
exaeoeration and repetition.

7. To strengthen insight into the problems of people first encountering
a second language.

S. To recognize the universality of human behavior.

9. To increase awareness of the problems of communication within
ourselves and with others.

JO. To recognize the word as the most important sign in human communication.

VI. CREATIVITY

A. Developing Creative Potential

j. Listening to recordings of poems and storif.s.

St.S1
tfri
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2. Presenting choral readings of poems.

3. Creating original signs and symbols.

/6

651
0i7,11011.

4. Prepariw, special dictionaries related to selections.

5. Constructing roller movies and "teaching machines.

6. role- playing situations related to stories.

7. Dramatizing dialogue.

8. Dramatizing stories presented, using costumes, props, and scenery.

9. Completing open-ended stories.

10. Taking field trips to locations of interest, such as to a athool for
the deaf or the blind, to a wild life sanctuary or a zoo, or to a
post office.

1]. Preparing exhibits on topics related to selections.

12. Drawing and painting pictures for classroom display.

13. "aking wood, clay, paper-mache, or other objects in a variety of
media.

B. Composition

1. riting descriptive paragraphs about topics related to the
selection.

2. Summarizing theses.

3. Tlritinp, story endinf!s.
.th

4. uriting original poems.

VII. VATERIALS

A.. Required - Bolt, 7inehart and vinstol, Inc.

1. Time To uonder - Units 1 and 2

a. Text(pupil and teacher's handbook)

h. Workbook

c. Satellite Books

J. Unit j - You're in School Not). Charlie Brown
The Apple and the Envelope

2. Unit 2 - Thro Out tYednesday
Do You T "onder?

(.1. AV Material
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upso,

Recordings - Unit ) -"Books Fall Open"

'Sarah Cynthia Sylvia Stout"

"The Quarrel"

"Pen and Pencil'

'David TicCord Interview"

2. Unit - 'English"

"Names for Wins"
"Knowing Words"

'Ululation'

3. Sound Filmstrips - Unit ] .2'the Roy tlbo Changed His Mind"
"Spoken and Written Language"
%urprise in the Attic "

.

4. Unit 2 - How '.Ye Comunicate

The Boy "ho tYouldn't Talk"

B. Alternate Reading Program - approval of Readin!! Department'

). McGraw Hill - Programmed reading

2. Merrill, Charles - Harrill Readers

3. Scott F oresman

4. Ginn 360

C. Supplementary laterifals

J. Language

a. Holt, Rinehart and Winston, Inc. - The Arts and Skills of
English - Books 3 and 4(sample copies, of ,workbook)

b. Laidlaw - Adventures in English - Book 3
Or Explattaa in Eng,/ph - Hook 4

(Activity Sheets and Tests)

E. Scott, Foresman - Language and Eau To Use It - (Activities Books
3 ard4 sample copies and recoids)

d. Parepurt, Prace and florid - The Roberts
Seges - Books 3 and 4 (workbooks)

e. Random House - The 'Triting Bug Kit
(filmstrips, tapes, activity cards)

f. Ginn - Creativity Idea Books. Can You Imagine? For Those
¶!ho 'Yonder

rarcourt, Brace and orld - Much Majesty Book 4
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h. Laidlat; - Magic and Laughter Book 4

nandom House - rindy Rills Book 4

J. Lippincott - leadlps. car Meaning Book 4

k. Paperbacks

1. Scholastic IndivfAualized Reading Kits

2. Limited copies of assorted paperbatke

1Q

si.c
tot 000

1. Barneli Loft,Ltd. Capitalization and Punctuation - Sets C and D
Individualized Kit

2. Spelling

a. 220 Basis Dolch FAA

b. Scott, Foresman - Spelling Our Lan:_ age - Book 4

c. 1Tebster, IcGraw Hill - Basic Goals in Spelling - Book 4

d. Noble and Noble - Spell/ Urite - Rook 4

e. Economy Co. - Continuous Progress Spelling it

3. Handwtitinr,

a. Lyons and Carnahan - The flew Phonics !le Use. -C-n-E-F-G

'b. Barnell Loft, Ltd. - Specific Skills Series - C-11-E4
Min Idea, Sequence, Context, Sounds, Following Directions,
Locating The Answers, Getting the Facts, Drawinp Conclusions)

41
c. Teacher made materials (see Activities Section of Guide)

d. Library filmstrips and tapes

e. SRA Reading Labs - IC and IIA

f. EDL Controlled Reader and Language Master

a. Continentals Hayes, Jen Duplicating Masters

h. Educators Publishing -Wordlv '4ise - Rook
service

i. Dictionary and encyclopedia

J. Dr. Herr - Crossword Puzzles -B6 6k 2
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VIII. EVALUATION

A. Required:

1. Holt, Rinehart and Winston - Evaluation Masters for Individual
stories

2. Holt, Rinehart. and Winston - End of Unit Tests (13A, 13B)

3. Teacher Bade Tests

B. Optional:

1. Informal Reading Inventory
21.

2. Gates - Mac Ginite Test - standardized

3. Metropolitan Achievement Test

4. Hotel Inventory of Phonetic Skills

4:1



Name

Readies and Language

Level 13a - Evaluation
Language Arts

Date

14

esE5
tort 00,0

Total: 100 points

A.1.Look at the following words. Count the number of syllables in each word andand write the number in the blank. Underline the vowel letters in eachsyllable. Example: wonderful 3

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

magnificent

recipe
".."11111111.

inventing ......1=4.

cinnamon
...11111011.

nearest

6. himself

7. suddenly

8. television

9. geography

10. practically

(10 points)

2. Look at the following one syllable words. Decide if the vowel sound is
long or short. In the blank after each word, write long if the vowel
sound is long and short if it is short.

1. stuff

2. stand

3. made

4. fast

5. rain

..,..
6. must

7. mitt

8. note

9. broke

O. base
(Elpoints)

3. Read the following words and underline all the letters that spell the EL
sound as in go.

J. ago

2. ghost

3. shrugged

4. vague

5. gasps

6. soggy

3. target

8. league

9. ugly

JO. snuggled
(5 points)



Level 13a - Evaluation
Language Arts

stsi cieri tstaxists

Name Date

4. Before each sentence is a verb ending in e. In the blank in each sentence,
write the -ing form of the verb.

1. make: The three children were candy.

2. hate: We could not go on one another.

3. balance: The baby jay was on the edge.

4. choke: Alvin started on the hot mixture.,

5. settle: hiss Kirby had a way of the affair.

(5 points)
5. Look at the following two lists of words. Combine a word from the list at

the left with one from the list at the right to form a compound word. In
the blank in each sentence below the lists, write the compound that seems
to fit best. Use each word and each compound only once.

play body

some ends

him ball

week ground

base self

6. Margie did not have school on

7. Jamie loved to play

8. The children came in from the
,

2.

3.

4.

5.

9. had stolen Nick's dollar.

10. Reggie helped to make the cage

(5 points)

6. Each word in the list beloW has one or more of the word parts tele-,
auto-, bio- or graph. Read the sentences that follow and find a word
from the list to fit in the sentence. Write that word in the blank.

telephone geography
autograph telegraph
telescope autobiography

.

). The young fan asked the star fielder to his baseball.

2. The Morse Code isioed for messages.

3. Stars seem so mueh closer when viewed through a
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Level 13a - Evaluation
Language Arts

4. David McCord has written his
letter.

5. The

7.ft.Read the list of words below.
a synonym in the list for the
the letter of that synonym in
one is done for you.

Date

*SI
01.011.

in the form of a

rang three times and stopped.

(5 points)
Then read the sentences that follow. Find
pnderlined word in each sentence. Write
the blank before the sentence. The first

a. fledgling f. amazing
b. blustery g. gingerly
,c. bothering h. ducked
d. nearest i. mistake
e. shrieked j. shuffled

d 1. Reggie was always the closest to the door at the final bell.

2. He held the jay gently in his hands.

3. Whoever stole Nick's dollar made an error in judgment.

It was a wet and Vindy day.

Jamie lowered her head as her faCe got red.

6. It was surprising what a relief a spelling lesson could be.

7. Pencils dropped, and feet scuffled along the floor-

8. The baby bird could not yet fly.faaMilldm.

9. The fans screamed as the run was scored.

JO. The two brothers were annoying each other.

B. Comprehension and Litlirary Skills

1. Read the following sentences and look at the two words within parentheses.
Weide wnich of those two words imitates a sound. Underline that word.

(10 points)

1. The speeding car. (screeched, came) to a halt.

2. Shoie (bonked, hit) Alvin on the head.

3. The mechanical teacher (turned, clicked) on.

4. David (clacked, dragged) a stick along

5. Tired feet (moved, scuffled) along the

6. Tommy (shook, cackled) with laughter.

_she fence.

Boor.
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Level 13a - Etaluation
Language Arts

totS/ CA" 113411815'

Name Date

7. My brother (thumped, touched) me on the back.

8. Hank (met, cracked) Nick's first pitch.

9. The fat (sizzled, melted) in the pan.

10. The pilot (blew, tooted) the ferry's horn. (10 points)

2. In some of the following sentences, one object is being compared with
another. If the sentence contains a comparison, write C in the blank
before the sentence.

4160."*

1. Shoie ran as fast as a bullet.

2. David liceord's youth was like a poem.

3. Jamie's throw caught the runner.

4. Jamie's hair looked like red handlebars.
w

5. Summers passed like sea winds over the tall grasses.

6. Alvin was restless and tired of winter.

7. Alvin's brain was like a computer.

8. Margie hated her mechanical teacher. (S points)

3. Decide whether each of the selections listed below from Unit 1 is an
example of fiction, poetry. or autobiography. In the blank after each
selection title, write fiction if the selecttan is a story, poetry if it
is a poem, and autobiography if it is a self-written life story.

1. "sdiss Kirby's Room"

2. "Crocodile"

3. ;'The Quarrel"

4. "Until I Was Ten"

5. "The Fun They Had"

(5 points)

4. Study the selection titles and the themes listed below them. Hatch the
thome with the correct selection by writing the letter of the theme in
the'blank before the selection title.

1. "The Boy 71ho Changed His Hind"

2. "Crocodile"

3. "The Fun.They Had"



Level 13a - Evaluation
Language Arts

Name Date

4. rftits Kirby's Room"

5. "Until I Was Ten"

a. No machine, no matter how far advanced, can replace the warmth of a
human being.

b. It is unfair to take out your anger on innocent targets.

c. Do not regret those things you cannot change.

d. Learn to teach yourself and appreciate the world around you.

e. It is unfair to judge,a person on appearances only. (5 points)

C. Study Skills

1. Find each of the following words listed below in the Glossary and look
at its pronunciation. In the blank after each word, write the number
of syllables the word contains.. Then underline the vowel in the

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

word that receives the heaviest accent.

ability 6. constant17

advertisement 7. malaria

apartment 8. mechanical

biplane 9. original

carpenter
=10.1111.1. 10. suspicion

(10 points)

2. Use your dictionary if you need to for this exercise. After each word
listed below is a suffix. Add that suffix to the word, making any
necessary spelling changes. Write the new word in the blank.

1. happy + -ly

2. stop + -ing

3. argue + -ing

4. shade + -ing

5. flap + -ed

6. grin + -ing

7. angry + -ly

3. announce + -ing

/1{"70
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Level 13a -.Evaluation
Language Arts

Name Date

9. hate + -ed

10. invisible + -ly

D. Composition

sts1
tfari

ONO

(10 points)

1. Rewrite the following sentences using the correct punctuation and
caitalization.

a. susan and John live on lovely street in anon connecticut

b. was bobs birthday on may 21 1973

..1.1..1101.0101.1.1. v.

c. she said come here right now

(10 points)
2. The following question is about friendship, base a short composition on

it.(approx. 5 sentences). Include in your composition your definition of
friendship. What do you think a friend should be like? Begin your
composition with, "A friend in..." ( 10 points)

Commendable- C

Satisfactory- S
Needs Improvement - N
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Level 13a - Evaluation

*
..., Language Arts05 .

A. Reading and Language

-1 in
e:74

Teacher's copy

11. Look at the following words.--.- Count the number of syllables in each wordand write the number in the blank. Underline the vowel letters in eachsyllable. Example: wonderful 3

1. munificent 4 6. himself 2

2. recipe 3
7. suddenly 3

3. inventing 3 8. television 4

4. cinnamon 3 9. gt9011ft 4
5. nearest 2 10. practically. 4 (10points)

2. Look at the following one-syllable words. Decide if the vowel sound islong or short. In the blank after each word. WWrite long if the vowelsound $.s long and short if it is short.

1. stuff short 6. must short

2. stand short
7. mitt short

3. made long, 8. note Iona
4. fast , short

9. beetce ksg,

5. rain long 10. base\ long
(5 points)

3. Mead tha folllaIng worth* and underline all(thesound as in go.
/'

letters that spell the 8:-

1. ago 6. soggy
2. ghost

7. target

3. shrugged
8. league

4. vague
9. ugly

5. gasps
10. snuggle (5 points)
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4. Before each sentence is a verb ending in e. In the blank in each sentence.
write the -ing form of the verb.

1. make: The three children were making candy.

2. hate: We could not go on hating one another.

3. balance: The baby jay was balancing on the edge.

--
4. choke: Alvin started choking on the hot mixture.

5. settle: Miss Kirby had a way of settling the affair.

5. Look at the following two lists of words. Combine a word from the list at
the left with one from the list at the right to form a compound word. In
the blank in each sentence below the lists, write the compound that seems
to fit best. Use each word and each compound only once.

play body 1. playground

some
. ends 2. somebody

him ^ball 3. himself

week ground 4. weekohds

base self 5. baseball

6. Margie did not have school on weekends.

7. Jamie loved to play baseball.

8. The children came in from the playground.

9. Somebody had stolen Nick's dollar.
qr*

10. Reggie helped to make the cage himself. (S points)

6. Each word in the list below has one or more of the word parts tele- ,

auto-, bio- or graph. Read the sentences that follow and find a word
from the list to fit in the sentence. Urite that word in the blank.

\ '

te.:.ephqne geography
autograph telegraph
telescope autobiography '

1. The young fan asked the star fielder to autograph his baseball.

2. The horse Lode is used for telegraph messages.

3. Stars seem so much closer when viewed through a telescope.
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4. David NcCord has written his autobiography in the form of a letter.

5. The telephone rang three times and stopped. (5 points)

7. Read the list of words below. Thnn teed the sentences that follow. Find
a synonym in the list for the underlined word in each sentence. Write
the letter of that synonym in the blank before the sentence. The first
one is done for you.

a. fledgling
b. blustery
c. bothering
d. nearest
e. shrieked

f. amazing
g. gingerly
h. ducked
i. mistake
j. shuffled

d 1. Reggie was always the closest to the door at the final bell.

1 2. He held the jay gently in his hands.

i 3. Whoever stole Nick's dollar made an error in jud ent.:40

b 4. It was a wet and windy day.

h 5. Jamie lowered her head as her face got red.

f 6. It was surprising what a relief a spelling lesson could be.

1. 7. Pencils dropped, and feet scuffled along the floor.

a 8. The baby bird could not yet fly.

e 9. The fans screamed as the run was scored.

c 10. The two brothers were annoying each other.

B. Comprehension add Literary Skills

1. Read the following sentences and look at the two words within parentheses.
Decide which of those two words imitates a sound. Underline that word.

1..The speeding car (screeched, came) to a halt.

2. Shoie (banked, hit) Alvin on the head.

3. The mechanical teacher (turned, clicked) on.

4. David (clacked, dragged) a stick along the fence.

5. Tired feet (moved, scuffled) along the floor.

6. Tommy (snook, cackled) with laughter.
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7. Ny brother (thumped, touched) me on the back.

8. Hank (wet, cracked) Nick's first pitch.

9; The fat (sizzled, melted) in the pan.

10. The pilot (blew, tooted) the ferry's horn. (10 points)

2. In some of the following sentences, one object is being compared with
another. If the sentence contains a comparison, write C in the blank
before the sentence.

C 1. Shoie ran ss fast as a bullet.

C 2. David ilcCord'a youth was like a poem.

3. Jamie's throw caught the runner.

C 4. Jamie's hair looked like red handlebars.

C 5. Summers passed like sea winds over the tall grasses.

6. Alvin was restless and tired of winter.

7. Alvin's brain was like a computer.

8. Margie hated her mechanical teacher. (5. points)

3. Decide whether each of the selections listed below from Unit 1 is an
example of fiction, poetry, or autobiography. In the blank after each
selection title, write fiction if the selection. is a story, poetry if it
is a poem, and autobiography if it is a self-written life story.

1. "Miss Kirby's Room" fiction

2. "Crocodile" poetry

3. "The Quarrel" poetry

4. "Until I Was Ten" autobiography

5. "The Fun They Hcd" fiction

4. Study the selection titles and the themes listed below them. Match the
theme with the correct selection by writing the letter of the theme in
the blank before the selection title.

b 1. "The Boy Who Changed His Mine.

c 2. "Crocodile"

a 3. "The Fun They Had"
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a. Ao machine, no matter how far advanced, can replace the warmth of ahuman being.

b. It is unfair to take out your anger on innocent targets'.
c. Do not regret those things,you cannot change.
d. Learn to teach

yourself aZd,appreciate the world around you.
e., It is unfair to judge, a person on appearances only. (5 points)is

C. Study Skills

1. Find each of the words listed below in the Glossa and lookea its pronunciatr.
In the -blank after each word, write he numberof syllables the word..contains. Then underline the vowel,in the ,ortsyllable that receives the heaviest accent.

1. ability 4 6. constantly 3
2. advertisement 4 7. malaria 4
3. apartment 3 8. mechanical 4

4. bl.plane 2 /il 9. original 4
5. carpenter 3 10. suspicion 3 (10 points)

2. Use your dictionary if you n ed to for this exercise. After each wordlisted below is a suffix. Add that suffix to the word, making annecessary spelling changes. Write the new word in the blank.
1. happy + -1Y

happily

2. stop + -inn
stopping

3. argue + -ing
arguing

4. shade + -ed
shaded

5. flap + -ed
flapped

5. grin + -ing
grinning

7. angry 4--ly
angrily

ams

8. announce + -ing
announcing
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9. hate + -ed hated

10. invisible + -ly invisibly

D. Composition
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1. Rewrite the following sentences using the correct punctuation and
capitalization.

a. sUsan and John live on lovely street in avon connecticut

Sucan and John live on Lovely Street in Avon, Connecticut.

h. was bobs birthday on may 21 1973

Was Bob's birthday on Hay 21, 1973?

c. she said come here right now

She said, "Come here right now!" (10 points)

2. The following question is about friendship, base a short composition on
(approx, 5 sentences). Include in your compositions your definition of

friendship. What do you think a friend should be like? Begin your
composition with, "A friend is..." (10 points)

The correction for this paragraph should be based upon the child's
ability to express ideas in sentences with adequate attention given
to spelling and punctuation appropriate for the level.

Recoimended rating: C- Commedable
S- Satisfactory
N- Needs Improvement
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Total: 100 points

1. The following words have the long vowel sounds or letter names for the
vowels a, e, and i. In tte blank after each word, write a if the word
has the long sound of a, e if it has the long sound of e, and if ithas the long sound of i. Then underline the letter or letters that ftlspell the vowel sound. If the spelling pattern is VCe, underline the
consonant also.

1. wait 11. heat

2, fry 12.. gait

411
....1.011116

411111......11

3. cream 13. they
MIlmMOIOMI

4. day 14. hide 1
5. see 15. green11.01

6. tight 16. weight om
7. blame 17. cry004./..

8. only 18. hate
11.

9. lie 19. nice

:11MIIIMI11 I to

10. be 220. he (20 points)

10

2. The following words contain the long vowel sounds or letter names for
the letters o and u. In the blank after each word, write o if the word
contains the long sound of o and u if it contains the long sound of u.
Then underline the letter or letters that spell the vowel sound. If
the spelling pattern is VCe, underline the consonant also.

1. few 6. soon.111111010.1111.

42. boat 7. close

3. flew 8. grow

4. due
9. duty

5. note 10. mule (10 points)

3. Look at the following words. Locate the base in each word and under-
line it. If the word is a compound made up of two bases, draw a aladh
between each base.

1. softly 3. befriond

2. enjoyed 4. softball
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5. usually 8. ballroom:,

6. joyful 9. unusual

7. friendly 10. friendship

101:1/40t

(10 points)

4. The words in the following list all belong to the weak word fhaily.
Read each sentence below and select the correct word from the list
that completes the sentence. Write that word in the blank.

weak weaker weakened
weakly weakness

1. The more Lengthwise eta, the he becam....

2. He felt his would be his end.

3. The bookworm crawled out into the garden.

4. He tried to make friends.

5. tiis zest for living (5 points)

5. Each of the following words ending in -ion contains a base that is a
verb. Write the base word or verb In the tirst blank. Then add the
past-time ending and write the past form of the verb in the second
blank.

1. invention

2. celebration

3. digestive

4. selection

5. reflection

points)
6. Look at the list of words below and the sentences that follow it.

Each sentence has a blank that can be filled by one of the words in
the list. Using the clues given by the other words in the sentence,
select a word from the list to complete each Gentence and write that
word in the blank. Use each word only once.

amiPble gazelle
astonishment modified
befuddled Tickered
cud wheezing

1. The ant was at first friendly and

2. After grazing ail day, the peaceful cows lay down to chew their
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3. The men ran up to the chief, breathless and

4. The is

shown in Dr. Cogswell's eyes.
at Alice's ability to write was

low

One's way of speaking changes or becomes aftermoving to another part of the country. (5 points)

B. Comprehension and Literary Skills

1. Some of the following sentences are examples of alliteration or
repetition of beginning consonant sounds. Decide which ones theyareand put a check mark in the blank before those items. Then underlinethe repeated begiming consonant letters that spell tk2 sounds thatcreate the alliteration.

1. Crunchy, crispy crackers create crumbs in cradles.

2. A beautiful creature danced evenly forever.

3. ;lunching merrily on maple sugar, nary mumbled my message.

4. Seven southern sisters eat silently for six seconds.

5. i4y niece opened presents. (5 points)

2. Look at the following sentences. Some state facts that are known to be
true, and others state ideas that are probably true. In the blank
before each sentence, write F if the statement is a certain fact and
P if it is only probably true.

1. Family names or last names are also called surnames.

2. The first American settlers probably all spoke alike.

3. Perhaps Thomas Gallaudet was named after a relative.

4. Africans brought
tt
O America probably had a hard time learnitig

English.

S. Thomas Gallaudet lived in Hartford, Connecticut. (5 points)

3. Listed below are five selection titles and five statements of theme.
batch each title with its theme by levities the letter of the correctselection title in the blank before the statement of theme.

a. "The Loudest Noise in the World"
b. "The:Boy Who Wouldn't Talk"
c. "What Is Your Name?"
d. "The Story of Lengthwise"
e. "Your Speech Tells Where You Live"
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1. There are three maln kinds of speech in the United States.

2. Problems cannot be solved by running away from them.1
3. 'Noise can keep us from hearing sounds that are beautiful.

4. Just knowing a lot of words is not enough af you wish to
communicate with others.

5. There are many ways by which people acquired both given names
and surnames. (5 points)

4. Listed below are the titles of a poem, a folktale, an essay, a bio-
graphy, and a story. In the blank after each selection title, write
poetry, folktale, essay, biography, or fiction, depending upon the
kind of writing the selection represents.

1. "The Boy Who Wouldn't Talk"

2. "What Is Your Name?"

3. "Talk"

4. "Ululation"

5. "No Schools for the Deaf Ones"

C. Study Skills
(10 points)

1. Below are two groups of five words each. Show how the words would be
arranged in alphabetical order by rearranging the words in each group
and writing them alphabetically in the blank.

block string

blnwr. stride

blond stripe

bloom strict

blood strike

C. Composition

(5 points)

1. Rewrite the folic-wing sentences using the correct punctuation and
capitalization.

a. mre smith said i was twenty eight years old on march 25
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b. John received island of the blue dolphin us a gift

(10 points)

2. Complete the following story. Remember your rules of pUnctuation and
capitalization. Remember to proofread your work. -Commendable

-Satisfactory
-Needs Improvement

:coney in the Puddle

Wilma was on her way to a birthday party. She was wearing a new

pink dress, and she had fifty cents to buy a present for her friend.

Suddenly she tripped, and her money bounced into the middle of a big

puddle.
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1. The following words have the long vowel sounds or letter names for the
Vowels a, e, and i. In the blank after each word, write a if the word
has the long sound of a, e if it has the long Found of e, and i if it
has the long sound of i. Then underline the letter or letters that
spell the vowel sound. If the spelling pattern is VCe, underline the
consonant also.

1. wait , a 11. ';eat e

2. fix. i y 12. gait a

3. cream e 13. they a

4. d $ 14. hide i
r

5. see . 15. green e

6. tight i' 16. weigh a

7. blame a 17. Fry_ i

8. only. e 18. hate a....

9. lie i 19. nice i

10. be e 20. he e (20 points)

2. The following words contain the long vowed sounds or letter names for
the letters o and u. In the blank after each word, write o if the word
contains the long sound of o and u if it contains the long sound of u.
Then underline the letter or letters that spell the vowel sound. If
the spelling pattern is VC6, underline the cosonant also.

1. few u ) 6. soon u

2. boat 45 7. close o

3. flew u 8. grow o

4. due v. 9. duty u

5. not7 to o 10. mule u (10 points)
1-- _

3. Look at the fol ing words. Locate the base in each word and under-
line it. If the word is a compound made up of two bases, draw a slash
between each base.

1. softly 3. befriend

2. enjoyed 4. soft/ball
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8. ball/room

9. unusual

10. friendship (10 points)

4. The words in the following liseall belong to the weak word family.Read each sentence below and select the correct word foam the listthat completes the sentence. Tito that word in the blank.

weak weaker weakened
weakly weakness

I. The more Lengthwise ate, the weaker he became.

2. He felt his weakness would be his end.

3. The weak bookworm crawled out into the garden.

4. He tried weakly to make friends.

5. His zest .for living weakened. (5 points)

5. Each of the following words ending in -ion contains a base that is averb. Write the base word or verb in the first blank. Then add thepast-time ending and write the past form of the verb in the secondblank.

I. invention

2. celebration

3. digestion

4. selection

5. reflection

invent

celebrate

cArtt

select

reflect

invented

celebrated

digested

selected

teflected
(10 points)6. Look at the list of words below and the sentences that follow it.Each sentence has a blank that can be filled by one of the words inthe list. Using the clues given by the other words in the sentence,select a word from the list to complete each sentence and write thatword in the blank. Use each word only once.

amiable

astonishment
befuddled
cud

gazelle
modified
puckered
wheezing

1. The ant was at first friendly and amiable.

2. After grazing all day, the peaceful cows lay down to chew theircud.
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3. The men tan up to the chief breathless and 211.9234sa.

4. The astonishment at Alice's ability to write was shown in Dr.
Cogswell's eyes.

5. One's way of speaking changes or becomes modified after moving to
another part of the country.

(5 points)
D. Comprehension and Literary Skills

1. Some of the followl9g sentences are examples of alliteration or
repetition of beginning consonant sounds. Decide which ones they are
apd put a check mark in the blank before those items. Then underline
the repeated beginning consonant letters that spell the sounds that
create the alliteration.

1. Crunchy, crispy crackprs create crumbs in cradles.

2. A beautiful creature danced evenly forever.

b. Munching merily on maple sugar, Nary mumbled E message.

_ILA. Seven southern sisters sat silently for six seconds.

5. my niece opened presents. (5 points)

2. Look at the folla.-ing sentences. Some state facts that are known to be
true, aad others state ideas that are probably true. In the blank
before each sentence, write F if the statement is a certain fact and
P if it is only probably true.

F 1. Family names or last names are also called surnames.

P 2. The first American settlers probably all spoke alike.

P 3. Perhaps Thomas Gallaudet was named after a relative.

P 4. Africans brought to America probably had a hard time learning
English.

F 5. Thomas Gallaudet lived in Hartford, Connecticut. (5 points)

3. Listed below are five selection titles and five statements of theme.
;latch each title with its theme by writing the letter of the correct
selection title in the blank before the statement of theme.

a. "The Loudest Noise in the World"
b. "The Boy Who Wouldn't Talk"
c. "What Is Your Name?"
d. 'The Story of Lengthwise"
e. "Your Speech Tells Where You Live"
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e 1. There are three main kinds of speech in the United States.

b 2. Problems cannot be solved by running away from them.

a 3. Noise can keep us from hearing-sounds that are beautiful.

d 4. Just knowing a lot of words is not enough if you wish to
communicate with others.

c 5. There are many ways by which people acquired both given namesand surnames.
(5 points)

4. Listed below aKe the titles of a poem, a folktale, an essay, a bio-graphy, and a story. In the blank after each selection title, writepoetry, folktale, essay, biography, or fiction, depending upon thekind of writing the selection represents.

1. "The Boy Who Wouldn't Talk" fiction

2. "What Is Your Name?" essay

3. "Talk"
folktale

4. "Ululation" poetry

5. "No School for the Deaf Ones" biography

C. Study Skills

.1(

(5 points)

1. Below are two groups of five words each. Show how the words would bearranged in alphabetical order by rearranging the words in each groupand writing them alphabetically in the blank.

block block string strict

blown blond stride stride,

blond blood stripe strike

bloom bloom strict string

blood blown strike stripe

C. Composition (10 points)

1. Rewrite the following sentences using the correct punctuation and
'capitalization.

a. mrs smith said I was twenty eight years old on march 25

Mrs. Smith said, "1 was twenty - eight years old on liarch 25."
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b. John received island of the blue doP,Wm_as a gift.

John received Island of the Blue Dolphin as a gift.

(10 points)
2. Complete the following story. Remember your rules of punctuation and

capitalization. Remember to proofread your work.

Honey in the Puddle

Wilma was on her way to a birthday party. She was wearing a new
pink dress, and she had fifty cents to buy a present for her friend.
Suddenly she tripped, and her money bounded into the middle of a big
puddle.

The correction for this paragraph should be based upon child's
ability to express ideas in sentences with adequate attention given
to spelling and punctuation appropriate for the level.

Recommended rating:

C -Commendable
S -Satisfactory
N -Needs Improvement
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magnificent flutter

blustery . flap
,10.

fikeralach dare

target

unplug .= shuddering

glaze caterpillar

,computter amazement

stuff carpenter

.reAggent idiom

report instinct

mess screech

simile fault

announce pebble

short' circle

glob spoil

unusual crest

remember be the

invent mechanical

pest diary

crane calculate

rubble suspicion

expect secret

attention minute

evidence rhythm

verse ed3e

inspiration aquarium

generator apparatus

nonsense librarian

wonder vivid

sector

superior

century'

dispute

interest

compare

prefer

explain

regular

insert

quarrel

alight

hate

thump

embarrass

popular

period

confusion

quotation

corner

Jealousy

absence

basis

tern

incubator

operator

wonder

digest
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snore
marvel

whistle
amiable

satisfy
astir

royal
flurry

complain
geography

messenger
immensely

important
miraculous

excitement
meteor

glee
midget

italics
mortification

favor
dedicate

matter
drawl

7

1st

custodian
coastal

chalk
accent

homophones
difference

Braille

blind
deaf

parent
astonishment

afraid
handicap

cry oral

dictionary
sign

encyclopedia
manual

foreign
casume

palm
wheeze

continue
refrain

puns
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Asimov, Isaac, ede, Tomorrow's Children, Net York. Doubleday Company, Inc.
The world of tomorrow is described in eighteen tales of fantasy and scienoe
fiction - a world that the boys and girls ofi-teiday may discover in the
future. For the better reader.

Barnstone, Aliki, The Real Tin Flower: 'teems About the lorld at Nine. New York.
The Macmillan Company. The author was nine years old when she wrote
these poems. Her subjects are portrayed with amazing honesty and skill.
An excellent e;:ample of originality in language and imagery in children's
poetry, it could inspire students-to write poetry of their own.

Cleary, Beverly, Ramona the Pest. New York: 11.1liam Morrow & Company, Inc.
Ramona Quinley, who has often been a nuisance to Henry Huggins, is
delighted with school and her pretty young teacher. She continues to live
up to her nickname of "Pest" through -such antics as presenting her doll
(whose hair she has dyed green) to the class, deciding to marry Henry
Huggins, and singing "dawnzerlee light."

Coatsworth, Elizabeth, Down Half the 1orld. New York: The Macmillan Company.
The author has tried to catch the qUality of history and of places,
sometimes in distant and out-of-the-way countries, but most often in the
Maine countryside. "This book," she says, "is essentially a short record
of my delight in the world and in living." These poems are primarily
blank verse.

$ The Sparrow Bush. New York: WT. Norton Sr Company, Inc. This
collection of playful and humorous rhymes is ideal for children who like
rhythm in words. The subjects are all familiar; birds, fish, storms, oats,
mushrooms, night, and day. A good book to indroduce poetry.

Corbett, Scott, The !fairy Horror,Trick. Poston- Little, rewn S, Co. }erby's
cousin accidentally discovers his secret 'Feats 0' 'tagic` Chemistry Set.
To silence him, Kerby promises a trich, only to have it backfire- Kerby
is sporting a moustache and beard,ewhile ualdo, the dog, is hairless.

Fitzhugh, Louise, Harriet the Su. New York: Harper and Row, Publishers, Inc.
Harriet roans her neighborhood, spying on everyone and writing her opinions
in a notebook. "hen fellou classmates find her notes and read her remarks
about them, Parriet is Aqtracized.

goniE!sburr, E. L., From the 'fixed-up Files of "Irs. rash]. E. Frantweiler. *feu
York Atheneum Publishers. 'Then Claudia decides to run at'ay from the
monotony and injustice of her life, she selects her dcatination as the
':etropolitan luseum of Art--and then chooses her nine-year old brother as
her companion. The children manage, through ingenuity, quick thinking!, and
miserly manaeement of finances,.to live in the museum undetected for a week.
A fresh approach to humor. !'inner of the Mewbery :edal in )96g.

L' Engle, "!adeleine, A 'Trinkle in Time. Aloe York- varrar, StraveT-ftlreua Inc.
l'eg's father has disappeared. 'Mile searching for him, "ec and her -friends
cross over into another world by means of a wrinkle in time.

NcCord, David, 'All Tray Long Fifty Rhymes of the ,Fever as and the Always Is.
Boston Little, frown & Co. A companion to Far ant' Feu and Tpl-e Sky, this
volume contains poems about the wit, sueprises, and slauntinr. delights of
Childhood. The poet has fun with oddities of exnression and the observation
of natural phenomena.
, Far and Few. Roston: Little, nrown SACo. The sixty poems in this book
demonstrate great variety in rhythm, icleas;imaRination and mood. This
1,00k,' say the authors, reflects a child's aPlf-reliance, any' his instinctive
interest In nature.'

, Take TA. Boston. Little, Brown & Co. 7oreOynes of the 'Never "as
and the Always Is bake up this companion,to4All D4y Low,. Forty-eight
humorous poems on various aspects of childhood range it form :ram short
verses to longer narrative poetry.

con. &MALE
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Pierce, Geogria, Junior Book of Bird Life. Champai'n, Illinois- Garrard.
ishing Co. Children can learn what to do with a baby bird that has

fa len fftm its nest, hot- to build alhesting houoe, how to make a feeding
tr y, and what kind of food to put out for birds.

Silverberg, nobert, 'len and .lachJnes. New York. leredith Press. Ten science-
fiction stories arelincluded in this anthology. All of the stories deal with
the relationship between man and the machines he has made. They portray
man as both master and slave of his machanicalbrain-children. For the
better reader.

Sterling, Dorothy, Ellen's Blw Jays. New York; noubleday & Company, Inc.
Ellen starts. feeding bird during the winter and then followsmnse closely
the lives of two blue jays. Through her eyes, we observe the jays as -they hatch family of four baby jays and train them. A useful guide to
bird watcting and care of birds for the interested student.

"allace, Bartiara, Claudia. Chicago. Follett Publishing Company. A tomboy's
proving pains, ageravated by obtuse parents and snippy classmates, are
sensitively portrayed. Men a tomboy friend begins snubbing Claudia and.
spreading rumors that she is a thief, Claudia faces hostility both at
school and ot home. Claudia is finally vindicated, and all ends well.
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Brown, "arion Tlarsh, and Ruth Crane, The Silene Storm. Nashville. Abingdon

Press. The authors tell how Anne Sullivan, who spent a dreary childhood
in an almshouse became the inspired teacher of Helen Keller and made
important contributions to the education of the blind-deaf.

DeGering, Etta, Seeing Fingers: The Story of Louis Braille. New York: David
PcKay, Inc. ::usician, teacher, and inventor of the Braille system of reading
and writing, Louis Braille was one of the jreat benefactors of mankind. His
childhood adjustment to blindness and the accomplishments of his youth,
when some of his most important work was done, are emphasized in the biography.

Epstein, Same4The First Book of TTords: Their Family Histories. New York-
Franklin Mitts, Inc. Here is the story of English words - how they cane to
be, how we use them, and how in time they change their meaning to suit
our needs. A stimulating introduction to the study of language, English or
foreign.

Fadiman, Clifton, ally the Uordworm. New York: The Macmillan Company. dally
the ordworm not only liked to eat words, he liked to meet them, greet them,
and repeat them. Nally discovers that the dictionary is crammed with
inte_esting and peculiar words.

Farjeon, Eleanor, The Chitdren's Bells: A Selection of Poems. Mew York:
Henry Z. valck, Inc. These poems, selected by T!iss Farjeon from her
previous books for children, sing of the seasons, of maple, of kings and
heroes, and of other aspects of the child's world.

Garfield, James P.M Follow by Leader. New York! Viking Press, Inc. An
eleven-year-old blind boy gradually resumes hi normal life with the aid
of loyal friends and of his guide dos, Leader.

Graff, Stewart, and Polly Anne Graff, Helen Keller:. Toward the Lipht. Champaign,
Illinois: Garrard Publiehine Compan3r. Although she was blind and deaf at
an early age, this remarkable woman received a college education and
subsequently devoted her life to the handicapped.

Hunt, '!abet Leigh, Little Girl with Seven Names. Philadelphia: J.B. Lippincott
Company. The little girl with seven names found her name to be her bleeest
problem. She managed to do something about her long name without hurting
anyone's feelings.

Bunter, Edith Fisher, Child of the Silent Nieht. noston Houghton 3Tifflin Co.
The story of Laura Bridgeman, the first blind deaf-mute to be successfully
educated. is told in this easy-to-read biography. It centers on her child-
hood and on her life at the Perkins Institute for the Blind.

Joslin, Sesyle, The Night They Stole the Alphabet. New York. Harcourt Brace
Jovanovich Inc. Young Victoria is awakened during the night by the noise
of robbers. After finding ti4p letters missing from her alphabet wallpaper
and all the pages blank in her fairy tale hook, she sets off to retrieve
the stolen goods.

:eltzer, Hilton, Ajlchtip the Dark: The Lite of Samuel Gridley Howe. flew York-
Thonas Y. Croeell Company. The life of the Boston doctor who established
the Perkins Institute for the nlind makes inspiring reading. His pioneer
work with the blind, the deaf, the feebleminded, and the delinquent is
described.

:Terriam, Eve, There Is No 'Thyme for Silver. Sew York: Atheneum Publishers.'
Diverse subjects dealt lith in this pleasant, mostly humorous collection of
poems include kittens, space, flying, askine questions, wishing, and summer
raLn.

Nurn1:erg, 71axwell, t!onders in T7ords. Fneleweed Cliffs, New Jerser Prentice-
LHall, Inc. An introductory overview is provided of the development of spoken
language and the derivation of 'meets. Separate chanters discuss the
derivation of names for famous cities, floeers, and personal names. The
book also offers a simplifiedfexplanation of the structure of words which
may induce students to devel '.cords of their own.
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O'Neill, *;ary, uords t "ords, t?ords. ::ew York Doubleday S. Company, Inc. Thesubject of all the poems its this book is our English languaRe - its historyand development, the parts of speech and punctuation marks, plus themeanings of many of our words.
Rappaport, Eva, -Banner Forlard'r''. The Pictorial niography of r Guide Don "e"York. E.P. Dutton F. Company, Inc. A golden retriever is followed frombirth through training as a guide dc' and the matchinR up with her blindriaster. A factual book that holds the reader's interest.Robinson, Veronica, David in Silence. Philadephia- J.B. Lippincott Company.David was deaf, and when he and hit' family moved to a new town, the children

or-,
in the neighborhood reacte o him with suspicion and hostility. Only oneboy made an effort to unders nd.

Sanaburg, Carl, 7ind Sono. New York: Harcourt Brace Jovanovich, Inc. 'Ir.Sandburg chose these poems for children from his previously publishedworks. New poems are also included.
Severn, Bill, People words. New York. Ives Tashburn, Inc. (David ?tcKay CompahY,Inc.) rle often use words without realizing that we are borrowing someone'sname to help us express ourselves. This book is a collection of such wordsand stories of how they prey from the names of Rods, king's, famous men,and even little-known people.
t'oods, Hubert C., Child of the Arctic. Chicano: Follett Publishing Company.Tooruk and Kumalik are identical twins, but Kumalih is deaf and cannot talk.Only Tooruk coromunicates with him. Almost all of the Eskimo villagers referto him as "the crazy one." 'Then the boy makes a dan"erous trip to bringsulfa and penicillin to the suffering villaf!e, this attitude is changed.



Dear Parent,

taught a;

Levc/
LANGUAGE ARTS
Level Report
Avon, Conn.

Date

has completed the Language Arts skills
13. The following is an overview of your child's next level.

I. Decoding Smills

A.

B.

C.

D.

E.

F.

S.

H.

Overview of Level. 14

Consonant digraphs Ex. ek, ng
Consonant spellings - silent letters Ex.
Long and short vowel spelling patterns
Correlate consonant and vowel sounds with
Syllables
Identify schwa sound
Suffixes Ex. -er, -or, -ent
Froofreadigg

I.I. Comprehension and Literary Understanding

knight, climb

pronunciation key.

A. Similes and metaphors
B. Puns, idioms, and parodies
C. Sequence
D. Main idea
E. Fact and fiction
r. Cause - effect relationships
G. Appreciation bf human values and aesthetics

III. /Language

Vocabulary - developing meanings, synonyms, denotative and connotative
words

rd usage
1. Verbs - identification, past tense forms, position in sentence
2. Nouns - identification, plural forms, as a subject
3. Adjectives - position in sentence, comparison and superlative forms,

hyphenated compound adjectives Ex. wide-eyed
4. Adverbs -ly forms

C. Handwriting - cursive forms
D. Punctuation
L. Capitalization

IV. Study Skills

A. Simple outlines
B. Use of encyc:opedia

V. Creativity

A. Extending experiences before, during and after each story read.
B. Writing descriptive paragraphs, short stories, and friendly letters.



Time To Wonder
(Units 3,4)
Level 14

StS1 art 0001.

I. Decoding Skills

A. Phonology (Study of the sound structure of our language.)

1. Consnnant spellings

a. Correspond sounds with Pronunciation Key
b. Silent letters

knight write talk calm climb

2. Consonant digraphs

a. ck - back trick lock luck
b. ng low luta sin ram

3. Vowels - pronunciation

a) Correspond following vowel sounds with Pronunciation Key

1. a - say
2. W- far
3. e - flea
4. ; o - toll
5. u - stew

4. Vowel - spelling patterns

a. ow - how, house, bough
b. of toy, boil
c. au - draw, horse, talk, thought, caught

5. Construct new words e a) using above spelling patterns
b) a, 5, u 99 mid-vowel spellings

6. Syllables Examples: ap"grtment, labOratory, enArance

a. Identify number of syllables and stress accents by counting vowel
sounds in a word - using words with up to 6 consonants

b. Identify schwa sound in unstressed syllables
c. Identify syllables and stress (accent) in words having suffix

-ic - ex. magnetic

B. Aorphology (Study of word structure and word information.)

1. Suffixes

a. "One who does"
ex. walker, educat$, president, agriculturalist, fireman

b. "One who is from" Chinese, American
c. "ation" - reservation

2. Word families

a. foreign language roots
b. related word meanings

\.)
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Language Arts
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BES1 UPI ROSIE

Teacher's copy

b. john received island of the blue do * as a gift.

John received Island of the Blue Dolphin as'a gift.

(10 points)2. Complete the following story. Remember your rules of punctuation and
capitalization. Remember to proofread your work.

Honey in the Puddle

Wilma was on her way to a birthday party. She was wearing a newpink dress, and she had fifty cents to buy a present for her friend.Suddenly she tripped, and her money bounded into the middle of a bigpuddle.

The correction forthis paragraph should be based upon child's
ability to express ideas in sentences with adequate attention kivento spelling and punctuation appropriate for the level.

Recommended rating:

C -Commendable
S -Satisfactory
N -Needs Improvement

tr-



Level 14

C. Spelling

1. Relate spelling to concepts developed in phonology, morphology

a. expansion of base words
b. ow, oi, au, ou sounds and their various spellings

A/6-

2. er, _est added to adjectives
tx!mples - louder, bigger, wiser, funnier, proudest, fattest, wisest,

happiest

3. _ly added to adjectives to form adverbs
examples - elow, nicer, clumsier

4. Proofread all written Work for correct spelling

II. Comprehension

A. Literal and Inferential

1. Recall factual detail
2. Sequence of events
3. Hain idea
4. Distinguish between fact aid fiction
5. Distinguish main theme in pictures

B. Critical Thinking

1. Recognizing cause - effect relationships
2. Binding and weighing evidence
3. Imagining altaTnative solutions to a problem

III. Language

A. Syntax (study of grammatical structure) ,1

I. Verbs

a. Identify features (word class)
b. past tense forms ad or _d
c. Distinguish verb predicate

2. Aouns

a.. Identify features Nord class)
b. Plural forms -a

-er and -ist added to noun base
ex. piper, violinist

d. Distinguish noun subject
e. noun marker

3. Adjectives

a. Identify in patterns Det 0 LV - Adj. Ex. - The boy is good.
b. Identify in patterns Det. Adj N - The little lapy is here.
c. Hyphenated cqmoound adjectives

ex. the black-haired girl.



4'
Level 14

d. 1) er, est ex. bigger, biggest; funny, funniest
2) tse of "more" to express some comparisons

example - more adorable, more interesting
3) Describe the relationship of adjective to adverb.

05% 1%4°1

4. Adverbs

1. Relationship to adjectives
slow - slowly
(see spelling)

R. Semantics (the exploration of meaning assigned to words and groups of
words)

1. Synonyms
2. Words of denatation and connotation
3. Latin roots a) genus, specie and related family words
4. Related word meanings of Latin "uni"-

C. Handwriting

1. Review 111 cursive forms
2. Review joining of cursive letter
3. Extend cursive writing into all subject areas
4. Proofread writtenwork for correct handwriting forms

D. Mechanics

1.- Punctuation signals

a. comma

1. Between the names of a city and the name of a state or a ory
country.

2. Between the day of the month and the year
3. In the greeting and closing of a friendly letter

b. Apostrophe

1. contractions
2. possessives

c. Colon

1: Ahmed in long list of words

d. Exclamation mark
e. Quotation marks
f. Question mark

2. Capitalization

a. First word of a sentence
b. Important words in titles
c. First word in direct quotation

3. Letter writing

a. Parts of a friendly letter



Level 14

b. Addressing an envelope
c. Compose original letters.

TV. Study Skills

A. Si ipie Outlines

1. Main idea
2. Supporting details

B. Use of Encyclopedia

1. Format

a. alphabetical structure
b. subheadings
c. pictures
d. maps
e. charts
f. cross references

C. Research of topics.

1. use of related topics for more information

V. Literary Understanding

A. Rhetoric and Literary Skills

1. ,Identify fiction and nonfiction
2. Plot
3. Puns
4. Rhythm
5. Simile
6. Metaphor
7. Parody
8. Idioms

B. Human Values and Aesthetics

001

1. To develop understanding and appreciation for the principles of
scientific observation.

2. To extend awareness of the distinguishing features of science and
art as they appear in light fiction.

3. To develop knowledge of writing scientific reports through using
secondary sources (encyclopedia and textbooks).

4. To explore origin of myth - making.
5. To increase awareness of the differences between mythical and

scientific explanations.
6. To encourage participation in the myth-making experience.
7. To consider the valbe of wildlife and the need to preserve it.
8. To consider the value of individual freedom as contrasted with

captivity.
9, To encourage respect for individual differences.

10. To appreciate the value of perseverance and self reliance in achieving
a goal.

11. To develop awareness of man's capacity for imaginative Flay and
dreaming.

12. To develop awareness of the human need to model our behavior on that



Level 14

of people we admire.

VI. Creativity

A. Developing Creative Potential

sts1
tovi 1,01.05.

1. Listeninvto related musical compositions
2. Putting words to music
3. Producing T.V. and radio shows
4. Duplicating artistic design
5. Debating problems and issues related to selections
6. Exploring artistic creations of other cultures

B. Campo tion

1. ontinuation of a story
2. escriptive paragraph
3. iendly letter

VII. Materials"

A. Reqiured - Holt, Rinehart and Winston, Inc.

X Time To Wonder - Units 3 and 4

a. Text (pupil and teacher's handbook)
b. Workbook
c. Satellite Bookb

1) Unit 3 I Don't Want to Be Like 111: Father
Six Great Mammals

2) Unit 4 Museums
Art and Nature

d. AV Material

1. Recordings - Unit 3 "In Time of Silver Rain"
"The Time of Deep Darkness"

Unit 4 "The Friendly Cricket"
"Lazy River"
"Mambos from West Side Story"
"You"

"Overture to Candide"
"Dance of the Sugar Plum Fairy"

2. Souna.Filmstrips

Unit 3 "One Small World"
"Grouping Words in Sentences"

Unit 4 "Hats Off: The Earth is Singing"

B. Alternate Reading Program - approval of Reading Department:

1. HcZraw Hill - Programmed Reading (Sullivan)
2. Iterrill, Charles - Merrill Readers
3. Scott Foresman
4. Ginn 360
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1:11. C. Supplementary Materials

. 1. Language

sts1 Ovi vialtksts.

a. Holt, Rinehart and Winston, Inc.
The Arts and Skills of English - Books 3 and 4

(sample copies of workbook)
b. Laidlaw - Adventures in English - Book 3

Exploring in English - Book 4
(activity sheets and tests)

c. Scott, Foresman - Language and How To Use It (Activities Books
3 and 4 sample copies and records)Duplicating
Masters

d. Harcourt, Brace and World - The Roberts Series - Books 3 and 4
(workbooks as samples)

e. Random House - Theatiting Bug Kit (filmstrips, tapes, activity
cards)

f. Ginn - Creativity Idea Books: Can You Imagine? For Those Who
Wonder

g. Harcourt, Brace and World - Much Majesty Book 4
h. Laidlaw - Magic and Laughter Book 4
i. Random House - Windy Hills Book 4
J. Lippincott - Reading for Mailing Book 4
k. Paperbacks

1. Scholastic Individualized Reading Kets
2. Limited copies of assorted paperbacks

1. Bernell Loft, Ltd. - Capitalization and Punctuation Individualized
Kit Sets C and D

2. Spelling

a. 220 Basic Dolch List
b. Scott, Foresman Spelling Our Language Book 4
c. Webster, McGraw Hill - Basic Goals in Spelling Book 4
J. Noble and Noble - Spell/ Write Book 4
e. Economy Company - Continuous Progress Spelling Kit

3. Handwriting

a. Scott, Foresman - Writing Our Lan Book 4

4. Enrichment Materials

a. Lyons and Carnahan - The New Phonics We Use -C-D-E-FG
b. Bernell Loft, Led. Specific Skills Series -C-D-E-F-

(Main Idea, Sequence, Context, Sounds, Following Directions,
Locating the Answere,CettiAg the Facts, Drawing Conclusions)

. c. Teacher made materials (See Activities Section of Guide)
d. Library filmstrips and tapes
e. S.R.A. Reading Labs lc and 11A
f. EDL Controlled Reader and Language Master
g. Continental, Hayes, Jen Duplicating Masters
h. Educators Publishing - Wordly Wise - Book 1 Service
!. Dictionary and Encyclopedia
J. Dr Herr - Crossword Puzzles Book 2
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VIII. Evaluation

A. Required

1. Holt, Rinehart and Winston - Evaluation Masters
2. Holt, binenart and Winston - End of Unit Tests
3. Teacher Made Tests

B. Optional

1. Informal Reading Inventory
2. Gates - Nac Ginite Teat - standardized
3. Metropolitan Achievement Test
4. Botel Inventory of Phonetic Skills

si5t.
000.

for individual stories
(14a, 14b)



Level 14a Evaluation
Language Arts

Name Date

Reading and Language Total 100 points

A.i 1. Look at the following words. Count the number of syllables in each
word and write the number in the space provided.

1. specific

2. automatic

3. mystic

4. plastic

,....

mEmMi..111

5. tonic

(5 points)

2. Read each word below and underline the vowel in the syllable that
receives primary stress.

I. tonic 5. terrific

2. relation

3. elation

4. concentration (5 points)

3. Look at each word in the list. Decide which Sample Word has the
same vowel sound as the word you read. In the spaces below each
Sample Word, write those words from the list that contain the same
vowel sound.

foot

frown
throw IAN:
crew

boot shook
rouse phcae
shoe moan

Sample Words: brook broom house snow,.

(10 points)

4. Read each word in the list. In the correct columns, write a
synonym and an antonym for'each word.

Word

1. land

2. giggle

3. silly

4. smooth

5. etolot

Synonym Antonym

11..111.
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Name

5. shut

Date

(10 points)

5. Add the correct suffix from the list at the left to each word listed
so that the word takes on the meaning of "one who does" or "one
who is from." 'Watch for spelling changes.

Suffix Word New Word

-er 1. reside

-or 2. walk

-ent 3. aviate

-an 4. Texas

-or 5. :4i4ate

4

(5 points)

6. Read each pair of words and combine them to make a hy0t;nated
compound adjective. Write a sentence using your new w d. Be sure
to add the necessary suffix when making your new word.

1. rose + color..

Sentence:

2. curly...4- hair..

Sentence:

3. Smiling + face..

Sentence:

4. wide + eye..

Sentence:

5. dirt + smear..

Sentence _

B. Comprehension anti Literary Skills

(10 points)

1. Certain elements listed below are more likely to appear in nonfiction;
others appear more frequently in fiction. After each element listed,
write,Fiction or Nonfiction, depending upon where the item would
most often be found.

1. Photographs

2. Cartoons



Level 14a Evaluation
Language Arts

Name
Date

3. Figurative language

4. Scientific terms

5. Charts

*ST

(5 points)

2.A. Look at the sentences below. If rearranged, they tell a story.
Number the.sentences so that the events are in the order in which
they would happen if they were in a story.

...11

The lava seemed to be everywhere, and Sim knew that he barely had
time to escape.

The day started out as usual with a hot sun and clear skies.

The red-hot lava poured forth like an unending river of fire.

Toward midmorning a strangeness entered the air-a strange odor and
sense of doom.

He quickly ran to the waiting boat, Jumping on just as it left
shore for the safety of the mainland.

Suddenly a huge roar filled the silence; Kaloa was erupting:

(6 points)

B. Now, read the sentences which you Just nunbered in their correct
orcer. Then answer the following questions about the sequence of
events.

1. Would this tie considered the basis of a short story o# of a
myth?

2. Would you say that its plot could be stated by this sentence:
"A young boy escapes from a volcanic explosion by taking his
canoe down the river away from the eruption"?

3. Think of the places you read about in Unit 3. In which of
those places could this be taking place?

4. Would you consider the stylc to be realistic or fantastic?

(4 poiuts)

3. Read each sentence. Decide whether it is a statement of opinion
or fact about animals. Write Opinion or Fact in the blamk after
each staLamant.

1. Grasshoppers have six legs.

2. Grasshoppers are funny-looking animals.

3. A cl= can live fifteen to twenty years.
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Language Arts

Date

a. A clam must lead a dull life.

5. Dolphins are mammals.

a, tiri 011110161,

(S points)
C. Look up the following words in the Glossary. After reading the definitionfor each word, match the word rith its synonym by writing the letter ofthe synonym in the blank before the word.

1. ancestor

2. antibiotic

3. biologist

4. earwig

5. luminous

a. scientist

b. insect

c. medicine

d: shining

e. grandparent (5 points)
2. Using the headings below as reading aids, where would you look tofind answereCto the questions that follow the headings? Write theletter of the heading under which you would look in the space follow-ing the question.

A. The Body of the Earthworm
B. Food of the Earthworm
C. Where the Earthworm Lives
D. The Earthworm and Nan

1. Do all earthworks have a ringed body?

2. Can earthworms live in polar regions?

8. Why do farmers like the earthworm?

4. What do earthworms eat?

0.1110.1.111

.14.1

4

5. Do earthworms have slimy skins?
(5 points)

3. Read the paragraph below. Using the -cormation contained in it,complete the outline that follows it.

Glabbers, green-skinned reptiles, dwell on the planet Atkar. Theyhave scales, pink eyes, and seven legs. They are usually found incaves but may also Skive in forests and on beaches. Most Blabberseat plants, although some eat meat: in fnct, they may even eatOther glabbcrs!

OUTLINE: TheCBlabber

.41.

A.

B.
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Name Date

C.

n.

A.

B.

C.

*SI tari 101101.

A.

B.
(15 points)

. Composition

1. Rewrite this letter heading and greeting using the correct punctuation
and capitalization.

dear slice

624 clearwater road
atlanta georgia 30329
June 13 1973

(10 points)

2. Write a parpgraph about an imaginary animal that might exist on
another planet. In your story be sure to describe the animals body
and tell facts about the way the animal exists on the planet.

(

.......

C - Commendable; S Satisfautory; N - Needs Improvement



Level 14a Evaluatibn
Language Arts

Reading and Language

.612

tal Maga

Teacher's copy

A. 1. Look at the following words. .Count the number of syllables in each
ork and write the number in the space provided.

,

. specific 3 5. tonic 2

2. automatic 4

3. mystic 2

4. plastic 2
(5 points)

2. Read each word below and underline the vowel in the syllable that
receives primary stress.

1. tonic 5. terrific

2. relation

3. elation

4. concentration (5 points)

3. Look at each word in the list. Decide which Sample Word has the
same vowel sound as the word you read. In the spaces.below each
*ample Word, write those words from the list that contain the same
vowel sound.

foot boot shook
frown rouse phone
throw shoe moan
crew

Sample Words: brook broom house snow

foot boot frown throw
ahad shoe rouse phone

crew moan (10 points)

4. Read each word in the list. In the correct columns, write a
synonym and an 4ntonym for each word.

Word Synonym Antonym

1. land

2. giggle

3. Silly

4. smooth
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5. shut

vE5 tort MOO

Teachers copy

5.

Suffix

(Answers will vary.) (10 points)

Add the correct suffix from the list at the left to each word listed
so that the word takes on the meaning of "one who does" or "one
who is from." Watch for spelling changes.

Word New Word

-er 1. reside resident

2. walk walker

-ent 3. Oacate educator

-an 4. i..z,r Texan

-or 3. dicate dictator
(5 points)

6. Read each pair of words and combine them to make a hyphenated
compound adjective. .Write a sentence using your new word. Be sure
to add the necessary suffix when making your new word.

1. rose + color* rose-colored

Sentence:(Answers will vary)

2. eurly + hairy

Sentence:

3. smiling + face.,

Sentence:

curly-haired

smiling-faced

4. wide + eyes

Sentence:

5. dirt + swat..

wide-gye&

dirt-smeared

Sentence:
Allow 2 pc ults for each perfect sentence. Partical credit
may be gl,Pen

B. Comprehensm and Literary Skills

(10 points)

I. Certain elements listed below are more likely to appear in nonfiction,'
others appear more frequently in fiction; After each element listed,
write Fiction or Nonfiction, depending upon where the item would
most often be found.

1. Photographs Nonfiction

2. Cartoons Fiction

57
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3. Figurative language

Teacher's copy'

Niction

4. Scientific terms Nonfiction,

5i ..Charts
Nonfiction

(5 points)
2.A. LO.4 at the sentences below. If rearranged they tell a story.

Number the sentences so that the events are in the order in which
they would happen if they were in a story.

5 "The lava seemed to be everywhere, and Jim knew that he barely had
time to escape.

1 The day started out as usual with a hot sun and clear skies.

--4 The red-hot lava poured forth like an unending river of fire.

2 Toward midmorning a strangeness entered the air-a strange odor and
sense of doom.

He quickly ran to the waiting boat, Jumping on just as it left
shore for the safety of the mainland.

3 Suddenly a huge roar filled the silence; Kaloa was erupting!
(6 points)

B. how, read the sentences which you just numbered in their correct
order, Then answer the following questions about the sequence of
events.

1. Would this be considered the basis of a short story of of a
myth? Short storl

2. Would you say that its plot could be stated by this sentence:
"A young boy escapes from a volcanic explosion by taking his
canoe down the river away from the eruption'? No

3. Think of the places you read about in Unit 3. In which of Citat
those places could this be taking place? Hawaii.

4. Would you consider the style to be realistic or fantastic? Realistic.

3. Read each sentence. Decide whether it is a statement of opinion
or fact about animals. Write Opinion or Fact in the blank after
each statement.

1. Grasshoppers have six legs. Fact.

2. Grasshoppers are funny-looking animals. Opinion

3. A clam can live fifteen to twenty years. Fact
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Teacher's copy

4. A clam must lead a dull life. Opinion.

St?

5. Dolphins are mammals. Fact (5 points)

C. Look up the following words in thb Glossary. After readii:g the definition
for each word, match the word with its synonym by writing the letter of
the synonym in the blank before the word.

e I. ancestor

c 2. antibiotic

a 3. biol_ogist

b 4. earwig

5. luminous

a. scientist

b. insect

c. medicine

d. shining

e. grandparent (5 points)

2. Using the headings below as reading aids, where would you look to
find answers to the questions that follow the headings? Write the
letter oft-the heading under which you would look in the space follow-
ing the question.

A. The Body of the Earthworm
B. Food of the Earthworm
C, Where the irthworm Lives
D. The Earthworm and Man

1. Do all earthworms have a ringed body? A
4

2. Can earthworms live in polar regions? 6

3. Why do farmers like the earthworm?

4. What do earthworms eat? Fi

5. Do earthworms have slimy skins? A (5 points)

3,. Read the paragraph below. Using the information contained in it,
complete the outline that follows it.

Clabbers, green-skinned reptiles, dwell on the planet Atkar. They
nave scales, pink eyes, and seven legs. They are usually found in
caves but may also live in forests and on beaches. bast Blabbers
eat plants, clthough 60t2 eat meat; in fact, they may even eat
other Blabbers;

OUTLINE: The Blabber

I. The Body of the Clabber

A. Green skin

B. Pink eves
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C. Scales

U. Seven legs

Ii. homes of the Glabber

A. Caves

b. Forests

C. Leaches

III. Food of the Glabber

A. Plants

BES3 COP1MAUI

Teacher's Copy

f

S. Ilea
(15 points)

D. Composition

1. aewrite this letter heading and greeting using the correc4 punctuationand capitalization.

dear alice

624 clearitater road
atlanta georgia 30329
June 13 1973

624 Clearwater Road

Atlanta Ceor is 30329

June 11, 1973
Dear Alice

1/10 points)

2. Write a paragraph about an imaginary aniiaal that might exist onanother planet. In your story be sure to ''ascribe the animals bodyand tell facts about the way the animal exists on the planet.

The correction for this paFagraph should be based upon the
child's ability to express ideas in sentences with adequate
attention given to spelling and punctuation appropriate forthe level. Lecommended ratins, C Comendable

S - Satisfactory
K - deeds Improvement
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A. Reading and Language

stsi cort Oasis.

I. Underline the consonant digraph in each word.

1. knoww 4. plumb

2. write 5. lack

3. talk 6. plm

7. wrist

8. dumb

9. pick

C;

'10. write
(10 points)

2. Rewrite each word below so that it takes on the meaning "one who
does.' Add one of the two suffixes shows, but be sure to make any
necessary spelling changes.

Suffixes: -er -ist

I. aerial

2. run

3. weave

4.- humor

5. organ

(5 points)

3. geed the following sentences. Underline the words that make up
the Subject in each sentence once and underline tho3e words that make
up the predicate twice.

1. Two candles burned brightly.

2. The monkey ate a yellow banana.

3. Swaying trees swayed in the breeze.

4. Ae Ltruck out.

5. Birds rested. (10 points)

4. Look at the following words and decide what their vowe.L sound is.
Write each word under the sample Word that has the same rowel sound.

far calm oil
could took rev
bought awe Troy
j()Y

Sample Words

cstar lawn put boy
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6. A

1351 COVI FRAME

(13 points)
5. Look at the adjectives in the following sentences and decide if the

word more or the suffix -er should be used to complete the
sentence correctly. Write more or -er in the correct blank.

1. iiy sister is old than I am.

2. The adorable puppy baS been taken.

3. The situation was serious than Jake had
thought.

4. Donald thought Glacier National Park was

than Yellowstone.

5. Six is

magnificent

small than eight.

6. Many people think football is exciting than
baseball.

(5 points)

6. Add the suffix -ly to each underlined adjective so that
is correct and the word becomes an adverb.

1. The seal barked loud

2. Rabbits hop quick

3. The moon shone brilliant

4. "Hurry," Jane called soft

5. He moved quit into the room

the sentence

(5 points)

7. Read the sentence below. Under each word, write the number of
syllables it contains.

Some shiny red fruit hung temptingly from the enormous green

branches of the towering tree.

(15 points)

8. Underline the syllable in each word that does not receive primary
strc.;s.

1. teacher
p

%I tower
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3. compare 6. undo

4. focal 7. suburb

S. income 8. shadow

B. Comprehension and Literary Skills

SISI
filiftOlf.

9. friendly

10. arrow

(10 mints)

i'N. Each sentence below contains either a simile or a metaphor. Read
,e the sentence and decide which it contains. Write Simile or
lietaphor in the space at .the end of the sentence.

1.. The storm was a lion in the sky.

2. The apples were as shiny as red marbles.

. 3. His fear felt like tiny animals stumbling in his chest..

4. The candle was a soldier with a brilliant helmet.

5. Lightning is a golden finger of fire.

C. Study Skills

(10 points)

1. Use the Glossary Pronunciation Key to complete this exercise. First
read the words in the list below. Each word has a letter or group
of letters underlined. Using the Pronuciation Key as a guide,
write the Glossary symbol that stands for the underlined sound.

1. ginger

2. phone

3. pleasure

4. cry

5. choose

6. gate

7. of

8. rough (5 points)

2. Put an next to each listed item below that you would not be likely
to find in an encyclopedia

1. Maps

2. Plays

3. Definitions of words

4. Information about anteaters

5. Information about foreign countries

.11Mw--..

(5 points)
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D. Composition

1. Rearrange the words in each group to write two statements with
different meanings. Remember sentences require puncuation and
capitalization.

a. father likes cat my our

b. against Mother chair a fell

c. people animals are sometimes than smarter

d. frightened dog my a man

e. water runs the pipe through

(10 points)

2. Write a paragraph explaining the probable cause of one of
these events. (Why might it have happened.) Remember to use
correct punctuation and capitalization.

1. The dog whimpered.
2. The tree died.
3. The boat overturned.

C - Commendable
S - Satisfactory
N - Needs Improvement
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A. Reading and Language

1. Underline the consonant digraph in each word.

1. know 4. plumb

2. -write 5. lack

3. talk 6. palm

N

Teacher's copy

7. wrist

8. dumb

9. pick

10. write
(10 points)

2. Rewrite each word below so that it takes on the meaning "one who
does." Add one of the two suffiYes shown, but he sure to make any',
necessary spelling changes.

Suffixes: -er -1st

1. aerial aerialist

2. run runner

3. weave weaver

4. humor humorist

5. organ organist
(5 points)

3. Read the following sentences. Underline the words that mke up
the subject in each sentence once and underline those words that make
up the predicate twice.

1. Two candtes burned brightly.

2. The monkey ate a yellow banana.

3. Swaying trees swayed in the breeze.

4. He struck out.

5. Birds rested. (10 points)

4. Look at the following words and d..,ide what their vowel souncNs.
Write each word under the Sample Word that has the same voczel sound.

far calm oil
could took raw
bought awe Troy
joy

Sample Words

star lawn put boy

far bought could oil
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calm awe took 1°Y

N

raw cook Troy

(1i points)
. Look at the adjectives in the following sentences and deCide if the

word 'pro or the suffix -er should be used to complete the
sentence correctly. Write more or -er in the correct blank.

1. ny sister is older than I am.

2. The more adorable puppy has been taken.

3. The situation was more serious than Jake had thought.

4. Donald thought Glacier National Park was more magnificent

5. Six is

than Yellowstone.

small er than eight.

6. Nany people think-football is more exciting , than baseball.
(5 points)

6. Add the suffix -ly to each underlined adjective so that the sentence
is correct and the word becomes an adverb.

1. The seal barked loud ly

2. Rabbits hop quick ly

3. The moon shone brilliantlY .

4. "Hurry," JdOe called softly .

5. He moved quietlY into the room. (5points)'

7. Read the sentence below. Under each word, write the number of
syllables it contains.

Some shiny red frVt hung temptingly from the enormous green

1 2 I 1 1 3 1 1 3 1,M1 aImaampagle... .....11

branches of the towering tree.

2 1 1 3
(15 points)

8. Underline the syllable in each word that does not receive prinary
stress.

1. teacher 52 Cover
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3. compare 6. undo 9. frieddly.

4. focal 7. suburb 10. inrow

5. Income 8. shadow (10 points)

8. Comprehension and Literary Skills

1. Each sentence below contains either a simile or a metaphor. Read
the sentence and decide which it contains. Write Simile or
Metaphor in the space at the end of the sentence.

1. The storm was a lion in the sky. Metaphor

2. The apples were as shiny as red marbles. Simile

3. His fear felt like tiny animals stumbling in his chest. Simile

4. The candle was a soldier with a brilliant helmet. metaphor

5. Lightning is a golden finger of fire. Metaphor (10 points)

C. Study Skills

1. Use the Glossary Pronunciation Key to complete this exercise. First
read the words in the list below. Each word has a letter or grout
of letters underlined. Using the Pronuciation Key as a guide,
write the Glossary symbol that stands for the underlined sound.

1. ginger ,j 5. choose ch

2. phone f 6. Elite

3. pleasure zh 7. of

4. cry k 8. rough f (5 points)

2. Put an X next to each listed item 1Jelow that you would not be likely
to find in an encyclopedia.

1. Maps

2. Plays X

3. Definitions of words X

,==

4. Information about anteaters

5. Information about foreign countries

(5 points)

C7
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corf Was%
Teacher's copy

1. Rearrange the words in each group to write two statements wit
different meanings. Remember sentences require puncuation and
capitalization.

a. father likes cat my our

Hy father likes our cat.

Our cat likes my father.

b. against Mother alibir a fell

Hother fell against a chair.

A chair fell against Mother.

e-
c. people animals are sometimes than smarter

Animals are sometimes smarter than peopl.

People are sometimes smarter than animals.

d. frightened dog my a man

A man frightened my dog.

Hy dog frightened a man.

e. water runs the pipe through

The pipe runs through water.

alter runs through the pipe. (10 points)

2. Wtite a paragraph explaining the probable cause of one of one of
these events. (Why might it have happened.) Remember to use
correct punctuation and capitalization.

1. The dog whimpered.
2. The tree died.
3. The boat overturned.

The correction for this paragraph should be based upon the child
ability to express ideas in sentences with adequate attention given
to spelling and punctuation appropriate for this level.

Recommended rating C Commendable
S - Satisfactory
N - Needs Improvement

of
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Sugpested Spellirv,, List
Level 14 C°1

000
fantastic scrumptious destroy celeL ration

mixture tentacle pursve jazz

magic alliteration terrorize vocalist

tunnel autobiography splendid legend

murky instinct luminous solo

marvelously pray satellite concerto

groove pitch remark generation

creature distract crutch thongs

positively antennae return beckon

slither species imitation vexed

glide expand reservation pillar

slimy contract ancestor flutter

pest vibrate ouiver palace

hammock swarm herb council

ghastly defense medicine .loll au

nonster ability Haiku metaphor

hurtle vast natural complicated

paddock company mamma/ tease

stampede shada7 precious announce

destruction startle endurance merchant

collossal chanter exaggerate exclaim

disaster cell cantivity tune

gloomy microscope idle

starve contribution mandolin cererony

7risly universe cricket erperor

excellent bacteria competition bronle

delicious vaccine feast baboon

contest fountain

proud



acrobat

costume

imagination

abstract

spire

brandish

timid

coward

ancestor

volunteer

scientist

medical

accompaniment

tokkn

mob
1

prefer.

V

Suggested Spelling List
Level 14 (cont.)

LF

WO°
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Brown, Vinson, !!ow to make a romeaNature iluseum. Boston: Little Brown & Co.
The amateur collector will welcome this excellent handbook on hot' to rake a
meaningful display of a nature collection. The author discusses everything
from sources of additional information on natural science to collecting and
mounting species and making molds.

Buftftigory, Big Tree. New York: The Viking Press, Inc. The author communicates
a sense of wonder at the grandeur and antiquity of the sequoias as yell
as an understanding of the deep need to preserve them.

Crosby, Alexander L., Junior Science Book of Canada Geese. Champaign, Illiiois:
Garrard Publishing Company. !liprationse4eeding habits, rearing of young-
these are only a few of the interesting activities of Canada geese described
in this book.

Dahl, Roald, Fantastic :tr. Fox. New York: Alfrbd A. Knopf. Inc. Ail exciting
tale of subterranean activity is coibined with unusual character type in
this fanciful adventure created by Fir. Dahl. Three farmeis attempt to di
out 11r. Fox and his family from their hole.

Jewett, Sarah Orne, AnLAStshiteHerot. New York' Tomas Y.
Crowell Company. Lovely illustrations of the Maine woods enrich this story
of nine-year-old Sylvie's love of a beautiful white heron, whose nest she
refuses to reveal to a young ornithologist.

Lampman, Evelyn S., City Under the Back Steps. Neu York' Doubleday & Company,
Inc. In this fantasy; two children carelessly step on some ants. The children
suddelly shrink to the size Vf ants, and once they are used to this trans*
formation, learn a considerable amount about the habits of the ants.

UtClung, Robert M., Honker' The Story of a wild Goose. t'ew York' villiam
Vorrow & Company, Inc. Honker is a great gander who leads a flock of Canada
geese eottheir annual migrations. One season is recounted in the lige4(4.
Honker, his mate, and their gosling.

CateriliarsarTheLive. New York' TVillIan i!orrot' & Company, Inc.
The many kinds of caterpillars are surveyed and their common characteristics
noted. The author describes the caterpillars' anatomical structure, their
eating and growing habits, their natural defense against enemies, and the
part they play in man's economy.

Peattie, Donald Cuiross, The Rainbow Rook of Nature. Cleveland, Ohio. "orld
Publishing Co. The author takes the reader on a trip that allot.'s him to
discover for himself all the wonders of ponds, meadows, fields, and woods.
Interesting for both city children and those familiar with the out-of-doors.

Uhite, E.B. , Charlotte's "eb. Vet, York: Harper & Row, Publishers, Inc. There
was a little girl who could talk to animals. This is her story. IL is also
the story of TYilbur, the pig, and of his friendship with Charlotte, the
spEder who could both talk and write.
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BIBLIOGRAPHY

Arbuthnot, "lay Hill, Time for 'fairy Tales, Old and Sew. Glenview, Illinois:
Scott, Foresman & Company. Folktales, Myths, epics, fables, and modern
fanciful stories for children are included in this representative collection.
This book is designed for teacher use with the pupil.

Arnott, Kathleen, African ryths and Legends. ;'ew York- Henry Z. Walck Inc.
here are thirty-four well-retold tales characteristic of nineteen countries
and of a number of tribes south of the Sahara. Some are animal stories,
some are stories of wise and wicked humans, and several are why" stories.

Atkinson, Nargaret F., and 'lay Hillman, Dancers of the Ballet nioeraphies.
New York: Alfred A. Knopf, Inc. The persOnality, traininp, and careers

-of forty of the principal ballet dancers of the United Stated, England,
and. France are described. A glossary of ballet terms is include.

3elpre, Pura, The Tiger, and the Rabbit and Other Tales. Philadelphia J.B.
Lippincott Company. As in all folklore, the customs of the people, the
climate, food, way of life, measure of wit, and the very philosophy of
life are all a fascinating part of the stories. Some of the eighteen Puerto
rican tales have a heritage similar to that of Uncle Remus, the Grimm
brothers' fairy tales, and other familiar collections.

Bernstein, Leonard, The Joy of '''sic. Pew York: Simon & Schuster, Inc. The
joy of music experienced by a great musician is creatively and imaeinatively
presented. Through imaginary conversations, pictures, and scripts from
seven of the Omnibus television shows in which Bernstein starred and which
he helped to write and direct, we are able to trace the development of
music and to see how it was created. This book will be more useful to the
better reader and to the teacher.

Chase, Alice Elizabeth, Famous Paintings: An Introduction to Art for Yoang
Peopl. New York: Platt & !bank Company. One hundred and eighty-four
productions of art works produced during the last five thousand years make
this an excellent book for Persons beginning to take an interest in art.
The art selected illustrates ideas from every part of the world, including
well-known works as well as less well-known works. Each full picture is
analyzed and related to other works of the same type, period, or artist.

Clark, Leonard, Flutes and Symbols. New York' Thomas Y. Crowell Company. Just
as instruments are capable of producing many melodies, words can produce a
variety of images - gentle and chiming as a flute, or sharp and unexpected
as a cymbal. Such images are found in this selective group of magical,
musical poems.

Collier, James Lincoln, Which TTusical Instrument Shall I Play? Neu York: ".".
Nortnn & Co., Inc. In this basic discussion of the world of music, an
introductory chapter is followed by sections on each of the major families
of musical instruments. Advantages and disadvantaged of learning to play
each instrument are cited. Tlaterials on jazz and rock groups and on
instruments not usually found in symphonies (such as the guitar, recorder,
sitar) are includdd.

De 'line, Agnes, The Book of the Dance. New York! tGoldenloPress, Inc. A large,
lavishly illustrated book traces the history of the dance from primitive
rituals to modern precision dancing. Chapters on the ballet include stories
of famous dancers and interviews with great choreographers.

Dietz, Tletty Warner, and Ilichael Labatunde Olatunji, lusical Instruments of
Africa. Their lature, Use, and Place in a Deeply tklusicalyeople:. Eey
York Jo!--n Day Company. Designed to instruct younp. people in African
culture through music, this book describes and 111ustrltes indir,enous African
musical instruments and tells how they are used in native life.
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Durrell, Donald D., Favorite Plays for Classroom Reading. Boston- Plays, Inc.
This book provides material for needed classroom practice in expressive
ora.1 rgadkng. A series of activities to help children prepare for oral
readi6 priecedeg each play. The collection includes comedies, mysteries,
adaptations of classics, and historical and holiday plays.

Ewen, David, Leonard Bernstein. A Biography for Young People. Philadelphia'
Chilton nook Company The story of the ?'any- faceted life of an immensely
talented musician makes absorbing reading for young people, whether they
are music lovers or not. An appendix lists Bernstein's compositions and
recording.

Field, 7ahcel, American Folk and Fairy Tales. Few York: Charles Scribner's Sons.
These twenty stories are grouped under the following headings: Indian
Legends, Negro Stories, Louisiana Vol?. Tales, Tony neacer, Paul Bunyan, and
Southern TIountain Stories. The tales were chosen because they are genuinely
American.

Finger, Charles, Tales form Silver Lands. New York: Poubledayjt,,,Co.,.Ine.__ The
author has transcribed legendary-atories-out-of South America, based upon
tales that he gathered firsthand from the Indians. All of the nineteen
tales reflect the flavor of the countries of their origin. This book won
the Newbery Award.

Glass, Paul, Songs and Stories of the North American Indians. New York: Grosset
& Dunlap, Inc. Included in this collection are thirty-one songs representative
of six North American Indian tribes - Yuma, mandan, Teton, Sioux, Pawnee,
and Papazo. Brief histories of the tribes as well as legends and stories
associated with the songs are giVen.

Glubok, Shirley, The Art of Africa. New York: IL.rper & Pow, Publishers, Inc.
The examples of African art in this collection range from early times to the
Present. The text associates the illustrations with specific African
peoples. It is excellent for building ethnic understanding and a good text
for use in art classes.
The Art of the Eskimos. New York: Harper & n.oul, Publishers, Inc. 'Tith a

minimum of materials, the Eakinos have created a strong and vigorous art
that spans more than a thousand years. The selections here are excellent,
and there is ample information about the life of these people in the Arctic.

Jhe Art of the rtruscans. MeK, York: Parper & now, Publishers, Inc. The
author covers the known aspects of Etruscan life and art plus speculation
as to their origins and connections with Greece. Photos show tomb wall
paintings and urns - works in terra-cotta, bronze, and cold granulation. The
creativity and culture of an ancient civilization are reflected in this well-
designed book

Gordon, Dorothy, Around the "orid in Song. 7ew York: E.P. Dutton & Company, The.
Typical folk songs from many countries are nreaented, each with a brieR
introduction about locality of origin. Included are three sea chanties and
songs from England, 'Tales, Ireland, Scotland, Germany, Russia, China, Japan,
and the United States. Some lyrics are 'iv :n in the foreign language as
well as in English.

Hughes, Langston, Famous :Negro Muslc makers. beta York Dodd, "ead A. Company.
Eiohtee- came, portraits are given of well-knon and not so well-known
Aegro musiciass. Actual photographs of the performers are included. The
history of Negro music can be traced thvough the short biographies.

The First Book of Jazz. 1-!ew York. Franklin atts, Inc. The history of
ji.zz is traced from African drums, blues, and jubilee song's to modern forms.
1The account is centered around the life bf Louis Arnstron0, the most famous
exponent of jazz.

King. 'farian, A r.allery of Children. Portraits from the National Callery_of Art.
Mhington,D.C.! Acropolis Books. Color reproductions of more than thirty
children pictured in paintings at the National Gallery are accompanied by
simple and informative commentary. The works range from fifteenth-century
Italy to twentieth-century United States. Children of many lands are pictured. ,
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Dear Parent,
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Date
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has completed the Language Arts
Skills taught at Levels 14. The following is an overview of your childs next
level.

.Overview of Level 15

I. Decoding Skills

A. Consonant spellings Ex. fat, stuff, photo, laugh
B. Consonant digraphs and silent letters Ex. riches: ghost
C. Short and Long vowel spelling patterns

AAD. Syllables Rules and Stress(accenting)
E. Pronunciation Key
F. Suffixes - Ex. ful, less
G. Word Derivations

II. Comprehension and Literary Understanding

A. Fact and Opinion
B. Sequence
C. Story Plot and Style
D. Recognizes fairy tale - fiction fable

folk tale - non-fiction
E. Appreciatione,of hman values and aesthetics

III. Language

A. Vocabulary - developing word meanings using synonyms and antonyms
B. Word usage

1. Verbs - verb markers - verb phrases
2. Nouns - noun phrases - common noun - proper noun - pronoun
3. Adjectives - function of adjectives in noun phrases
4. Adverbs - ending in ly to tall how action :13 done.

C. Sentences
X. Seneence patterns
2. Main parts of se,Itendes

D. Handwriting - cursive forms
E. Punctuation
P. Capitalization.\

IV. Study Skills

A. Outlining
B. Library SkiWls
C. Thesaurus

V. Creativity

A. Extending experiences before, during and ter each story read.
B. Writing original stories and poems



Level 15 - Language Arts

* Review Skills From Previous Levels

I. DECODING SKILLS

A. Phonology (The study of the sound structure of our language.)

1. Consonant Spellings

so

a.

b.

c.

f - fat, ff - stuff, ph
kw - queen, qu - quick
C sound of K - carry, s

- photo, gh - laugh

sound of c certain

2. Consonant digraphs and silent letters

a. riches, hanger, luck, answer, ghost, paw

3. Short Vowel Spelling Patterns

a. VC - bad
b. V + r

',Ai- bar, er - Bert, er - bird, 6" - border

4. Long Vowel Spelling Patterns

a. Long e(iy - grieve, niece)
b. Long a (ey - sleigh, neigh)

\

5. Syllables

a. Syllable is compost d of single vowel sound
b. Divide words between base word and affix

dis/trust , nearit2y_ , shock/ing
ci Divide base words of two or more syllables

Divide between two unlike consonant letters
con/tent, gus/to

2. Divide before or after double consonants and diagraphs
stubb/orn, a/ppear
rath/er, tack/le

3. Divide before or after a single consonant coming between
vowels. de/cay, hc/tel

6. Stress (accenting)

a. Patterns - primary stress on first syllable in two syllable word
b. Prefixes generally are not stressed.

7. Pronunciation Key

a. Able to use the Glossary Pronunciation Key symbols
b. Identify sound symbols in the Glossary Pronunciation Key.

B. Morphology (The study of word structure and word formation.)

1. Suffix meanings

a. -ful, -less, re Ais, trans, sub, ness



Level 15 - Language

2. English word derivatives
Latin English

Sentire - Sensation sensible
sentinel senses

Arts

3. An,. yzing meaning of a word through its individual parts
bravest, est am most; bravest most brave

C. Spelling

1. Relate spelling words to concepts developed in phonology and morPOology.

2. Spelling patterns for verb suffix -ed.
cried - sound of d
marched - sound of t
waited - sound of

3. Spelling Patterns for
er/, iii, ur /1 ear

her /sir /turUe /heard

er with a primary stress
/, our /, or
/journey /word

4. or unstressed is schwa plus r.

further, mother, surprise

5. aiC, aCe - long .71

paid, pane
air, aRe -a
pair, pare

6. Correct spelling of words containing suffixes ful, ous, y, ic.

7. ai, ir, 6r, ar - sounds for spelling -ear, bear, hear, heard, heart

3. Distinguish homophones from homographs
(deer, dear) (lead, lead)

9. Proofread all written work for correct spelling.

1I. COMPREHENSION

A. Literal and Inferential

1. Sequence of events
2. Fact and opinion
3. Parallel contrasting story characters with examples of human behavior
4. Comprehends story plot and style

B. Critical Thinking

1. Analyzing and describing a situation or a problem.
2. Finding and weighing evidence.
3. Recognizing the use of secondary sources to gain information.
4. Drawing conclusions and forming opinions.

III. LANGUAGE

A. Syntax (study of grammatical structure)
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1. Verbs stst
4

a. Distinguish among three verb forms; the present, the simple
past, and the frequent past in regular and irregular verbs.

b. Identify verb markers (auxiliaries) before verbs (We may walk.
He might go home.)

c. Identify predicate verbs.
d. Identify verb phrases

2. Nouns

a. Describe and identify pronouns that take the place of :abject
noun phrases.

b. Identify the three basic noun constituents of the noun phrase:
the common noun, the proper and the pronoun.

c. Identify subject nouns.
d. Supply nouns that function as direct objects in Noun-verb-noun

sentences.
e. Indentify noun phrases.

3. Adjectives

a. Describe the position and function of adjectives in the noun
phrases by insertf.ng additional adjectives between determiners
and nouns.

4. Adverbs

a. Describe three common sentence positions for adverbs.
b. Adverbs ending in ly tell how an action is done.

B. Semantics (The exploration of meaning assigned to words and groups of
words.

1. Identify antonyms and synonyms.
2. Identify the meaning of a word by analyzing

its individual parts.
3. Classify selected story words under general

C. Handwriting

the semantic values of

semantic categories.

1. Review all cursive forms.
2. Review joining of cursive letters
3. Extend cursive writing into all subject areas.
4. Proofread written work for correct handwriting forms.

D. Rechanics

1. Punctuation clues

a. Comma

1. Between the names of a city and the iaie of a state or a
country.

2. Between the day of the month and the year when writing a
date.

3. After the greeting and after the closing of a friendly letter.
4. Words in a series.
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b. Apostrophe

1. Contractions
2. Possessives

C. Colon

1. Used after the greeting of a business letter.
2. Used to show what each person says in a play.
3. Used in telling time(22.10 a.m.)
4. Used before a long list of words in a series.

d. Exclamation mark
e. Period at the end of a complete sentence.
f. Question mark
g. Quotation marks
h. lyphen
i. Review underlining of book titles

2. Capftalization

a. First word of a sentence
b. Important words in titles
c. First word in direct quotation
d. Proper names, days of week, months, holidays, streets, cities,

countries.
e. Personal pronoun "I"
f. Abbreviations

IV. STUDY SKILLS

Outlining

1. Topic heading
2. Proper outline form for numbers, letters, and indentation
3. Construct simple outlines using topic headings

i3. Libiary Skills

1. Locate fiction book in library
2. Review diczimary and encyclopedia skills

C =r1troducini. the Thesaurus

Lross refeiences
2. Synonyms an antonyms

V. LITEi\ARY U.ZERtfANLIX

an; Lit.L!zary Sk :119

auti.or's 12.,,e of point of view, myth, symbol, and flashback.
idel-,tity the problexu, c1iwax and resolution in the story plot.

3. Idenity story theme, story tone, humorous elements
4. Identif) literary ge,lre, content, and purpose of select;.on.

cat lit.fature
a. fiction c. FolktAles e. Ballad g.Expository essay
b. d. Fa:les f. Narrative poem h.Non-fiction
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B. Human Values and Aesthetics
S'ESI

terl tOviat

1. To comprehend the value of realistic goals.
2. To develop the ability to distinguish various kinds of human

behavior and to evaluate its consequences.
3. To develop the ability to distinguish between appearances and reality

when observing social behavior.
4. To appreciate the value of honesty in human relationships.
5. To encourage participation in the art and enjoyment of story telling.
6. To appreciate the value of thinking things through beforeaacttEng.
I. To appreciate the value of learning from past mistakes.
8. To develop a realistic sense of how to use time wisely.
9. To encourage participation and facility in the art of letter writing.
10. To appreciate the value of preparation, experience, realism, and

wisdom when embarking on unknown journeys.
11. To develpp understanding and appreciation for the human values of

first-class citizenship, equal opportunity, freedom, and justice.
12. To recognize that basic consideration for others is a mark of

civilized behavior no matter where one travels.

VI. CREATIVITY

A. Developing Creative Potential

1. Listening to recordings of poems and stories.
2. Presenting choral readings of poems.
3. Illustrating idiomatic expressions.
4. Role-playing situations related to stories.
5. Dramatizing stories presented, using costumes, props,and scenery.
6. Constructing hand puppets and dramatizing stories.
7. Completing open-ended stories.
8. Taking field trips to locations of interest.
9. Preparing exhibits on topics related to selections.

19. Keeping a diary or notebook of observations conducted.
11. Drawing and pailting pictures for classroom display.
12. flaking wood, clayviipier-mache, or other objects in a variety of

media.
13. Constructing models of rockets or other science - related objects.

B. Composition

1. Writing character sketch
2. Writing original a. stories

b. poems
c. friendly letters
d. myths
e. cinquains
f. fables
g. fairy tales
h. plays

VII. AATERIALS

A. Required - Holt, Rinehart and Winston, Inc.

1. Time To Wonder - Units 5 and 6
a. Text (pupil and teacher's handbook)
b. workbook
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c. Satellite Books

1. Unit 5 - The Horse from Nowhere
Faraway Folk Tales

2. Unit 6 - Have You Seen Roads?
I Like You t11 Friend

d. AV material

1. Recordings - Unit

2. Unit
3. Sound Filmstrips

5 - "Once..."

"The Wandering Minstrel"
6 - No recordings

- Unit 5 - Telling Stories

Pictures from Words
Unit 6 - Over the Riper and Through the

Woods

Words, Meanings, and Feelings

2. Scott, Foresman - In Other Words - A Beginning Thesaurus Bonk

B. Alternate Reading Program - approval of Reading Department

1. McGraw Hill - Programmed Reading
2. Merrill, Charles - Merrill readers
3. Scott, Foresman
4. Ginn 360

C. SupplemLutary Materials

1. Language

a. Holt, Rinehart and Winston, Inc. - The Arts and Skills of English_
Books 3 and 4 ( sample copies of workbook)
Laidlaw - Adventures in English - Book 3

Ex Lorin English - Book 4
(Activity Sheets and Testa)

Scott, Foresman 1,LaRgliageEncupp.:Tai Use It - Books 3 and 4
(Activities Book and records)

Harcourt, Brace and World - The Roberts Series - Books 3 and 4
(workbooks)

b.

C.

d.

e.

f.

g.
h.

1.
is
k.

Random House - The Writing Bug Kit
(filmstrips, tapes, activity cards)

Ginn - Creativity Idea Books: Care You For Those Who
Wonder-
.

Harcourt, Brace and World - Much Mgjescy Book 4
Laidlaw Nagle and Laughter Book 4
Random House - Windy .1s Book 4
Lippincott - Reading Book 4
Paperbacks

1. Scholastic Individualized Reading Kits
2. LZ-aited copies of assorted paperbacks

1. Barnall Loft, Ltd. - Capitalization and Punctuation - Sets C and
U. (Individualized Kit)

2. Spelling

a. 220 Basic Doich List

U
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b. Scott, Foresman - Spelling Our Language - Book 4
c. Webster, flcGraw Hill - Basic Goals in Spelling - Book 4
d. Noble and Noble - Spell:757E4T Book 4
e. Economy Co. - Continuous Progress Spelling Kit

3. Handwriting

a. Scott, Foresman - Writing Our Lanjuage - Book 4

4. Enrichment materials

a. Lyons 'and Qarnahan - The New Phonics We Use C,D,E,F,G
b. Bernell Loft, Ltd. - Specific Skill Series A,B,C,D,E,F

(;lain Idea, Sequence, Context, Sounds. Following Direct One,
Locating the Answers, Getting the Facts, Drawing Concluelons)

c. Teacher made materials (see Activities Section of guide)
d. Library filmstrips and tapes
e. SRA Reading Labs - 1C and 11A

;t-f. EDL ContrAled Reader and Language Master
g. Continental, Hayes, Jen Duplicating Masters
h. Educi-:ors Publishing - Wordly Wise - Book 1 Service
i. Dictionary and encyclopedia
j. Dr. Herr - Crossword Puzzles - Book 2

VIII. EVALUATION

A. Required:

1. Holt, Rinehart and Winston - Evaluation Masters for individual stories.
2. Holt, Rindhart and Winston - End of Tlait Tests (15a, 15bIls
3. Teacher Made Tests

B. Optional:

1. Informal Reading Inventory
2. Gates -Mac Ginite Test - standardized
3. Metropolitan Achievement Test
4. .Botel Inventory of Phonetic Skills
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Date

Total: 100 points

1. Read each word in the following list. Underline the consonant
digraphs once and draw a second line under the silent consonants.

1. sting 6. knife

2. chalk 7. wish

3. wring 8. luck

4. shove 9. climb

5. stack 10. chip (10 points)

2. Underline the verb auxiliary in each cF the following sentences

1. I might go with you.

2. He can play, too.

3. He will sing in the chorus.

4. The tigers are roaring.

5. John is readinz the comics. (5 points)

3. Supply the missing phrase to complete each sentence below. If the
phrase you wrote was a noun phrase, write NP at the end of the
sentence. If you Nrote a verb phrase, write VP at the end of the
sentence. Try to make your sentences interesting by including
determiners and adjectives in your noun phrases and auxiliaries
(verb markers) in your verb phrases.

1. Twin kangaroos

2. like lollipops.

3. entered the Victorian mansion.

4. The hideous witch

5. rode on the roller coaster.
(5 potail-s)

4. Select one of the suffixes listed below and add it to the Ease word
to form an adjective. Write the adjective in the blank after the
base word. Be careful of spelling changes.

-ful

1. beauty

2. poison

3. cheer

_o ..y -ic

4. sugar

5. hero

6. luck
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Name
Date

7. fury 9. hunger

8. atom 10. gdiory (10 points)

5. Each word in the following list ends in -ed. Decide whether the
suffix has the sound of t, d, or bd. If it has the sound lid, leavethe space blank. If it has the sound of t, write tiro the spaceafter it. If it has the sound of d, write clan the space after it.

1. cooked 6. parted

2. planned 7. smiled

3. walled 8. fainted

4. marked 9. rained

5. painted 10. stopped

gr.

(10 pointal

6. Below is a list of rules for separating words into syllables. Follow-ing the rules is a list:of words. Draw a line between the syllables
in each word, and in the space after the word, write the letter ofthe rule which you followed. The first one is done for you.

. Rules
)

-

a. Separate into syllatiXes after a doubled consonant.
b. Separate into syllables between two unlike consonants.
c.. Do not separate the letters of a consonant digraph.
d. If %there is only one consonant between two vowels, separate either

before and after the consonant and see which sounds correct.

1. ringite- c

2. batter

3. raining

4, barter

5. ridding

6. murder

7. comic

8. patter

9. tricking

10. milling (10 points)

7. The letters eienZie have been left out of the words in the following
list. Decide how the word should be spelled and write ie or ei in
the space in each word.

1. dec ve 6. ch ftain

2. sl gh 7. cone ve

3. bel ve 8. w ght

4. retr ve 9. f ld

5. rec pt 10. rel ve (100points)
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b. Read each word in the first column and fill in the correct form ofthe verb in the next two columns.

v:

onausa

Present
(Today I...

1. write

2. di in:;

3. go.

4. laugh

5, talk.

('Yesterday I...)

s. Comprehenldon and Literarxjkills

"frequent
Past
(, iany times I.have..)

(10 points)

1. Aleaduthe paragraph below and answer the questions that follow it.

Creepin stealthily tarough the jungle was a large furry creature.
Sudoenly, before my wide eyes, it deemed totturn into a mist. Fromthis thick naze, rose Jupiter...Jupiter, the mighty king of Heaven ,andEartn. Could he have come to help us rid ourselves of the evil'power of ::itra? "Rise, swill creature of the woods.' .tand beforeme, Tiger:* trumpeted the voice of the King. Indeed, to this mightybeing I was a small creature.

1. Who is telling the story?

2. What character is mythical?

3. Which character stands for evil?

4. 'Wh....ch character stands for strength and goodness?

5. Vhich character miuht have said, will halp you, eraltuze of the

woods"?

6. ahieh character would have been angry at the arrival of Jupiter in

the jungle?

7. What is probably the problem in the story?____

b. If tae story were to contiuge to its conclusion, 'chat might be a

happy ending?
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9. Would there be some kind of climax before `the happy ending was

reached? If so, what might it be?

(9 points)
2. Number the following sentences so that they are in the order in which

they should be to tell a story.

"Let me go," begged the small fish, "I am too small for your dinner."

The moral of this story is that it is better to have a small thing in
your hand than only the possibility of something large in the future.

At the end of his line was a very little fish.

One day a Fisherman, after sitting in the hot sun all day long, felt
a tug on his line.

"No I will not," said the fisherman, "for I might not catch another."
(5 points)

3. Write the actual meaning of each idiomatic expression below in the
space that- follows it.

1. Keep your ears open.

2. You're on the ball!

3. Give me a hand.

11.

4. We,made it by the-skin of our teeth.

5. Keep your nose out of it!

(5 points)

.C. Composition

1. Write the following parpgraph. Use capital letters and punctuation
marks correctly.

a. policeman was on Johns street this morning did you see him a
car ran into a telephone pele at the end of the street what a
1r,I.d noise it wade
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daue Date

(10 points)
2. Write a fable that has the following moral: "Having gold does not insure

one's having a rich life,' or "money ise,t everything."
Commendable - C
Satisfactory -6
AlKds Improve mebt

01
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A. Reading and Language Total: 100 points

I. Read each word in the following .fist. Underline the consonant
digraphs once and draw a second line under the silent consonants.

1. stiff 6. knife

2. chalk 7. wish

3. walla 8. luck

4. shove 9. climb

5. stack 10. chip (10 points)

2. Underline the verb auxiliary in each of the following sentences.

1. I might go with you.

2. He can play, too.

3. He will sing in the chorus.

4. The tigers are roaring.

5. AAJChn is readiug the comics. (5 points)

3. Supply the missing phrase to complete each sentence below. If the
phrase you wrote was a noun phrase, write NP at the end of the
sentence. If you wrote a verb phrase, write VP at the end of the
sentence. Try to make your sentences interesting by including
determiners and adjectives in your now phrases and auxiliaries
(verb markers) in your verb phrases.

I. Twin kangaroos VP

2. like lollipops. NP

3. entered the Victorian mansion. NP

4. The hideous witch VP

5. rode on the roller coaster. NP (5 points)

4. Select one of the suffixes listed below and add it to the base word
to form an adjective. Write the adjective in the blank after the
bar:e -,,ord. Be careful of spelling changes.

-Ellis -y -ic

tiful 4. sugar yugau.

r 9115 i. 1,_:-.J bf,
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9. hunger hungry

8. atom atomic 10. glory glorious (10 points)

5. Each word in the following list ends in wed. Decide whether the
suffix has the sound of t, d, orzd. If it has the sound 3d, leavethe space blank. If it has the sound of t, write t in the spaceafter it. If it has the sound of d, write d in the space after it.

1. cooked t

2. planned d

3. walled d

4. marked t

5. painted

6. parted

7. smiled d

8. fainted

9. rained d

10. stopped t (10 points)

6. Below is a list of rules for separating words into syllables. Follow-ing the rules is a list of words. Draw a line between the syllablesIn each word, and in the spate after the word, write the letter ofthe rule which you followed. The first one is done for you.

Rules

a. Separate into syllables after a doubled consonant.
b. Separate into syllables between two unlike congonants.
c. Do not separate the letters of a consonant d ph.'
d. If there is only one consonant bee.een two separate either

before and after the consonant and see whice --duds correct.

1. tingier

2. battier a

3. tain/ing d

4. bar/ter b

5. riddling a

6. mbrider b

7. comae U

8. pettier a

9. trick /ing c

10. milling a (10 points)

7. The letters ei and le have been left out of the words in the following
list. Decide how the word should he spelled and mite ie or ei in
the space in each word.

1. diceive

2. sleigh

3. 1)elieve

4. retrieve

rec

I I I

6. chieftain

7. coaceive

8. weight

9. field

10. lure (10 points)
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8. Read each word in the first column and fill in the correct form of -.

the verb in the next two columns.

Frequent
Present Past Past
(Today I...) (Yesterday I.1.) (Many times / have..)

1. write emote written

2. drink drank drunk

3. go went gone

4. laugh laughed ulaughed

ti5. talk talked talked
(10 points)

B. Comprehension and Literary Skills

1. Read the paragraph below and answer the questions that follow it.

Creeping stealthily through the jungle was a large furry creature.
Suddenly, before my wide eyes, it seemed to turn into a mist.
From this thick haze, rose Jupiter...Jupiter, the mighty King of
Heaven and Earth. Could he have come to help us rid ourselves
of the evil power of Ultra "Rise, small creature of the woods.
Stand before me, Tiger!" t peted the voice of the King. Indeed,
to this mighty being I vas small creature.

1. Who is telling the story? Tiger /

2. What character is mythical? Jupiter

3. Which character stands fcr evil? Ultra

4. Which character stands for strength and goodness? Jupiter

5. Which character might have said, "I will help you, creature of the

woods"? Jupiter

6. Unich character would have been angry at the arrival of Jupiter in

the jungle? Mltra

7. What is probably the problem in the story? alitra an evil force is

contr011in the jungle.

0. If the story were to continue to its conclusion, what miffit be a

happy ending? Jupiter would defeat ilitra.
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9. Would there be sots kind of climax before the happy ending was

reached? If so, what might it he? The tight between Jupiter and

Aitra.
(9 points)

2. Aumber the following sentences so that they-are in the order in which
they should be to tell a story.

3 "Let me go," begged the small fish, "I am too small for ycur dinner.".

5 The moral of this story is that it is better to have a small thing in
your nand than only the possibility of something large in the future.

2 At the end of hisiline was a very little fish.

1 One day a Fisherman, after sitting in the hot sun. AI day long, felta tug on his line.

4 "do, I will not," said the fisherman, "for I might not catch another."

(5 points)

3. write the actual meaning of e)ich idiomatic expression below in the
space that follows it.

1. Keep your ears open. (Ansv/rs will vary)

2. You're on the ball!

3. Give me a hand,

4. !Fe made it by the skin of our teeth.

!;. Keep your nose out of it:

(5 points)

C. Composition

1. Write the following paragraph. Use capital letters and punctuationmarks correctly.

of policeman was on johns street this morning did you see him a
car ran into a telephone pole at the end of the street that a
loud noise it made

&pnlirtmwrasaas_manbrLlastseetthrninge_lliLynn_ilehin2
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(10 points)

2. Write a fdde that has the following moral; "Raving gold does not
insure one's having a rich life," or "money isn't everythihg?"

Commendable C

Satisfactory -S
needs Improvement -

The correction for this paragraph should be babed upon childtros
ability to express ideas in sentences with adequate attention given
to spelling and punctuation appropriate for the level.

co
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1. Under_i-e t4ii letter:. ..n eacn word in the following list which spell
the .soundlas hear4 in the word herd. ilark the primary stress in

that contain u.c rL than one syllabl.e.

1. 1-rk 4. hard

2. ot.rnin,!, 5. B..rton

Amer
(5 points)

2. Look at tile following words. If tae vowel sound in the word israil
crly6put a check 0 the blank after the word.

1. trip 7. mutt

4. car 8. fir

. 9. were

4. charm -0. pt.t

5. pit

6. cab
(10 points)

3. Beim, are gome sentence patterns. Each sentence has had either an
adjective or an adjective ond a noun or two adjectives and a noun
left out. Think of adjectives and nouns to complete the sentences
and write them in the blanks.

1. The4Adj.) beaver ran into the cave.

2. Some(Adj.) (_doun) flew high above the earth in a balloon.

3. A (Adj.), (Adj.) (Noun) fought in the bloody battle.

4. The (Adj.)(.;ocan) was eaten by the delighted child.

5. Three (Adj.), (Adj.) (Noun) flew through the attic. (5 points)

4. Read each sentence below to determine whether the underlined words
are homophones or homonyms. Write Homophone or Homonym in the blae
after each sentence, depending upon which the words are.

1. John did not think it fair that only his older brother was allowed

to go to the fair.

2. he began to peal the orange as the church bells started to peal.
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3. I could not bear watching the grizzly bear at the zoo.

4. When Sally lost her ring, he began to wring her hands.

S. The cut on his heel did not seem to heal.

(5 points)

5. Rewrite each of the following scrambled sentences in correct word
order. Beneath each word, write what word class it belongs to: Def.
for determiner, Verb, Adv. for adverb, Noun, adj. for adjective, and
Aux. for auxiliary. The first one is done for you

1. hungry The sadly pup whimpered
The hungry pup whimpered sadly.
Det. Adj., Noun Verb Adv.

2. awesomely lightning The flashing was

3. eyes smiling were dark cunningly His

4. crunches Celery noisily

5. witch The threateningly wicked cackled

.....111001.11

a,...!7

(10 points)

6. Draw a line between the subject and the predicate in each of the
following sentences. Underline the subject noun once and the
predicate verb twice.

1. The Jabborwock threatened the boy.

2. The twins loved to water-ski.

1. The knights jousted in tLe tournament.
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4. King Arthur lived at Camelot.

5. The children chewed their vitamins. (5 points)

7. Reread each sentence in Exercise 6 and write a pronoun that could be
used to replace the complete subject next to each number below that
is the same as the number of the sentence.

1. 4.

2. 5.

3.
(5 points)

8. Rewrite each word below in its correct order. The first one is done
for you.

1. ous, danger dangerous

2. less time

3. i orm mis ation

4. courage dis

5. lug un cora plain

6. ly lug laugh

7. stop non

8. pre ed cook

9. al comic

10. tun., re ing -11k
(5 pointfiT

9. Each of the following words contains a prefix or a suffix. Under-
line the affix and write its meaning in the space provided.

1. regain

2. discourage

3. transatlantic

4. submarine

5. glasses

:

,......

(5 points)
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B.' Comprehension and Literary Skills

Read each of the following sentences and decide whether it states a fact
or an opinion. Write F for fact or 0 for opinion after each, defending
upon which it is.

1. She must be poor because she has no TV.

2. Dogs are four-legged animals.

3.. Whales are mammals that live in the sea.

4. The rhinoceros is a huge and ugly animal.

5. Women should not drive trucks.

6. Silent movies are funnier than sound movies.

7. Water freezes at 32 degrees Fahrenheit.

8. A fathom is equal to six feet.

9. It is tiring to walk a mite.

10. Spinach has a terrible taste. (10 points)

2. Read each sentence below and decide whether it it the first sentence of
a piece of fiction or of nonfiction. In the space provided after each
sentence, write F for fiction or NI' for nonfiction, depending upon
your decision.

1. Sunlight streamed through the stained-glass windows as Jamie entered
the deserted church.

2. The island state of Tasmania, south of the Australian continent; is
rarely visited by American tourists.

3. Damage caused by termites costs homeowners millions of dollars each
year.

4. Timmy could hear the sound of the boat =s motor starting up, or was
it merely the throbbing of his heart?

5. Newspapers, magazines, books, radio, and television are all forms of
communication. (5 points)'

if
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10. Each sentence below has a noun phrase left out. Complete each
sentence by filling in the blank. with the kind of noun phrase
indicated.

1. hid under the bed.,,
Proper doun

2. !like:Um:swim in the sea.
Common Aoun

3. forgot to take his brother home.
Pronoun

4.

Pronoun
.06

laughed at the Laurel and Hardy film.

5. jumped about excitedly. (5 points)
Common Noun

11. Draw a line between the syllables in the following words.

1. tattler

2. tallish

3. canteen

4. ripsnqxt4ng

5. complain

6. mobile

7. cartoon

8. backing

9. bundle

10. bargain (5 points)

12. Each sentence below has the direct object,noun phrase left out. Write
a direct obj_ct noun for each sentence in the Apace provided. Include
deterMiners where appropriate.

1. We ate

2. The cat climbed

3. Planes carry

4. Books contain

5. Boxes hold
, r.)

4.0

(5 points)
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C. aastiEsUIE_

Date
051 art 010t.V.

.0
1. Write the Glossary symbol for the sound that is spelled by the under-

lined vowel letters in the words below. You may use your bdok as
an aid.

1. raided 6. bar
.m=00

2. turn 7. end

3. feet 8. stm

4. out 9. compare

S. super 10. talk

D. Composition

ll

(S points)

1. Prepare an outline on "The Uses of Film." Use two maid,h dings:

I. Films that entertain, and M. Films that inform. Write each of
the following under the proper headings.

Slapstick
Record of difficult surgical operations
Cartoons
Record of laboratory experiments
Newsreels
Husicals

Instruction i the classroom,

(10 points)

2. Pret d that you visited a planet where the "People" were musical
instruments. Write two or three paragraphs describing their speech,
writing, education, living conditions, and anything else you can
think of that might be interesting.
Commendable C; Satisfactory - S; Needs Improvement -
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Teacher's copy

A. f21111ES.1121IEOMIE Total; 100 points

1. Underline the letters in each word in the following list which spell
the soundtli;as heard in the word herd. Mark the primary stress in
words that contain more than one syllable.

1. 4.t heard

5. BuAorr.

(5 points)

ing words. If the vow sound in word isgoil
_

a check in the blank Ater the word.

lurk

2. burning

firmer

2. Look at the foil
0,i4 !O) orbs.; p

1. trip

2. car 11001

3. tub .1

7. mutt

8. fir-

9. were

4. charm 10. pet

5. pit

6. cab \/ (10 points)

3. Below are some sentences pats. Each sentence has had either an
adjective or an adjective and a noun or two adjectives and a noun
left out. Think of adjectives and nouns to complete the sentences
and write them in the blanks.

1. The (Adj.) beaver ran into the cave.

2. S (-,mo 0.11,) (Noun) flew high above the earth in a balloon.

3. A (Adi;;-, (i4,m1) fousiit in the bloody battle.

4. The (Aai.), (Noun) was eaten by the delighted child.

5. (P:01.) (Noun) ) rough the attic. (5 points)
!yitt `;try.)-

4. Read ep,I, ,f(?70--,1c,* bestow to determ- Olether the underlined words

arc :Icmonyms. or Homonvm in the blank
af1-4r c7co depending upon wht.1.1 the word3 ore.

1. 1Ld (-)t chink it Zeir that only his older brother was allowed

tcl to the fair. - Homonym

2. Ce bcgan to peel the orange as the church bells started to peal.
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04 Teacher's copy

I could not bear watching the grizzly bear at the zoo.Homonym

4. When Sally lost her ring, she began to wring h

Homophone

5. The cut on his heel-did not seem to heal. Homophque
Wilootats)

hands.

5. Rewrite each of the following scrambled sentences in correct word
order. Beneath each word, write what word class it belongs to: Det.
for determiner, Verb, Adv. for adverb, Noun, adj. for adjective, and

L.
Aux. for auxiliary. The first one is done for you.

1. hungry The sadly pup whimpered
The hungry p4p whimpered sadly.
Det: 641, Noun Verb Adv.

2. awesomely lightning The flat 2- was
The lightning was flashing awt,. *1y.
Det. Noun Aux. Verb Ad'.

3. eyes smiling were dark eunningl? His
His dark e
Det. Noun Mix. Verb Adv.

4. crunches Celery noisily
Celery crunches noisily.
_Noun Verb Adv.

5. witch The threateningly wicked cackled
The wicked with cackled threateningly.
Det. Adj. Noun Verb Adv.
(Placement of adverbs will vary.) . (10 points)

6. Iv- A lIne the sublect and the predicate in each of the
3 ): -noc- aril the

predict.:

2. 1"

3.
r

0.1

'

.
1.2. t's s.**. ".*
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Teacher's copy

4. King Arthurilived at Camelot.

5. The children hewed their vitamins. (5 points)

7. Reread each sentence in Exercise 6 and write a pronoun that could be
used to replece the complete subject next to each number below that .

is the same as the cumber of the aentence.

1. It 4. He

2. They 5: They

3. They (5 points)

8. Rewrite each word below in its correct order. The first one is done
for you.

9.

1. ous danger dangerous

2. less time timeless,

3. in form mis ation misinformation

4. courage dis discourage

5. ing un con plain uncomplaining

6. ly ing laugh -:laughingly

7. stop non nonsto

8. pre ed cook precooked

9. al comic comical

ire.

1.

2-

3.

4.

5.

f- -t. tr; returning (5 :mints)

StF: pvf,vt..1-14.

C

rer-ce tIl=n (5 points)
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10. Each sentence below has a noun phrase left out. Complete each

sentence by filling in the blank with the kind of noun phrase
indicated.

1.

2.

3.

Proper. Noun

4

Common Noun

Pronoun

hid under the bed.

like to swim in the sea.

forget to take his brother home.

im 4. laughed at the Laurel and Hardy film.
Pronoun

5. ...jumped about excitedly. (5 points)

Common Noun
(Answers will vary.)

11. Draw a line between the syllables in the following words.

1. tattlpr

2. tal4sh

3. caAteen

4. fipknor4ing

5. comkain

6. mobile

7. Catitoon

8.f bacyng

9. bunidle

10. balgain (5 points)

nil

12. Each sentence below has the direct object noun phrase left out. Write

a direct object noun for each sentence in the space provided. Include

determiners where appropriate.
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Teacher's copy

B. Comprehenuf a and Literary Skills

1. Read each 0 the following sentences and decide whether tt states a
fact or an opiAion. Write F for fact or 0 for opinion after each,
depending upon rich it is.

1. She must be poor because she has no TV. 0

2. Dogs are four-legged animals. F

3. Whales are mammals that live in the s a. F

'4. The rhinoceros is a huge and ugly animal. 0

5. Women should not ..rive trucks. 0

6. Silent movies are funnier than sound movies. 0

7. Water freezes at 32 degrees Fahrenheit. F

0- S. A fathom is equal to six feet. F

\N
9. It is tiring to walk a mile. 0

10. Spihach has a terrible taste. 0 (10 points)

2. Read each sentence below and decide whether it is the first sentence of
a piece of fiction or of nonfiction. In the space provided after each
sentence, write F for fiction or NF for nonfiction, depending upon
your decision.

1. Sunlight streamed through the stained-glass windows as Jamie entered
the deserted church. F

2.- Th., 4vi1/41 tate of Tasmania, south of the Australian continent, is

3.

4. 1

1.

5. yr-, Of
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/C3

Teacherll copy

tal°-

1. Write the Glosary symbol for the sound that is spelled by the under-
lined vowel letters in the words belou. You may use your book as
an aid.

1. raided k

2. turn

3. feet

4. out

5. steer

6. bar

7. end .

8. shy_

9. compare

10. talk (5 points)

D. ComRasition

1. Prepare an outline on "The Uses of Film." Use two main headings:
I. Films that entertain, and II, Films that inform. Write each of
the following under the proper headings.

Slapstick
Record of difficult surgical operations
Cartoons
Record of laboratory ecperiments
sews reels

iiusicals

i. The Uses of Film

I. Films that entertain
A. Slapstick comedy
B. Cartoons
C. Ausicals

II. Films that inform
A. Record of difficult surgical operations
B. Record of laboratory experiments
C. Newsreels
D. Instruction in the classroom

(10 points)

2. Instruction in the classroom
Pretend that you visited a planet where the ",:eople" were musicals
instruments. Write two or three parpgraphs describing their speech,
writing, education, living conditions, and anything else you can
think of that might be interesting.

The correction for these paragraphs should be based upon child's a
ability to express ideas in sentences with adequate attention given
to spelling end punctuation appropriate for the level.

Commendable - C. Satisfactory - S; Needs Improvement - N



Sugpecited Spelling List
Level 15

scrap s stubborn ail quiver

glorious jiggle . Cesar abacus

jellyfish deserve reward weiht

distant impress clever stir

becalmed burly peace gust

lessen gypsy welfare fault

tkm vagabond grieving related

rule yearn mantel _____-_

prefer ordinary distress excitement

possess invisible weary
-,, suitable

risk thrust satisfy mar

globe realize perish holiday

ebony terrify plentiful precaution

snake batter proverb apron

buzzard stout knead tar.

fortunate pluck hovel confusion

appear delicious shingles journey

question servant weird pouch

den heal scanp trouper

character possible maw greedy

support treasure quibbla, procession

vanity market pert splendid

prepare complain aloof - indicate

(funeral scoldtn translate miracle

refuse mast moustaele postal

respect seek vigorously 1:ore'er

cordially applaud ruffles retuce

museum portrait curator afford

astronomy flatteiing lumeral corresponding

0411.101



Suggested Spelling List
Level 15 (cont.)

convince ancient

range observe

variety axis

resemble exact

devoted surface

glide conquer

atlas ate

sob venture

companion gales

dismay kidnaped

galley apprentice

guard modest

shock mainland

lasso imprisoned

increase schooner

provision generatin,

saunter fortune

glare donate

bellow cultivate

furious escort

trample adopt

e:cussion civilized

londnark nonrel

fathom surly

current sqllenly

procr!rq exert

master cours::

st4
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BIBLIOGRAPHY
Aardema, Verna, Tales from the Story.Hat. Vew York: Coyard, "cCann & Geoaheean,

Inc. A group of stories is woven about the little carved wood and ivory
figures that hang from the African storyteller's 'hat and bring a tales'when
plucked from the straw brim. Most of these nine African tales are about
clever animals that outwit% others.

Aliki, Thee Gold Pieces. NW: York: Pantheon Books, Inc. This Creek folktale
is about a peasant who, after working for ten years far from home, exchanges
his total earnings of three gold pieces for three pieces of advice,

Asbjornsen, Peter Chaistian, rest of the Sur and Vest of the Moon and Other Tales.
New York The lacmillan Company. Here are twelve of the best-loved folktales
and fairy tales of the Scandinavian countries.

Belting, Natalia, Calendar Moon. New Yorkt Holt, Rinehart and inston, Inc.
The compiler has gathered twenty-six folk beliefs related to the months of
the year from all parts of the world. Each explains a name given to a month
or the moon.
, The Earth Is on a Fish's Back: iTales'of Beginnings. New York' Holt,
Rinehart and "inston, Inc. Legends for this collection concerning the
beginnings of life have been drawn from Africa, Asia, South America, rurope,
and the United States.

' , The Stars Are Silver Reindeer. New York: Holt, Rinehart and vinston, Inc.
This book is a poetic rendering of the way in which people in all parts of
the world have viewed the heavens. As each group sees the stars in its own
distinct way, so the style of each of the legendary tales changes.

Bowman, James Clayd, Tales from a Finnish Tupa. Chicago. Albert Vhitman & Co.
Forty-three folktales and legends have been translated from authentic Finnish
sources and arranged under three headings: Tales of Magic, Droll Stories,

and Fables.
Brenner, Anita, The Roy vho Could Do Anything and (ether "exican Folk Tales.

New York: Wiliam R. Scott, Inc. Twenty-five folktales are presented inla
style distinguished for authentic idiom and the evocation of Mexico and the
Mexican people.

Brown, Uarcia, Once a l'fouse...A Fable Cut it flood. New York* Charles Scrianer's
Sons. An Indian fable of lively action recounts how a hermit suddenly saves
a mouse from a crow and then from larger enemies by turning the little
creature into the forms of bigger and bigger animals-until as a royal tiger
it has to be humbled. A Caldecott Award Book.

Carpenter, Francis, Tales of a Chinese Grandmother. new York. Doubleday &

Company, Inc. Thirty Chinese folk stories and legends from various sources
are retold with the full flavor of the Orient. They are told to a boy and
girl by their crandrother on occasions in their daily life which suggest

a story.
Chase, Richard, Jack Tales. Boston. Houghton Mifflin Company. Eighteen folk

tales told-by a native of the Beech ?fountain section of North Carolina and
descendants of Council Harman elsewhere in the southern mountains. %mar,
colorful American background, and the use of one character as a central
figure in the cycle mark these tales told on the dialect of the North
Carolina mountain region.

Cothran, Jean, The Magic Calabash. New liorick David 4cRay Company, Inc. Many

authentic Indian stories are anon', these fifteen action-racked tales. The

stories have been gathered from all parts of the United States.
Courlander, Varold, The Fire on the 'loutain and Other Ethiopian Stories. 9ew York:

Volt, Rinehart and vinston, Inc. Twenty-four Ethiopian follItales are retold

from stories heard in Fthiopia. Some have Variants in the folklore of other
countries, others are local inventions, and virtually all have been so
colored by the life and customs of the Ethiopian people that they have a
unique flavor.

WEST
tAri 001140.
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de al dare, Walter, Bells and Gress. few York: Viking Press, Inc. Many of the
favorite children's poems by de is flare are collected here. Some of them
describe actual personal memories. ;lost are concerned with the imagined
and the imaginary.

Names and Verses': Collected Poems for Children. New York: Holt, Rine-
hart and Winston, Inc. kll of de la Mare's poems for children and young
people are brought together in this one volume.

Domjan, Joseph, The Proud Peacock. New York: 'dolt, Rinehaq and Winston, Inc.
This story _a based on an old Hungarian.folktale. It has the traditional
fclktale structure in which a modest person outwits or overcomes those who
nseem core powerful and knowledgeable.

Duvoiein, Lager, Three Sneezes and Other Swiss Tales. New York: Alfred A. Knop
Inc. There are thirty-seven tales -n this volume representing variants of
familiar stories as will as storied that are purely local. Many of the
latter are short legends explaining the origin of an unusual mountain, lake
or stream.

Farjeon, Lleanor, The Children's Bells: A Selection of Poems. Henry Z. Valek,
Inc. These poems were selected by the author from many of her previous
books for children. The collection is rich in humor, beauty, and imagination.
A companion piece to The Little Hookroom,

Finger, Charles J.a Tales-from Silver Lands. Neu York: Doubleday & Company, Inc.
These nineteen legendary stories from South America were gathered firsthand
from the Indians. They reflect the atmosphere of the lands of their origin.

Gillian, Charles, Beyond the Cla..inp fountains: Eskimo Stories from Alaska. New
York: The Macmillan Company. The thirteen animal folktales in this volume
were illustrated by an Eskimo girl.. The Eskimos believed that the wild
creatures described were people who liked to disguise themselves in costumes
resembling animals or birds.

Harris, Joel Chandler, Uncle Remus: His Songs and Sayings, iUme York: Appleton-
Ceatury-Crofts, Inc. This edition includes thirty-four legends, nine verses
by Uncle Remus, some plantation proverbs, and twenty-one "sayings' from
t4ezro life in the South. The familiar Brer Rabbit plays his astonishing tricks

Hosfotd ,Berothy G., Thunder of the Cods. New York: Holt, Rinehart and Winston,
Inc. Norse myths are rel)ld in a manner that ereates spare beauty and
simple dighity.

Jacobs, Joseph, Celtic Folk and Fairy Tales. New York: G.P. Putnam's son9.These

twenty-six stories'arelitrama from the'rleh folk fancy-qf the WelshaiSce;ttilah.
English Folk and Fairy Tales. York: G. B. Putnam's Sons. Forty-one
fairy tales and folktales from the British Isles are included.

Kelsey, Alice Geer, Once the Hodja. New York: David McKay Company, Inc.
Humorous folktales from Turkey make up this delightful collection. The
central character is Wasr-ed-Din Hodja, a simple, kindly fellow who gets
into and out of trouble with equal ease.

i4cAlpine, Helen, Japanese Thies and Legends. New York: Henry Z. Walck, Inc.
These epics and legends cover the birth of Japan and the tales of the Heikee,
a powerful clan whose rule was abolished by the skill of the Geajii clan.
Fairy tales make up a separate section of the book.

Mcilanus, Seumas, Hibernian Ni ;fits. New York: The Macmillan Company. The twenty-
two Irish folktales and fairy tales in this collection were chosen by a
master storyteller as the cream of his story lore. These stories of little
people, kings and queens, cruel stepmothers, and youn:'est sons are told with
a strong and charming Irish'f3avor.

Sherlock, Philip K., Anansi, the Spider Man: Jameican roil: Tales. New York:
Thomas Y. Crowell Company. Fifteen West Indian stories are centered about
the Caribbean folk hero, Anansi, who charged from a man into a spider when
in great danger.
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Adi'a-s-Samuel Hopkins, The Pony Express. New York: Random House:Te history of

the Pony Express is traced from its beginning to its dissolution, included
accounts of hardships encountered with severe weather, Indian raids, and
other obstacles.

Bendick, Jeanne, the First Bookfof Space Traver. New York: Franklin Watts, Inc.
This introductory overviexi of space travetsis well organized and illustrated
with animated drawings.

,

Bergwin, Clyde R., and William T. Coleman, Animal Astronauts: They Opened the
Way to the Stars. New York :' Prentice -Hall, Inc. The contribution of animals
to Apace research and experiment is informatively discussed.

Buehr, Walter, Railroads Today and Yesterday. New York: G.P. Putnam's Sons.
Technological history of railroads in the United States is-combined, with
a diacription of modern operating procedures to produce an effective study
of American railroading.

Coatsworth, Zlizabeth, Bob Bodden and the Good Ship_ Rover. Champaign, Illinois:
Garrard Publishing Company. Out from a port in the state of Maine sails
Bob Bodden, one of the more colorful New England folk heroes. His adVentures
as he sails gaily around the world in his huge ship are recounted here.

Cooke, Daniel C., Who Really Invented the Airplane? New York: G.P. Putnam's Sons.
The attempts of many pioneer aircraft builders to get their planes airborne
are narrated, and full credit for achievement is given when due.

Dalgleish, Alice, Ride on the Wind. New York: Charles Scribaer's Sons. The
story of Charles Lindbergh's historic flight is retold from Lindbergh's
version, Tne Spirit of St. Louis.

Du Bois, William Pene, The Twenty-One Ballons. New York: Viking Press, Inc. In
the autumn of )883, Professor Sherman sets forth from Sun Franciscoesn a
balloon expedition. What happens in the three weeks between that day and
the day he is rescued from the Atlantic Ocean is the subject of this unbelieve
able tale.

Buvoisin, Roger, They Put Out to Sea: The Story of the Map. New York: Alfred
A. Knopf, Inc. The adventures of the great seafarers who helped to unroll
the map are told dramatically and illustrated with spirited pictures.

F/eischman, Sid, y the Great Horn Spoon! Boston: Atlantic-Little, Brcrim and
Company. A tall tale is spun about a boy who, with his aunt's butler,
Praiseworthy, stows away on a ship bound for the California gold fields in
1849. Pariseworthy's versatility takes the pair through many hilarious
adventures.

Fleming, Ian, Chitty -Chitty 2!ew York: Random House.
This Ingenious nonsense tale concerns an English family and their remarkable
old car. Gifted with the ability to navigate on land, sea, or in air, Chitty -
Chitty -Bang -Bang rescues the family from floods, traffic jams, and gangsters.

'Soyerdahl, Thor, Kan -Tiki: A Special Rand McNally Color Edition for Young People.
Chicago: Rand McNally & Company. The author describes his adventures as
he sailed across the Pacific from Peru to Polynesia on a primitive raft in
an attempt to establich the route of the pre-Inca Indians.

Hines, Al., A Letter to Anywhere. New York: Harcourt Brace Jovanovich, Inc.
The various ways ln which people through the ages have sent messages are
described: signals, trailmarks, drumbeats, and eventually letters by carrier
pigeons, Pony Express, or messengers.. In the 1830's an Engliahman had an
idea which resulted in establishment of the present system of postal service.

Hirsch, S. Carl, On Course. Navigating in Sea, Air asi Nonce. Mew York: Viking
Press, Inc. The history of navigation Is readably set forth tram the time
of the Greek? to present-day explorations of deep space.
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Hoke, Henry, The First Book of International Mail: The Story of the Universal.
Postal Union. New York: Franklin Watts,. nc. The Universal Postal Union, `

founded to permit mail to travel freely acr ss national frontiers, becomes
the participating agency in the United Nat ons program to promote inter-
national understanding.

Rolling, Holling Clancy, Seabird. Boston: Houghton Mifflin Co. A seagull
carved of ivory brcught good luck to four generations ofsa seafaring family.
The transition from whaling vessel to clipper ship, steamship, and seaplane
is distinctively illustrated in this book.

Lofting, Hugh, Doctor Dolittle's Post Office. Philadelphia: J.B. Lippincott
Company. Through Doctor Dolittle's efforts the Swallow Bail, fastest mail
serVice in tie world, is inaugurated. Children who have begun to collect
stamps will revel in the doctor's activities.

National Geographic Society, lien, Ships, and the Sea. Washington, D.C.:National
Geographic Society. Articles are arranged according to the following topics:
Man learns to sail; He discovers new worlds; He turns oceans into highways;
He perfects, his sttips; He employs the power of steam; Ilan sails again for
pleasure.

Reynolds, Quentin. The Wright Brothers: Pioneers of American Aviation. New York: RRandom House. This is the story of how two Americans, who madetbharlitting
by running a Bicycle shop, invented, built, and flew the first airplane.

Smith, Emma, Emily's Voyage. New York: Harcourt Brace Jovanovich, Inc. Emily,
a guinea pig, decides to take a sea voyage. With a peetical Hare as captainand a cretrof seasick Rabbits, the schooner is wrecked. Passengers and
crew are left on a desert island where more adventures ensue.

Syme, Ronald, Magellan, First Around the World. New York: William Morrow
Company, Inc. The heroic story of the first man to sail around the world is
detailed from the time that he first conceived of such a possibility
through the storms, mutiny, and starvation of the actual voyage.Teal, the Kite New York: Atheneum Publishers.
James Supworth is a kite builder exraordinaire. His ultimate achievement is
the Merriweather, a flying ship madeQf five kites. His experiences ftom
takeoff to landing in a most unlikely spot, hiss preoccupation with writing a
log, enjoying the sights, and making himself "comfy" are enough to keep the
reader delighted.

Todd, Ruthven, Space Cat. New York: Charles Scribner'd Sons. Flyball was such
a daring cat that his mother bought him a apace suit and took him on a
trip to the moon.

Wellman, Paul I., tie Golden 'Boston: Houghton Mifflin Co. Rivalry
between crews of Union Pacific and Central Pacific workers lends excitement
to this accoui of the building of the first transcontinental railroad. The
author highlights their courage and endurance in thtlface of hardships and
Indian attacks.

Wilson, Hazel, "Herbert's Wonderful Glasses," in Child Study Association of
America, More Read to Yourself Stories: Fun and Ma ic(pp.62-82. Further
adventures of Herbert Yadon.

Zarchy, Harry, Stamp Collector's:Guide. New York: Alfred A. Knopf, Inc. A brief
history of postal systems is aVen, followed by a discussion of the kinds of
stamps, how to start a collection, available stamp albums, and types of
collections. A comprehensive but clear guide to basic information.

Arbuthnot, M.H., ed. Time for Poetry. Fiore than 700 peens, from Mother Goose to
T.S. Eliot.

de la Mare, Walter, ed. Tom TiMer's Ground. Choice compilation of verse for
younger children; notes by de is Mare.

Ferris, Helen, ed. Favorite Poems Old and Neu. Over 700 poems for readers of
all ages.



LANGUAGE ARTS
Level Report
Avon, Conn.

Dear Parent,

Date
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000

has completed the Language Arts

Skills taught at Level 15. The following is an overview of your,childs next

Overview of Level 16

I. Decoding Skills

A. Consonant spellings - hard and soft candy
B. Consonant digraphs - Ex. show sim
C. Short and Long vowel spelling patterns
D. Syllable division and stress (accenting)

E. Pronunciation Key symbols
F. Compound words
G. Prefixes - Ex. un-dis
H. Suffixes - Ex. est-ous
I. Contractions

II. Comprehension and Literary-Understanding

44"

A. Sequence
B. !faking Predictions

C. Skimming
D. Recalling Details
E. Recognizes poetry - mystery - biography.-- myth - fiction - autobiography

F. Appreciation of human values and aesthetics

III. Language

A. Vocabulary - developing word meanings, using synonyms aneantnnyms
B. Hord usage

1. Verbs - linking, compound verb parts
2. Nouns - noun markers - collective - common - proper - noun phrases-

.

pronouns
3. Adjectives - Identify - comparitive and superlative forms
4. Adverbs - words that tell how - when or vinare

5. Conjunctions - and, but
C. Sentences

a. Sentence patterns
b. Compound

D. Handwriting - cursive forms
E. punctuation
F. Capitalization

IV. Study Skills

A. Using the Dictionary
B. Introducing the Thesaurus

V. Creativity

A. Extending experiences before, during and after each story read
B. Writing compositions and friendly letters
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Level 1, - Language Arts
nevielf Skills From Previous Levels

t. DECODING S(ILT4

A. Phonology

.1. Consonants
a. Hard and soft c and g - cent, cap, Eate
b. Silent consonants - b,cps,l,g,h,k,n,t,w

Consonant digraphs
sh ch -.cheese, th - third, Tit' - these,

ng - ring, zh treasure

INF

b.

c.

d.

e.

f.

S

ngs. Towel anei consonant sound .gatterns
CV - go .47

- spy
CVC beat
CCVC - ppeed
VCe
CVCe oda
CCCVCe straise

4. Short Vowel, and.cOnsonant sound patterns
4. VC - an d. CCVC - flip
b. VCC e. CVCC -shelf
C. CVC - nor

5. Selected vw.ra soulas
e. IL -

C.

3.

- jar
r curl

ci - for,

6. S,I.a7.)1e 62vinloa

a. Compound words
b. Tords ith affixes

'npm.....

7. Serest:. (acre: tin !!.,

a. Prirwry 1141 secx.nt.:apy accents

b. eompoun ward
n. MUltisy lab4x wcrds
d. Words w s f,j flPtiAc_s

e. Schwa in une.cconted syllable

?ronurciat.-:on'Key symbols

a. Alpha:et syrIbots
b. For consonant eourds
c, For ww,:l soeada
e. in Glossary
e. Schwa -

9.

u.

Ac

too

tu. JunccurL
a. Spn1-.1.4- sal IrTanirmo...nals ..crown - Ice 4 -;ea--1.)

/11



B. Morphology
/

pound wards

\...1 Level - Language Arts-

2. Prefixes
a. un-, dis-, ir-, super-, com-f con-, pre-, per

3.\\Suffixse
a. "met. -est, -ish, -y, 47,
U. Drop final e mice baking- baked)

a ' Crop y to I (cry - cries, cried)

4. Astonyws
a. able - unable
b, resistible - irresistible

4

//

S. liorphemas

Cowerison (quick* ViakM# tute420
b. AgentivQ (teas r, grSanAal)

6. clipped faros
e.. gasoline is. gas

1. Word feellies
presto Cligi1101V5s) InglitiVit usoneative, enact=

8. Claaaraatluaa

a. - I will or 'ball
b. I'd - mould or I bad

S. Spelling

.1. Valets spelling words to concepts devalaped in phonology sad
morpholaby.
a. Vowel and consonant soonii patterns OM, Me)
b. prop final e plus endingo
a. Mangey to 1 plus endings
d. Hard raid soft c and g words
a. Silent consonant nerd,
fr. Basic Dolchlimpt.
g. fast taw spellings of woe Ctellust, danced, topped, stiudie6

2. Proofread all written work for correct spelling.

II. COMPREHENSION

A. Literal and Inferential

1. Sequence

2. Making predictions

3. Drawing conclusions

4. Main Ideas

5. Constructing inferences
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6. Cause and effect

7. Making comparisons

8. Skimming

9. Recalling details

10. Fact and opinion

B. Critical Thinking

1. Interpreting the relationship among characters.

2. Imagining alternate outcomes.

3. Interpreting dialogue.

4. Distinguishing relevant and irrelevant statements.

IfI. LANGUAGE

A. Synt Study of grammatical structure.)

/43

'1. Verbs
a. SubstitOting in a basic N - V sentence.
b. Linking verbs (is, are, was, were, became)
c. Compound verb parts (studied 'and read)
d. Identifying verbs in a sentence.
e. Verb phrase of a sentence is called the predicate.
f. Some words are classified as verbs depending on use in sentence.

2. Nouns
a. Noun markers or determiners (a, the, each, any, that, an, those)
b. As subject of sentence
c. Collective nouns (band, bunch, team)
d. Common nouns
e. Proper nouns
f. Substituting nouns in a basic N-V sentence.
g. Conktructing compound noun parts in N-V sentences
h. Noun phrases
1. Some words are classified as nouns depending on use in sentence.

3. Adjectives
a. Identifying adjectives asiwords that add meaning to nouns
b. Comparative and superlative forms ( -er, -est)
c. In Determiner-Adjective-Noun pattern

4. Adverbs
a. Words that tell how, when or where something happens.

5. Conjunctions
a. and, but

6. Sentences
a. Compound

Distinguishing between sentence fragments, scrambled sentences,
and complete sentences.
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c. Constructing sentence patterns: N-V. N-V-N
d. Identifying sentence patterns': A-LV-N, N-V, It -V -N

B. Semantics (The exploration of meaning assigned to words and groups of
words)

1. Identifying special terminology for male and female adults and
the young of animal families.

2. Distinguishing the correct dictionary definition of.:0 word that
matches a given sentence context..

3. Describing the meanings of idiomatic expressions.

4. Describing old and ne%)!, meanings of given words

5. Describing the emotional connotations of words as being positive
or negative.

6. Identifying words that have more than one meaning.

C. Handwriting

1. Diagnose and review all cursive f rms

ri
2. Review joining of cursive letters.

3. Extend cursive writing into all subject areas.

4. Proofread written work for correct handwriting forms.

D. Mechanics

1. Punctuation
a. Apostrophe

1. Contractions
2. in singular and plural

b. ColorA-writin, time, After
series.

c. Comma
1. Betwecn city and state
2. Between day of month and year
3. After greetings and closing of a friendly letter`
4. Between words in a series
5. Between series of phrases
6. In cialogue between speaker and what is said.

d\ Dash
1. Between pages (pp. 5-0
2. Between hours in feference to time

e. Exclamation mark

possessives.

introductory word of a list" or long

1. To show surprise or.great feeling
f. Mr:then

1. To divide words when they don't fit at the end of a line.
g. Periods

1. After a statement or a command
2. After an abbreviation or an initial.
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h. Question Marks
1. After an asking sentence
2. Placement of question mark_with quotation marks.

1. Quotation marks
1. Before and after words, you are quoting.

j. Underlining
1. Titles of books.

tet OtIASIE.

2. Capitalization
a. First word of a sentence.
b. Pronoun "I"
c. Proper nouns (names of people, days of the week, months, citdes,

states, countries, streets and holidays)
d.c,t ties of respect (Mr., Mts., Dr., Rev., Gov., Miss, Jr., Sr.)
e. ortant words of'story and book titles
f. In a letter, first words of both the greeting and closing.

3. Letters and Addresses - Friendly
a. Learn parts of friEendlylletter
b. Compose friendly letters

4. Usage
a. Pronouns

I. Subject pronouns.
2. Object pronouns
3. Object pronouns after prepositions
4. We and us before-notns
5. Himself, ourselves and themselves

IV. STUDY SKILLS

A. Using the Dictionary
1. .Alphabetical order beyond the third letter
2. Distinguish between a dictionary and a Glossary
3. Guide wor
4. Entry wor

Syllab s, accents, respellings, meanings
5. Pronunciation Key

Introdiscing the Thesaurus
1. Cross references
2. t...:Sronyms and antonyms

V. LITERARY UNDERSTANDING
p

A. Rhetoric and Literary Skills
1. Alliteration
2. Similes

3. Metaphors
4. Cliches
5. Synonyms
6. Antonyms
7. Flashback
8. Personification
9. Tone and mood

1. Types of leterature
a. Autobiography
b. Biography
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C. Essay
d. Fable
e. Aysery
f. Myth
g. Poetry
h. Fantasy
1. Fiction (realistic, Astorical, humorous)

B. Human Valuer and Aesthetics

1. To relate pupils' own behavior and emotions to the behalhor and
emotions of story characters.

2. To. promote understanding and appreciation of people with different
backgrounds and experience

3. To develop the concept of the importance of courage and determin-
ation in achieving one's goals.

4. To help pupils appreciate fantasy as a form of creative thinking.

5. TcLoster an appreciation of the unchanging nature of sdme human
values and emotions.

6. To teach that creativity idea within the reach of all.

7. To point out the usefulness of reason and planning in problem
solving.

3. To point out the importance of persistence in accomplishing major
achieveaents.

9. To stimulate an interest in myths as primitive eipressiohs of the
basic human effort to explain natural phenomena.

10. To develpp an appreciation of the English language and its rich
heritage from other 'lingua

,

VI. CREATIVITY

A. Developing Creative Potential

1. Appreciatin3 paingings
2. Constructing bulletin board displays ing to story.
3. Writing Codes.
4. Dramatiziai a myth or poem.
5. Illustrating a chart
6. Pantomiming
7. Role playing
8. Listening to recordings of poems and stories
9. Singing songs related to stories.

10. Constructing word chains
11. Choral rending

B. Composition
1. Writing Jinglu.s for commercials
2. inking a dictionary of prefixes and suffixes
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3. Writing rhymes
4. Writing a book reviqW
5. Writing a fictitious diary
6. Writing a abort composition
7. Writing original poems
8. Writing a short story including dialogue

VII. MATERIALS

e"

A. Required - Holt, Rinehart and Winston,

1. Freedom's Ground - Units 1 and 2
a. Text (pupil and teacher's handbook)
b. Workbook
c. Satellite Books

1. Unit 1 - Marvelous Machines
The Last Horse

2. Unit 2 - The Wonderful Words of Sports
The Making of a Book

d. AV Uaterial
1. Recordings s

a. Unit I - "Take Off With Books"
"Sing Hi-diddle Diddle"
"Poem of Praise"
"Lucy and the Wardrobe"

b. Unit 2 - "Feelings About Words"
"Scat! Skitten!"
'Goose, Moose and Spruce"
"A CoMmercial for Spring"
"Eve Herriam Interview"

2. --Solibd Filmstrips

a. Unit I - " Story Takes Place"
"Wa s to Achieve Style"

b. Unit 2 - "Who amed, America'?"

"Ways -16efine Words"

/7

2. Scott, Foresman - In Other Words - A Junior Thesaurus - Book 2

B. Alternate Reading Program - approval of Reading Deparrmcni:
1. - Programmed Reading - Sullivan

2. .1415,E14,1,1 Charles - Merrill readers

3. Scott, Foresman

4. Ginn 360

. Supplementary Materials

I. Language
a. Holt, Rinehart and Winston, Inc. - The Arts and skills of

English - Books 4 and 5 (sample copies of workbock)

b. Laidlaw.,-Exprorillg In English - Book 4
at Discoliery in Englloh nook S

(Activity sheets and tests)
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c. Scott, Foresman Lan a e and How To Use It - Books 4 and S
(Activ des book, sample copies and records)

d. Harcourt, Brace and World The Roberts Series - Books 4 and 5
(workbooks)

e. /Random House - The Writing us Kit(filmst tapes, activity
cards)

f. Ginn - Creativity Idea Books: Can You Imagine? For Those Who
Wonder

g. Harcourt, Brace and'world Wider Than the Sky-Book 5
h. Laidlaw - Words Withs.Winis - Book 5
i. Random House - Winding_Roads - Book 5
J. Lippincott - Reading For Meaning -JBook 5
k, Paperbacks

I. Scholastic*Individualized Reading Kits
2. Limited copies of assorted paperbacks

. 1. Bareell Loft, Ltd.-- Capitalization and Punctuation - Sets D
E Individuaitized Kit

+1

a. 220 Basic Dolch List
d't

b. The Basic Hundred Spelling Words
. ,t. Scott, Foresman -.Spann Our Language - Book 5
r'd. Webster, McGraw Hill - Basic Goals in Spelling - Book 5

e. Noble and Noble Spell /Write - Book S
f,--leonomy Co. - Continuous Progress SpellingKit

2. Spelling

3. Handwriting
a. Scott, Foresman Writing,Our LanST..,ge,- Book

4. Enrichment Materials
a. Lyons and Carnahan - The New Phonics We Use C W, G
b. Bernell, Loft - Ltd. - Specific Skill Ser es - B, C, D, E, F

(Main Idea, Sequence, Context Sounds, Following Directions,
Locationg the Answers, Getting The Facts, Draaing Conclusions)

c. Teacher madAaterials (See Activities Section of guide)
d. Library filmstrips and tapes
e. S.R.A Reading Labs - IIA'
f. EDL Controlled Reader and Language Master
g. Continental, Hayes, Jen Duplicating Masters
h. Educators Publishing Service - Books 1 and 2
i. DictionaLy and encyclopedia
J. Dr. Herr - Cross word Puzzles - Book 2

VIII. EVALUATIOJ

A. Required:
1. Holt, Rinehart and Winston - Evaluation masters for individual

stories.
2. Holt, Rinehart and Winston - End of-Un ats (16A, 16B)
3. Teacher Made Tests

4 B. Optional:
1. Informal Reading Inventory
2. Gates - MacGinite Test - Standardized
3. iietropolitan Achievement Test
4. Betel Inventory of Phonetic Skills
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Name Date
Total: 100 pts.

A. Reading and Lanbaage

1. Write the correct prefix un-, sr-, dis-, com-, or super- in the blank
in each of the following sentences.

1. The cut on his hand wad ficial.

2. His charming smile wa sistIble.

3. Hob's pain caused him much comfort. I
4. He couldn't solve the problem because it was-too plex.

5. To this day the hidden treasure has not been earthed.
(5 points)

2. In the sentences below, underline once the key word that tells the
subject; and underline twice the verb, or the key word that tells
what the subject did.

1. The naughty boy ran away

2. Their faces reddened.

3. The old Indian entered shyly.

4. The dry arroyo flooded suddenly.

5. Sally listened carefully. (5 points)

3. In the following sentences, underline the adjectives once and the
nouns they describe twice.

1. Steep hills ringed the shiillow beach of bl4k sand.

2. A lonely goatherd guarded his restless flock.

3. The nervousstranger dropped the unbreakable record.

4. The soft snow made crunchy noises.

5. Wooden fences surrounded the green pastures. (5 points)

4. Underline the adverbs in the following sentences. In the blank after
each sentence, state whether the adverb tells how, when, or where.

' 1. The horse quickly jumped the fence.

2. The harbor master looked down.

3. We left later.

4. He delivers the evening paper here.
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Name Date

5. .1ervously the man entered.

(S points)
5. Read the sentences below. Put a check in the blanks before those

sentences which start with the noun marker-adjective-noun pattern and
underline the nouft-marker and the noun that follow4eit.

I. Thos beautiful houses are empty.

2. Football players practice often.

3. A tiny cloud appeared.

4. Nancy 4ame
\
Nto school late.

5. The old 'man walked slowly.N (5 points)

6. Write 0 in the blank following each sentence if the underlined word
acts as a noun; write V if it acts as a verb.

1. I will still the barking dog by talking quietly to him.

2. They judge you on your performance.

3. In the still of the night, I slumbered peacefully.

4. Librarians catalca books by subject.

5. Those boyowill be sorry when they face the Judge.,

6. The mail-order catalog arrived yesterday.

...1

(C points)
7. Underline the correct pronoun in each sentence.

1. and I are going home.
He Him

2. John taught and me to swim.
she her

3. I made these cookies for Tom and

bar

kne I

4. This picture of you add is blurry.

5. The clock told

they then

we us

B. Comprehension and Literary Skills

skaters that it was time to go home.
(5 points)

1. In the blank before each of the following sentence:;, writc S if the
sentence user, a silatle, II if it uses a metaphor, ci.) P if it contains
an exampl2 of perso,ilfit:n%ion.
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*5 fir 010111.

1. The tall buildings are fingers stretching to the sky.

2. Freddy's books felt as heavy as a pile of rocks.

3. The woods called to Lucy to go further.

4. As suddenly as a fuse blowing, they stopped singing.

5. The feather danced lightheartedly in the wind.

6, Lucy was as happy as a beeinding honey.

7. The channel wound like a snake avoiding hot stones in the
desert sand.

8. A new-born foal is a sausage balanced on four toothpicks.

9. My h-art jumped from my chest to my mouth and slowly settled
back down.

10. Tpe ice cream shop is a magnet each day after school.
(5 points)

2. Each of the sentences below contains an adjective that appeals to one
of the senses-touch, smell; fight, hearing, or taste. Underline this
adjective; and in the blank in front of each sentence, name the sense
to which the adjective appeals.

1. What was Home* to do about the howling sixth-grade teacher?

2. Ginger pushed her soft nose against the colt.

3 A coppery haze lay over the lege., .

4. qr. Tummies served toast and sweet honey.

5. The aroma of the-grant blossoms drifted in.
(5 points)

3. Each of the followingl4sentences prestnts a pun, or play on words.
Underline the word or words that create the pun.

1. The soldier caught cold because he was in the draft.

2. Our house is`much cleaner since our dog Spot ran aw:tv; in fact,
it is Spotless.

3. We have a Zree sundae once a week.

4. After breaking the windows, he hrd pains in his hands.

5. That pool player must be a good actor because he knows his cues.
(5, points)
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4. In the following paragraph, replace the underlin verbs with more
vivid and exciting ones that speed up the action and add.interest.
Try to think of verbs other than those in your text.

At every stride of my camel, I was sent sideways so that I leaned

out of the saddle directly above the earth. Somehow like a Yo-Yo,

each tine I was pushed back into place and then once again thrown

sideways out into the air. Of course, I reached for the camel's hump

in front of me. (5 points)

5. For each sentence starter below, underline the enling that creates a

mood of suspense.

1. cs Jack passed the bank,
a. he met his friend. -Sill and walked with him for five bloc,

b. he saw a man dash out ''e door.

2. Last night, while Nayy was tending a book,
a. she was startled by atapping at the window.

b. her parents were watching TV.

3. The small boat was sailing along smoothly
a. until it shuddered and came to an abrupt stop.

b. while the crew was telling joLes.

4.. A police car
a. came screeching around the corner with its siren screaming.

b. cruised down the street and onto the next block.
(4 points)

6. Each pair of sentences below contains one item of fantasy and one of
realism. Put an F in the blank before examples of fantasy and an R
in the blank before examples of realism.

1. Lucy looked in thewwardrbbe.

Lucy stepped through the wardrobe.

2. The jet plane went so fast, it traveled into the future.

The jet plane broke the speed record that had been set the
week before.

3. The main choracter is a tall, thin boy with red hair.

The main chaeacter i a tall, thin giraffe with a red bow tie.
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4. _The tune made the whole town bob and weave to its beat without
stopping.

The tune had catchy lyrics and a bouncy4Whythm.

5. Behind the coppery haze El Diablo was waiting in the lagoon.

The coppery haze rested on the waters of the lagoon. (5 points)

7. Numbers 1-6 list the selection titles from it 1. The types of
writing are listed below. Match each title type of writing
it represents by writing a letter in the blank ne to`the title.

1. "The Black Pearl"

2. "Pie and Punch and You.1Know-Whats"

z. "Myst ly Beginnings"

a. Realistic fiction
b. Aut,.bibgraphy
c. Fantasy
d. Historical fiction
e. Humorous fiction

423

4. "The Captain Goes Astrre"

5. "Luck[ and the Wardrobe" (5 points)

0. Study Skills

1. Here are five words for you to consider as new entries in a glossary.

pinnacle peso gallup curtsy foal r
a

Write .each new entry where it belongs alphabetically between the
pairs of words given.

1. fleet col%

2. petunia pioneer

3. crop cylinder

4. gait gangplank

5. pertain petal

Wow, write each new entry besides its meaning.

to move very fast

a kind of bow made by women

a unit of money in c:7.1-Lain aresf7

a baby horse

a high peak of rock (10 points)
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2. Study the following sample dictionary entry. In the blank before each
sentence below, put the number of the definition of the word as used
in the sentence.

second(sek'znd) 1. immediately following the first. .2. another.
3. an assistant. 4. sixieth part of a minute. adj., n.

I. Ginger's mother called her a second time.

2. A prizefighter's helper is called a second.,,

3. His time was two minutes and one second.

4. She was second in her class.

51 "Just a second, and I'll be there, " Sally called.

(5 points)

3. The words below are written in Pronunciation Key symbols. In the
blank, write each word as You would normally spell it. Check you
dictionary if necessary.

1. an tgki

2. roil 5

3. b'a fok/

4. blam/lrz

5. kar/ 'alma

6. slfklbman

7. gilia ten

8. muz'l

9. monlas ter F

10. mis eerie-as

D. Composition

1. Nechanics

(5 points)

Total corrections: 20 Total points: 10

Rewribeueachesentence below using correct capitalization and punctuation.

I. John said have you read hucklc.oerry Finn
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2. dr mark black was bora in montreal canada on may 6 1940

3. Write a friendly letter to someoaa and tell about a hobby or trip
you have taken. Be'suke to use correct letter form, punctuation,
and capitalization.

Your teacher will provide paper for this letter. itartlimg:

Rating: C- Commendable; S - Satisfactory; N - Needs Improvement*
.,
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sti%
tet 000.1.

Teacher's copy

A. Reading.;and Language

1. Write the correct prefix un-, it -, dis-, com-, or super- in the blank
in each of the following sentences.

1. The cut on his hand was superficial.

2. His charming smile was irresistible.

3. Bob's path caused him much ddscomfort.

4. He couldn't solve the problem because it was too complex.

5. To this day the hidden treasure has not been unearthed.
(5 points)

2. In the sentences below, underline oace.the key word that tells the
subject, and underline twice the verb, or the key word that tells
what'the subject ddd.

1. The naughty boy ran away.

2. Their faces reddened.

3. The old Indian entered hyly.

4. The dry arroyo flooded suddenly.

5. Sally listened carefully. (5 points)
1.1.1.11==m1r...

3. In the following sentences, underline the adjectives once and the
nouns they ildescribe twice.

1. Steep hills ringed the shallow beach of black sand.

2. A lonel. goatherd guarded his restless flock.a - -=ro.

3. The nervous stranger dropped the unbreakable record.
. . ,r1.0,

4. The soft snow made crunchy noises.
IWN

5. Wooden fences surrounded the green pastures. (5 points)

4. Underline the adverbs in the following sentences. In the blank after
each sentence, state whether the adverb tells how, when, or where.

1. The horse quickly jumped the fence. how

2. The harbor master looked lawn. where

3. We left later. when

4. He delivers the evening paper here. where

/024

41k
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5. Nervous the man entered.

Teacher's copy

how
(5 points)

5. Read the sentences below. Put a check in the blanks before hh4e
sentences which start with the noun marker-adjective-noun pattern and
underline the noun marker and the noun that follows it.

1. Those beautiful houses are empty.

2. Football players practice often.

3. A tiny cloud appeared.

4. came to school late

Ni 5. The old n walked slowly. (5 points)

6. Write N in the blank following eae sentence if the underl ed
acts as a noun; write V if it acts as a verb.

1. I will Mill the barking dog by talking quietly to him. V

2. They judge you on your perforwce.

3. In the still of the night, I slumbere cefully.

V

4. Librarians catalog books'bpj u V

5. Those boys will be sorry when they face the Audge.

6. Mc mall-ordex 4..ataleo arrived yesterday. id

(6 points)

7. Underline the correct pronoun in each sentence.

1. He and I are going home.

2. John taught 1224liend me to swim.

3. I made these cookies for Tom and ma.
--r-

4. This picture of you and them is blurry.

5. The clock\opold us katers that it was time to go home.
(5 points)

B. Comprehension and Literary Aillb

1. In the blank before each of the following sentences, wrifte S if the
sentence uses a simile, N if it uses a metaphor, and P if it contains
an example of personification.
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Teacher's copy

II 1. The tall buildings are fingers Stretching to the sky.
t64114

S 2. Freddy's books felt as heavy as a pile of rocks.

P 3. The woods called to Lucy to go further.

S 4. As suddenly as a fuse bliowing, they stopped singing.

P 5. The feather danced lightheartedly in the wind.

S 6. LuIy was as,,happy as a bee finding honey.

S 7. The channel wound like a male avoiding hot stones in the
desert sand.

11 3. A new-born .foal is a sausage balanced on four toothpicks.

P 9. by heart jumped from my chest to my mouth and slowly settled
back down.

M10. The ice cream shop is a magnet each day after school.
. (5 points)

2. Each of the sentences below contains an adjective that appeals to one
of the senses-touch, smell, sight, hearing, or taste. Underline this
adjective; and in the blank in front of each sentence, name the sense
to rich the adjective appeals.

--\

hearing 1.

touch 2.

What was Homer?

Ginger pushed her

sight 3. A coppery haze lay over the lagoon.

taste Ur. Tummus scrved toast and sweet honey.

do about the how lingsixth-grade teacher?

-7 Asoft nose againbt twFolt. ,A

((5 points)

3. Each of the following sentences pre4ents a pun, or play on words.
Underline the word or words that create the pun.

smell S. The aroma of the fragrant blossoms drifted in.

1. The soldier cought cold because he was in the draft.

21. Our house is much cleaner since our dog Spot ran away; in fact,
it is Spotless..

3. We have a feee sundae once a week.

4. After breaking the windows, he had pains in his hands.

5. That pool player must be a good actor because he knows his cues.
(5 points)
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Teacher's/ copy

4. In the following paragraph, replace the underlined verbs with more
vivid and exciting ones that speed up the action and add interest.
Try to think 6f verbs other than those in your text.

At every stride of my camel, I was sent sideways so that I leaned

out of the saddle directly above the earth. Somehow like a Yo-Yo,
a

each time I was pushed back into place and then0.4once again thrown

sideways out into the air. Of course, I reached for the camel's hump

in front of me. (5 points)
(Answers will vary)

5. For each sentence starter below, underline the ending that creates a
mood of suspense.

1. As Jack passed the bank,
a. he met his friend Bill and walked with him for five blocks.

b. He saw a man dash out the dooy.

2. Last night, while Mary was reading a book,
a. she was startled by a tapping at the window.

b. her parents were wa9Iiir TV.

3. The small boat was sailing along smoothly
a. 'until it shuddered a came to an abrupt stop.

b. While the crew was telling jokes.

4. A police car
a. come screeching around the corner with its siren screaming.

b. cruised down the street and onto the next block.
(4 points)

6. Each pair of sentences below contains one item of fantasy and one of
realism. Put an F in the blank before examples 6f fantasy and an R
in the blank before examples of realism.

1. gLucy looked in the wardrobe.

ILLucy stepped through the'wardrobe.

2. The jet plane went so fast, it traveled into the future.

The jet plane broke the speed record that had been set the
week before.

3. AThe main character is a tall, thin boy with red hair.

"The main character is a tall, thin giraffe with a red bow tie.
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4. F The tune made the whole town bob and weave. to its beat without
stopping.

R The tune had catchy lyrics and a bouncy rhythm.

5. F Behind the coppery haze El Diablo was waiting in the lagoon

R The coppery haze rested on the waters of the lagoon. (5 points)

7. Numbers 1-6 list the selection titles from Unit 1. The types of
writing are listed blow. Match each title with the type of writing
it represents by writing a letter in the blank next to the title.

a 1. "The Black Pearl"

e 2. "Pie and Punch and You-Kaw-Whats"

b 3. "Mostly Beginnings"

d 4. "The Captain Goes Ashore"

c 5. "Lucy and the Wardrobe"

a. Realistic fiction
b. Autobiography
.4T1rFantasy

d. Historical fiction
e. Humorous fiction

(5 points)

C. Study Skills

1. Here are five words for you to consider as new entries in a glossary.

pinnacle peso gallop curtsy foal
ti

Write each new entry where it belongs alphabetically between the
pairs of words given.

folk

Pioneer

cylinder

gangplank

petal

1. fleet foal

2. petunia pinnacle

3. crop curtsy_

4. gait gallop,

5. pertain peso

Now, write each new entry besides its meaning.

gallop to move very fast

curtsy eqicind of bow made by women

peso a unit of money in certain areas

foal a baby horse

pinnacle a high peak of rock (10 points)
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2.. Study the following sample dictionary entry. In the blank before each
sentence below, put the number of the djfinition oi hbe word as used
in the sentence.

147

second (sek"and) 1. immediately following the first. 2. another.
3. an assistant. 4. sixieth part of a minute. adj., n.

2 1. Ginget,s mother called her a second time.

3 2. A prizefighter's helper is called a second.

4 3. His time was two minutes and one second.

1 4. She was second in her class.

4 5. "Just a second, and I'll be there," Sally called.
(5 points)

3. The words below are written in Pronunciation Key symbols. In the
blank, write each word as you would normally spell it. Check you
dictionary if necessary.

1. an tZki antique

2. 1,roi' 6 irroyt

3. barZik` biroque_

4. blielm'prz b)oomers

5. karsavan caravan

6. slik17%mn svlamen

7. giliA tin smillotirte

8. mu? 1 muz t le

9. mon'a ter a monLstery

10. mis tZrig

4

mysterious
(5 point)

-4

D. Composition

1. Mechanics Total corrections: 2() Total pnints! 111

Rewrite each sentence below using correct capitalization ar .td punctuation.

1. John said have you read huckleberry finn

John said, "Have you read Huckleberry
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2. dr mark black was born in montreal canada on may 6 1940

Dr. Nark Black watt born in Montreal,,Canada on hay 6, 1940.

2. Write friendly letter to someone and tell about a hobby or trip
you ha taken. Be sure to use correct letter form, punctuation,
and cap talization.

The correction for this letter should be based upon the child's
ability to express ideas in sentences with adequate attention given
to letter form, spelling, punctuation and capitalization.

Recommented rating:
C Commendable
S Satisfactoty
N Deeds Improvement
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A. Reading and Language

1. In the first blank after each word, write the vowel and consonant
sound pattern; for example, CVC, CVCe, etc. In the second blank,
write whether,the vowel sound is long or short.

1. up

2. name

3. lean

4. last

5. she

"lb

cr

(10 points)

2. The llowing words are separated into syllables' Place an accent on
the syllable that receives the primary stress. Fut a line between
the separate words in compound words.

1. an nounced

2. push ing

. 3. school mas ter

4. fa ble

5. loud speak er

6. book worm

7. sci en tif is

3. some time

9. base ball 1

10. pop u lar (10 points)

AY*

3. Add the correct suffix(-ish, -ous, or -iy) to the nouns in tte list
below to form adjectives. In the bilnk in each sentence, vr.te the
adjective formed that best fits the sentence.

baby hazard dirt poison fever

I. The explorers Dad a very journey.

2. His behavior was for an eleven-year-old.

3. They worked with a speed to complete the
job.

4. His clothes were too

5. The

to wear to school.

detergent WIS banned from the market.

(5 points)
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Look at the five sentences below. Write -ly in the blank after .the\

ective if the sentence context requires an adverb. Write X in
the blank if the adjective fits.

1. The Doubt held Dr. Cranshaw's collar tight in his beak.

r---.
2. The explorer was behaving strange

3. Alvin was cheerful even in the faceeof danger.

4. The Doubt behaved bad
A

5. That is-an odd way- to act.
4

(5 points)

5. In the blank after each sentence below, write N-V if the sentence has
a Noun-Verb pattern, write N-V-N if it has a Noun-Verb-Noun pattern;
and write N-LV-N if it has a Noun- Linking -Verb -noun pattern. Under-

line each noun once and each verb twice.

1. Alvin solved the mystery.

2. The Doubt flew.

3. An unabridged dictionary_ contains many words.

4. American English-is our native language.

5. Hany foreign words became Eiglish words.

6. The local tribes gathered.

7. The Indians discussed their problem.

3. Our language grew.

9. Gumbo is an African dish.

10. Ponce dd Leon egplored Florida.
(20 points)

6. For each word below, underline the synonym that is closest in meaning
to the word as that word is used. Cross out the word that is opposite
in meaning from the word.

1. brief: as In a brief moment

a. fleeting b. concise

2. strong; as in a strong man

a. solid b. powerful

c. extended

c. weak
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3. hold: as in "Hold the fort!"

a. grasp b. defend .c. surrender

4. squinting: as in squinting eyes

a. open b. closed c. narrowed

5. hate: as in hate each other

.41,T11Inn

a. despise b. dislike c. love (5 points)

N,..

7. Below are five words that can be Smbstituted for the word ran. For
each sentence below the list, seledt the yord that best fits the
context of the sentence and write that word in theb1.,nk.

accelerated fled operated scampered sprinted

1. Father k/ the motor,

2. The runner across the finish line.

3. When his kidnappers turned their backs, the boy
out the door.

4. The tiny mouse_ for his hole.

5. The foreman was the only one who the complex
generator. (5 points)

B. Comprehension and Literary Skills

1. Below are five statements relating to myths. Put a check in the
blank before each statement that is true about a myth.

I. Myths are usually handed down orally.

2. A myth always has semen characters.

3. A myth may offer an explanation of a natural occurrence.

4. At least one of the characters in a myth is usually godlike.
"t"--

5. Myths are based on factual evidence. (5 points)

r "
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2. Belay are five sentences-about TIoah Tlebster's life and work,add the
development of American English. Put the events in prop sequence by
numbering them in the order In T itich they occurred.

Webster published his third and last dictionary, which included etyrolc*ies,
definitions and pronunciation for seventy thousand Words.

Mild teaching school, 1Toah Tr 1:Ister. felt the need for a properly written
spelling book of American English words, and he wrote one that included
spellings, pronunciations, abbreviations, and ;lace names.,

iloah tlebster studied et Yale while Connecticut was still an English colony.

Today, it takes the efforts of many people to compile an unabridged 4
dictionary of over 450,000 entries.

Partly as a result, spelling bees became popular among young And old alike.
(5 points)a

3. Below are five numbered selection titles and eight lettered statements.'
In the blank after each title, write the letter of the statement that
expresses the theme or the main idea of that selection.

1. 'Pushing Up the Sky'.

2. *1:0ah Webster- The 1.7ord 'hitcher'.

3. `.There Do You Live?

4. "Beyond the Shadow of a Doubt`

4.1*.

5. "Ilandy Do-It-Yourself 1,7ord-raking, I'Zit'.

a. If one allcr.Ts fear and superstition to influence him, he will not
accomplish kris goal.

b. Each Indian tribe on the Dorthwest Coast has its own language.
c. Ilakini; a new language requires inventing new 'lords, using old t,ords

with new meanings, corbinikng words in several ways, and borrowing
words or ciord parts from other languages.

d. A knowledge of cryptography is needed to sblve mysteries.
a. IIoah Tiebster devoted his life to compiling a dictionary of American

English and to standardizing the language.
American place naves have many sources, such as foreigh
famous 'people, geographic features, add someone's sense
The letter a is used in English more frequently than an
letter.

h. In their explanation of the origin of the Big Dipper, the Indians
around the Puget Sound expressed the need for a universal means
of communication. (5 Tvints)

f.

g

place names
of humor.

OF other
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rate
. Listed below are four types of literature found in Unit 2. In the blank

after eadh title, write the type of literature the selection represents.

poetry mystery biogrpphy

1. 'Alvin and the Secret Code'

2. 'Noah Webster: The Word Watcher'

3. 'Scat! Scitten!

i 4. -Pushing Up the Sky'

5. 'A Time to Talk'

myth

(5 points)

C. Study Skills

1. Look at the ten words listed ail(' decide in which form they would be
listed in a dictionary. In the blank after each word, write the
dictionary entry word you would look under to find the word.

1. forgiving G. quickly

2. excited 7. flapped

3. countries 8. busiest

4. fanciest 9. donated

5. etymologies 10. falling

(5 points)

2. Put these words in A-B-C order. Look at more than the first letter.

cheer, cheep, chair, cheese, cheap

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

D. Composition

(5 points)

1. Rewrite the following paragraph using correct punctuation and capitalization

bob and thick moved stray from avon connecticut in deceller 1973 dads brother
Jim is writing a book backpacking in verront
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2. Listed beloTY are several places probably named for fun. Choose one and
using your imagination, cIrite a story telling how the name came about.

Stupidville Hot Coffee

Noodle Posey Valley

C- Commendable

S -S atis factory

N-geeds Improvement
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A. Reading and Language

1. In the first blank Agter each word, write the vowel and consonant
sound pattern: for example, CVC, CVCe, etc. In the second blank,
write whether the vowel sound is long or short.

1. up VC short

2. name CVCe long

3. lean CVC long

4. last CVCC &bort

5. she CV long
(10 points)

2. The following words are separated into syllables. Place an accent on
the syllable that receives the primary stress. Put a line between
the separate words in compound words.

1. an flounced/

2. push'ing

3. school' / mas ter

4. fa ble

5. loud'/ speak er

6. book/worm

7. sci en tif'ic

8. some'/ time

9. base'/ ball

10. popiu lar (10 points)

3. Add the correct suffix(-ish, -ous, or -1y) to the nouns in the list
below to form adjectives. In the blank in each sentence, write the
adjective formed that best fits the sentence.

baby hazard dirt poison fever

1. The explorers had a very hazardous journey.

2. His behavior was babyish for an eleven -ye 4r -old.

3. They worked with a feverish speed to comp ete the job.

4. His clothes were too dirty to wear to sch ol.

5t The poisonous detergent was banned from the market.

(5 points".
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4. Look at the,five sentences below. Write -ly in the blank after the
adjective if the sentence context requires an adverb. Write K in
the blank if the adjective fits.

1. The Doubt` held Dr. Cranshaw's collar tight .g in his beak;

2. The explorer was behaving strangelg.

3. Alvin was ch4rfulX even in the fade of danger.

4. The Doubt behaved badl.,v

5. That is an oddX way to act." (5 points)

5. In the blank after each sentence below, write N-V if the sentence has
a Noun-Verb pattern, write N-V-N if it has a Noun Verb-Noun pattern;
and write N-LV-N if it has a Noun-Linking-Verb-Noun pattern. Under-
line each noun once and each verb twice.

1. Alvin solved the mystery N-V-N

2. N-VThe Doubt flew.

3. An unabridged dictiolary contains many words. N-V-N
.....

4. American English is our native language. N -LV -N

H. Many foreign words became English words. N-LV-N

6. N-VThe local tribes gathered.

7. The Indians discussed their problem. N-V-N

3. Our language grew. N-V

9. Gumbo is an African dish. N-LV-N

10. Ponce de Leon explored Florida. N-V-N.....
(20 points)

/46

6. For each word below, underline the synonym that is closest in meaning
to the word as that word is used. Cross out the word that is opposite
in meaning from the word.

1. brief: as in a brief moment

a. fleeting b. concise c. extended -

2. strong: as in a strong man

a. solid b. powerful c. weak



3. Hold: as i

a. gasp

4. squinting:

a. epee
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n "Hold the foi44"

S
b. defend c. sereeedii

as in squinting eyes

b. closed c. narrowed

5. hate: as in hate each other

a. despise b. dislike c. leme

7. Below are five words that can be substtuted for the word ran. For
each suniehce below the list, select the word that beat fits tMie
context of tie sentence and write that word in the blank.

accelerated* fled operated scampered sprinted

1. Father accelerated the motor

2. The runner !printed across ti* finfsh line.

3. When his kidnappers turned their backs, the boy fled out the door.

4. The tiny mouse scampered for his hole.

5. The foreman was the only one who operated the capplex generator.
(5 points)

B. Comprehension and Literary Skills

//

ic-6P

1. Be law a e five statements relating to myt I. Put a check in the
bl efore each/statement that is true about, a myth.

/
' 1. Myths ar usually handed down orally..

2. A myth always has seven characteri.

_b. A myth may offer an explanation of a natural occurrence.

1.4. At least one of the characters in a myth is tauallygodlike.

5. Uyths are based on factual evidence.
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2. Below are five sentences about Noah Webster's life and work and the
development of American English. Put the events in.proper sequence
by numbering them in the order in which they occurred.

4 I=Webster published his third and last dictionary, which included
etymologies, definitions, and pronunciations for seventy
thousand words.'

2 While
writt
one t
place

1 Noah

*aching school, Noah Webster felt the need for a properly
spelling book of American English words, and he wrote

t included spellings, pronunciations, abbreviations, and

ernes.

studied at Yale while Connecticut. was still an
sh colo OW

,

Today, it taVes the efforts of many people to compile an unabridged
dictio4ry f over 450,000 entries.

3 Partly'!" la result, spelling bees became popular among young and
odd

3. Below ale five numbered selection titles and eight lettered statements.
In the blank after each title, write the letter of the statement that
expresses the theme or the main idea of that selection.

1. "Pushing Up the Sky"

2. "Noah Webster: The Word Watcher"

3. "Where Do You Live?"

4. "Beyond the Shadow of a Doubt"

5. "Handy Do-It-Yourself Word-Making Kit"

h

e

f

a

a. If one allows fear and spperstition to influence him, he will not
accomplish his goal.

b. Each Indian tribe on the Northwest Coast has its own language.
c. Making a new language requires inventing new words, using old

words with new meanings, cc.lbining words in several ways, and
borrowing words or word parts from other $anguages.

d. A knowledge of cryptography is needed to solve mysteries.
e. Noah Webster devoted his life to compiling a dictionary of American

English and to standardizing the language.
f. American place nam.s have many sources, such as foreigh place

names, famous people, geographic features, and someone's sense

of humor.
g. The letter e is used in English more frequently than any other

letter.

h. In their explanation of the origin of the Big Dipper, the Indians
around the Puget Sound expressed the need for a universal means
of communication. (5 points)

c2
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4. Listed below are four types of literature found in Unit 2. In the K.*
blanii after each title, write the type of literature the selection
represents.

poetry mystery biography myth

1. "Alvin and the Secret Code" mystery

2. "Noah Webster: The Word Watcher" biography

3. "Scat! Scitten!" poetry

4. "Pushing Up the Sky" Mgt

5. "A Time to Talk" poetry
(5 points)

Study Skills

1. Look at the tea words listed' and decide in which form they would be
listed in a dictionary. In the blank after each word, write the
dictionary entry word you would look under to find the word.

1. forgiving forgive 6. quickly quick

2. excited excite 7., flapped flap

3. countres country 8. busiest busy

4. fanciest fancy 9. donated donate

5. etymologies etymology 10. falling fall (5 points)

2. Put these words in A-B-C order. Look at more than the first letter.

cheer, cheep, chair, cheese, cheap

chair
2. cheap
3. cheep
4. cheer
5. cheese

D. Composition

(5 points)

1. Rewrite the following paragraph using correct punctuation and ampecal
capitalization.

bob and dick moved away from avon connecticut in december 1973 dada
brother Jim is writing a book backpacking in vermont

Bob and D et oved in December -1973.Dad'on
buttrar. Jim. is writinc a book. Backpacking in Vermont.
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2. Listed below are several places probably named for fun. Choose one and,
using your' imagtnation, write a story telling how the name came about.

Stupidvill
Noodle

114
The correctl,s, for this Story should be based upon the child's
ability to 'el% essiideas-in sentences with adequate attention given-..., ,

to spelling, punctuation aid capitalization.

Not Coffee
Nosey Valley

Recommended rating:
C - Commendable
S Satisfactory
N - Needs Improvement



Suggested Spelling List
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ukabbz harbot lull uhisner contace

sandrlich canoe cloven scribble restaurant
girt

interrupt yield furevai support dessert

measure shrewd disguise cipher achievement

diddle Permit escape panic illellite

encore pants cargo arrest

quartet current curious meddle

harmony shark curtsy clue

melody superstitious absorb frequency

verse ree f succeed explain

dignified pact detain colony

catalog gulp involve
Pronunciation

'admit oyster stn reflect

monctonous blame cobbles fable

r/PFer vast noble unabridged

gentle stern s aarl Pioneer

stall stroll salute establish

beside silver docile democracy

beautiful wrap concentration patriot

chicney badger bonfire signal

aunt harp seminary sum ri Mose

okay troop fabulous calculate

race enormous jackily
vernacular

treasure exclaim naturalist villain

track uMbrella novel safari

barn kettle essay provision

star tones b ant m,,1
per4ist

slap sorry scale

kite innocent harmeck declare
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BIBLIOGRAPHY

Alexander, Arthur, lIntrodtak:)PoetforYoThePoet'sEe:AtutaPeole.

Englewood Cliffs, Neu Jersey: Pren ce-Hall, Inc. The author tells how the
poet sees the world around him and -presses his reaction in words. Such
fundamentals of poetry as rhythm, r e, and use of language are explained.

Anderson, C.W., C.W. Anderson's Complet Book of Horses 2hciit3aejzsanshi. New
York: The Macmillan Company. Emphasis is given to the history and develop-
ment of the horse and to anecdotes about specific horses. Also covered are
breeia and their differences, selecting a horse, steeplechase riding, harness
racing, care and training of horses.

Auslander, Joseph, and Frank E. Hill, The WingedHonlagha of the Poets
and Their Poetry. New York: Doubleday & Company, Inc. This history of
the great poets from the time of Homer does not consider poets of the current
generation, but it is still the foremost readable and informative account
for young people. /For 'better readers.

Boston, Lucy 11., The Children of Green Knowe. New York: HarcOurt Brace
Jovanovith-e-Ine. A little boy comes to the big ancestral house at Green
Knowe and thinks he hears and sees some children who had lived at Green
Knowe many generations before him.

Chalmers, Audrey, Hundreds and Hundreds of Pancakes. New York: The Viking Press,
Inc. What happens to the Fizzlevit family when raging wild animals escape
from the zoo?

Coatsworth, Elizabeth, Away Goes Sally. New York: The Aacmillan Company. In
this story, a little girl is transported from Massachusetts to Maine in
a little house on runners, drawn by twelve strong oxen. It is set in the
1800's. The poems between chapters enhance the book.
lock's Island. New York: The Viking Press, Inc. The inhabitants are

forced to abandon their island when a Volcano erupts. Jock, a border collie
in charge of t! sheep, is left alone to face hunger and danger from the
other animas.
Jon. the Unlucky. New York: Holt, Rinehart and Winston, Inc. This is

a story about e young Danish orphan, who goes to Greenland where he meets
the descendants of a tenth-century expedition that sailed under Eric the
Red. In the hidden valley where these people live, Jon finds that all out-
siders are condeianed to die. How Jon persuoees these people to spare his
life makes up the tale.
The Princess and the Lion. New York: Pantheon Books. Disguised as a

boy and accompanied by the royal lion, Princess airiam set out on a dangerous
Irney across the desert. Her mission is to prevent her brother from

losing his chances of becoming the next king of Ahyssinia(now Ethiopia.)
Faber, Doris, Robert Frost: American Poet. Englewood Cliffs, New Jersey:

Prentice-Hall, Inc. Robert Frost's childhood ended attthe age of eleven
with his father's death, but already his interest in hooks and poetry hed been
formed.

Farley, Ualter, Son of the Black Stallion. New York: Random House, Inc. This
is the story of a boy's loveefor his horse, a love that would not let him So
believe that his stallion could not be freed of his savage, natural instinct
to kill.

Fenner, Phyllis R., ed., Fools and Funny Fellows: More "Time to Laugh" Tales.
New York: Alfred A. Knopf, Inc. Twenty-one short stories ot withand
humor.

Jegendorf, iloodlehead Stories from Around the World. New York: The
Vanguard Press, 'inc. Comic tales of foolish people from Africa, Norway,
Lngland, the inited States, and other countries.

Kielty, Bernardino, Aerie Antoinette. New York: Random House, Inc. Young people
will fled exciteeent in the biography of the queen rho lost her throne
during the French Revolution.
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Lewis, C.S., The Last Battle. New York: The Macmillan Company. This last

volume of the "Chronicles of Narnia" concerns Jill and Eustace, the children
from beyond the World's End, who came to the aid of young King Tinian in
magical Narnia's last battle with the evil Calormenes. King Tinian is

overcome, butthis prison becomes a paradise.
The Magician's Nephew. New York: The Macmillan Company. This sixth

Narnian chronicle builds the historical framework of ThsLIAgothe Witch -aid
the Wardrobe . We are taken back to-the dawn of Narnian time and the day
when beasts first talked, which was also the day when people from our
world first went into Narnia. This story explains how the other Narnian

adventures be &an. It is followed by The Last Battle, the final Volume

of the series.
Prince Caspian: The Return to Narnia. New York: The Macmillan, Company.

In this fantasy, the four children return to Narnia and, with the help of
the great lion Aslan, overthrow the evil Telmarines, save Prince Caspian
from his murderous uncle, and restore Caspian, the rightful king, to the
throne. This volume is followed by The Voyage of the Dawn Treader in the
"Chronicles of Hernia" aeries.
The Silber Chair. New York: The Macmillan Company. Eustace and Jill

are seeking Relien, the missing son of King Caspian, in the magic world of

Narnia. In their search, the children encounter talking owls, marsh- wiggles,
underworld earthworms, a witch, and even a centaur before they are able to
free the underworld from the evil spell that has been put upon it. This
Volume is followed by The Horse and His Boy iii the "Chronicles of Narnis"
series.

McCloskey, Robert, Centerburg Tales. New York: The Viking Press, Inc. In

Centerburg, preposterous tkings are still happening because Homer. Price,
Grandpa Hercules, Freddy, and the others still live there. A sequel to

Homer Price.
Lentil, a boy living LI the town of Alto, Ohio4 can't carry a tune. He le

learns to play the harmonica, however, and this knowledge proves a saving
grace in a time of civic crisis.

Meltzer, Milton, LLEL_tees:JUiesra2ALanstonl. New York: Thomas Y. Crowell

Company. The life and literary career of America's greatest Negro poet

are recounted.
Nash, Ogden, Keep Out: Elderly Readers. Boston:

Little, Brown & Company. Poems to and about children from the author's

earlier books make up ells collection.
Robertson, Keith, Henry Reed, tncoiporatedi New York: The Viking Press, Inc.

Henry and his friend go into the "research business" during summer
vacation. The hilarious results of their enterprises are recorded in
Henry's journal.

Spencer, Cornelia, The Sorg in the Streets: A Brief Hestory of the French

Revolution. New York: The John Day Company, Inc. The eventful days of

the French Revolution are vividly portrayedanr: aceappanied lay reproductions

of famous illustrations.
Williamson, Joanne S., Jacobin's Daughter. New York: Alfred A. Knopf, Inc.. In

this historical novel, Babette Duplay of Paris tells of her life during

the years between 1789 and 1793. She also tells of the French Revolution

itself and of the personalities of participants.
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- BIBLIOGRAPHY

Epstein, Sam, The First Book of Words: Their Famil. Histories. New York:
Franklin Watts, Inc. The story of English words is enjoyably told-how they
came to be, now we use them,. how as time passes they change it meaning to
suit our needs. The book is stimulating as an introduction to the study
of language, English or foreign.

Fadiman, Clifton, Wally the Wordworm. New York: The Macmillan Company. Wally
the Wordworm not only liked to eat words, he liked to meet them, greet
them, and repeat them, Wally, discovered that the dictionary is crammed with

1 interesting and peculiar words like sesquipedalian, palindrome, and zymurgy.
Frost, Robert, You Came Too: Favorite Poems for Young Readers. New Yori: Holt,

Rinehart and Winston, Inc. AAperceptive foreword introduces Frost's own
selection of his poems to be read to and by young people.

Heilman, Elizabeth S., Symbols New York: Lothrop,
Lee;& Shepherd Company, Inc. The Development of signs and symbols is
described from primitive times to the present. Illustrations show signs from
all areas of life - Astrology, hobo life, Boy Scout activities, and even the
world of computers.

Rides, James, My Great-Grandfather and I. New York: Atheneumblishers. In this
book a boy and his great-grandfather spin stories and rhymes, mostly about N.

words and language. The comments of these two bring out many of the elements
of gpod style and vocabulary and even how language has evolved through the
ages.

Nurnberg, Maxwell, Wonders in Words. Englewood Cliffs, New Jersey: Prentice-Hall,
Inc. Young readers are given an introductory overview of the development of
spoken language and the derivation of words. Chapters discuss the
derivation of such commonplace wordy, as those used for famous cities, flowers,
and personal names. Also, the simplified explanation of the structure of
words offered by this book may lead students to develpp their own words.

Proudfit, Isabel, Noah Uebster, Fethe'r of the Dictionarz. New York: Julian
Messner, Inc. The story of the farm boy who worhed his way through Yale and,

\ at the age of 50, completed preparation of the first American dictionary.
RotAman, Joel, and Tremain, Ruthven, Secrets with Ci.hers and Codes. Neu York:

The dacmillan Company. The authors describe many codes and ciphetn. Some
are mysterious and complicated; others easy and fun. In addition to letters
and numbers, the'authors use triangles, Squares, circles, diamonds,and
other shapes to create codes.

Severn, Bill, People Words. New York: -David McKay Company, Inc. We often use
words without reliAleing that re are borrowing people's names to help express
ourselves. This Wok is a collection of such words, with stories of how
they grew from the names of gods, kings, fiMous men, or little-known people.

Webster, Noah, The American Speller. New York: Thomas Y. Crowell Company.
Webster sought to teach spelling and pronunciation through maxims, good
sense, and useful information. The text and pictures are entertaining, and
the speller holds added Interest as a bit of Americana.

Withers, Carl, A Rocket in 4y Pocket: Rhymes and Chants of Young. Children. New
York: Holt, Rinehart and Winston, Inc. This book contains over four
hundred of the reymes, chants, game songs, tongue twisters, and ear teasers
that are current in our time among youngsters living in many different
regions of the United States.
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1"6/"IalOTUER SUGGESTED READINGS POR LEVEL 16 (cont.)

Pyle, Howard

Bond, Michael

Cameron, Eleanor

Kipling, Rudyard

Lindgren, Astrid

.0.

Steels!, William

Burnett, Frances H.

Cameron, Eleanor

Wyss, Johann

SOME MERRY ADVENTURES OF
ROBIN HOOD

MORE ABOUT PADDINGTON .

STOWAWAY TO THE MUSHROOM
PLANET
THE WONDERFUL. FLIGHT TO THE
liUSHROOr PLANET
2 smalltboys.and a neighbor
invent a rocket and take off
to aid a dying planet.

JUST SO STORIES

PIPPI LL GSTOCKING
A small Swedish troll who
secretly helps people and
Animals.

ANDY JACKSON'S WATER WELL
Jackson, in a tall tale,
brings back water to
drought-ridden Nashville.

THE SECRET GARDEN
A Cinderella-like story
about a poor child in a rich
family.

THE TERRIBLE CSWRNADRYME
A will written mystery story
involving a prehistoric
monster.

SWISS FA:1U? ROBINSON
A castawy family makes its
JTay on a deserted island.
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LANGUAGE ARTS
Level Report
Avon, Conn.

Dear Parent,

1553
01 000

Date

AS-0

has completed the Language Arts

Skills taught at Level 16. The following is an overview of your child's next

level.

Overview of 1,7

4
I. Decoding Skills

A. Long and short vowel spelling patterns
B. Syllables
C. Stress (accenting)
.D. Prefixes Ex. pro-, re-, en-
E. Suffixes Ex. -ion, -tion, -ation
F. Word bases and root words
G. Proofreading

II. Comprehension and Literary Understanding

A. Analogy and comparison
B. Cause and effect
C. !lain idea

D. Character traits, setting and scenes
E. Similes and metaphors
F. Sensory images
C. Fiction and nonfiction
H. Appreciation of human values and aesthetics

III. Language

A. Vocabulary - developing word meanings, antonyms, acronyms, idoma is

expressiodi
Word Usage
1. Vel.bs irreguNar past tense
2. Nouns - identify; personal and possessive pronouns; regular and

irregular noun plurals
3. Adjectives - identify and use in sentences

4. Prepositional phrases
C. Handwriting - cursive forms
D. Pl.actuation

E. Capitalization

IV. Study Skills

A. Encyclopeeia
B. Thesaurus

V. Creativity

A. Extending experiences before, during and after each story read.
B. tinting paragraphs, aturies, and business letters.
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Level 1? Laagna3e Arty

Review Skills Frac Previous Levels
StS1 W4tti*I.1.

I. Decodigg Skiiis

A. Phonoingh:The stuo;. of ay, =and 5tructnce of Jur language)

1. Consonant (aultia:fliabi: worcia)

dnzzilina " f..ean/ilLc

2. Vowel. Digrarhs
Idea - fuel - giant

3. Spelling
real:ening -67ecord rikind

- tea)

sods spelling) c k
r phateae (ex! tr.4. it-, OUT, (.or)

4. Stress(accentiLA)
Primary sae. Secondary Stress

Unstressed wcrdc

TtNatificatirm(sal - colon - commas - daches pariods underlinAng-
itslt:s letters.)
suffix on - (change stress) schra (i/a)

S'elXin:,; ?interne

eice. tr,Imblw

cvic ar' is
C7C .1;ester

,-.chwa )

6. Syllabias
exteltion patter:Ir.!. (post mild)

B. dkorpLo:wFy (The ,c.teviv structlrc w_trd fe2m.tion)

1. rtaine:i ;pre, re, cum, de. d-h, en, extra, hamoo inter, ittru,
GU, an2er)

2. Noun quffi-Te - ion - ation

3. SLEft=Aq ,2, 7es% cw, est:, ip.a, our, .-4.1.aphsbeticefi

.. L'Dcd bares and Roc.,: %ard.3. (,.at'ue tc-.1.,o%ione

5. Irr4givl-r P, raln (bozo. boxt:, sertZeu4n)

6, Nc4- 111.1.4rala (- Th or ch/

7. '!p .1 ::,. e:` «R - -'34)

nit-1U :2 ttP4M: 11..ore.4)



Lvel 17 La:.!,.uaRe Arts

C. Spellinr;

/6,4

stsi

1. ::.late anelling word .to covcer.ts developed in pJono1oorie and
norp:kolor!y.

Ex. %re (sop)

Z. Proofread all 1.ritten woe. for correct spelling.

II. Com?reaensior.

A. Literal sad Inferential

lAmalogy and Comparison
cause -s and - effect.
S%irrin!
'ain Idea
Fact and Opiaioa
Supportino,

a. Critical ninl.ing

4,

Identifying details associated trite painters.

040

'.ccocnizing enamel in nerspective of oul values then seeing taings
tarouga otaers

a prthle Triagininr; a solution

Science fiction:

-'yneArip :loafiction

. cadinp about bierican Indian culture

III. LanguacT

1. Syntax (tau study of prawmAtical structure)

a. varos
1. Dc3cribinfa; ver., rarker: as IYords that sipnal a verb will toilet,.

2. identif"in anc conitructillg the past form of given irregular
verbl.

J. .!ouns

1. Identify a "von von; as a noun depending. unou its use in a
seutacc.

2. To slim! tsle use of personal pro:louns as noun substitutes
3. Identifyinp possessive nronouns
4. Identifyin7 tare noun reference of given Ironouns
5. 'lrae change of noun forn to alio., evenre in nurber

c. Adjecttv:!:1

1. Identify a 0.iven word as an rAlj,ectiv7 de-,endir A uron its use

in a 0-ntenee.
2. lxpand. senterices :r.r adding, a4jeetives and adve0inl namles.

d. Fircse_o

1. Iatroduction of nrevogitionvl



1..1/el 1T Language Arts BO
AVIMABLE

n. Seventies (The exploration of reaninp asJi.!/ned to ,yords and erotr,s

of words)

1. -.-)escribia2; tie neaniaf,,; of idiomatic Ixpres.3ions.

2. Constructine antonyrs
ir-in asun (irmiature)

3. To identify acronyms
Ex. UNESCO (United ''rations Educational Scientific and Cultural,.

Organization.

4. Classification of word::.

Ex. radar physics cylinder
f

5. To identify and. describe idiomatic expression) with color wordi.
Lx. blue sadness

C. Hand writin3

1. "eviaw, all cursive 7orms
2. 'evieu .,..rsive letters

3. L.xtend curdive writing is to all subjegareas.
4. Proofread ritten vol.% for correct nardtritine forrs.

.cc aanics

1. Punctuation
a. Aproe!tropha

1. Contractions
2. In singukar and Plural Possensive74

b. Colon
1. lu writir.; tire
2. Af*er intrc:IncLory word of list on lone series. 1

3. At the end of tie ereetiue of a business letter.
4. To show the chapter and verse of a muotation from the Bible.

c. Coma
1. Bet,,een words in a series

2. letween seriez of phrases

3. In dialogue between speal...er and what is said.

4. After introductory expressioas(Yes, 7o)
5. 3afore and after an interruntzr to set off the name of a

person who is addressed directl., by name.

d. Dash
1. Between pages
2. Between aours in reference to ti,.te

e. exclamation 'Taft
Use all exclio5tion point aftcer a word or a serumce tat r
expresseaditrong feelinr.

f. Tlyphen

"Revlew-use-of hyphen in division of words at the end of a line:
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1. Ia referring to ..are of books. play.; and *movies.
2. In referring to fp-c.cial shi s trains or airplanes.
3. In rz.,ferring to -?orti; from ancitaer raneumge.
4. In r..tiving IA./Q..1111er attention to letter; words or par:II:wiz.

h. Periods
1. Review use of period after a statement and at the end of

an abbreviation.

i. Question Harks;
Review use of question marks after asking sentences and when
using question mark with quotation marks.

k. Underlining
Titles of books.

2. Capitalization
a. Use a capital at the beginning of every quotation.
b. Use a capital letter for each important word in a proper noun

(United States of Arica)
c. In a letter first words of both the greeting and the closing.
d. Use a capital letter for the first word and for each important

word in a book title.
e. Proper nouns/ 3. Letters and Addresses - Biustness
a. Learn pares business letter
b. Compose business letter.

4. Usage
a. Ireegular Verbs

1. don't - doesn't
here is - here are
There is - there are
swam - swum
drank - (bunk
spoke spoken
chose - chosen.
sit -- sat - set
rise - rose - risen
raise - raised
teach - taught

IV. Study Skills

A. Use of the Encyclopedia
1. Review format
2. Fox information
3. To answer questions
4. For cross referennes
5. Taking notes from an encyclopedia article
6. Taking notes from two sources.

B. Continued Use of Thesarua

vi A: ail:
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C. Use of Atlas
1. Cowering with Dictionary
2. finding Information

V. Literary Understanding
r°1

A. Rhetoric and Literary Skills
1. Exaggeration in humor
2.. Onomatopoetic words
3. Describing story settings and scenes
4. Describing important traits of characters'
5. Identifying clues to setting
6. Describing motivation of given selections
7. Describing sensory images
8. Similes and or metaphors
9. Characteristics of play form.

1WVA
e.P.

SO I"

B. Human Value and Aesthetics
1. To promote understadding of our own behavior and emotions by under-

standing the emotions of story characters.
2. To provide pupils an opportunity to read nonfiction.
3. To enjoy the humorous aspects of the story
4. To appreciate the epplication of the pioneer spirit is various

fields of endeavor
5. To develop and understanding of another culture
6. To develop awareness of the relationship between a civilization and

its expression in art.
7. To edemalopan awareness of the influence of Greek and Roman

architecture on American design.

VI. Creativi -y

A. Developing Creative Potential

1. Creating refrains for a poem
2. Reading additional books by authors presented

3. Creating original codes
4. Exploring artistic creations of other cultures
5. Completing open - ended stories.

B. Composition

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

7.

Writing
Writing
Writing
Writing
Writing
Writing
Writing

VII. I4aterials

book reviews
story endings
haiku
about magic
an original myth
original stories
a T.V. programs

A. Required - Holt) Rinehart and Winston, Inc.
1. Fr'eedom's Ground -,tnits 3 and 4

AW. Text (pupil and teachers handbook)
b. Vorkbook
5. 41
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c. Satellite 3ooks
1. Unit 3 space slap Earth: Danger! Danger! Danger

The Adventure of Flight
2. Unit 4 Art of America

Up from the Ground

000

d. AV 77aterial

1. Pecordings - Unit 3 -Earth, "oon and Sun"
2. Recordings 4 !'This Land Is Your Land"

"American Paintings
"Rhapsody in Blue( Gorshle4)
"Putnam, Camp Redding Connecticue(Ices)
"floe-Down"from Rodeo(Copeland)
':Stars and Stripes Forever" (Sousa)

3. Sound Filmstrips Unit 3 - How TV Tells the News
The Computers at the Airport
Finding Patterns in Words

Unit 4 - Stories in Indian Art
Painting American History

2. Scott, Foresman In Other Words - A Junior Thesaurus Book 2

B. Alternate Reading Grogram - approval of Reading Department
1. 1:cGraw - Hill - Programmed Reading - Sullivan
2. Nerrill Charles ?Terrill Readers
3. Scott Foresman
4. Ginn 360

C. Supplementary 1;aterials
1. Language

a. Holt, Rinehart and Winston, Inc. The Arts and Skills of
English - Book 4 c.nd 5 (sample copies of workbook)

b. Laidiaw Explorinc, in English - Book 4

Discovery in English - Book 5
(Activity sheets and tests)

c. Scott, Foresman Laagusee and How to Useit(Book 4 - Book 5)
d. Harcourt, Brace and World - The Roberts Series Book 4 and 5

(workbookd)
e. Random house - The uniting Bug Ki (film strips - tapes -

Activity cards)
f. Ginn - Creativity Idea Books: CaA `you Tmagiqe? For Those Who

Wonder
Harcourt, grace and World - Itider AbLe_Sky- Book 5

h. Laidlaw - Words with Wings - Book 5
i. Random Hnuse - Winding *lads Book 5
j. Lippincott - Reading For ? - Book S
k. Pcperbacks

1. Scholastic Individualized heading Kits
2. Limited cop &es of assorted paperbackd

1. Bernell Loft Ltd. Capitalization and Punctuation - Set D and
E - Individualized Kit

2. SpPllinf;

a. 220 Basic Dolch List
b. The Basic hundred Spelling Words
c. Scott Foresman - Spelling Our Language - Book 5
d. Webster, NcGratl Hill - Basic C als In Spelling - Book 5
e. Noble and Voble Spell/Write Book S
f. Economy Company - Continuous Progress Spilling Kit.
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3. Handwriting

a. Scott Foresman - Writing Our Language - Book 5

(

4. Enrichment Materials
a. Lyons and Carnahan - The New Phonics We Use C, D, E, F, G

b. Barnell Loft - Ltd - Specific Skills Series B, C, D, E, F
(Main Ides, Sequence, Context Sounds following Directions,
Locating the Answer, Getting the Facts, Drat ing ConclusiOns.)

c. Teacher ade Itaterials (see, activities Section of guide)
d. Library filmstrips and tapes
e. SRA Reading Labs. - II A
f. EDL Controlled Reader and Language Raster
g. Ceatinental, Hayes, Jen Duplicating flasters
h. Educators Publishing Service - Book I and 2

i. Dictionary and encyclopedia
j. Dr. Herr - Crossword Puzzles - Book 2

.A f

VIII. Evaluation

A. Required
1. Holt, Rinehart and Winston - Evaluation masters for individual 4:tor

stories.
2. Hat, Rinehart and Winston - End of Unit Tests (17a - lib)

3. Teacher Made Tests

B. Optional
1. Informal Reading Inventory
2. Gates - Mac Ginite Test - Standardized
3. Netropolitan Achievement Test
4. Botel Inventory of Phonetic Skills

IL

t
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Name Date

afterthought
bypass
downstairs
forethought

/5-5,

StSI
;4110.01f.

highbrow overboard
offhand underhanded
onset upturn

1. Without a witch, I can ally tell you the time

2. A little ' will help you prepare your houework.

3. To miss the midtown traffic, we took the unpaved

4. Albert Einstein Smedley was considered

S. After so much Lad luck, we can only hcpe for an

6. As an he included Rupert on the ream.

7. They put sandba along the levees before the of the

hurricane.

S. His trick n111 not soon be forgiven.

9. They threw the shark repellent

4

10. The baby took his first speps when he fella -IM.IMIMa
(10 points)

5. In the blank after each word, write the base cord. Then select sword from

the list to complete each seence below and write it in the blank.

1. decoration

2. conference

3. observance

4. exhibition

5. completion

6. The had many interesting displays.

7. rfary's teacher called her mother in for a

Eit. The blue

9. In

is beautiful.

of the holiday, flags were flown.

10. Upon of the work, a party was held.(10 pts)

6. Draw a line under the prepositional phrase markers In the following sentences.

Draw aoecond line under the entire phrase.

fi

1. Computers have been called by many names.

2. That TV program do you catch at six o'clock?



Total 100 points
Name

Level 17a-Eanuage Arts

Date

A. Reading and Language

1. Look at the following words. Draw a line between syllables of those
words that have more than one syllable, as you would-pronounce them.

1. teacher G. southern

2. system 7. flicker

3. dazoilingy; 8. crease

4. create 0. children

5. splashing 10. catchin (5 points)

2. Look at the words in the following list and read the sentences that
foiling them. In the blank in each sentence, write the correct word from
the list. Use each word only once.

'circumnavigateexcavate
precede

predetermine
transoceanic
refit

1. To Sail around the world wound be to

subnormal
t rannmit

the world.

2. To send a message across a distance would be to the message.

3. If the speech comes before the luncheon, the speech is said to
the meal

4. To prepare to usl a .13htp again is to the ship.

5. To decide that to do beforehand is to
will do.

what you
(5 points)

3. Look at the following words. In the blank before each word, write B if
the word is formed from a base word and an affix, ane n if the word is
formed from a Latin root and an affix. Underline the base word or the
root in each trord.

1. use as y

2. permit

3. complete

4. disagree

5. happily

6. recline

7. clasher

C. redo

. diqtaste

10 progress

4. The words in the list below contain an Old English prefix of
time. Select the correct word from the list and write it in
to complete the sentences that follow.

(10 points)

direction or
the blank
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Name Date

3. Are you going to the circus?

Cerfl VAIIIBLE

4. The treasure was buried under a big oak tree.

5. Al]. memtters of our baseball team have nor uniforms. (5 points)

7. In tte following sentences, underline each pronoun. In the blank after

the Sentence, write the noun the pronoun is substituted for, along with
the noun marker if there is one.

1. The chocolate is gone!' shouted Grandpa Joe as he watched it
disappear.

2, The animals refused to give 1i,ui food when he asked for it.

IMINN11........

3. The townspeople hetped the Goddards get settled when they arrived
in 0e! Mexico.

4, The apes ate the bananas, and then they told the wild pigs where to
get then. -=f.

5. Albert was inside the Univac while Nrs. Smedley vas looking for him.

(5 points)

8. Look at the list of pronouns and the sentences below. Replace the under-

lined words in each sentence with one of the pronouns from the list

and rewrite the sentence in the space provided.

I they it them their

we he him us ny

she re_ her his our

1. Dick; John and I ate most of the candy that had been sent to flick,

John, and re.

2. r Teaveet took Hike's holsterraqay.

3. Annabelle's mother wanted Annabelle to co the dishes.
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Date

/64

st13
Olits

4. Rupert; Clayte, and rood used :lights in the Univac.

5. lr. and ;*rs. Smedley's plan was to win fame for Albert.

(5 points)

9. In each row of words belew, cross out the one word that does not fit in
the sane category as the other imards.

1. battery motor geronatfte olives

2. easel horn brushes paint

3. square triangle shingle rectangle

4. collar necktie necklace bracelet

5. bread apples pears peaches (5 points)

B. Comprehension and Litelary Skills

1. In each sentence below, underline the word that imitates a sound.

1. Tie talked while the machinery hummed in the background.

2. Nary jumped in surprise when the lops in the fireplace began to
Crackle.

3. The clock was ticking away the hours as the noisy party continued.

4. Hurriedly, Billy swished the dishrag across the dishes.

5. The rustling of the leaves and the cries of the birds were signs
that a storm was coming. (5points)

2. Look at the following sentences. write r in the blank if the statement
is one of fact: write 0 if the statement is one of opinion.

1 Computers arc quite different from mechanical monsters.

2. The waves of television signals are not as long an regultr radio

waves.

3. Channel 2 has the best proprams on Friday niFlits.

4. Some people fise transistor radios.

5. Radio necasts are better than television nevscasts. (5 points)
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Name Date
retWgparagraphs carefully. Underline the sentence that

states the mit- idea in each paragraph.

1. Yj. ape people lived by the changing phases of the moon. They

kept holidays and calendars by the roon. They planted seeds in the

spring's new moon and harvested in the autumn's full moon.
Fishermewall over the world told tomorrow's weather by the moon

2. Computers do more than compute. One of their talents is corparin7
one number with another. They can compare one nameg,with an entirely

different one, one meter reading with an earl*kr record. Because

they can compare, they can also select and sort and obey instructions.

110
fillsOstf.

/ a

3. But television is more than just a picture sent by radio !raves and

seen across space. Television is the greatest way ever invented
for sending information across space. !'ore people than ever before

can now both see and hear the sights, sounds, and ideas of the world

they live in. (5 points)

4. Listed after each title below are three settings where some of the

action of the selection could have token place. In the billink before

each title, rrite the letter of the setting that foes not occur in

the selections.
1. The Television-Chocolate Foam'

a. a TV screen b. A TV signal-relay station
c. a factory elevator.

2. One for the Univac'
a. The Pipers' backyard b. Legion 'Jail c. a piano-box

tree house

3. "FoLert H. Goddard Father of the Space Age"

a. Cape Kennedy, Florida b. Roswell, PEI; Ifexico

n. Eden Valley

ry the ',feat of the Noon'

) a. a cocoyan farm b. the moon's surface

x. an East African riferbank

5. 'an on the :bon'
a. Apollo 11 laurfokpad b.-the moon's surface

c. Atlantic Ocean ---

C. Study Skills

(5 points)

1. Loot= at the follo,,in7, questions. E.ecide where you would loo'- to find

the answer to eaVh. In the blank before each question, Write E if you

"could look in an encyclopedia, 1) if in a dictionary, and A if in an

atlas.

1. T.oes the border of India touch he border of China?

2, tab pain be used both as a noun an,". as a verb?

3. 'that is the plural of Uippopotarus?

4. ho founded the city of Chicago?

5. Is retroit closer to Chicago than Indianapolis is?
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/43

P*C*

la/1"

G. Does combine have more than,one pronunciation?

7. How many plays did Shakespeare ,rrite?

C. Can whales breathe underwater?

9. Is Boston closer to Cleveland or to riami?

ID. 'That is the plural of sheep?.-

XI. ColT;)osition

A. echanics

(10 points)

1. rewrite each sentence below using the correct capitalizAtion and
punctuation,

a. the sister of mary is much elder than nary

b. i like three !Ands of ice crear vanilla chocolate and strawberry
top

b. david copperfield was interesting

(19 points)

2. `bite a business letter to TTIC, Constitution Plaza, Hartford, Connect-
icut 06115 telling, what you like or dislike about a certain cornercial.

Try to be persuasive in a polite way. remerber to use correct
business letter form, spelling, ?unctuation and capitalization.

Your teacher "ill provide paper for this letter.

C,Commendab le

S Satisfactory
7.--qTeeds Improvement
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A. Reading and Language

Teacher's cony WOO
t°111

1. Look at the following words. Drag a line between syllables of those
words that have more than one syllable, as you would pronounce
them.

1. teach/er
2. sys/tem
3. day2/1iria*
4. cre/ate
5. splash/ing

*For teachers copy dazz/iiu3 or

6. south/ern
7. flick/er
8. crease
9. chil/dren
10. catch/ing

daz/z/liz g.

(5 points)

2. Look at the words in the followipr, list and read the sentences that
follow them. In the blank in eAtz.h sentence, write the correct

word from the list." Use each word only once.

circumnavigate
excavate
precede

predetermine
transoceanic
refit

subnormal
transmit

1. To sail around the world would be to circumnavigate the world.

2. To send a message across a distance would be to transmit the

message.

3. If the speech comes before the luncheon, the speech is said to

precede the meal.

4. To prepare to use a ship again is to refit the ship.

5.' To decide what to do beforehanddis to predetermine what you
will do. (5 points)

3. Look at the following words. In the blank before each /word, write

B if the word is formed from a base word and an affi and R if

the word is formed from a Latin root =A an 6ffi Underline the

base word or the root in each word. --,-_,J

B 1. uneasy
R 2. permit
R 3. complete
B 4. disagree
B 5. happily

R 6. recline
B 7. washer
B 8. redo

. 9. distaste
a 10. progress (10 pointd)

4. The words in the list below contain an Old English perfix of

direction or time. Select the correct word from the list and

write it in the blank to complete the sentences that follow.
s

highbroW overboard

offhand underhanded

onset upturn

afterthought
bypass
downstairs
forethought

1. Without a watch, I can oily tell you the time offhand.

2. A little forethought will helpv you prepare your homework.
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3. To miss the midtown traffic, we took the unpaved bypass.

4. Albert Einstein Smedley was considered a hijhbrow..

last tor! MMUS It

5. After so much bad luck, we can only hope for

6. As an afterthought, he included Rupert on the

7. They put sandbags along the levees before die onset of the
hurricane.

8. His underhanded trick will not soon be forgiven.

9. They threw the shark repellent overboard.

10. The baby took his first steps when he fell downstairs.(10 points)

5. In the blank after each word, write the base word. Then selee a
word from the list to complete each sentence below and write it
in the blank.

1. decoration decorate

2. conference confer

3. observance observe

4. exhibition exhibilr

5. completion complete

6. The exhibition had many interesting displays.

7. nary's teacher called her mother in for a conference.

8. The blue decoration is beautiful.

9. In observance of the holiday, flags were flown.

10. Upon completion of the work, a party was held. (10 points)

6. Drew a line under the prepositional phrase markers in the following
sentences. Draw a second line under the entire phrase.

1. Computers have been called j many naves.

2. What TV program do you watch-at six o'clock?

3. Are you going to the circus?

4. The treasure was buried under a big oak tree.

5. AU members of our baseball team have new uniforms. (5 points)

7. In the following sentences, underline each pronoun. In the blank

after the sentence, write the noun the pronoun is substituted for,
along with the noun marker if there is one.
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1. "The chocolate is gone!" shouted Grandpa Joe as he watcaed it

disappear. r Grandpa Joe, the chocolate

2. The animals refused to give %but food when he asked for it.

Lbui, food

3. The townspeople helped the Goddards get settled-when they

arrived in New lexicoa the Goddards

4. The apes ate the bananas., and then they told the wild pigs

where to get them. The apes, the bananas

5. Albert was inside the Univac while Mrs. Smedlqy was 1poking

for him. Albert (5 Points)

8. Look at the list of pronouns and the sentences below. Replace the

underlined words in each sentence with one of the pronouns from

the list and rewrite the sentence in the space provided.

I they it them their

we he him us my

She me her his-- our

1. Dick, John, and I ate most of the candy that had been sent ',Ito

Dick, Soft, and me.
We ate most of the candy that had been sent to us.

2. Mr. Teavee took Ifike's holster away.
He took his holster away.

3. Annabelle's mother wanted Annabelle to do the dishes.

Her mother wanted her to do the dishes.

4. Rupert, Clayte, and Hood used lights in the Univac.

They used them in the Univac.

5. Mr. and Mks. Si edley's plan was to win fame for Albert.

Their plan was to win fame for him. w (5 points)

9. In each row of words below, cross out the one word that does not

fit in the same category as the other words.

h. battery motor generator

2. easel kovn--- brushes paintz

3. square triangle -sh4a.gle-- rectangle

4. collar necktie necklace braceLot

5. bread apples Oars peaches

05 points)

f
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B. Comprehension and Literary Skills

1. In each sentence below, underline the word that imitates a sound.

1. Ue talked uhile the machinery hummed in the background.

2. Nary jumped in surprise when the logs in the fireplace bc&an
to crackle.

3. The clock was _ticking away the hours as the noisy party
continued.

4: Hurriedly, Billy swished the dishrag across the dishes.

5. The rustling of the leaves and the cries of the birds were
signs that a storm was coming. (5 points)

2, Look at the following sentences. Write F in the blank if the
statement is one of fact; write 0 if the statement is one of
opinion.

F. 1. Computers are quite different from mechanical monsters.

F 2. The waves of television signals are not as long as regular'
radio waves.

3. C4annel2 has the best programs on Friday nights.

F 4. Some people use transistor adios.

0 5. Radio newirdsts are better than television newscasts.
(5 points)

3. Read the following paragraphs carefully. Underline the sentence

that states themmain idea in each paragraph.

1. Years ago people lived by the changing phases of the moon.
They kept holidays and calendars by the moon. They planted
seeds in the/spring's aeu moon and harvested in the autumn's

full mood. FIshermen all over the world told tomorrow's

weather by the moon.

2. Computers do more than compute. One of their talents is
comparing one number with another. They can compare one name
with an entirely different one, one meter reading with an

earlier record. Because they can compare, they can also
select and sort and obey instructions.

3. But television is more than just a picture sent by radio waves
and seen across space. Television is the greatest way ever

invented for sending information across space. lore people
than ever before can now both see and hear the sights, sornds,

and ideas of the world they live in. (5 points)
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1101#4. Listed after each title below are three settings where some of the
action of the selection could have taken place. In the 454ank_Elp
before each title, write the letter of the setting that does not
occur in the selections.

b 1. "The Television-Chocolate Room"
a. a TV screen b. a TV signal-relay station

c. a factory elevator.

c 2. "One for the Uniac"
a. The Pipers' backyard b. Legion Hall c, a piano -boa

tree house

a 3. "Robert H. Goddard: Father of the Space .Age"

a. Cape Kennedy, Florida b. Roswell, New Mexico

c. Eden Valley

b 4. "By the tight of the Moon"
a. a cocoyam farm b. the moon's surface

c. an East African riverbank

c 5. "Man on the Moon"
a. Appilo 11 launch pad b. the moon's surface

c. Atlantic Ocean (5 points)

C. Study Skills

1. Look at the following questions. Decide where you would look to

find the answer to. each. In the blank before each question, write

E if youwould look in an encyclopedia, D if in a dictionary, and

A if.Tir an atlas.

A U. Does the border of India touch the border of China?
4

D 2. Can pain be used both as a noun and as a verb?

D 3. What is the plural of Hippopotamus?

E 4. Who founded the city of Chicago?

A 5. Is Detroit closer to Chicago than Indianapolis is?

D 6. Does combine have more than one pronunciation?`:

E 7. How many plays did Shakespeare write?

E 8. Can whales breathe underwater?

A 9. Is Boston closer to Cleveland or to nian4?

D 10. What is the plural of sheep?

II. Compos'tion

A. Vechanics

(10 points)

1. Rewrite each sentence below using the correct ciTitalization and

punctuation.
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10'C'h.' the sister of.mary is much older"than many
The sister of nary is much older than Nary. (4 Points)

b. i like three kinds of ice cream vanilla chocolate and :tire.;
strawberry .v

I like three kinds of ice cream: vanilla,.chocolate, and
strawberry. (4 points)

c. &Arid copperfield was interesting
David Copperfield was interesting. (2 points)

2. Write a business letter to WTIC, Constfitution Plaza, Hartford,
Connecticut 06115 telling what you like or dislike about a certain
commercial. Try to be persuasive In a polite-VCy;--Redebber to
use correct business letter Soria, spelling, punctuation and
capitalization.

Your teacher will provide paper for this letter.

The correction for this letter should be based upon the child's
ability to exprees ideas in sentences with adequate attention 40
given to letter dorm, spelling, punctuation and capitalization.

Recommended rating:
C - Commendable
S - Satisfactory
N - Needs Improvement
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dame Date

I. A. Reading and Language

1. In the words listed below, underline the spellings of the It sound.

!. 1. code

2. kettle

3. college

4. practice

5. chorus

6. turkey

7. echo

8. brick

9. locker

10. attack (5 points)

2. The following words cont ing the er sound are written in Pronunci-
ation Key symbols. In th blank after each, rewrite the word as
you would normally spell t. If necessary, check a dictionary.

1. kern to 2s

2. V) s'ard

3. eks ter Manal

4. flerfish

5. ri h5rsi

6. sk;rj

7. sker e

/
8. sker wish

9. swri

10. werkt
(10 points)

le Read the list of words and the sentences that folluu. Find a word
in the list to complete each sentence and write that vord.in the
blank. Use each word only *nce.

championship horsemanship
defenseless meatless
endless motionless
friendship relationship

hardship sleepless

1. Without a weapon the knight was

2. The best of the casseroles mother sometimes fixes is

3. He did not consider it a to go uitaout

a new coat. ti
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Name Date

/7/

05 el orvitlett

4. The Boy and the Dragon developed a

5. St. George stood before the Dragon.

6. Running Star spent a night because he was so
hungry

7. St. George won the duel.

8. The villagers' praise St. George was

9. A close is necessary if two people are to
work well together.

10. The excellent of the Plains Indians
enabled them tol4pture large herds of buffalo. (10 points)

L.

4. Before each sentence is a verb in parentheses. In the blank in each
sentence, write the correct present form of that veto

1. (tell) She Mn everything.

2. (work) Jane well with others.

3. (carry) St. George - his burden of fame.

x. 4.. (feel) He left out.

5. (enjoy) I poetry.

6: (leave) He immediately.

(walk) You too fads.

8. (look) We silly in these costumes.

9. (study) He before every test.

his dog carefully. (10 points)10. (watch) Thomas

5. Look t the following sentences. If the underlined word is used to
signal am er verb, put two lines under the verb it signals. If the
underl d verb is not a verb marker, do nothing to the sentenee.

I. He is building a new lodge.

2. He had sculptured ponies from clay.

3. He had no parents.

4. You are going to the store.

5. They are warriors.

6. She has assembled a group of paintings.

7. The Dragon has four paws.
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Name Date

8. They were ugly.

9. Each was shaped from mud.

10. The two had planned the battle.

7,2

BEST COPY AVMUM

(10 points)

6. Before each sentence is a verb in parentheses. In the blank in the

sentence, write the correct 3form of the verb.

(stand) The other night a young Indian boy
distance from the village.

2. (Scratch) As he walked, thorns at his legs.

3. (know) Leontyne Prine deep joy when she sang
at the Metropolitan.

4. (spend) I have already my week's allownace.

5. (cry) He out in pain when he stubbed his toe.

6. (make) I have these ponies for you.

7. (work) Thomas Jefferson hard on his plans.

8. (drive) Last summer we from coast to coast.

9. (be) The Villagers had Ili afraid of the Dragon.

10. (paine) Mary Cassatt many pictures of women and
childten. (10 points)

7. Look at the following words and suffixes. Add the indicated suffix to,
each word and write the word in the blank, making spelling changes when
necessary.

1. fit + ing

2. mold + ins

4. stop ed

4. stoop + ed

5. pick + ing

6. match + ing

7. stir + ed

8. hum + ing

9. list + ed

10. learn + ing
(10 points)

0
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Nave Date
B. Comprehension and Literary Skills

1. :latch the words in the column labeled Senses with the descriptions
in the column labeled Images by writing the letter of the appropriate
sense in the blank.

Images Senses
1. the rippling water a. hearing

/7.3

tOttat

2. the scratching grasp of the rose thorn b. sight

3. the shining blue mane blowing in the wind c. touch

4. the savory juices of roasted buffalo d. taste

5. the salty sea breeze e. smell
(5 points)

2. Look at the following statenents and place a check in the blank
before statements that are true about the. play form.

1. The story is written to be read only.

2. Each speech is preceded by a character's name.

3. A narrator announces characters as they appear on the scene.

4. All action stops when a scene ends.

5. A director may interpret stage directions.

F. The narrator describes thg setting.

7. Action unfolds through dialogpi and narration.

8. The plot is developed by dialogue and actions only.

9. The central character is always the first to appear on the
scene.

10...E character's actions are set in a different type from his
speeches. (5 points)

3. In the first list are descriptions of several works of art. Below
are the titles of several works of art we read about in t4is unit.
Match each description with the appropriate title by writing I.-he
letter of the title in the blank before the description.

Description

1. i colonial silversmith is about to engrave a teapot.

2. A nan dressed as a western rancher plays a guitar.

3. A son;; written during the Depression praises Anerfica.

4. European architects influenced the de:114ner of this buildi

5. This opera was the first me produced at the (thin) v !

:ietropolitan Opera House in Lincoln Center. (5 pc..-t)
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Name Date
Title

a. "This Land Is Your Land"
b. Paul Revere
c. Monticello
d. Antony and Cleopatra
e. Home Ranch

4. Below are listed several types of artistic activities. Under the

\ list are the names of artists in various fields. Match the artists
with their method by writing the letter of the artist in the blank
before the appropriate activity.

1. Painting American birds in their natural surroundings.

. 2. Singing the roles of Bess, Aida, and Cleopatra in some of the
most world-famous opera houses.

Designing his own home, his state Capitol, and university
buildings.'

4. Molding lifelike horses from wet clay.

5. Making a picture of religious significance from colored grains
of sand.

a. Running6Star
b. Leontyne Price
c. Navaho Indians
d. Thomas Jefferson
e. John James Audubon (5 points)

C. Usage
Irregular

Choose

1.

Verb

the correct word for each sentence. Write it in the blank.

Those shoes fit you.
doesn't don't

2. your tennis shoes.
Here is Here are

3. a kitten in the apple tree.
There is There are

4. z only a sip of soda.
drank drunk

5. Shy: has on the Olympics team.
SWEial swum

o. We have to her.

spoke spoken

6. Ji__ to write about whales.'
chose chosen
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Name Date

the flowers on the table.
sit set

9; I near the window.
set sat

10. The man the price of hamburgers;
rose raised (10 points)

II. Composition

A. Write the following heading correctly on your paper:

Rural Route
duluth minnesota
march 29 19--

Write this Inside address correctly

dale leathercraft company
smith building
1622 bay drive
laurel maryland 20801

MNIMEMIIMM.M==11111WII.NIMMEME.

(15 points)

3. Pretend that you are an Indian hunter looking for food. You see a
colonist riding on a horse. You have never seen a horse before.

/ You race back to your village to tell the others what you have seen.
Write a description of the horse and rider.

Rating: C - Commendable
S - Satisfactory
N - Needs Improvement
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188 points Teacher's copy

A. Reading and Language

1. In the words listed below, underline the spellings of-the k

sound.

1. code 6. turkey

2. kettle 7. echo

3. college 8. brick

4. practice 9. locker

5. chorus 10. attack (5 points)

2. The following words containing the er sound are written in

Pronunciation Key symbols. In the blank after eadh, rewrite the

word as you would normally

dictionary.

1. k4r1 te Is

2, 101b sere

spell it.

courteous

If necessary, check a

absurd

3. ek6 terimanat exterminate s

4. flariish flourish

S. ri hbrs' rehearse

6. skerj scourAe

7. alter 4 scurry

8. sker'mish skirmish

9. swerl swirl

10. werkt worked (10 points)

/'

3. Read the list of words and the sentences that follow. Find a

word in the list to complete each sentence and write that word

in the blank. Use eadhuord only once.

championship horsemanship

defenseless meatless

endless aaotionless

f:iendship relationship

hardship sleepless,

1. Without a weapon the knight was defenseless.

2. The best of the casseroles mother sometimes fixes is meatless.

3. He did not consider itia hardship to go without a new coat.
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4. Th( 4c- and the Dragon developed a friendship.

5. St. George stood motionless before the Dragon.

6. Running Star spent a sleepless night,beceuse he was so hungry.

7. St. George won the championship duel.

B. The villagers' praise of St. George was endless.

9. A close relationship is necessary if two people are to work
well together.

10. The excellent horsemanship of the Plains Indians enabled them
to capture

Before (!ach

each sentence,

large herds of buffalo. (10 points)

sentence is a verb in parentheses. In the blank in
write the correct present 'form of that verb.

1. (tell) She tells him everything.

2. (work) Jane worlds well with others.

3. (carry) St. George cArries his burden of fame.

4. (feel) He feels left out.

5. (enjoy) I enjoy poetry.

6. (leave) He .eaves immediately.

7. (walk) You walk too fast.

(look) We look silly in these costumes.

9. (study) He studies befor, test.

10. (watch) Thomas watchea ' is dog carefully. (10 points)

5. Look at the follbwiug sentences
to signal another vero, put two
If the underlined verb is not a
sentence.

. If the underlined word is used'
lines under the verb it signals.
verb marker, do noth&ug to the

1. He is building a new lodge.

2. He had scuiptmxed ponies from clay.

3. He had no parents.

4. You are min to the store.

5. They axe warriors.

6. She has assembled a group of paintings.

7. The Dragpn: has four paws.
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8. They were ugly.

9. Each was shmed from mud.

10. The tw6 had plannea-the battle.

/

Teacher's copy

1100056.
t'14

c10 points)

6. Before each sentence is a verb in parentheses In the blank in

the sek.tence, mite the correct form of the weit

1. (stand) The other night a young Indian boy stood a distance

from the village.

2. (scratch) As he walked, thorts scratched at his legs.

3. (know) Leotyne Price knew deep joy when sb sang at the

Metropolitan.

(spend) I have alrepdy spent my week's,aliewance.

5. (cry) He cried out in pain when he stubbed his toe.

6.m (make) I have made these posies for you.

7. (work) Thomas Jefferson worked hard on his plans.

8. (drive) Last summer we drove from coast to coast.

9. (be) The Villagers had been-afraid of the Dragon.

i0. (ppint) Mayy Cassatt painted many pictures of women and

children. (10 points)

7. Look at the following words and suffixes: Add the iddicated

suffix to each word and write the word in the blank, making e

spelling changes when necessary.

1. fit + ing fitting

2. mold + ing molding

3. stop + ed stopped

4. stoop + ed. stooped

5. pick + ing picking

6. match + ing matching

7. stir + ed stirred

8. hum+ ing humming

9. list + ed listed

10. learn + ing learnin5 (10 points)
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B.. Compteuension and Literary Skills

1. Match the words in the column labeled Senses with the dtmeriptions

in thy' column labeled Images by writing the letter of the appr,Tria

appropriate sense in the blank.
Images Senses

a 1. the rippling water a. hearing

179

Teacher's copy

c 2. the scratching grasp of.the.rose thorn b. sight

b 3. the shining blue mane bloWing in c. touch

the wind
d. taste

d 4. the savory juices of masted buffalo

e 5. the salty sea breeze

e. smell
XS points)

2. Look at the following statements and ?lace a check in the blank

before statements that are true about, the play form.

1. The story is written to be read only.

12. Each speech is preceded by a Character's name.

3. A narrator announces characters as they appear on the scene.

14. All action stops when a scene ends.

u4. A director may interpret stage directiors.

6. The narrator describes the setting.

7. Action unfolds through dialogue d narration.

63. The plot is developed by dialogue and actions only.

9. The central character is always the first to appear on the

EiCe2ft.

4,0. A character's actions are set in a different type from his
_

speeches. (S points)

3. In the first list are descriptions of several wars of art. Below

are the titles of several works of art we read about in this unit.

Match each descriltion with the appropriate title by writing the

letter of the title in the blank before thd description.

Description

. A colonial silversmith is about to engrave I? teapot.011

e 2. A man dressed as a western rancher plays a guitar.

a 3. A song written during the Depression praises America.

c 4. European architects influenced the designer of this building.

d 5. This opera was the first one produced at the (then) new

Metropolitan Opera House in Lincoln Center. (5 points)
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Title

a. "This Land Is your/Lane
b. Paul Revere
c.

d. Antony and Cleopatra
e. Hone Ranch

4. Below are listed several types c f artistic activities. Under .the

list are -the names of artists in various fields. Match the artists

with their method by writing the letter of the artist in the blank'

before the appropriate activity.

Teacher's copy

1 ire

e 1. Painting American birds in their natural surroundings.

b 2. Singing the roles of Bess, Aida, and Cleopatra in some of

she most world-famous opera houses

d 3. Designing his own hone, his state Capitol, and university

buildings.

a +. yoldirg lifelike horses from wet clay

c S. !Taking a picture of religious significance from colored

grains of sand

a. Running Star
b. Leontyne Price
c. Navaho Indians
d. Thomas Jefferson
e. John James Audubon

C. Usage

Irreguhar verbs

(5 points)

Choose the correct word for each sentence. Write .1t in the blank.

1. Those shoes fit you

doesn't doe't

2. your tennis shoes.

Here is Here are

3. *
a kiftten in the apple *ree.

There is There are

4. I only a sip of soda.

drank drunk

5. She has on the Olympics team.

swam swum

6. We have to her.

spoke spoken

7. Jill
chose chosen

to write about whales.
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8. I will the flower9 on the table.
sit set

/Ql

omme..111111Mill.

9. I near the window.
set sat

10. The man the price of hamburgegs.
rose raised . (10 points)

II. Composition \

A. Utite the following heading correctly on your paper:
Rural Route
duluth minnesota

march 29 19=

Rural Route
Duluth; :lisraeeota

29,. 1973

Write this inside address correctly

dale leathercraft company
.smith building
1.622 bay drive/

laurel marylawid 20810

Dale Leathercraft Company
Smith Building
1622nBay Drive
Laureisilaryland 20810 (15 points)

3. Pretend, that you are an Indian hunter looking for food. You

see a colonist riding c.1 a horse. You have never seen a horse

before. You race back to your village to tell the others what
you have seen. Write a description of the horse and rider.

//

Correction should be appropriated to the punctuation and .-glimetr

composition rules for this level.

Rating C - Commendable
S - Satisfactory
N Oeeds Improvement



personification

extraordinary

antenna

tremendous

colloquialism

iuformatioL

event

project

orbit

astronaut

aquaaaut

pcirch

mankind

fatal

cash

hamburger

countdown

assemble

gather

robot

electronic
0

compere-

process

experiment

disolate

atmosphere

Suggested Spelling List
Level 17

ceremony

dedicate

calendar

fortune

lunatic

sickle

crocodile

suhply

universe

craft

space

Inromeraw.....

simile

downcast

jealous

currant

crouch

ekaone

\_malsk

totem

clan

significance

cottage

homey

meditate

emerge

g WOO
devour

incline

exterminate

scourge

baneful

investigation

sonnet

captive

fame

odds

folt

yonder

rules

irregular

oblige

convert

banquet

fest:vity

splendor

aisle

exhibit

Vi pvroue

prejuOice
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BIBLIJGRAPHY
Asimov, Isaac, The Double Planet. New York: Abelard-Schuman, Ltd. The

fascinating story of how man has probed the secrets of the earth and the
moon bbgan in ancient times and is still unfolding. Included in this book
are the most recent findings about oceans, satellites, soft lunar landings,
and volcanic activity on the moon.

Beatty, JeroMe, Nev York: William R. Scott,
Inc. Amon boy, Matthew, yearns to accompany his uncle to the earth. They
find enough of interest on earth to cause them to return in the sequel:
Matthew Looney's Invasion of the Earth.

Belting, Natalia M., The Mhon Is a Crlstal Ball: Unfamiliar. Legends of the Stars.
Indianapolis: Bobbs-Merrill Company, Inc. Dr. Belting has gathered legends
of the stars and constellations from many lands and peoples.

Bendick, Jeanne, and Robert Bendick, Television Works. Like This. New York:
McGraw-Hill Book Company. In language as 'simple as is consistent with the
.subject, the authors describeeand explain the many facets of television.
Index, illustrations, and glossary aid in making clear the Complicated mwe.of
processes.

Chamberlain, Joseph Miles, Planets, Stars, and ace. Mankato, Minn.: Creative
Educational Society. This valuable introduction to the principles of
astronomy contains some discussion of space travel. It is written in non-
technical language and illustrated with excellent photographs.

Dahl, Roald, James and the Gianeyeach. New Yorks Alfred Knopf, Inc. A
fantasy about Jaws and his peach that grows and grows. \He and a number
of giant insects cross the ocean in the peach and have many adventures.

Datid, Heather M., Wernher von Braun. Nev York: G.P. Putnam's Sons. Children
will be interested in this thorough biography of the German-born missile
expert who came to the United Stated in 1945 to work on the space and
rocket program.

Dewey, Anne Perkins, Robert Goddard, Space Pioneer. Boston: Little, Brown & Co.
The life of the American scientist whose work led to the making of our
modem liquid fuel rockets is told in a manner that will appeal to young
readers:

Jennings, Gary, Maiih of the Robots. News York: Dial Press, Inc. "Robot" is a
twentieth- century word but the idea of manufacturing something to act almost
human is centuries old.

Kohn, Bernide, Computers at Your Service. Englewood Cliffs, N.J.: Prentice-Hall,
Inc. The author gives the history and working principles of Computers and
describes computers whose r cknames are Univae; Erma, Audrey, Talos, IBM 701,
and IBM 709. She also discusses how they are helping our space program,
our armed forces, our business alai industry. .

Lewin, Claudia, Poems of Earth and Space. New York: E.P. Dutton & Company. Inc.
. These poems written in free verse reflect the space generation's way of

looking at the earth, the sky the sea, ar..$ all that is beyond in srace.
Lord, Beman, Rey the Spaceship Landed. New Yerk: Henry Z. Walek Inc. The

best t4e to catch frogs is in the afternoon, when the sun has made them
groggy.! But one day when Mike went to the swamp after school, instead of
frogs he found four spacemen.

Swanson,. Map, Poems to Solve. New York: Charles Scribner's Sons. After pointing
out that more meaning is hidden in poetry than in prose, the author offers
first a group of riddle poems in which the subjectis not weed, and then
other verses which contain various bidden elements of significance.

Vorwald, Alan, and Freak Clark, Computers From Sand Table to 21.ctronic Brain.
New York: McGraw-Mill Book Co. Tbs author gives a detailei explanation.
of computer principle and eperation, including memory deviceso.the twee
of punch cards, and other technical devices. There are directions for
building a simple computer.
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BIBLIOGRAPHY
American Heritage, Thomas Jefferson and His World. New York: American Heritage

Publishing Co., Inc. Thomas Jefferson's varied talents in statesmanship,
farming, science, architecture, itivention, and education earned him the title.
of "Sage of Monticello." This biography is an excellent interpretation of
the man and his time.

Bailey, Carolyn Sherwin, Pioneer Art in America. New York: Viking Press, Inc.
This book introduces the arts and crafts of America to today's youth. In
story form, it tells about creative people from Mordecai Lincoln, the smith,
to Grant Wood, the painter.

Berk, Barbara, The First Book of Stage Costume and Make-up. New York: Franklin
Watts, Inca Tips are provided about make-up and on how to make simple
costumes, hats, or hair arrangements.

Haw to Have a Show. New York: Franklin Watts, Inc. The author covers
this subject from start to finish. Topics include: choosing the right show;
shadow shows; puppet shows; pet shows; carnivals and pageants; tip3 on sound
effects, costumes, make-up, lighting, and scenery.

Brindzet Ruth, The Story of the Totem Pole. New York: Vanguard Press, Inc. The
origin, creation, and significance of-totep poles erected by Indians of the
American Northwest are explained. Also iluded are the legends portrayed
on specific poles.

Bull\a, Clyde Robert, Stories of Favorite Operas. NeJ York: Thomas Y. Crowell
Company. The plots of twenty-three operas are retold In direct, uncomplicated
style and accompanied by notes on composers and first performances.

e, Alice Norse, Home and Child Life in Colonial Davy. New York: The Macmillan
Company. This is a comprehensive study of American colonial life and native
American arts and crafts. Illustrated_ with photographs of furniture,
needlework, househbld articles, sools, games, houses.

Glubok, Shirley, The Art of Ancient Peru. New York: Harper & Pow, Publishers, Inc.
The pre-Columbian cultures of Peru are discessed and their magnificent arts
and crafts are shown in the attractive introduction. The informative
text provides insight into ancient civilizations in America.

, The Art of Colonial America." New York: The Evemillan Company. Much
valuable information is contained inethis survey of art in America from the
first colony to 1776. Shown are choice examples of portrait. painting,
engravings, churches, houses, interiors of homes, weathervanes, pottery and
glass, accompanied by historical and .ctistic description.
, The Art of the North American Indien. New York: Harper & Row, Publishers,
Inc. The author explains how many Indian objects ouch as totem poles, bowls,
canoes, tomahawks, and blankets were made and used. It is a significant
book for teaching appreciation of the culturel contributions of the american
Indian.

Grahame, Kenneth, The Reluctant Dragon. New York: Holiday House, Inc. The boy -
hero discovers a dragon has slept on in a cave on the downs long after
all others of his kind are gone. He makes him hts friend and arranges for
St. Gecrge and the dragon to haveaa battle.

Gurney, Gene, Me-.tieello. Mew York: Fr fro Watts, Inc. Jefferson's interest
in architecture is described in this account oL how he planned and super-
vised construction of Monticello, his home for fifty years.

Rifler,, Carl E., From Tepees to Towers; A PhotospepLIc History. of American
Architecture. Boston: Little, Brown & Co. ?hc.tographs tell the story of
building in America, from simple portable tepees to high-rise apartments in
New York.

Hoag, Edwin, American Houses: Colonial, Classic, and Con._empoxe_L. Philadelphia:
J.B. Lippincott Company. Mr. Hoag offers a comprehensive survey of many
different types of homes In which Americans "ass lived, with information one
their construction and details of their architecture.
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Hoffman, Charles, American Indians Sing. Rev York: The John Day Company. Text

is accompanied by phonograph record (33 rpm). The Snake Dance of the Deer
Dance of the Yaqui, and other ceremonies, songs, dances, and chants are
illustrated and explained.

Hofsinde, Robert, Indian Picture Writing. Rew York: William Morrow & Company,
Inc. Approximately 250 symbols used in Indian picture writing are listed
Five letters in picture writing are given with their translations. Also
includes a page of exploit markings and shows :the Cree alphabet.

Hunt, W. Ben, The Complete Book of Indian Crafts and Lore. New York: Golden
Press, Inc. Practical information has been compiled about Indian clothing,
homes, utensils, designs, and customs with illustrated directions for c

ceremonial dances and appropriate crafts.
, Indian and Camp Handicraft. Milwaukee, Wisconsin: Bruce Publishing
Company. Instructions are presented for making Hopi!dolls, totem poles,

e

peace pipes, rawhide, tom -toms,

Hurd, Michael, Young Person's Guide

moccasins, birchbark baskets, and
other objects used by Indians.

to 0 era. New York: Roy Publishers, Inc.
The main facts about opera and the opera house are set forth in this brief
guide. Titles of the two parts are: "The Ingredients of Opera" and
"An Outline of Operatic History". For the Very interested child.
lloyne Rice, Seven Plays and How to Produce Them. New York: Henry Z.

Walck, Inc. Seven plays simple in text but with high appeal for the middle
grades, Most of them are written by older boys or girls; others include
very clear directions and suggestions for production.
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LANGUAGE ARTS
Level Report
Avon, Conn.

Dear Parent,

Str3 Cn" itgiltkE

Date

has completed the Language Arts Skills

taught at Level 17. The following is an overview of your child's next:level.

Overview of Level 18

I. Decoding Skills
A

A. Consonant digraphs Ex. ch, eh

B. Long and short vowel spelling patterns
C. Schwa sound
D. Prefixes Ex. super-, re-, mis -

E. Suffixes Ex. -ward, -en, -ence, -ance
F. Nord derivations
G. Proofreading

II. Comprehension and Literary Understanding

A. Onomatipoetic words
B. Exaggeration
C. Idiomatic and figurative expressions
D. Mood
E. Inferences of feelings, thoUghts and values
F. Drawing conclusions
G. Appreciation of human values and aesthetics

III. Language

A. Vocabulary - developing word meanings, antonyms
B. Word usage

1. Verbs - De forms (past, present, future)
2. Adjectives - Comparative and sufilative forms
3. Negative words

C. Sentences
1. Sentence patterns
2. Sentence transformations

a. Adjective
b. Negative
c. Question
d. Relative clause

D. Handwriting - cursive forms
E. Punctuation
F. Capitalization

IV. Study Skills

A. Card catolop
B. raps
C. Outlining

V. Creativity

A. Extending experiences before, during and after each story. read.

B. irking descriptive paragraphs and stories of some length.



Level 18 - Language Arts

*Review skills from previous levels

I. DECODING SKILLS

85 WI 100,0,

A. Pbonolog (The study of the sound structure of our language.)

1. Short vowel spelling pattern:,

a. short a -(a - hat
b. short i -(i - pin
c. short u -(u - cup
d. a. as in all -(a-

augh taught)

e. Schwa /3"/ - (a -
o - vacation, u

, au - laugh, ai
ui - build, y -
or- onion, ou -

small, b - lost,

- plaid, al
mystery, u
enough)
au - faucet

15.

- half)
- busy, e - pretty)

, ough - ought,

drinkable, e - pitier, i quality,
doUbtful, ou - famous)

2. Long vowel spelling patterns

a. Long a (a - acorn, a-e - age, ai aim,ray - say, eigh - eight,

aigh - straight)
b. Long o (o - clothes, o-e - ode, oa - oak, or* - owner,

oe -- ough doug7P)

c. u as in, e -(oo - school, o vho, u truth u-e - rule)

3. Consonant digraphs

a. ch (ch - chair, tch
ti - question)

b. sh - (sh - shirt, ch

ketchup, t

chef, ci

adventtres, is catsup,

social. ti - nation)

B. An-phology #(The study of word structure and word formation.)

1. Prefixes
a. re-, in-, un-, dis-, super-, pro-, per-, cora-

.

2. Suffixes
a; -ward, -en, -ence, -ance, -ion, -ation, -ic, -al, -ship.

b. Adding -fy, -ify and -ize to change nouns or adjectives to
verbs

3. Adjectives
a. comparative and superlative forms of regular and irreguiar

adjectives. (good, better, best)
(hot, hotter, hottest)

4. Roots
a. Words from same root ,belong to a word family.

5. l'orphemes

C. Spelling

1. Relate spelling molds
morphology.(short a --

2. Basic Dolch List
3. Proofread all written

4o concepts developed in phonology and
hat, au - laugh, A -?/21aid, al - half)

work for correct sptlling
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II. COPRETENSI0i4

A. Literal all Inferential

Construe:. inferences about values from
2. Recall d,_tails from story
3. Construct ir.ferences about reasons for
4. Construct inferences about .scharacter'

B. Critical Thinking

character traits

given facts in a selection.
s feelings and thoug4ts.

1. Drawing conclusions and forming opinions
2. Distinguishing relevant and irrelement statements.
3. Naking comparisons and contrasts
4. Interpreting symbolic meanings of objects in selections

III. LA.:GuAcr

A. Syntax(sLudy cf grammatical structure)

1. Veltys

a. Bef rms (am, is, are, was, were, been, be, being)
b. Verb markers indicate time (Past,FResent, Future - were

built, are thinking, will extend.)

2 Sentences
a. N - LV - Adj
b. N LV Adv
c. Substitiating

sentences.

seatences
. sentences
who which, that fur one noun prase in combining

la. "'nary won the match.

2b. livry is my best friend.

3c. Ifary, who is my best friend, won the match.
d. Combining sentences with a common noun phrase by inserting an

adjective.

la. The chief had a daughter.
2b. The daughter was beautiful.

3c. The chief had a beautiful daughter.
e. Transform statements into questions by changing word order
f. Transform affirmative statements to negative negative ones by

form of do and not.
g. Identify question markers (who, what, when, where, why, do,

does, did)
h. Distinguish between statements and questions in terms of word

order and punctuation.

B. Semantics (The exploration of meaning assigned to words and groups
of words)

1. Semantic differences in regional dialects
2. Antonyvs

3. Syntactical clues to meaning of words
a. Is it time for recess?
b. We rill races for lialf an hour.

c. Put the statue in the recess.
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C. Handwriting
1. Diagnose andireview all cursive forma
2. Review joining of cursive letters.
3. Extend cursive writing into all subject areas.
4. Proofread written work for correct handwriting forms.

D. Mechanics
1. Punctuation

a. Apostrophe
1) Contractions
2) In singular and plural possessives

b. Colon
1) In writing Time
2) After introductory word of list or long series

- 3) At the -eed of the greetingnof-a-busitess letter
4) To show tha,chppter and verse of a quotation from the

Bibl,.
5) Socetimes!used to_introduca:a_quotatien (usually when Qs

quoting from a book)

a. Comma
1) Betweerrwords iota series
2) Between series of phrases
3) In dialogue. between speaker and what is said.
4) After introductory expressions (Yes, No)
5) Before and after an interrupter, to set off the name of a

person who is addressed directly. by names('

d. Dash
1) Between 'pages
3) Between hours in reference to time

e. Exclamatioa,mark
1) After word or sentence expresiing strong feeling

f: Hyphen
1) Review Divisidn of words

g. Italics
1) In referring to the name of books , plays, and maipies
2) In referring to special ships, trains, or airplanes.
3) In referring to Words from another language.
4) In giving partictilar attention to letters, words, or phrases.

h. Periods
1) Review use of period after a statement and at end of

abbreviation.

i. Question .larks
1) Review use of question mark after asking sentence*.

j. Quotation Narks
1) Review use of quotation marks before and after the words

you are quoting.

Underlingng
1) Titles of books



Level 13 - Language Arts

. Capitalization
Review user for capital letters.

3. Letters and Addresses
Review parts of friendly and business letters.

4. Usage
a. Adjectives in Comparisons'

kind, kinder, kindest
fortunate, more fortunate, most fortunate
good, better, best
Negative words
nothing
not
don't
Only one negative is used in any sentenne.

c. I/ell as an adjective and an adverb
I'm very well, thank you. (Adjective)
Ann writes well. (Adverb)

IV. Study Skills

A. Card Catalog

1. Arrangement of cards
a) author card
II) title card
c) subject card

B. Tiaps

I. Reading maps

a) symbols
b) legends
c) road maps, weather maps, political maps, etc .,.

C. Outlines
I. Topic outline

11 Tain headings
2. Subheadings

V. unnAnY UUDERSTANDING

A. Rhetoric and Literary Skills

Onomatopoetic words
2. Exaggeration
3. Humorous use of idiomatic expressions
4. Use of understatement to produce humorous effeeti
5. Figurative expressions
G. :bod
7 Character's vieJpoints

B. Human Values and Aeathttics

1. To strengthen awareness of the importance of: strengt:i and :-.ourage
to the American
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2. To suggest the importance of .making the most of every opportunity.

3. To suggest the importance of action rather than words in revealing
character.

4. To help pupils appreciate fantasy as a form of creative thinking.

5. To develop awareness of a change in point of view.

6. To stimulate thinking About constructive methods of solving
conflict.

7. To develop appreciation of another person's point of view.

8. To develop awareness of the many possible ways of achieving
independence and responsibility.

VI. Creativity

A. 1 Developing creative potential

1. Constructing bulletin board displays relating to story.
2. Choral reading
3. Flaring cities oZ tomorrow.
4. Constructing collages
5. raking dioramas

6. Dramatizing situations
7. 'taking maps and models

8. Appreciating music
9. Giving oral reports

10. Listening to recordings
11, Giving a talk
12. Doing research on wildlife conservation methods

B. Composition

1. Writing
2. Writing
3. Writing
4. Writing

5. Writing
6. Writing
7. Writing

VII. nterials

commercials
an essay
a fantasy
a humorous, incident

a tall tale
a short composition
rhymes

A. Required - Holt, Finehart and Winston Inc.

1. Freedom's Ground - Unit 5 and 6
a. Text (pupil and teacher's handbook)
b. Workbook
c. Satellite Book

1. Unit 5 America's Tall Talqs
Literary Dialects

2, Unit 6 Cities of our Lad
Word Order in Sentences

It
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d. AV Material
. 1. Recordings - Unit S "I. An Glad Day Long"

"Stranger"
'Johnny At,pleseed"

Unit 6 'Wight Journey"

/ 901.

2. Soua Filmstrips
a. Unit 5 Telling Stories

Pictures from Words 6

b. Unit 6 - Over the River and Through the Woods
Words, Meanings and Feelings

2. Scott Foresman - In Other Words - A launior Thesaurus - Book 2

B. 7Alternate Reading Program - approval of Reading Department
1. ITcGrem - Hill - Programmed Reading Omllivan
2. Verrill, Charles - Nerrill Readers
3. Scott Foresman
4. Ginn 360

C. Supplementary Naterials

1. Language
a. Holt, ninehart and Winston Inc. - The Arts and Skills of

English - Book 4-5 (simple conies of workbook)
b. Laidlav - Exploring in English - Book 4

Discover insh - Book 5
(Act4vity sheets and tests)

c. Scott, Forego= - Language and How - Book 4 and 5
(Activities book, sample copies and re cords:)

d. Harcourt, Brace and World - The Roberts Series - Book 4 and 5
(Wbrkbooks)

. e. Random House - The Writing Bug Kit(filmstrips, tapes, activity
cards)

f. Ginn - Creativity Idea Books. Can You Imagine? For Those Who
Wonder

g. Harcourt Brace and World - Wider Than The ax Book 5
h. Laidlaw Word§.2.1.4th_yings - Book 5
i. Random House -Elnding,Roadl- Book 5
j, Lippincott - ReadingjorAiiging - Book 5
lc, Paperbacks

1, Scholastic Individualized Reading Kits
2. Limited copies of Assorted paperbacks,

1. Barness Loft, Ltd. - Capitalization and Punctuathon - Sets D
and E Individualized Kit

2. Spelling.
a. 220 Basic Dolch List
b. The Basic Hundred Spelling Wdrds
c. Scott, Foresman - Spelling Our Lanpua7e - Boo!. 5
d. Webster, cGraw Hill - Basic Goals In Spelling - Book 5'.
e. Noble and Noble - Spell/Write - Book 5
f. Economy Co. - Contunuous Progress Spelling Kit

3. Handvriting
a. Scott, Foresman - Writing Our Language - Book 5
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4. Enrichment Hated
StS/

a. Lyons and Cern an - The New Phonics tie Use C-D-E-F-C

b. Darnell, Loft Ltd. - Specific Skills Series C,,D,E,F
Wain Idea, Sequence, Context Sounds, Following Direspions,
Locating the Answer` Getting; the Facts, Draging Conclusions)

c. Teacher !fade Naterials (See Activities Sections)
d. Library Filmstrips and Tapes
.e. S.R.A. Reading Lab. II A
f. EDL Controlled Reader and Language Faster
g. Continental Hayes, Jen Duplicating masters
h. Educators Publishing Services - Book 1 and 2
i. Dictionary and Encyclopedia
j. Dr. Herr - Crossword Puzzles - Book 2

VIII. EVALUATION

A.' Required:
-1. Holt, Rinehart and Winston Evaluation Miters for individpal stories

2. Holt, Rinehart and Winston - End of Unit :Tests (18a, 18b)

3. Teacher made-tests

B. Optional;
1. Informal Reading Inventory
2. Gates-HacGinite Test - standardized
3. metropolitan Achievement Test
4. Dotal Inventory of Phonetic Skills

P7-3
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;
Name

A. Reading and Language

C.

/94

istv tort onastv.

1. Look at the following words., Underline the letter or letters that

spell the esouhd as in all.

1. fall 6. faucet

2. bossed 7. Pawnee

3. mall 8. thought

4. 'offer 9. cautious

5. loft 10. caught (5 points)

2. Look at the followingewords. Underline the letter or letters that
spell the ch sound as in church.

1. adventure 6. champ

2.. agriculture 7. culture

3. catsup 8. nature

4. cherry 9. ditch

5. choice 10A lunch (5 points)

3. Look at the example below. In the blanks provided, write the correct
form of each adjective listed.

hot

1. big

2. bad

3. sweet

4. larA

5. old

6. Rho"

7. strtv!

8.

9. C.. c,

10. C/..0V00

hotter hottest

(10 points)
-,.

(
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4. Look at the sentences below. Underline the correct form of be to
complete each sentence.

1. I..(164tie) afraid 'to go.along..'--,61. You(was, were) at the bus stop.

2. We (Am, 'are) alike in-that culy4',` 4y.He(was, were) late.

3. She (am,:ls) my teabher.t.4...r,
. 8. The two of you(was, were) ,lost.

. They (are, is) here now. 9. You like to(be, is) the first in line.

5. It (are, 2s) my turn next. 10. There hasXbeen,be) no rain for three weeks.

\-) (5 points)

5. Look, at the following sentneces.S. Put oni` line un.'.er the elapse marker
and a second line under the entire clause in each sentence.

1. Heck JOnes, who had sold the land to Haroom, threatened to foreclose.

.2. Peter, who was one of McBroom's eleven children, whistled through

his front teeth.

3. This book, which is about folktalea, has interesting illustrations.

4. The weeds that had spring up overnight were hard to kill.

5. The cabin Loy who joined the crew of the whaler was six feet tall.

(10 points)

6. Look at the following sentences. Put a check in the blank before each
Noun-Linking Verb-Adjective sentence below. Underline the linking verb.

1. Paul Bunyan's size and strength utere amazing.

- 2. The gem glittered in the light.

3. That plastic bottle is unbreakable.

. 4. Ou- room carpet is beautiful.

5. Maay bi. ho

6. Tv t*c illneed pumpkin seeds.

7. r1r., oirc di3turbanc.

8. ;.;Y-.rfrcics
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9. When he saw his broken bicycle Ted cried.

_10. The air felt cdbl after the rain. (10 points)

7. Look at the list of words below and the sentences that follow.
Decide whether a noun, a verb, or an adjective fits in the blank in
each sentence. Write the correct word from the list in the blank.
In the b&ank after each sentence, write noun, adjective or verb,
depending upon hbw You used the word.

head ; pace; ground; pointed; claws, model; shape;

1. The horse fell to the

2. They lived on the . floor.

3. I could that wire from your
lightning rod.

4. He walked at a steady

5. While she waited, she could only the floor..

6. This place is called a city.

7. A was made of the building.

8. I will the hoises out Of clay.

9. His whirled'ae he received the blow.

10. He is the__ man in that Troupi

E. :omprehension and Literary Skills

(10 po!.nts)

-1. Leak at the following sentences. In sentences 1-5, underline that
part of each sentence which exaggerates the truth. In sentences 6-
10, Tr,t a rheck in the blank to the left of the sentence in each pair
that ';',,,.5,.).1t.03 the truth.

I. A' r

2. T-

3.

4.
r

d'

5. 'I'

.

.

r

rivers.

1,,..ar
4111

I fly land.

-j sod things to do.

1t, the noise knocked

.0 hiziged in the middle to
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Date

6a. The dining rpom tables were enormous.

b. The dining room tables were two miles long.

7L. The force of his voice blew three men over.

b. He had a loud, powetful voice.

8a. The whipped cream was piled extra high.

1q7

SES1
tOri 000

b. The cream puffs had whipped cream piled over a foot high.

9a.. He was a hugh man and his stride was extremely long.

b. When he took a.step forward, he moved ahead two miles.

10a. Uis ax cut aditch in the sand, making what is now called the,
Grand Canyon.

bo..°

10b. His ax.was several feet tall and was a great tool for cutting
down the giant redwood trees. (10 points)

2. Below are numbored situations or events from the selections in Unit 5.
Following are the reasons or explanations behind the situations. Mat...h

each situation with an explanation by writing the letter of the correct
explanation in the blank before the situations..

1. The Lion wanted Man to have a tremendous voice.

2. All the animals disagreed,. and the meeting broke up in a terrible
fight.

3. The Coyote was laughing at them.

4. The woman and her grandson stayed behind to pick up anything the
others left behind.

5. Then the old woman laughed, for her heart was glad.

a. They couldn't agree on how to make! Man.
b. Her grandson had brought her food and a robe to keep her warm.
c. Thpy were very poor.
d. He wanted Man to be like him because he could not envision a better

creature.
e. He had made Nan while the otIVC animals,s1cpt. (10 points)
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Date
3. The numbered statements below deScribesa situation from a selection

in Unit 5. Match the situations with the selection in which they
occur by writing the letter of the selection in the blank before
the situation.

0

1. The animals cannot agree among themselves.

2. A man who makes an underhanded deal getswhat he deserves.

3. One man's pride in his pet brings about a phange in a rule.

4. ,A courageous youth applies newly learned knoWledge to save
the day.

5. .An amazing blizzard is the result of the heat and kernels of
corn.

a. "The Faster Sooner WitInd"
b. "Captain Stormalong Meets a Kraken"
c. "The Creation of Man"
d. 9McBroom Tells the TTuth".
e. "The Adventures pf Paul Bunyan" (5 points)

C. Study Ekills
Study these library cards and answer the questions that follow.

Grayson, Thomas.
A Stolen Treasure. c. 1970.

Police workstories 2. Phoenix, Arizona
I. Norris, Joyce, illus. II. Title

A Stolen Treasure.
.

1

Grayson, Thomas
A Stolen Treasure. c. 1970.

t. Police work--stories 2. Phoenix, Arizona
I. Norrisi Joyce, illus. II. Title

1. Which of these 4ards, A or B, is called a title card?

2. Which card, A or B, is called the author card?

3. In which drawer of the card catalog would you look for the title card for
A Stolen Treasure: A, S or T?

4. If you were looking for stories about police work, would you look fora
title card, a subject card, or an author card?

5. How are cards in a card catalog arranged?

.... . Arc 41-qg

(10 points)
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Date

1. Look at the underlined part
apace provided, rewrite the
words so that the sentences

a. The old man walked very

/q9
ot1

of the following sentences. In the
sentences, changing the underlined
become exaggerations.

slowly.

b. To shake hands with the Mayor was great thrill for me.

c. I really grinned when I hit the home run.MEM Mlb

d. The motorcycles raced by at a very fast speed.

e. The winner of the beauty contest was very lovely.

1-

2. Take an everyday occurrence either at home
it, using as much exaggeration as possible
and amusing.

Recommended rating:
C - Commendable
S - Satisfaotory
N - Needs Improvement

(10 points)

or at school and describe
to make it seem exciting
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Total: 100 points

--- 1. Look at the following words. Underline the letter or letters that

the "a§ abund as in all

1. fall

2. bossed

3. mall

4. offer

5. loft

6. faucet

8. thoutht

9. cautious

4. 10. -vat.2atit (5 points),

2. Look at the following words. Underline the letter or letters that'

spell. the ch sound as in church.

'adventure 6. !tamp

2, agricultilref

8. catsup

4. cherry

5. choice

7. culture

B. nature

9. ditch

10. lunch (5 points)

1. 3. ,Look at the example below. In the blanks provided, write the

correct form of each adjective listed.

hot hotter, hottest

1. big bigger biggest

2, bad worse worst

3. sweet sweeter sweetest

4. large larger largest

5. old older oldest

6. short shorter shortest

7. strong stronger, strongest

8. Wonderful more wond rful most wonderful

9. good better beet

10. crowded more crowde most crowded
(10 points)

4. Look at the sentences below. Underline the correct form of be to

complete each sentence.

1. gamvis) afraid to go along.'

2. We (am, are) alike in that way.

3. She (am, is) bprteach

<
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4. They (are, is) here now.

5. It (are, is) my turn next.

6. You (was, were) at the bus stop.

7. He (was, were)late.

.74/

Teacher's copy

VOS..1.

t157.1

8. The two of you OdwilwerePIt.

9, You like to (be, is) the first inlline.

1%.. There has (been, be) no rain-for three weeks.
O

(5 points)

5. Look at the following sentences. Put one line under the clause
marker and a second line under the entire clause inaeach sentence.

1. Heck Jones, who had sold tie'land to VtBroom, threatened co

foreclose.

2. Peter, who was one of ilcBroom's ekkven chilittp, whistled

through his front teeth.

3. This book, which is strut folktales,. has interesting YL.t4.;tr4*

illustrations.

4. Th e weeds that had sprung up overnight were hard to kill.
,

II

5. The cabin boy who joined the crew of the whaler was six feet

tall.

6. Look at the following sentences.
each Noun-Linking-Verb-Adjective
linking verb.

(10 points)

Put a check in the blank before
sentence below. Underline the

V/1. Paul Bunyan's size and'strength were amazing.

2. The gem glittered in the light.

V3. That plastic bottle is unbreakable.

X. Our new living room carpet is beautiful.

5. Nany birds sat on the roof.

6. In the morning, ticBroom planted pumpkin seda.

0. The rootp became quiet after the distrubance.

VS. Those noisy motorcycles are disturbing.
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9. Uhen he saw his broken bicycle, Ted cried.

N 10. The air felt cool. after the rain. ( 10 points)

7. Look at the list of words below and the sentences that follow.
Decide whether a noun, a verb, or an adjective fits in the blank
in each sentence. Write the correct word from the list in the

blank. In the blank Ifter each sentence, write noun,,adjective or
verb, depending upon how you used the word.

0

head pace ground
pointed claws model shape

1. The horse fell to the ground. noun

2. They lived on the ground flour. adjective

3. I could ground that wire from your lightning rod. verb

4. He walked at a steady pace. noun

5. While she waited, she could only pace the floor. Verb

6. This place is called a model city.

7. A model was made of the building.

8. I will model the horses out of clay.

9. His head whirled as he received the blow.

10. He is the head man in that group.

B. Comprehension and Literary Skills

1

4
1. Look at the following sentences. In sentences 1-5

part of each sentence which exaggerates the truth.

6-10, put a check in the blank to the left of the
each pair that exaggerates the truth.

1. After reading the story, she cried rivers.

2. It was so quiet, you could hear a klyLmi.

adjective

noun

verb

noun

adjective
(10 poimts)

, underline. that

In sentences
entenoe in

3. There were a million places to go and things to de.

4. The horn was so large that whe..-. he blew it, the noise knocked

down two hundred trees.

5. The smokestack was so tall, it had to be hinged in the middle

to let the clouds go by.
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6i. The dining room tables were' enormous.
4

b. The dining room tables were two miles long.

jaa. The force of his voiCebleW,tilree men over.

b. He had a loud, powerful voice.

8a. The whipped cream was piled extra high.

b. The cream puffs had whipped cream piled over a foot hekh.

9a. He was a huge man, and his stride was extremely long.

_1(b. When he took a step forward, he moved ahead two miles.

X0a. His ax cut a ditch in the sand, making what is now called
the Grand Canyon.

t b. His ax was several feet tall and was a great tool for
cutting down the giant redwood trees.

(10 points)

41111111101111111

2. pelewware numbered situations or events from the selections in
Unit 5. Following are the reasons or explanations behind the
situations. 'catch each situation with an explanation by writing
the letter of the correct explanation in the blank before the
situations.

d 1. The Lion wanted Nan to have a tremendous voice.

a 2. All the animals disagreed, and the meeting broke up in a
terrible fight.

e 3. The Coyote was laughing at them.

c 4. The woman and her grandson stayed behind to pick up any-
. thing the others left behind.

b 5. Then the old woman laughed, for her heart was glad.

a. They couldn't agree on how to make Ilan.
b. Her grandson had brought her food and a
c. They were very poor.
d. He wanted liaa to be like him because he

better creature.'
e. He had made :.'an while the other animals

robe tc keep h warm.

could not envis on a

slept.
(10 points)
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3. The fluttered statements below 'describe a situation from a selection

t.-- ----in Unit 5. hatch' the situations with th selection in which they

occur by writing the letter of the select on in the blank before

the situation. 'i

Teacher's copy

1. The animals cannot agree among themselves.

d 2. A man who makes an underhanded deal gets what he deserves.

a 3. One man's pride in his pet brings about a. change in a rule.

b 4. A courageous youth applies newly learned knowledge
the day.

e 5. Ate amazing blizzard is the result of the heat and kernels

of corn.

a.

b.

c.

d.

e.

"The Faster Sooner Hound"
"Captain Stormalong'etets a Kraken"
"The Creation of Man"
":1cBroom Tells the' Truth"

"The Adventures of Paul Bunyan" (5 points)

C. Study Skills
Study these library cards and answer the questions that follow..

A

Grayson, Thomas.
A Stolen Treasure. c.1970.

1. Police workstories 2. Phoenix, Arizona

I. Norris, Joyce, illus. II. Title

A Stolen Treasure.
Grayson, Thomas

A Stolen Treasure.

1. Police workstorieg
I. Norris, Joyce,

c.1970.

2. Phoenix, Arizona
illus. II. Title

1. Mich of these cards, A or B, is called a title card?

2. Which card, A or B, is called the author card? A

3. In which -drawer of the card catalog would you look for the title card for

A Stolen Treasure: A, .43. or T? S

4. If you were looking for7atories about'pelice'wopk, would you; look for a

title card, a subject card, or am-aUthor card? A subject card.

5. How are cards in a card catalog arranged? Alphabeticilly .

(10 points)
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p. Composition

1. Look at the underlined part of the fo4owing sentences. In the
space provided, rewrite the sentences; changing the underlined
words so that the sentences become Ixaggerations.

a. The old man walked very slowly.
The old man walked like a lumbering bear.

b. To shake hands with the flayor was a great thrill for me.
To shake hands with the Ha or seat fin ersOf chills u spine.

c. I really grinned when I hit the home run.
I grinned like a happy Halloween pumpkin when I hit the home run.

d. The motorcycles rased by ataa ve
The motoic des reaced b like the s= reek of a falling star.

e. The winner of the beauty contest wss very lovely_t_
The winner of the beauty contest was" prettier than, a sunset on
a clear summer day.
(Answers will vary. Allow 2 points for 'each imaginative,
clearly expressed, correctly spe &led replacement of underlined
phrases. Give partial credit where necessary) / (10 poitts)

2. Take-an everyday occurrence either at home or at school and describe
it, using as much exaggeration as possible to make it seem exciting
and amusing.

fast speed.

The correction fo his paragraph should be bated upon child's
ability to express i eas in sentences with adequate attention given,
to spelling and punctuation appropriate for the level.

Recommended rating:
C - Commendable

"\S - Satisfactory
'N-- Needs Improvement
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1. In the following words, nderline the letters that spell the sh

sound as in she.

1. attention 11. magician

2. caution 12. motion

3. Chicago 13. parachute

4. chiffon 14. position

5. delicious 15. precious

6. description 16. reservatto

7. direction 17. shell

8. fiction 18. socialize

9. fresh 19. special

10. machine 20. wash (10 points)

2. The following words containing the-schwa sound in unstressed

syllables are written in Pronunciation Key symbols. In theblank

after each word, rewrite the word as you would normally spell it

and underline the vowel letters that spell the dchwa sound. .

1. 1lb zarbd

2. at/ mas fgr

3. beri din

4. kari day.)1

5. j s

6. han Barn

7. marrf31

8. mega struk ctOr

9. mis ter e

10. presh as
(10 points)
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3. Change the following nouns and adjectives into verbs by adding the
suffix -fy,ify,or izee sure to make all the necessary spelling
changes. Then in the blanks in the sentences below, write the
verb that best fits the sentence context.

glory 6. beautyi1.

2. modern 7. glamor'

3. burglar 8. equal

4. summary 9. pure

5. simple 10. civil

11. Ile let air out to the pressure.

12. Can you the essay in an outline?

13. The missionaries wished to the*natives.

14. The new tenants had to the oldfashioned kitchen.

15. To water, you must remove all germs and pollutants.

16. For a young reader, you must

17. Those thieves had planned tot

18. Planting trees is one way to

19. Makeup mpy,

20. The king asked his subjects to

the directions.

our neighbor's house.

highways.

a plain face.

his name. (10 points)

4. Study the underlined word in each sentence and the three definitions
that follow. Choose the correct definition of the word as it is
used in the sentence and write the letter of that definition in
the blank after the sentence.

1. The bump tbniiAsithead was a reminder of his adventures.
a. to strike b. a swelling c. a jolt

2. The magic ointment bridges the world of fantasy and the real
world.
a. structures over obstacles b. bony parts of noses
c. joins

3. He felt ttS would neVer tire of the exciting sights.
a. to become weary b. to seize or fell c. a rubber
coveting on a wheel.'
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She would edge forward as the race reachedithe finish.
A. move little by little, b. the cutting side of a blade
c. border

5. The man's carriage was tall, as if he'were proud of himself.
a. the manner of carrying one's body b. a wheeled vehicle
c. a supporting part of a machine

6. The wings measured a midland a half.
a. enclosure b.. Opt of length c. to confine

7. Her face seemed to beam with confidence.
a. to look with joy b. to aim c. a ray

8. He wanted to shoulder the new responsibility.
a. where the arm and the trunk of the body meet. b. the edge of
the road c. to assume a burden

9. 'His wings ,spread graVicefully, Isdhe..wax.in flight.. . ''''

a. to cover lightly b. separated c. to stretch outward

10. There was a train of excuses about his absences.
a. a continuous line b. a connected line of cars
c. to teach (10 points)

5. Look at the following sentences. Underline the words that are question
markers and put a check mark in the blank before the questions.

'1. The strange boarder became Harry's friend.

2. Who flew ofer San Francisco on a foggy night?

+ 3. What happened to Susan Bearskin?

4. She challenged Earl to a race.

5. What did Earl ask Susan's father to make?

6. Where did Davie travel to meet his parents?

7. They were not there yet.

8. When was the first skyscraper built?

9. Davie played stickball well.

10. Linear cities may be a reality soon.

11. Why would domes by used over cities?
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12. Where did Barry get the Volo Oil?

13. Who was -Miss Turner?

14. What happened to Mustang at the end?

15. When did Mr. Clark blow the whistle? (15 points)

6. Look at the following sentences. Underline the verb in each. In the
space provided, turn each statement Into a negative one by using a form
of do and not and making any needed changes in the verb.

1. Harry'? wings spread out behind him.

2. Susan wears moccasins to.echool.

3. Earl bumped Susan during the race.

Harry awoke with a start. .

5. Big Josh helped Davie with Mustang.

. Emil makes the beat hot dogs in the world.

7. Uncle Joe traveled to many places.

8. Louis Sullivan designed the first skyscraper.

9. Fog often covers the Berkeley Hills.

10. Joseph B. Strauss designed the Golden Gate Bridge.

(10 points)

7. Turn each sentence into a question by moving the verb marker or the form
of be to the beginning and write the question in the space provided.

1. Mustang was good to Davie.

2. Davie had traveled to New York from the 'lent Coast.

3. San Francisco is a hill city.
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4. The other children were crowding around Susan and Earl.

5. Davie didistay with his uncle for while.

(5 points)

B. Comprehension and Literary Skills

1. Read the following paragraphs from this unit. In the space provided
after each, describe in a few words the mood of the passage. Then
underline the words that helped create this mood. Choose from the
words below. The fitst one has been done fcr you.
suspense, quiet, lightness, fear, acceptance, sense of smallness,
excitement, mystery, sense of loss

1. He got out his flashlight, the extra big one that Mr. Brighton
hack given him for his birthday, and cautiously opened the door
of his -MOM. Marco's Boardinghouse slumbered in an after-
midnight kind of quietness.

Hood; suspense, mystery

2. Up and up he went, in a wide circle, his heart pounding with a crazy
excitement that was more than half fright. The wind was wet against his face,
and his ears were full of the breathy whirr of feathers.

Hood:

3. He reached back suddenly and touched the spot where the wings had been. As
he ran his fingers across his back, he had a strange sensation that in some
unexplainable way the wings were still there. It was as if he would always
be able to feel them there, no that he knew about them--deep inside his
back--tiny wings or maybe only wing buds

Mood;
4. She was in Chicago! Tiny particles of dust swished before

wondered if she was going to be sick. Today she must go di
that stretched from one street to another, There would be m
than needles on a pine tree, and she would not know one of t

dood:
5. The neat morning when Susan walked outside, her feet felt as though they

were covered with feathers. Instead of the clomp of her hea school shoes
on the hard cement, her moccasins made o sound at ail. They ere as good
for the city streets as for the paths of the forest.

r eyes. She
e brick school
e children

em

Mood:

(5 points)
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2. Below are the names of characters in Unit 6. Under them are listed
the problems faced by these characters. /latch the characters and
their problems by writing the letter of each problem ia the blank
before the eharactqr's name.

1. Davie Shaw

2. Susan Bearskin

'. Frank Lloyd Wright

4. Josh Pringle

5. Harry Houdini Marco
a. How to properly house modern works of art for display.
b. How to earn a living when the last carriage house and stable

in New York was torn down.
c. How to provide an education for a rapidly changing student

body.
d. How to explain to his parents why he traveled alone across

the continent
e. How to adjust to a new environment and prove one's worth as

an individual
f. How to live up to the great expeetations of himaas reflected

in his given name. (5 points)

Stddy Skills
Read this story about hornets and wasps. Complete the outline that .

follows the story.

Hornets and Wasps

Eurppean hornets have become established in the United States. If you can

get a good look, you will see they are really brown and yellow. The European

hornet sometimes makes its nest from a branch of a tree or under the eaves of a

building where it is protected from rain and wind.

One of te most common wasps, found all around the world, is the paper

wasp. These wasps are almost tame. They usually build a comblike net under

the eaves of a

brown or brown

building. These wasps are over an inch long and are usually

and black. They are very helpful and should not ba destroyed.

We should be glad to have them around:
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I.

Hornets and Wasm

A.

B.

A.

C.

D.

E. (10 pts.)

D. Composition

1. Underline the word or words in the following sentences that would

appear in italics in printed material.

1. Did you see The Wizard of Oz?

2. The Friendship 7 splashed down in the Pacific Ocean.

3. Whenever I sneeze, my friend says, leshundheit."

2. Rewrite each sentence using correct punctuation.

4. Sarah went to bed at 930 PM

Mary wore her new clothes a plaid skirt a white sweater and black

patent-leather shoes

6. IriTgoing to the movies said Clara.

. Oh said Cheryl What movie are you going to see tonight

(10 points)
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3. Imagine that you have a chance to
Describe your destination and the
include why you chose it. Use at

fly on a trip for twelve hours.
route of your flight. Also
least two or three paragraphs.

Recommended rating: C-Commendable
S- Satisfactory
N - Nedda Improvement
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A. Reading

1. In
sound

1.

2.

and Language

the following words,
as in she.

attention

underline

11.

12.

the letters that

magician

spell the sh

caution motion
mosimile

3. Chicago 13. parachute

4. chiffon 14. position

5. delicious 15. precious

6. description 16. reservation

7. direction 17. shell

8. fiction 18. socialize

9. fresh 19. special

10. machine 20. wash (10 points)

2. The following words containing the schwa sound in unstress
syllables are writtin in Pronunciation Key symbols. In the blank
after each word, recarite the word as you would normally spell it
and underline the vowel letters that spell the schwa sound.'

1. al) zarbd absorbed

2. at/ was fer atmosphere

3. b6r1 burden

4 . kat! val carnival

5. Jen ys,?s genius

6 . hang sam hansom

7. mar' 1441 marvel

8. meg' a st rule chair 1113gastructure

9. mis terle as mysterious

10. preshias precious
(10 points)
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3. Change the dollowing nouns and adjectives into verbs by adding the
suffix -fy,-ify, or -ize. Be sure to make all the necessary
spelling changes. Then in the blanks in the sentences below, write
the verb ,that best fits the sentence contest.

1. glory glorify

2. modern modernize

. burglar burglarize\\\

4. summary summarize 9. pure

6.. beauty beautify.

7. glamor glamorize

8. equal equalize

purify

civilize5. simple simplify 10. civil

11. He let air out to equalize the pressure.

12. Can you summarize the essay in an outline?

13. The missionaries wished to civilize the natives.

14. The new tenants had to modernize the oldfashioned kitchen.

15. To purify water, you must remove all germs mid
ve,

16. For a young reader, you must simplify tho directions.

17. Those thieves had planned to burglarize our neighbor's house.

18. Planting trees is one way to beautify highways.

19. Pakeup may glamorize a plain face.

20. iThe king asked his oubjects to glorify his name. (10 points)

4. Study the 'underlined word in each sentence and the three definitions

that follow. Choose the correct definition of the word as it is
used in the sentence and write the letter of that definition in
the blank after the sentence.

.1. The bump on his head was a reminder of his adventures.

a. to strike b. a swelling c. a jolt

2. The magic ointment bridges the world of fantasy and the real
world.

a. structures over obstacles b. bony parts of noses

c. joins

3. He felt he would never tire of the exciting sights. a

a. to become weary b. to seize or fell c. a rubber

covering on a wheel.
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4. She would edge forward as the-race reached the finish. a

a. move little by little b. the cutting side of a blade

c. border

5. The man's carriage .was tall, as if he were proud of himself. a

a. the manner of carrying one's body b. a wheeled vehicle
c. a supporting part of a machine

6. The wings measured a yard and a half.

a. enclosure b. 'unit of length c. to confine

7. Her face seemed to beam with confidence, a

a. to look with joy b. to aim c. a ray

8. He wanted to shoulder the new responsibility.

a. where the arm and the trunk of the body meet. b. the edge

, of the toad c. to assume a burden

9. His wings spread gracefully, and he WAS in flight.

a. to cover lightly b. separated c. to stretch outward

10. There was a train of excuses about his absences.

a. a continuous line b.

C. to teach

5. Look at the following sentences.
queation markers and put a check
questions.

a connected line of cars
(10 points)

Underline the words that are
mark in the blank before the

li The strange boarder became Harry's friend.

12. Who flew over San Francisco on a foggy night?

e(3. What happened to Susan Bearskin?

4. She challenged Earl to a race.

V/5. What did Earl ask Susan's father to make?

_k!p. Where did Davie travel to meet his parents?

7. They were not there yet.

/8. When was the first skyscraper built?

9. Davie played stickball well.

10. Linear cities may be a reality soon.

L4

11. Why would domes by used over cities?

a

ti
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.

12. Where did Harry get the Volo.01.1?iy

.`f 13. Who was Hiss Turner?

61
\RAMIE

03 C
. What happened to Ilustang at tht. end?

4 15. When did Mr. Clark blow thewwhistle? (15 points)

6. Look at the following sentences. Underline the verb in each., In

the space provided, turn each statement into a negative 'one by
using a form of do and not and making any needed changes in the
verb.

1. Harry's wings s- ead out behind him.
Harry's wings did not spread aut behind him.

2. Susan wears moccasins to school.
Susan does not wear moccasins to school.

3. Earl bumped Susan during the race.
Earl did not bump_Susan during, the race.

4. Harry awoke with a start.
Harry did not awake with a start.

5. Big.Josh helped Davie with Hustang.
Big Josh did not help Davie with Mustang.

6. Emil makes the best hot dogs in the world.
Emil does not make the beat hot dogs in the world.

7. Uncle Joe trave4d to many places.
Uncle Joe dtd not travel to many places.

. B. Louis Sullivan designed the first skyscraper
Loui Sullivan did not dkagn-the first sliys.creatr.

9. Fog often covars the Berkeley Hills.
Fog dries not often cover the Berkeley Hills.

10. Joseph B. Strauss designed the Golden Gate Bridge.
:Joseph B. Strauss did not design the Golden Gate Bridge.

(10 points)

7. Turn each sentence into a question by moving the verb marker or
the form of be to the beginning and write the question in the

space provided.

1. Austang was good to Davie.
Was :fustang good to Davie?

2. Davie had traveled to New York from the West Coast.
Had Davie traveled to Neil York from the West Coast?

3. San Francisco is a hill city.'
Is San Francisco a hill city?
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Teacher's copy.

4. The other children were crowding around Susan and Earl.
Were the other children crowding around Susan and Earl?

5. Davie did stay wAth his uncle for a while.
Did Davie stay 4ith his uncle for a whilel (5 points)

B. Comprehension and Literary Skills

1. Read the following paragraphs from this unit. In the space
provided after each, describe in a few words the mood of the 9

passage. Then underline the words that helped create this mood.

ChoobV froti 'Vie words below.'"The first one has been one for you.
suspense, quiet, lighttess, fear, acceptance, sense of smallness,

.excitenent, mystery, sense of loss

1. He got out his flashlight, the extra big one that !fr. Brighton
had given him for his birthday, and cautiously opened the doot

of his room. Marco's Boardinghouse slumbered in an after-

midnight kind of quietness\
Mood: suspense, mystery

2. Up and up he went, in a wide circle, his heart pounding with

a crazy excitement that was more than half fright. The

wind as wet against his face, and his ears were ,cull of the

breathy whirr of feathers
hood; excitement, fear, suspense

3. He reached back suddebly and touthed the spot where the wings

had been. As he ran hib fingers across his back, he had a
strange sensation that in some unexplainable way the wings

were still there. It was as if he would always be able to feel
them there, now that he knew about them--deep inside his
back--tiny wings or 'maybe only wing buds.
Mood: Sense of losses acceptance

4. She was in Chicago! Tiny particles of dust swished before
her eyes. She wondered if she was going to be sick. Today

she must go to the brick school that Otretched from one street

to another. There would be more children than needles on a
pine*tree, and she would not know one of them.

!rood: Fear, sense of smallness

5. The next morning when Susan walked outside, her feet felt as

though they were covered with feathers. Instead of the clomp

of her heavy school shoes on the hard cement, her moccasins
made no sound at all. They were as good for the city streets

as for the paths of the (forest.
;bod: Quiet, lightness
(Answers may vary.) (5 poi te)
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Teacher's copy

2. Belay are the names of characters in Unit 6. Under -them are

listed the problems faced by these characters. Vetch the characters
_and their problems by writing the letter of each piOblem,in_the
blank before the charaCter's name.

d 1. Davie Shaw

e 2. Susan Bearskin

a 3.-0Frank Lloyd Wright

b 4. Josh Pringle

f 5. Harry Houdini Marco

a. How to properly house modern works of art for display.
b. How to earn a lining when the last carriage house and stable

in New York was torn down
c. How to provide an education for a rapidly changing student

body
d. How to explain to his parents why he traveled alone across the

continent
e. How to adjust to a new environment and prove one's worth as

an individual
f. How to live up to the great expectations of him as reflected

in his girten name (5 points)

C. Study Skills

Read this story about hornets and wasps. Complete the outline that

follows the story.

Hornets and Wasps

European hornets have become established in the United States. If you can

get a good look, you vall see they are really brown and yellow. The European

hornet sometimes makes its nest from a branch of a tree or under the eaves of

a building where it is protected from rain and wind.

One of the most common wasps, found all around the world, is the paper

wasp. These wasps are almost tame. They usually build a comblike nest under

the eaves of a building. These wasps are over an inch long and are usually

brown or brown and black. They are very helpful and should not be destroyed.

We should be glad to have them around!
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Hornets and Wasps

I. European hornets

Teacher's copy

A. Common in U S.
B. Brown and)rellow.color
C. Builds nest from a branch or under eaves

II. Paper wasp

A. Tame
B. Comblike nest under eaves of building

C. An inch long
D. Usually brown or brown acid black

E. Very ,hebpful or do not destroy them (10 points)

(Answers may vary)

D. Composition

arti

1. Underline the word or words in the following sentences that would

appear in italics in printed material. .

4026

.1

1. Did you see The Wizard 64 Oz? (1/2 point)

2. The Friendship 7 splashed down in this Pacific Ocean.(1/2 point)

3. Whenever I sneeze, my friend says, "Geshundheit." (1/2 point)

2. Rewrite each sentence using correct punctuation.

4. Sarah went to bed at 930 ye-
Sarah went to bed at 9:30 P.U. (1 1/2 points)

5. nary word her new clothes a
black patent-leather shoes

1141/2TILLIPr new clot
andand a black atent-leather s

plaid shirt a white sweater and

a plaid skirt,_ a white sweater,

hoes. (2 points)'

6. I'

to the movies " said Clara.
m going to the movies said Clara.

(1 1/2 points)

7. OtNsaid Cheryl What movie are you going to see tonight

,jeml,_"Oh"saidCI"Whatmovie are you going to see tonight?"
(3 1/2 points)
Total 10 points

20 corrections
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3. Imagine that you have a chance to
Describe your destination and the
include why you chose it. Use at

.2.2/

Teacher's copy

fly on a trip for twelve hours.
route of your slight. Also
least two or three paragraphs.

The correction for this composition should. be based upon child's
ability to express ideas in sentences and to orginize thoughts
with adequate attention given to spelling and punctuation
appropriate for the level.

Recommended rating:
C - Commendable
S - Satisfactory
N - Needs Improvement VES1

tOlti
t4\00.



'grizzly

tremendous

fang

antler

vit

supply

b urrou

scalp

describe

mold

model

appear

dismount

hatchet

handsome

finish

chipmunk

vegetable

soup

syrup

spinach

salad

fork

complain

blanket

scamp

folks

.Suggested Spelling List
Level le

purse

irony

emus 8

reckoned

scurried

evaporate

tornado

hardpan

confound

pumpkins

yank

squash

collide

lingo

ocean

outrun

shucks

engineer

trans fer

schedule

admit

presently

overcome

prophecy

incantation

t°1vivid

parachute

vicinity

pajama

ballet

corridor

locate

tense

courage

announce

challenge

focus

gym

polite

unison

avenue

.tenement

oarehouse

eddied

stoop

oppose

astonish

salute

as



FREEDOM'S GROUND Unit 5 Level lg Elem Guide
BIBLIOGRAPHY

Blair, Walter, Tell Tale America: A Le enda Histo of Our Humorous Heroes.
New York: Coward- McCann, Inc. Developing the theme of hardship s role in
"raising up heroes," the author tells with gusto the stories of Paul
Bunyan, Davy Crockett, Captain Stormalong, Windwagon Smith, and other
legendary and near-legendary characters who have helped to shape the nation
and the national character.

Bontemps, Arna, Golden Slippers; An Anthology of Negro Poetry for Young Readers.
New York: Harper & Row Publishers, Inc. This selection of Negro poetry
for the young is especially appropriate for reading aloud.

Bowman, James Cloyd, Pecos Bill: The Greatest Cowboy of All Time. Chicago:
Albert Whitman & Co. These humorous tales of Pecos Bill's marvelous doings

_range from his childhood with the coyotes to his career as a famous cowpundher.
Chase, Richard, Grandfather Tales, American-English Tall Tales, Boston: Houghton

Mifflin Co. Stories, rhymes, and songs gathered from Southern mountain
people have6been retold in the vernaculai of the region.

Felton, Harold W., Hike Fink, Best of the Keelboatmen. New York: Dodd, Head &
Company. Children will enjoy the facts, anecdotes, history, legend, and
folklore of the unique and justly famed hero who was half "hoes" and half
alligator. He could outrun, outjump, and outfight any man who challenged
him.

Fleischman, Sid, By the Great Horn Spoon! Boston: Little, Brown & Co. Jack Flagg,
an orphan, runs away from home accompanied by the butler, Praiseworthy, and
takes part in the Gold Rush of 1849. The pompous butler involves them in
many hilarious adventures.

Hazeltine, Alice Isabel, ed., Hero Tales from Many Lands. Nashville, Tennessee:
Abingdon Press. The author has collected tales &bout familiar and unfamiliar,
real and legendary heroes of many peoples from England to Japan.

Huber, Miriam Blanton, Story and Verse for Children. New York: The Macmillan
Company. An anthology of literature for children to be used primarily by
teachers and parents with children.

Hunt, Mabel Leigh, Better Known as Vohntly_Appleseed. Philadalphia: J.B. Lippincott
Company. The many legends centering around John Chapman - pioneer, missionary,
and apple lover - are incorporated in this story of the eccentric character
who wandered through the Middle West making friends with the Indians,
preaching, and sowing apple seeds.

Keats, Ezra Jack, John Henry: An American Le end. New York: Pantheon Books, Inc.
This is the story of John Henry, whp was born and died with a hammer in his
hand.

Le Sueur, Meridel, Little Brother of the Wilderness. Few York: Alfred A. Knopf,
Inc. John Chapman spent his life traveling through the United States sowing
apple seeds in order that all people might be able to enjoy the fruit.

UcCormick, Dell J., Paul Bunyan Swings His Axe. Caldwell, Idaho: Caxton Printers,
Ltd. Paul, the mighty logger, and his blue ox, Babe, loom larger than life
in this hilarious tale of their exploits.

--,
Tall Timber Tales: More Paul Bu_..r,,LLItEn'a. Caldwell, Idaho: Caxton

Printer, Ltd. bore stories of Paul Bunyan, Babe, his blue ox, and some of
his good friends such as Johnny Inkslinger and Sourdough Sam.

McMeekin, Isabel AcLennan, Journey Cake. New York: Julian Mesener, Inc. Juba,
a free colored woman, takes six motherless children over the Wilderness Road
to rejoin their father in Kentucky. Johnny Appleseed appears in the story.

Roberts, Elizabeth Hadox, Under the Tree. New York: Viking Press, Inc. The
simplicity and directness of these poems about a child's everyday world
reveal this poet's genius for seeing through a child's eyes and her ability
to communicate with children.
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Sandburg, Carl, EarlY Moon. New York: Harcourt Brace Jovanovich, Inc. A
collection of free verse which pictures familiar people and things in a way
that is different the fog "on cat feet."

Shapiro, Irwin, Heroes in American Folklore. New York: JuAan Messner, Inc.
Tall tales about Casey Jones, Old Stormalong, John Henry, Steamboat Bill,
and Joe Magarac.

Stoutenberg, Adrien, The Crocodile's Mouth: Folk -song_. New York: Viking
Press, Inc. The ballads of "Silas the Shipwrecked S ailor," 101d Hiram's
C oat," and "Paul and the R obber" are among the American folk songs presented
here.

Untermeyer, Louis, Modern American Poeta. New York: Harcourt Brace Jovanovich,
Inc. This collection reflects the ranger diiarctpd, and diversity of
modern American poetry. For the teacher's use with student.

Withers, Carl, A Rocket in M Pocket: Rhymes and Chants of Young Americans. New
York: Holt, Rinehart and Winston, Inc. These rhymes, chants, singing games,
and tougue twisters have been collected from children in different regtons
of the United States.

Wood, Ray, Fun in American Folk Rhymes. Philadelphia: J.B. Lippincott Company.
Here are nonsense jingles, riddles in verse, counting-out rhymes, and
rhymes of all kinds. Some have developed from folklore brought to America
from other lands some have grown from the lives and occupations of people
in America.
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BIBLIOGRAPHY OESX

American Heritage, The American Indian. New York: Random House. This historical
survey of the American Indian from pvhistoric times to the present deals
with art, invention, government, religion, and other aspects of tribal life.

Bleeker, Sonia, The Chippewa Initiacs; Rice Gatherets of the Great Lakes. New
York: William Morrow & Company, Inc. Subjects discussed include customs,
beliefs, seasonal travel'to harvest wild rice and make maple syrup, building
canoes, training of medicine men, and warfare. The final chapter is about
modern Chippewas.

Carpenter, Allan, Enchantment of New York: Chicago: Children's Press, Inc.
Historic and geographical information about New York is presented in three
parts: the state as a whole, the eastern counties of Long Island, and the
five boroughs of New York City.

Chu, Daniel, Passage to the Golden Gate: A History of the Chinese in America to
1910, New York: Doubleday S Company, Inc. This is an account of the
courage, hard work, and endurance of the Chinese who helped to build the
Central Pacific Railroad, of the Chinese Exclusion Act, and of Chinese tongs.
The unwillingness of many Chinese immigrants to Agericanize and give up
their old-world culture and values is contrasted with efforts of their children
to win acceptance in the American community.

Epstein, Sam. The First Book of Washington D. C. the Nation's Capital. New York:
Franklin Watts, Inc. The growth of our federal capital is summarized from
its beginnings in 1800 to emergence as a magnificent modern city. .Monuments,
buildings, and other places of interest are described.

Fife, Dale, The Boy Who Lived in the Railroad De ot. New York: Coward-McCann,
Inc. Eleven-year-old Barney finds it difficult to get along with the Western
boys when his family moves from New York City. His only friend is Jin Owl,
an Indian boy.
, Who's in Charge of Lincoln? New York: Coward-McCann, Inc. Through a
misunderstanding, eight-year-old Lincoln is left alone in his New York City
apartment. For the next two days the little boy's adventures. include having
stolen money thrust upon him and taking a trip alone to the Lincoln Monument
in Washington.

Forsee, Aylesa, Hen of Modern Architecture. Philadelphia: Macrae Smith Co.
Sketches are presented of AMericen-born architects or those whose adopted
country it is-through whose lives the reader can trace the evaluation of
modern architecture. Included are Louis Sullivan, Frank Lloyd Wright,
Eero'Saarinen, and Ludwig Mies Van der Rote.

Fritz, Jean, San Francisco. Chicago: Rand McNally & Company. The author describes
the city's beautiful natural setting; people and places important in its
history; its waterfront and hills; Chinatown; and the modern buildings.

Gregor, Arthur S., How the World's First Cl.ies Began. New York: E.P. Dutton &
Company, Inc. A gradual transition from wandering' bands of hunters to small
farming villages to the concentration of people in cities is traced in simple
text and informative pictures.

Jacobs, Herbert,Frank Lloyd Wright America's Greatest Architect. New York:
Harcourt, Brace, Jovanovich, Inc. This is an inspiring biography of Wright,
the architect, with photographs illustrating some of his most outstanding
buildings.

Jacobs, Leland B., Is Somewhere Always Far away? New York: Holt, Rinehart and
Winston, Inc. These simple poems answer this question with evocations of
the country, the city, make-believe, and home.

Jones, Weyman, The Talking Leaf. New York. Dial Press, Inc. Atsee grows up as
a mountain Cherokee during the time of President Monroe. how he turns to-
ward the ways of the white man and cherishes the "talking leaf" given him
by his teacher, but still maintains the tie to his people, makes an unusual
Indian story.
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Judson, Clara Ingram, The Green Ginger Jar: A Chinatowg pystem Boston:
Houghton Mifflin Co. This mystery set in Chicago) Chinatown involves
impulsive Aimed and studious Foo)Chen and their family.

Lenski, Lois, Bayou Suzette. Philadelphia: J.B. Lippincott Company. The friend-
ship tietween Suzette and_Marteel, the little Indian girl whom she takes home
to become a membqr of her family, is woven into a lively tale set in the
Louisiana bayou country.

, The Life I Live: Collected Poems. New York: Henry Z. Walck, Inc. This is
a treasure house for reeding-aloud. The author's legacy to children is
gathered into sections such as."My Little World" and XU.1 Through the Year."

Moore, Lamont, The First Book of Architecture. New York: Franklin Watts, Inc.
Developing aspects of architecture used for worship, living, governing,
and pleasure, this book treats such monuments as StonehengeOthe Guggenheim
Museum, Woaieval cathedra29,and the Paris Opera.

Neville, Emily, It's Like This Cat. New York: Harper & Row, Publishers, Inc.
Dave's account of his fourteenth year gives a good picture of his parents,
his New York City friends and neighbors, and his pet cat. Winner of Newbery
Medal.

Peet, Creighton, The First Book of Skyscrapers. New York: Franklin Watts, Inc.
The history of skyscrapers past and present and what make them possible.
4iiterealning information on the specialist workers such as the sure-footed
Mohawk Indians on the,high steelwork.

Richter, Conrad, The Light in the Forest. New. York: Alfred A. Knopf, Inc. True
Sam, a white boy, had lived the life of an.Indian ever since he was captured
at the age of four. When he is forced to return to his parents, he is torn
between the free Indian life and the restrictions of the settlers. Companion
volume is A Country of Strangers with Mary Stanton as the key figure.

Robbinv Irving, The How and Why Wonder Book of Caves to Skyscrapers. New York:
Grosset & Dunlop, Inc. The story of how environment affected design is
traced from caves and igloos, thatched huts, and adobes, up through modern
dwellings: Emphasis is on the ultramodern in architecture.

Schwartz, Alvin, America's Exciting Cities. New York' Thomas Y. Crowell Company.
This survey presents information on twenty-four big cities from Miami,
Quebec, and Washington, D.C., to Seattle. The author provides compact
information on historical, scientific, artistic, and literary sights as well
as on things to do.
, The City and Its People: The Story of One City's Government. New York:
E.P. Dutton & Company, Inc. Photographs and text describe the activities of
the mayor, the business administrator, and City Council; the business areas
and residential neighborhoods of Trenton, N.J., are described, the program
for urban renewal, as are the war on poverty, and the work of the local
service agencies.

Thompson, Hildegard, Getting to Know American Indians Today. New York: Coward-
McCann, Inc. The authcr describes life of a modern Indian family on a
Navajo reservation. She includes brief iraormetion about customs and ways
of life of modern Hopis and Pueblos.

Other Suggested Readings Level 14

Read, Herbert, ThiElllazight., Selected to delight children; followed by fine ps
essay, "What is Poetry?'

Untermayer, Louis, ed., Rainbow in The Ski. Leans heavily on o11 and familiar
poems.

Austin, Mary, The Children Sin The Far West.
Courlander, Harold, The King's Drum and Other Stories. Stories from Africa

identified by tribe; excellent notes.
Lang, Andrew, ed., Arabian Fight. Large print and good black-and-white

illustrations.
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Steel, Flora Annie, Edglish Rairy Tales. All the favorites.
MacMillan, Cryus, Glooskap's Country, and Other Indian Tales. One of the finest

collections of Indian tales available.
D'Aulaire and Parin, Book of Greek Myths.
Bond, Michael, A Bear Named Faddin ton. A Peruvian bear - with hat and suit-

case - ups is a British household.
Butterworth, Oliver, The Enormous Egg. The village of Freedom, New Hampshire id

thrown into a twitter when a hen lays a dinosaur egg.
Graham, Kenneth, The Wind in The Willows.
Lewis, C.S., The Lion, The Witch and the Wardrobe, Horse and His Boy, Prince

--Caspian, The Magician's Nephew, The Silver chair, The Voyage of the Dawn
Treader, The Last Battle. A mythical world - Narnia - in which confrontations
between good - the Lion Asian - and evil - The Witch - are constant. Excellent.

Selden,'Gcorgc, The Cricket in Times Square. Chester, a Connecticut cricket,is
the hero of this story centered in a Timea Square subway station.

Bell, Thelma H., yeller Eye. Story of a mountaineer life and a boy's love for
his pet cat.

Krumgold, Joseph, ...And Now 'aguel. 12 year-old Miguel struggles to prove
to his father that his is as good a sheep herder as his 18 year-old brother.

Berry, Erick, Hay-Foot, Straw-Foot. A Brummer boy in the French and Indian War
wklainspired "Yankee Doodle Dandy."

I



Dear Parent,

taye/ /9'
LANGUAGE ARTS
Level Report Elam. School

Avon, Conn.
Date

has completed the Language Arts skills

taught at Level 18. The following is an overview of your child's nexttlevel.

Overviuy of Level 19

I. Decoding Skills

A. Vowel and consonant sound. patterns
B. Base words, roots, and affixes
C. Suffixes Ex. -ion, -mcnt, -cnce, ful, -en
D Prefiges - Negative, direCtion, greek, and their meanings
E. Stresr - primary and secondary
F. Proofreading

II. Comprehension and Literary Understnading

A. Main ideas and supporting details
B. Sequence of events
C. Humorous language
D. Facts and explanations
E. Point of view
F. First and third person narration
G. Appreciation of human values and aesthetics

III. Language

A. Vocabulary.- developing word meanings, idiomatic expressions, synonyms,
vocabulary with regional d&alects

B. Word usage
1. Verbs - verb markers, past forms, and sentence position
2. Nouns - markers,,plural forms, subjects
3. Adjectives - sentence position, comparison forms
4. Adverbs - sentence position, comparison forms

C. Sentences - patterns
D. Handwriting - cursive forms
E. Punctuation
F. Capitalization

IV. Study Skills

A. Dictionary
B. Encyclopedia
C. Atlas
D. Thesaurus

V. Creativity

A. Extending experiences before, during and after each story read.

B. Writing descriptive paragraphs, essays, and researching and writint,
reports
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* Review skills from Previous Levels

I. DECODING SKILLS

.149

SW
01101110.

.

A. Phonology (Study of the sound structure of our language)

1. Vowel and 6onsonant sound patterns in syllables
CV - long vowel
CVC - short vowel

2. One sound represents different spellings
er er, ear
'a - are, air

3. Letter sequence related to sound and meaning.
team - meat, mate, tame
tables - stable, ablest

4. Letter substitution
thank,-tank
chew, shoe

5. Stress - identify primary and secondary stress; stress patterns in

compound words

6. Puncture (pause), and stress as meaning signals

7. Pronunciation of glossary words in terms of Pronunciation Key

syabols.

B. Worphology (study of word structure and word information)

1. Base words, roots, and affixes
2. Compounding to make new words
3. Suffixes change verbs to nouns

collect - collection
govern - government
differ - difference

4. Prefixes - negative prefixes, prefixes of direction, Greek prefixes,

meanings of prefixes
5. Inflectional morphemes

1. plural
2. possessive
3. pres., past
4. participal

6. Derivational Morphemes

a. For example:; -ful - to make an adjective form
-en - to make verb form;to make adjective form

II. CONPREHENSION

A. Literal and Inferential

1. Identify.-:
2. Distinguish between facto and conclusions

3. Construct hypothesis
4. Make inferences about Character's attitudes and feelings

5. Hovement, gesture, and facial expression

ti

Cc
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6. Sequence of events
7. Identify underling concepts
8. Facts and explanations, ,

B. Critical Thinking

1. Identify chapters, character'development, And plot structure in
a novel

2. Identify sonnet
3. Charadteristles of haiku
4. Identify humorous language, situation, and characters in humorous

fantbay.
5. Recognizing characters and situations familiar to pupils in real-

istic fiction.

III. LANGUAGE

A. Syntax (Study of grammatical. atru tuts)

1. Verbs
a. Verb markers, past forms, and sentence poSition
b. Identify predicates

ti

2. Nouns
a. Barkers, plural forms, and, noun-forming suffixes.
b. Identify subjects

3. Adjectives
a. Sentence position, ability to show comparison; and function

4. Adverus
a. Sentence
and manner.

position, and unction as indicators of time, place,

/lb 4)

5. Sentences
a. !leaning signals to readers
(space, capitalization, punctuation marks and type.)

b. Commas and dashes - written meaning signals
c. Sentence patterns

1. Noun-Verb
2. NoUn-Verb-Noun
3. Noun-Linking Verb Noun
4. Noun-Linking Verb - Adjective

5. Noun-Linking Verb -Adverb
d. Expanding simple subjects and predicates by adding words and

word groups.

B Semantics (The exploration of meaning assigneed to words and groups of
words)

1. Identify vocabulary diffenences in regional dialects

2. Idiomatic expressions
3. Specific and general vocabulary
4. Connotations of synonyms

,strange - peculiar
5. Jargon terminolofy of a particular group

ones.6. Substituting specific words for general
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7. !eaning of words fit 'context

Jon jumped six feet high.
Ile got to his feet and fled.

C. Handwriting

1. Diagnose and review all cursive forms
2. Review joining of cursive letters
3. Extend cursive writing into all subject areas
j4. Proofread Written word for correct handwriting forms.

D. lechanics

1. Punctuation
a. Apostrophe

1. Contractions
2. In singular and plural possessives

b.' Colon
1. In writing time
2. After introductory word of list or. long beries

3. At the end of the greeting of a business letter
4. To show the chapteryand verse of a quotation from the

Bible
5. Sometimes used to introduce a quotation (usually when

dialogue for a play)
c. Coruna

1. Between words or phrases in a series
2. In dialogue between speaker and what is said
3. After introductory expressions(Yes; No)
4. Before and after an interrupter, to set off the name of

a person who is addressed-directly by name.

5. After greeting of 'a friendly letter and after the closing

of all letters
6. To separate two closely related sentences that are combined

by a connecting word.

d. Dash
1. Between pages
2. Between hours in referents to time

e. Exclamation mark
1.. To show great feeling

f. Hyphen
Review division of words

g. Italics
1. Referring to the names of books, plays, and movies

2, q*ferring to special ships, trains, or airplanes

3. POferring to wordb from another language
4. Giving particular attention to letters, words, or phrases

h. Perioria

Review us es of period

i. Question marks
Review uses of question marks

j. Quotation marks
Review uses of quotation marks

k. Underlining
1. Titles of books
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2. Capitalization
Review uses of capital letters'

3. Letters and addresses
Review parts of friendly and business letters

IV. STUDY SKILLS

A. Function of Glossary or Dictionary(spell, pronaunce, define wor

B. Encyclopedia
1. LOcate information
2. Subtopics
3. Cross-references

C. Atlas

D. Introduce theaaurus

V. LITERARY UNDERSTANDING

A. Rhetoric and Literary Skills
1. Alliteration 7. Point of View
2".1 Character 8. Simile and Metaphor
3. Climax 9. Subjective and Objective Writing
4. Contrast 10. Humor
5. Plot
6. Narration(firsit and third person)

11. Limerick
12. Theme
13. Haiku

14. Poetry
15. Prose

B. Human Values and Aesthetics

1. To develop awareness of the importance of obtaining all the facts
before judging or criticizing someone.

2. To foster awareness of variation in value system.
3. To develop an appreciation of science fiction.
4. To develop an interest in the scientific method.'
5. To develop awareness and enjoyment of puns.
6. To develop an interest in how English grows and changes.
7. To relate pupil s awn experience to the experience of story

characters.
8. Toxstimulate an interest in the historical relationships among

languages.
9. To challenge pupils to think abut various possible ways to

communicate.

VI: CREATIVITY

A. Developing Creative Potential
ti

1. Listening t( recordings of poems and stories
2. Creating appropriate signs and symbols for nonverbal mamunication.
3. Completing open ended stories
4. Role-playing situations related to stories
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SES1 t61 1111111111.5. Dramatizing stories presented.
6. Taking field trips to areas of interept.
7. Preparing science exhibits on topics related to selections.
8. Drawing and painting pictures for display.

B. Composition

1. Descriptive paragraphs
2. Essays
3. Original poems and stories
4. Summarizing a novel
5. Haiku
p. Researching and writing reports on tdpics related to selection.

VII. 2!ATERIALS

A. 'Reauired - Holt, Rinehart and Winston, Inc.
1. Riders On .Earth - And-2

a. Text (pupil and teacher's handbook)
b. Workbook
c, Satal .ite. Books

1. Unit 1 - Deeplike-the-River! The Life of LangstonilulleA
"Dolphin Island"-

Unit 2 - Nulti le - Choice Stories
Pen, Paper and Poem

d. AV Naterial .

1. Recordings - Unit 1 "The Dream Keeper"
'The Forgotten Door (Chapter 1)

Unit 2 "Pretty Words"
"The Sappy Reasons"

2. Sound Filmstrips
Unit 1 Reaching for the noon

Print and Speech
Unit 2 Language Without Words

Secrets of a Word Family

B. Alternate Reading Program - approval of Reading Department;

1. UcGrau Hill - Programed Reading (Sullivan)
2. !Terrill, Charles - Readers

3. Scott Foresmaa
4. Ginn 360

C. Supplementary Naterials
1. Language

a. Holt, Rinehart and Winston, Inc. The Arts and Skills of REELL2Books

5 and 6 (sample copies of workbook)

b. Laidlaw - Discovery in Enlish - Book 5
Pro cress In English - Book 6

c. Scott, Foresman - Language and How To Use It(Activitiea Books 5

and 6 sample copies and records Duplicating ?asters)

d. Harcourt, Brace and World - The Roberts Series - Books 5 and 6

(workbooks as samples)
e. Random House -. The Writing Bug Kit (filmstrips, tapes, activity

cards)
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d. Ginn - Creativity Idea Books: liElil:mare For Those tlho
Wonder

g. Harcourt, Brace and World - First 412144a- Book 6
h. Laldlau Courage and A0ve0turssz- Book 6
i. Random House - f4.16- Book 6
j. Lippincott - ReriairTy7f5rVreing Book 5 and 6
k. Paperbacks /

1. Scholastic Individu4ized Reading Kits
2. Limited copies of assorted paperbacks

1. Barnell Loft, Ltd. - Capitalization and Punctuation" Individualized
kit Sets C and D

2. Spelling
a. 220 Basic Dolch
b. Scott, Foresman
c. .Webster, I;cGrau

d.' Noble and Noble
e. Economy Company

List
- Spelling Onr Langulat7Book 5 and 6

Hill - Basic Goals in Spell, m. - Book 5 and 6
Spe1174rite Book 5 and 6

- Conttnuous Progress Spelling Kit

3./Handuriting
al Scott, Foresman - Writing Our Language - Book 6

4. Enrichment Materials
a. Lyons and Carnahan.- The New Phonics We Use 15-E-F-G

b. Bernell Loft, Ltd. Specific Skills Series D-E-F
(Main Idea, Sequence, Context, Sounds, Following Directions,
Locating the Answers, Getting the Facts, Drawing Conclusions)

c. Teacher made materials (See Activities Section of Guide)
d. Library filmstrips and tapes
e. S.R.A. Reading Labs 11C and 11A
f. EDL Controlled Reader and Language !taster

g. Continental, Hayes, Jen Duplicating Masters
h. Educators Publishing - Wordy Wise - Book A and 2
i. Dictionary and Encyclopedia
D. Dr. Herr Crossword Puzzles - Book 2

VIII. EVALUATIOA

A. Required.
1. Holt, Rinehart and Winston -

stories
2. Holt, Rinehart and Winston
3. Teacher made Tests

Evaluation Masters for individual

- End of Unit Tests (19a, 19b)

B. Optionhl:
1. Informal Reading Inventory
2. Gates - MacGinite Test Standardized
3. Metropolitan Achievement.Test
4. Botel Inventory of PhonetiC Skills
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A. Reading and Language

Total 100 Rts.

1. Read the followigg words. Underline the syllable that receives
primary stress in each word.

1. decided 6. nowhere

2. expect 7. campressdd

3. friendliness 8. milkman

4. bloodhound 9. remember

5. themselves 10. headlight

2. Say the following
Sh for short or L
syllable.

45"

SESI

000,1.

(5 points)

words. In the blank following each word, write
for long for the vowel sound in the accented

1. bellop 6. music

2. blackness 7. happily

3. chicken S. public

4. peeking 9. fireplace

5. faded 10. possible (5 points)

3. Underline.each prefix and suffix. In the blank before each word,
mark R if the remainder of the word(without affixes and prefixes)
is a root word and mark B if it is a base word.

1. -).produce

2. sadly

3. quieting

4. thankful

5. induction

4. Read each sentence and
completes the sentence

1. No one likes to be

2. He
acted counteracted

6. renounce

7. nonsense

8. antiwar

9. reduce

10. statement (10 points)

the words below it. Decide which word
best and write that word in the blank.

called
social antisocial

quickly to put out the fire.

3. The
edible

food had to be thrown away.
inedible
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4. tires are useful in winter.
Skid Nonskid

5. The mef became waiting,for the elevator.
.

patient impatient (5 points),

5. Each sentence below has an idiom from the story. Underline the idiom .

and rewrite the sentence to show the intended meaning, AccaT, wai

1. The situation was out of hand.

2. Hold your horses.

3. He was fit to be tied.

4. It serves him right.

5. Dad says that he means business.

(5 points)

6. Underline the nouns in the paragraph below, using noun markers, plural
endings, noun-forming suffixes, and position as clues.

There was a new surprise. Mary Bean served scrambled eggs, along with home

canned vegetables, generous slices of baked ham, and some fried chicken left over

from the day before. Little Jon ate ravenously, but he refused to touch the ham

and chicken. Mary Bean sat down. Little Jon was aware of her growing

bewilderment as she stared at him. His own confusion matched hers. But he

fought it down while his midd sorted the new words he was learning. (10 pts.)

7. 'Underline the verbs in the paragraph below, using past forms and
position as clues.

It happened so quickly, so unexpectedly. Little Jon gave one short

cry, and the blackness closed over him. No one knew about the hole.

It was not there. the day before. At the moment it happened, the first

shooting stars crossed the sky. They streamed across like strings of

jewels from another planet-and everyone watched them. (10 points)
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8. Underline the adverb or adverbial phrase in each sentence. Then in
the blank, write whether the adverb or adverbial phrase tells
When, Where, or How.

1. Mary made a dress today.

2. The women met at the store.

3. The fog disappeared quickly.

4. They found the old chair in the attic,

5. The celebration will be in a week.

6. They sang the songmerrily1

7. The children played hopscotch in the ihhool yard.

B. Comprehension and Literary-Skills

(7 points)'

1. In the blank before each of the following sentences, write S if the
sentence contains a simile and M if the sentence contains a
metaphor. Underline the two things being compared.

1. Jon dashed away like a streak.

2. The cave was the gate to another world.

3. She had a fleshy face, with small, shrewd Imes as hard and
round as creek pebbles.

4. Some people want to make life suhh an ugly game.

5. The rock was broken by a force as strong as a lightning
bolt. (5 points)

2. Read the following groups of sentences. In the blank before each,
write First if the sentences are written in the first person and
Third if they are written in the third person.

1. After I leave, wait a few minutes. Then climb the gap and
I'll meet you there.

2. He stowed, pretending to be undecided. He could make out
Gilby and Angus and several others.

3. I don't remember what it's like where I come from. I

know it isn't like this.

4. Little Jon thought of the cave. He was anxious to return
to it.

5. Something was wrong. Sally looked4frightened. (5 points)
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3. Read each quoted statement below. In thet+blank write the name of

the character from The Forgotten Door who said it.

1. "Stop! I know you--you're one o' them Cherokees from over the
ridge! I'll teach you to come meddlin' on my land!"

0 2. "Thank Pete some idiot like Angus Macklin didn't find you, Jon.
It was lucky we happened on you when we did."

31 0.0,I0only want to know where the boy was all day Saturday dad
Sudday. That also goes for your boy. I believe Brooks is hi
name." \\

4. 71Miss Josie,ig this boy--whatever his name is-is a welfare case,
I have aright to know whatever there is to know about him.

5. ltuch more is known about Jon than can ever be told here. He
has every right to visit the Beans for as long as they wish.
It is very unfortunate that he happened to be drawn into the
public eye when so much depends upon-secrecy."

(5 points)
C. Study Skills
t.

1. Read tne five words listed below. Write each word from the list w

4 4
Werit *VjabifiFellybeweepry9 other words.

emphatically lichens exclusive 'ferret concussion

1. exceptional

2. fangs

3. concoction

4. effect

5. knapsack

familiarity

filigree

consciousness

enthralled

mercenary (5 points)

2. Study this sample dictionary entry. In the blank before each
sentence, put the/number of the correct definition of the word as
it is used in the sentence.

cur rent (kel:nt) 1. flow of water or air. 2. flow of electricity
through a wire. 3. the course or movement(of events dr opinions).
4. of the present time.

1. He asked for a current newspaper.

2. The lights went out when the current was turned off.

3. He swam with the Current.

4. The war changed the current of events. (8 points)
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3. The words below are written in Pronunciation_ Key symbols. In the

blank, write each word as you would normally, spell it. If
.necesury, check the dictionary.

1. plan! tiv le

2. mar saner

3. ri pull siv

4. fad@ rat

5. cher ke

5 points)

D. Composition
. - 1. In the following paragraph, look for words or phrases that make

you tend to dislike the character involved. Underline theso words
or phrases and write ones that create a better impression of the
character.

1. He was an ugly, man in overalls, with one: shoulder hilther.than

the other. The harsh features sunder the cape showed surprise...and

disbelief as he stared at Little Jon.' Then the thin mouth

twisted in fury. t10 pts.)

2.. Select one of the following situations and pretend that it
happened to you. In two or three paragraphs write what you
would have done..

1 1. You find yourself in a city in a strange country. Both the
food and the language aro unfamiliar.

2. You find yourself on a distant planet. You don't know how
you got there. The people are friendly.

C - Commendable
S - Satisfactory
N - Needs Improvement
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A. Reading and Language
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%OVATeacher'scopy Ow.

Sts
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1. Read the following wo.Lds. Underline. the syllable that receives
primary stress in each word.

1. decided 6. nowhere

2. expect 7. compressed

3. frieddliness B. milkman

4. bibedhound 9.( remember

5. thersekves 10
_

hPRdl i ht
_

(5 points)

2. Say the following words. In the blank following each word, ulith
Sh for short or L for long for the vowel sound in the adcented
syllable.

1. bellow Sh

2. blackness Sh

3. chicken Sh

4. peeking L 9. fireplace L-

5. faded L 10. possible Sh (5 pOints)

3. Underline each prefix and suffix. In the blank before each word,
mark R if the remainder of the word (without suffixes and prefixes)
is a root word and mark B if it is 'a base word.

6. music

7. happily Sh

8. public Sh

1. Ittmduce

2. B sadly

3. B quietim

4. B thankful

5. 01 induction

6. R renounce

7. B nonsense---_

8. B antiwar

9. R reduce

10. B statement (10 pOints)

4. Read each sentence and the words below it. Decide which word ,J0...:tt

completes the sentence best and write that word in the blank.

1. Ro one likes to be called antisocial.
social antisocial

411%

2. He acted quickly to put out the fire.
acted counteracted

3. The inedible food had to he thrown away.
edible inedible
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4. Honskid tires are useful in winter.
skid nondkid

Teacher's copy

5. The nen became inpatient, waiting for the elevator.
patient impatient

(5 points)

5. E. h sentence below has an idiom from the story. Underline the
idiom and rewrite the sentence to show the intended meaning.
Accept valid responses.

1. The situation V7 as out of hand.
The situation was out of control.

2. Hold your horses%
Be patient

3. He was fit to be tied.
He was angry.

4. It serves him right.
It is what he deserves.'

5. Dad says that he means business.
Dad says that he is serthous. (5 points)

6. underline the nouns in the paragraph below, using noun markers,
plural endings, noun-forming suffixes, and position as clues.

440

A kt04":6

There was a new surprise. Nary Bean .sewed scrambled eggs, along w3.0 holm-

canned vegetables, generous slices of baked ham, and some fried chicken left

over from the (1E before. Little Jon ate ravenously, but he refused to touch

the ham and chicken. Mary Bean sat don. Little Jon was aware of her growing

bewilderment as she stared at him. nis own confusion matched hers. But he

fought it down while his mind sorted the new words he was learning. (10 points)

7. Underline the verbs in the paragraph below, using past forms and
position as cJ.ues.

It happened so quickly, so unexpectedly. Little Jon gave one

short cry, and the blackness closed over him. No one knew about

the hole. It was not there the day before. At the moment it

happened, die First shooting stars crossed the shy. They streamed

across like strings of jewels from another planet-and everyone watched

them. (10 points)
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0. .Underline the adverb or adverbialiphrase in each sentence. Then
in the blank, write whether the adverb or adverbial phrase tells
When, Where, or How.

1. Nary made a dress todpy. !Men

2. The women met at the store. Where

3. The fog disappeared.eeicklY. How

4. They found the old chair in the attic. Where

5. The celebration will be in a creek. When

6. They sang the swig merrily - Uou

7. The children played hopscotch in the
school yard. !There

B. Comprehension and Literary Skills

.4

(7 points)

1. In the blank before each of the following sentences, write S if the
sentence contains a simile and It if the sentence contains a
metaphor. Underline the two things being compared.

1. S Jon dashed slay like a streak.

2. H The cave was the gate to another world.

3. S She had a fleshy face, with small, shrewd eyes as hard and
round, as creek pebbles .

4. II Some people want to make life such an ug1,-..game..

5. S The rock was broken by a force as strong as a lightnina
bolt. (5 points)

2. Read the following groups 017
write First if the sentences
Third if they are written in

sentences. In the blank before each,
are written in the first person and
the third person.

1. First After I leave, wait a few minutes. Then climb 'Ile
gap and I'll meet you there. ;,

2. Third He slowed, pretending to be undecided. He could make out
Gilby and Angus and several others.

3. First I don't remember what it's like where I come from. I

know it isn't like this.

4. Third Little Jon thought of the cave. He was anxious to return
to it.

5. Third Something t'as vrons. Sally looked frightened. (5 points)
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3. Read each quoted statement. below. In the blank write the name of
the character from The Forgotten Does who said it.

1. "Stop! I know youyou're one o' them Cherokees from over
the ridge: I'll teach you to come meddlin' on my land:"
2111y) Pitts

2. "Thank Pete some idiot like Angus Macklin didn't find you, Jon.
It was lucky wethappened on you when wesdid." somas Bean

3. "I only want to know where the boy was all day Saturday and

Sunday. That also goes for your boy. I believe Brooks is
his name.' Deputy Bush --

4. "Hiss Josie, if this boy--whatever his name is-is a welfare case,
I have a right to know whatever there is to know about him.

itra. Grootre

5. "Huck) more is known about Jon than can ever be told here. He

has every right to visit the Beans for as long as they wish.

It is very unfertunate that he happened to be dram into the
public eye when so much depends upon-secrecy." !Us Jostiel

(5 points)

C. Study Skills

1. Read the five words listed below, Write each word from the list
where it fits alphabetically between two other irords.

emphatically lichens exclusive ferret concussion

1. exceptional exclusive familiarity

2. fangs ferret filigree

3. concoction concussion consciousness

4. effect emphatically enthralled

5. khapsack lichens mercenary (5 points)

2. Study this sample dictionary entry. In the blank before each
sentence, put the number of the correct definition of the iiord
as it is used in the sentence.

cur rent (tcri ant) 1. flow of water or air. 2. flow of
electricity through a wire. 3. the course or movement (of events

of opinions) . 4. of the present time.

1. 4 He asked for a current newspaper.

2. 2 The lights went out when the current was turned off.

3. 1. He swam with the current.

4. 3 The liar changed the current of events. (8 points)
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3. The words below are written in Pronunciation
blank, write each word as you would normally
necessary, check the dictionary.

1. plini tiv 11

2. Mili.48 ner

3. ri pull siv

4. fas a nit fascinate

5. cheri'a ki Cherokee (5 points)

D. Composition

4;24.

Teacher's copy

Key syMbols. In the

spell it. If

plaintively

mercenary

repulsive

1. In the followitv, paragraph, look for words or phrases that make

you tend to dislike the character involved. Underline these wot

or phrases and write ones that create a better impression of the

character.

1. He was an ugly man in overalls, with one shoulder higher than

the other. The harsh features under the cap showed Rurprise

a

and disbelief as hh stared at Lit ile Jon. Then the thin

mouth twisted in furY.

Accept any reasonable 'better impressions" (10 points)

2. Select one of the following situations and pretend that it happened

to you. In two or three paragraphs write what you would have done.

1. You find yourself in a city in a strange country. Both the food

and the language are unfamiliar.

2. You find yourself on a distant planet. You don't know how

you got there. The people are friendly.

The correction for this section should be bases upon the child's

ability to express ideas in sentences with adequate attention

given to spelling and punctuation appropriate for the level.

Recommended rating:

Comitmendable -

Satisfautory - S
Needs Improvenent -N
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MY4 I*1"""LTotal 100 Rta.

" Date
A. Reading and Language

1. In the first blank following each word, write the vowel ant:
consonant sound pattern for the word and divide this pattern into
syllables for., speaking. In the second blank, inidcate ther tae
accented syllable has a short or long sound by writing SIT or L.

1. consult

2. robot

3. natter

4. impose

5. create

6. crumb

7. planet

3. trees

11

=.111a

1-.10111.101-

INIMEMINO

(0 points)

2. Read tna following words and sentences. Find a word to complete each
sentence and write the .7ord in the blank.

quadrhngle unique
triad
hexameter
octopus

dual
septennial
quintet

1. A is a group of three nusical tones.

2. The poen is. written in six measures in a line.

3. Occurring every seven years, it is a __event.

4. Since this box is also a carrying case, it,eerves a
purpose.

5. Tae apartnents are built arounC, a
four-sided piece of land. (5 points).

3. Read unch word in the first column. Find the definition of its
prefix; in Cla second column. virile the letter of the definition
in the blank.

1. Ioveeaer

2. decimal

a. hundred

b. nine
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3. centipede c. four

4. millenium d. thousand

5. multilateral e. ten

6. tetrasyllabic f. two

7. hemisphere g. many

8. bilingual h. half 4

24/4,

10 tof
E,

f AVAILABLE

(8 pointer

4. A pair of words that are close in meaning appears above each of the
following sentences. Choose the word that fits the sentence best and
write the word in the blank.

1. extravagant generous

?,Because Nary bought two hats she didn't ne d, her mother called her

2. slender scrawny

Most people try to stay as as possibiew

3. plump fat

The little girl was pleasingly

4. curious nosy

John was always about new inventiins in science.

5. weeping blubbering

The child was quietly at her desk. (5 pts.)

5. Read the following words and sentences. Find a word to complete each
sentence and write the word in the blank. Use each word only once.

imported
reduced

circumscribed persisted
transferred announced

1. Ue his luggage to the rack.

2, The principal the change over the loudspeaker.

3. The merchant reduced the of bikes.

4. The United States many products last year.

5. Jane in neglecting her homework.
(5 points)
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6. Write N-V in the blank after each Noun'.Verb sentence and N-V-N in the
blank after each Noun-Verb-Noun sentences Complete each Noun -Verb
sentence by adding a noun to make it a Noun-Verb-Noun sentence.

1. The men built a road.

2. The boy counted. Ex: the bees

3. The girl washed the dishes.

4. Steve watched the Uartians.

5,, Milo ate.

6. The woman cooked.

7. 011ie played.

3. His father sailed.

9. The teacher read the book.

C4

10. The team won a trophy.
(Answers will vary) ' (10 points)

7. The verbs in the sentences below are linking verbs. Thyy link nouns
to nouns or nouns to adjectives. Write N-LV-N in the blank after each
Noun-Linking-Verb-Noun sentence and N-LV-Adj. In the blank after each
Noun-Linking-Verb-Adjective senten

1. Steve was nervous.

2. Mike seemed confident.

3. The men were Uartians.

4. The clowns were &en.

5. Anti became frightened.

(5 poiOts)

8. Write N-LV-Adj. in the blank after each Noun-Linking-Verb-Adjective
sentence and N-LV-Adv. in the blank after each Noun-Linking7Verb-Adverb
sen*..ence.

1. The boys are happy.

2. Mrs. UacLaren is helpful.

3. The pupils are outside.

4. The ring is pretty.

5. The policeman was on a motorcycle.

(5 points)
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9. In the blank after each sentence, write a specific word that could

be substituted for the underlined word or words to make the
sentence clearer.

1. We live in a large city. Ex. Chicago, Atlanta

2. That animal can't be trusted'

3. What a lovely arrangement of flowers.

4. He plays the instrument well.

5. !!ore than anything, he needed aitool.
(Answers will vary.)

B. Comprehension and Literary Skills

(5 points)

1. Read the maid ideas and details below. In the blank after each main
idea, write the letters of the details that support that idea.

MAIN IDEAS

1. Some international events, such as world exhibitions, have
developed slips of their own.

2. Another attempt to make interuational communications possible
today is called "Semantography," which is a system of picture
writing.

3. Many organizations are working to develop new signs for the
future.

DETAILS

a. New signs will have to be tested all over the world.
b. A set of signs was designed for the Olympic games.
c. The arrow in Semantography shows direction.
d. Many future signs will use glyphs.
e. Expo 67 provided twenty-four signs without words.
f. The times sign is Semantography means much or many.
g. C.K. Bliss, an Australian, developed Semantography. (8i points)

2. Read each of the following sentences. Write a check in the blank
if the sentence gives an explanation for a fact in the sentence.
Underline the explanatory words.

1. They can't talk, but they can communicate because they project a

thought by simply thinking it.

2. Ray and Anti crawled out of their camp and went back toward the

tourist office.

3. American English has become popular throughout the world because

of American economic and political strength.
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4. Ray and Anti could not spend their time talking because they

didn't speak the same language.

5. 011ie came up to the plate like someone walking in a dream.
(- (5 points)

3. Numbers 1-6 list selection titles from Unit 2. Types of writing are
listed below. Match each title with the type of writing it
represents by writing a letter in the blank before the title.

1. "The Men of Mars"

2. "Confusion in the Marketplace"

3. "Adventure in Naples"

4. "William Jones: Language Detective"

5. "Signs and Symbols Around the World:

a. Fiction
b. Essay
c. Biography
d. Science fiction
e. Fantasy (5 points)

C. Study Skills

1. Study this sample.page from an encyclopedia index. Then answer the
questions below.

MATED STATES
/Agriculture

department of 1-359
education for 1-342
history 1-357

Areas and boundaries
Alaska 1-474
Mexico 18-833

Climate
desert 9-2
Indian summer 15-50
rainfall 23-189

Communication
advertising 1-196
pony express 22-353
television 26-299

Drama: see Drama - fterican
Exploration: see United States - history

1. In what volume would you look for information about studying

agriculture.

2. In what volume would you learn about the United States neighbor

toothe south?
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Date
3. What does Drama: see Drama - Wnterican meant

4. Under. United States, how many subtopics does this index contain?

5. How many subtopics are under Climate?

6. In what volume would you look to find the impact of television
in the United States?

7. In whattvolume and on what pages could you learn about Alaska?

8. If you want to campers rainfall in 'Delaware and Florida, where
will you look?

9. Where can you find information about thqlsettl and exploring
of the United States?

10. If you were seeking information about an official-in United
States agriculture, where would you check?

(10 points)

2.. Listed below are items about which you are seeking more information.
In the space before each item, write A for atlas, D for dictionary,

4

or Efor encyclopedia to indicate which is the best source in which
to find further information.

1. The plural form of bacteria

2. The four states that meet at one point

3. The largest body of water in the world

4. How the Olympic Games or ginated

5. The origin of the alph et

6. The definition of barometer

7. How to draw an octagon

8. Russia's neighboring countries to the south

9. The number of syllables in auxiliary

10. Photographs of the planets

D. Composition

1. In the following paragraph underline the words and gloup of words
that express the author's interpretation or point of view.

(10 points)

1. All the bees that had been at the feeding place were doing a

silly wagging dance. The lead bee flew in a straight line.

Then she turned, perhaps to see who was looking, and flew.
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02 5"/

playfully in a semicircle, waiting to see who was following her. The

bee anxiously repeated the same thing until she flopped down from

exhaustion. (6 points)

2. Put yourself in the following situation and write two or three
paragraphs describing your point of view.

Pretend you are a Ilartian from a strange planet here on Earth for the
first time. Report and describe reactions on seeing a rock group
performing before a large audience. Your report will be sent back to
your home planet.

Recommended rating':

Commendable -
Satisfactory - S
Needs Improvement - N
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1. In the first blank following each word, write the vowel and consonant
sound pattern for the word and divide this pattern into syllables
for speaking. In the second blank, indicate whether the accented
syllable has a short or long sound by, writing SH or L.

1. Consult CVCICVCC Sh

2. robot CV/CVC* L

3. matter CVC/VC Sh

4. impose VC/CVCe L

5. create CCV"VCe

6. crumb CCVC Sh

7. planet CCVC/VC Sh

8.. trees CCVC L 18 points)

2. Read the following words and sentences. Find a word to complete
each sentence and write the word in the blank.

quadrangle unique
triad dual
hexameter septennial
octopus quintet

1. A triad is a group of three musical tones.

2. The poem is written in Hexameter, six measures in a line.

3. Occurring every seven years, it is a septennial event.

4. Since this box is also a carrying case, it serves a dual purpose.

5. The apartments are built around a quadrangle, a four-sided
piece of land.

(5 points)

3. Read each word to the first column. Find the definition of its
prefix in the second column. Urite the letter of the definition
in the blank,

1. b November a. hundred

2. e decimal b. nine
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3. a centipede c.

.4. d.

5. 2......multilateral e.

6. c tetrasyllabic f.

7. h hemiisphere g.

G. f bilingual h.

101 tei WOONVE

four

Teacher's copy

thousand

ten

two

many

half . (8 points)

4. A pair of words that are close in meaning appears hbove, each of the

following sentences. Choose the word that fits the sentence beat and

write the word in the blank.

1. extravagant generous

Because Wary bought two hats she didn't need, her mother called

her extravagant.

2. slender scr.smy

Nost people try to stay as slender as possible.

3. plump fat

The little girl was pleasingly plump..

4. curious nosy

John was always curious about new inventions in science.

5. weeping blubbering

'The child tuts weeping quietly at her desk. (5 points)

5. Read the following words and sentences. Find a word to complete

each sentence and write the word in the blank. Use each word only

once.

imported a circumagribed

reduced transferred

persisted
announced

1. He transferred his luggage to the rack.

2. The principal announced the change over the loudspeaker.

3. The merchant reduced the price of hikes.

4. The United States imported many products last year.

5. Jane persisted in neglecting her horeuork. (5 points)
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vow 6. Write N-V in the blank after each Noun-Verb sentence and 11--V -r1 in
the blank if telt eichrNounkVilatetNben4skintence. Complete each Noun-
Verb sentence by adding a noun to make it a Noun-Verb-Noun sentence.

1. The men built a road. N-V-11

2. The boy counted. Ex; the bees 11-V

3. The girl washed the dishes. N-V-1;

4 . Steve watched the Martians. N-V-1I

5. i'ilo ate. N-V

6. The woman cooked, N-V

7. 011ie played. 11-V

8. His father sailed. 11-V

9. The teacher read the book.

10. TOG, team won a trophy. r-V-N (10 points)

(Answers will vary)
7. The verbs in the sentences below are linking verbs. They link nouns

to nouns or nouns to adjectives. Write N-LV-N in the blank after
each Noun- Linking- Verb -Noun sentence and 11-LV-Adj. in the lailink
after each Now-Linking-Verb-Adjective sentence.

1. Steve was nervous. N-LV-Ad .

2. Mike seemed confident.

3. The man were rNarti ang ti

4 . The clowns were .mien. N-LV-N

5. Anti .became f rightened . N-LV Adj
(5 points)

8. Write H-Lv-Adj. in the blank after each Noun-Linking-Verb
Adjective sentence and N-LV-Adv. in the blank after each Noun-
Linking-Verb-Adverb sentence.

1. The boys are happy. N-LV-Ad .

2. Mrs. ItacLaren is hekpful. 11-LV-Ad .

3. The pupils arP outside. NLV-Adv.

4. The rice is pretty. "-LV-Adi.

5. The policeman was on a motorcycle. N-LV-Adv.

(5 points)
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9. In the blank after each sentence, write a specific word that
could be substituted for the underlined word or words to make the
sentence clearer.

1. We live in a large city. Ex. Chicago, Atlanta
..

2. That animal can't be trusted!

3. What a lovely arrangement of flowers.

4. He plays the instrument well.

5. ilore than anything, he needed a tool.
(Answers will vary.) points)

B. Comprehension and Literary Skills

1. Read the main ideas and details beamv. In the blank after each

main idea, write the letters of the details that support that

idea.

MIN IDEAS

1. Some international events, such as world exhibitions, have
developed signs of their own. b,e

2. Antther attempt to make international communications possible
today is called "Semantography," which is a system of

picture writing. c, f, F

3. any organizations are working to develop new signs for the

future. _a, d

DETAILS

ass

a. New signs will have to be tested all over the world..

b. A set of signs was designed for the Olympic garas.
c. The arrow in Semantography shows directions
d. Irany future signs will uae glyphs.

e. Expo 67 provided twenty-four signs without words.

f. The times sign is Semantography means much or many.

g, C.K. Bliss, an Australian, developed Semantography. (6 points)

2. Read each of the following sentences. Write a check in the blank
if the sentence gives an explanation for a fact in the sentence.

Underline the explanatory words.

1. They can't talk, but they can Communicate because they project

a thought by simply thinking it. \/

2. Ray and Anti crawled out of their camp and went back toward

the tourist office.

3. American English has become papular throughout the world
jbecause of American economic and political stmEt.
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4. Ray and Anti could not upend theviix time talking because they didn't
speak the same language.

5. 011ie came up to the plate like someone walking in a dream.
points)

3. Numbers 1 6 list selection titles from Unit 2. Types of writing
are listed balow. Patch each title with the type of writing it
represents by writing a letter in the blank before the. tit's.

1. d The lien of liars"

2. e "Confusion in this liarketplace'

3. a "Adventure in Maples"

4. c 'William Jones: Language Detective'

5. b "Signs and Symbols Around the World"

a. fiction
b. Essay
c. Biography
d. Science fiction
e. Fantasy (5 points)

C. Study Skills

1. Study this sample page from an encyclopedia index. Then answer
the questions below.

UNITED STATES
Agriculture

department of 1-359
education for 1-342
history 1-357

Areas and boundaries
Alaska 1-474
Mexico 18-833

Climate
desert 9-2
Indtan summer 15-50
rainfall 23-189

Communication
advertising 1-196
pony express 22-353
television 26-299

Drama: see Drama - American
Exploration; see United States - history

1. In what volume would you look for information about studying
agriculture.

2. In what volume would you learn about the United States'
neighbor to the south? 13
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3. What does Drama: see Drama - American mean? Turn to the
Drama entry in the index and look under American.

4. Under. United States, how many subtopics does this index
contain? six

5. How many subtopics are under Climate? three

6. In what volume would you look to find the impact of television
dan thevynited States? 26

7. In what volume and .on what pages could you learn about
Alaska? 1474

3. If you want to compare rainfall in Delaware and Florida, where
mill you look? 23-189

9. Where can you find information about the settling and exploriAg
of the United. States? Index entry; United States-history

10. If you were seeking information about an official in United
States agriculture, where would you check? 1-359

points!

2. Listed below are item about which you are seeking more information.
In the space before each item, write A for atlas, D for dictionary,
or E for encyclopedia to indicate which is the best source in
which to find further information.

1. D 4,The plural fa of bacteria

2. A The four states that meet at one point

3. A The largest body of water in the world

4. E How the Olympic Games originated

5. E The origin of the alphIlbet

6. D The definition of barometer

7. D How to draw a.1 octogon

8. A 1Zussia's neighboring countries to the south

). D The number of syllables in auxiliary

10. E Photographs of the planets (ln points)

' Composition

1. In the following paragraph, underline the words and group of words
that express the author's interpretation or point of vim/.

1. All the bees that had been at the feeding place were doing a
silky_ wagging dance. The lead bee flew in a straight line.
Then she turned, perhaps to see who was looking, and flew
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playfully in a semicircle, waiting to see who was followin
The bee anxiously repeated the same thing until she flopped
down from exhaustion. (6 points)

her.

2. Put yourself in the following situaapn and write two
paragraphs describing your point of 'vier.

Pretend you are a 'etartieRmArcimA strange; idaseitiftwe

first tine. Report and describe reactions on seeing
performing before a large audience. Your report will
back to your home planet.

or three

on .Earth.lgolktthe

a Pock group
be sent

The correction for this section should be based upon the child's
ability to express ideas in sentences with adequate attention given
to spelling and punctuation appropriate for the level.

Recommended rating:

Commendable - C
Satisfactory - S
Needs Improvement -



enthrall

move

personifucation

cleft

ponder

panic

creature

nuzzle

nibble

disbelief

incredulous

reckon

stonily

interval

discover

shock

ruddy

impersonal

suppress

bloodhound

trespass

purse

unnatural

venison

Suggested Spelling List
Level 19 E.S.

repulsive

tourist

knife

business

unconsciously

astronomer

tribal

farfetched

breakfast

knapsack

extend

deputy

reputation

ferret

confound

recognize

poplar

aukwardly

ridre

laurel

sand7ich

yonder

ledge

volcano

shamble

expel

abruntly

concoction

despairingly

glance

radio

geology

automobile

rascal

heir

lunge

vicious

progress

promise

intone

barter

idea

spaceship

sheaf

stone

jevelry

thieves

fascinate

kid

peaky

impatiently

admission

circumstance

reform

phone

vague

jeans

denial

locate

solve

produce

nonsense

souvenir

doodle

court

defiant

description

vision

accident

gavel

omit

planet

enery



Level 4'1
Supp. Reading - Riders On The Earth - Unit 1 - All of Your Dreams

Asimov, Isaax, ItfaticlopaeFaz. Boston: Houghton Mifflin C. Suspense grips the
reader as a team of five enters a submarine and undergoes miniaturization.
The tiny sub and the five are then drawn into a hypodermic and injected into
a famous man's baloodstream to remove a blood clot.
ed., Tomorrow's Children: Eighteen Tales of Fantasy and Science Fiction.

New York: Doubleday 6 Company, Inc. This is a collection les by many
well-known science-fiction writers and features storias of children of the
future.

Christopher, John, The City of Cold and Lead. New York: The Macmillan Company.
from the secret hideout of the only free men left in the world come Will and
his friend to find out about the Tripods, the creatures who control men's
minds.

The White Mountains. New York: The Hacmillan,gompany. Id a monstrous
futgre world, where the Tripods control the minds of all people, three
thirteen-year-old boys are determindd to make a break for frddidom before it
is too late.

Del Rey, Lester, Tunnel Through Time. Philadelphia: Westminster Press. A
circular rainbow is the entrance to Dr. Miller's time-space machine. His son,
a colleague, and the colleague's son adventure into the past by means of a
time tunnel. They land in the age of dinosaurs but their return - because of
failure of the machine-is by short stops in different age periods between then
and now.

Dunning, Stephen, Some haystacks Don't Even Have Any Needles. Mew York: Lothrop,
Lee 6 Shepard Co. This collection of poetry projects images to today's world
in contemporary language. The poets are all modern'alth a fresh approach to
subject such as Univacs, animals, and amoebas. For the mature reader.

Emerson, Caroline D., The Magic Tunnel. New York: Scholastic Book Services.
Sarah and John go on a ride through the magic tunnel of the subway, but
when the train finally comes to a stop, they find that they are in Dutch
New Amsterdam and that the year is 1664.

Erwin, Betty K., The Summer $leigh Ride. Boston: Little, Brown 6 Co. Four
children of the twenty-fourth cenisay find out what twentieth-century &Arica
looks like when they are kidnappeciitby a mysterious stranger and taken to
live in a reconstructed town.

Hall, Elizabeth, Voltaire's Micromegas. San Carlos, California: Golden Gate
Junior Books. This story by Voltaire tel:s how Micromeaas, a giant from the
star Sirius, and his friend, the dwarf frow Saturn, Explore the universe by
riding on the tails of comets. They arrive on Earth and are astonished and
amused by their discoveries.

Hughes, Langston, The Dream Keeper. New York: Alfred A. Knopf. This book of
poetry, from which the selection in the text was taken, was written for young
readers. It contains poems in dialect and poems expressing the feelings of
black people.

Key, Alexander, Escape to Witch Mountain. Philadelphia: Westminster Press. Tony
and Tia are orphans, and strange ones at that. Tony can ceatrolmitter tli
through his harmonica music. Tia can magically unlock doors and has almost
total recall; however, it is a neighbor child who recalls the orphans' early
life. Perhaps they are man-earth people. If so, :thy are they welfare cases
and why is their only friend Father O'Day?
Rivets and Sprockets. Philadelphia: Westminster Press. Rivets and Sprockets,
robots, not only makd it possible for Dr. Bailey aitJ his son to visit Mars
but also accompany them on the trip.

L'Engle, adelaine, A Wrinkle in Time. New fork: Farrar; Straus 6 Giroux, Inc.
ileg and her friends are spirited by three extraterrestrial beings to anothv
world where they find Meg's father and undergo many adventures and terrors '
before they free him. A dewbery Medal award book.
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Norton, Andre, Star Rangers. New York: Harcourt Brace Juvanovich, Inc. In the
year 8054, the patrol ship Starfire crash-lands on an unknown planet from
which there is no hope of rescue. The crew's struggle for survival makes a
dramatic story with a surprise ending.

Ormondroyd, Edward, Time at the Top. Berkeley, California: Parnassus Press. On a
windy,4wretched day when everything goes wrong, Susan takes her usual ride
up in the elevator and finds herself in a strange time and place.

Plotz, Helen, Imagination's Other Place: Poems of Science and Mathematics. New
York: Thomas Y. Crowell Company. This collection of poems shows that science
and poetry have much in common. A wide range of poets is included and some of
the poems seem to border on science fiction.

tSilverberg, Robert, Time of the Great Freeze. New York: Holt, Rinehart and
Winston, Inc. In 2650 the ige pack that drove cities into underground ialoation
begins to recede. Expelled from New York, Jim and his friends make a harrowing
trip across the ice to join others who want to bring mankind into the sun.

Winterfield, Henry, Star Girl. New York: Harcourt Brace Jovanovich, Inc. A geoup
of children find a pretty but somehow different little girl in the woods. She
tells them she has dropped from her father's space ship and will be picked
up by him at nightfall.

Wrightson, Patricia, Down to Earth. New York: Harcourt Brace Jovanovich, Inc. A
young ilartian comes to Earth and has to be protected by two Australian boys.
The view of Earth people through the eyes of the boy from liars is humorous
and thought-provoking.

it.

4
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Supp. Reading - Riders On The Earth - Unit 2 - Language in Orbit

Behn, Harry, Cricket Songs; Japanese Haiku. New York: Harcourt Brace Jovanovich,
Inc. This tiny book is filled with beauty and inspiration. It consists of
unrhymed seventeen-syllable verses translated from the Japanese.

Cassedy, Sylvia, and Kunihiro Suetake, Birds, Frogs, and Moonlight. New York:
Doubleday & Company, Inc. The poems in this collection are haiku, the old
Japanese poetic form. Each poem has exactly seventeen syllables. Illustrations
are in strong oriental style. For each poem there is provided the Japanese
text in Japanese calligraphy and in our alphabet.

'Cross, John Keir, The Angry Planet. New York: Coward-McCann, Inc. The author
presents this science-fiction story as an autheatic firsthand account of a
journey to Hare in the spaceship Albatross, based on notes and records by
various members of the expedition and now assembled and edited for publication.

Epstein, Sam, The First Book of Words: Their Family Histories. New York: Franklin
Watts, Inc. Included in this introduction to the study of words are interesting
facts about their Origin, how they have become part of the English language,
and how Mete spellings and meanings have changed through the years.

Gilbert, Bill, How Animals Communicate. New York: Panthein Books, Inc. Here is
the latest in scientific thinking on the ability of animals to communicate and
what scientists still hope to learn through observation and. experiment.

Helfman,'Elizabeth I., Scbgns and Symbols Around the Aorl.--New York: Lothrop, Lee
6 Shepard Co. A history of\the development-6f signs and symbols from ancient
times until today. Of special int-e-rest to students conderned with codes and
deciphering. There are excellent illustrations of signs from all facets of
life, including hobo life and Boy Scouts.

Kobayashi; Issa, A Pew Flies and I. New York: Pantheon, Books, Inc. This is a
collection of haiku by Issa, who lived over two hundred years ago. The
illustrations and verses have a beautifully gentle quality.

Lambet, Eloise, Outlt_aLariheStoofthe Words We Use. New York: Lothrop,
Lee & Shepard Co. The development of language in general is traced. The
history, origin, and developmenteofithe English language receives particular
emphasis.

Lewis, Richard, In a Spring Garden. New York: Dial Press, Inc. Fewer then
twenty-five haiku are interpreted in this lovely picture book, which is
deceptively simple. It may serve as an introduction to larger collections of
this literary form and as a motivation for creative writing.

Ludavici, L.J., Origins of Langma. New York: G.P. Putnam's Sons. Theories and
facts concerning the origin, evolution, and nature of language are presented.
The various factors that influenced the development of the major European
languages and English are emphasized, and their similarities and differences
are pointed out. Explained also are the attempts to create a universal '

language.
1

Mason, George F., Animal Sounds. New York: William Morrow & Company, Inc. All
nature is alive with sound if the car is trained to listen. The sounds of
animals and insects are described and an explanation given of how these sounds
are produced. Training the eye to observe and the ear to listen is the purpose
of this book.'

Merriam, Eve. There Is No Rhyme for Silver. New York: Athenum Publishers. The t.

fifty poems in this collection range from nonsense verses and rttddles to
poems on the seasons, weather, places, and everyday object.

O'Neill, Mary, Words, Words, Words. New York: Doubleday & Company, Inc. The
subject of all these poems is our English language - its history and develop-
ment, the parts of spegtch, punctuation, and the meanings of many of our most
evocative words.

Pei, Mario, All About Languae. Philadelphia: J.B. Lippincott
Ioihority explains the development of language, its uses,
also discusses language of the Western Hemisphere, Europe
Oceania and traces the spread of English from the British
the globe.

so to otos%

Company. An
and families. He

, Asia, Africa, ar.d
Isles to all parts of
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Salaam, Millicent, The 'language of Animals. New York: William Morrow & Company, Inc.
Basing-her study on recent research, the author examines the means by whfch
animalecommunicate emotion and information. She stresses that animals do not
communicate in the same manner and for the same purposes as human beings.

Sparks, William, Story of the English Language. New York: Abelard-Schuman, Ltd.
This introduction to the history of the English ,language discusses its variants
in different countries and among different social classes. It also takes up
the changes in language influenced by mass media as well as the principles of
linguistics that have shaped its development.

Sutton, Jean, Tae Beyond. New York: G.P. Putnam's Sons. A Beyond is a person of
the future who is able to move objects through space by deep concentration.
When Alec Selby is assigned to'investigate tumors of a Beyond on planet Enzo,
he learns he is a telepathic.

Untermeyer, Louis, Yesterday and Today. New York: Harcourt Brace Jovanovich, Inc.
An excellent collection of old and modern poetry.
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LANGUAGE ARTS
Level Report
Avon, Conn.

Elem. School

Date

.as completed the Language Arts skills
taught at Level 19. The following is an overview of your child's next level.

Overview 'of Level 20

I. Decoding Skills

A. Syllables - stress
B. Suffixes Ex. -le, -el, -al, r41, -ul, -ess, -eer, -fy
C. Prefixes Ex. extra-, intra-, cam-
D. Language signals - pitch, juncture
E. Proofreading

II. Comprehension and Literary Understanding

A. Main idea
B. Cause and effect
C. Fiction and non-fiction
D. Plot and theme
E. Symbolism
F. Setting, mood, and character
G. Appreciation of human values and aesthetics'

III. Language

A. Vocabulary - developing word meanings, homophones, connotation
B. Word usage

1. Clauses - clause markers, use of and or but
2. Prepositional phrases
3. Pronouns

C. Sentences - rearrangement
D. Handwriting - cursive forms
E. Punctuation
F. Capitalization

IV. Study Skills.

A. Card Catalog
B. Diagrams and graphs
C. Footnotes
D. Outlines
E. Thesaurus

V. Creativity

A. Extending experiences before, during and after each story read.
B. Writing descriptive paragraphs, short stories and journals
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I. Decoding Skills tori tva'w
A. Phonolbgy (Study of the sound structure of our language)

1. Syllables
a. Identify common stress (accent) patterns in wvirds with three or

more syllables.

2. Suffixes
a. Identify 1 sound and its various spellings.

Examples: pdople, model, medal, pencil, consul

3. Language Signals
a. pitch - voice tones used to give different meanings to the

reading of a sentence.
b. Stress - accent on different syllables of same word changes

word class. Examples pre' /sent - noun
pre/sent - verb

c. juncture - use of punctuation to give differpnt meanings to
sentences.

E. Morphology (Study of word structure and word formation)

1. Prefixes - Identify and select new meanings of words formed by

`prefixes. f

a) extraordinary, intramural, international, s.

b) compose, superstructure, subfreezing .

c) dismissed, port, enlarge

2. Suffixes - Identify and select new meanings of words formed by
suffixes.
a. princess, kingdom, charioteer
b. beautify, blacken, legalize

3. Derive and construct words from Greek, Latin roots.

C. Spelling

1. Relate spelling words to concepts developed in phonology and

mrphology .

2. Proofread all written work for correct spelling
3. Basic Doich List
4. One Hundred Spelling List:

II. Comprehension

A. Literal and Inferential

1. Distinguish between fiction and nonfiction
2. Main idea
3. Cause and effect
4. Theme of story
5. Inference

B. Critical Thinkin?

1. Plot development
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2. Symbolism in words
3. Analyzing and describing a problem

III. Language

A. Syntax (Study of grammatical structure)

1. Identify clauses
a. subject/predicate characteristics
b. use of and or but
c. clause markers., when, if,because, that,orwhich
d. constructing sentences snabining sentences using who, which, that

2. Sentence rearrangement without change in meaning'

3. Prepositional phrases

4. Pronouns

B. Semantics (The exploration of meaning assigned to words and groups of
words)

1. Identify words from context clues
2. Connotation
3. Homophones
4. Expressing archaic phrases in modern English

C. Handwriting

1. Review all ciasive forms.
2. Review joining of cursiveletters.
3. Extension of cursive writing into all subject areas.
4. Proofreading written work for correct handwriting forms.

D. Vechanics

1. Punctuation
a. Apostrophe

1. Contractions
2. In singular and plural possessives

b. Colon
1. In xyriting time
2. After introductory word of list or long series

3. Pt the cerkof the greeting of a business letter
4. Tot,show the chapter and verse of a quotation from the Bible

5. Sometimes used to introduce a quotation(usually when quoting
from a book)

6. To write dialogue for a play
c. Comma

1. Between words or#phrases in a series

2. In dialogue between speaker and what is said

3. After introductory expressions (Yes, Ito)

4. Before and after an interrupter, to set off the name of a
person who is addressed directly by name.

5. After greeting of a friendly letter and after the closing

of all letters
6. To separate tA10 closely related sentences that are combined

by a connecting word.
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d. Dash
1. Between pages
2. Between hours in reference to time

e. Exclamation mark
1. To show great feeling

f. Hyphen
Review division of words

g. Italics
1. Referring to the names of books, plays and movies
2. Referring to special ships, tiains or airplanes
3. Referring to words from another language
4. Giving particular attention to letters, words, or phrases

Periods (review uses)
Question narkd (review uses)
Quotation marks (review uses)
Underlining
1. Titles of books
2. Capitalization (review uses)
3. Letters and addresses

Review parts of friendly and business letters

h.

1.

j.
k.

IV. Study Skills

1. Card catalog
A. title card
b. author card
c. subject card

2. Diagrams-

3. Graphs
4. Introduce footnotes
5. Outlines as an aid to learning

a. main idea
b. subtopics

6. Continue use of Thesaurus

V. Literary Understanding

A. Ithetoricaand Literary Sitills

1. Contrast 8

2. Onomatopetic words 9

3. Fact and Fiction 10

4. Literary terms 11

5. Simile 12

6. hood- Setting- Plot -- Character 13

7. Play form 14

B. Human Values and Aesthetics

. Dialogue
. Drams
. Personification

Poetry
. Point of Vie
. Simile
. Word Orde.-

1. To develop vareness of man's constant struggle with the forties

of nature.
2. To contrast a fictional and nonfictional treatment of the same

topic.

3. To stimulate thinking about the need to protect and preserve

threatened species.
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4. To develop awareness of the food cycle or the interdependehce of
living things.

5. To foster recognition that literature gives insight into human
thought and action.

6. To stimulate thinking about the fact that people are sometimes
grufl due to shyness rather than to unfriendliness.

7. To challenge pupils to see and capture the beauty of ordinary
objects and experiences.

8. To recognize that drama may contain a variety of art forme - such
as music, dance, poetry.

VI. Creativity

A. Developing Creative Potential

1. Choral readings
2. Dramatizing selected play passages
3. Giving talks
4. Haiku writing
5. Listening to recordings
6. Pantomime

B. Composition

1. Journal
2. Descriptive paragraphs
3. Short stories

VII. Materials

A. Required - Holt, Fiadhart and Winston, Inc.
1. Riders on The Earth - Unita 3 and 4

a. Text (pupil and teacher's handbook)
h. "Workbook
c. Satellite Books

1. Unit 3 - Sea Creatures
Living Underwater

2. Unit 4 - American Sculpture
About Paces

d. AV Material
1. Recordines 4 Unit 3 - ''In a Pillion Years"

YA Fishy Square Dance'
"Pearl Buck Interview.

Unit 4 - Tational Gallery of Art"

2. Sound Filnatrips
Unit 3 - "To the Ocean's Depths'

'Cues in 'lords and Sentences'

Unit 4 - "Uaking Movies'

B. Alternate neadine Program - approval of Reading !epartment:

1. licGrao Hill - Programmed Reading(Sullivan)
2. Charles - Merrill Readers

3. Scott Foresman
4. Ginn 360
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Vi 1. C. Supplementary Materials" stS1 toel WOSt!,

.149

1. Language
a. Holt, Rinehart and Winston, Inc. The Arts and Skills of English

Book 5 and 6 (sample copies of workbook)

b. Laidla - Discovery in English - Book 5
Progress in English - Book 6
(Activity Sheets and Tests)

c. Scott, Foresman - Language and How To Use It (Activities Books
5 and 6 sample copies and recording Duplicating Masters)

d. Harcourt, Brace and Uorld - The Soberts Series -Books 5 and 6

(workbooks as samples)

e. Random House - The Writing Bug Kit (filmstrips, tapes, activity
cards)

f. Ginn - Creativity Idea Books. Can You Imagine?For Those Who

9onder Iva* ....

g. Harcourt, Brace and World - First Splendor - Book$6

h. Laidlav - Courage and Adventures - Book 6

i. Random House - Mountain Peaks - Book 6

1. Lippincott - Reading for Maning - Book 5 and 6

k. Paperbacks
1. Scholastic Individualized Reading Kits

2. Limited copies of assorted paperbacks

1. Bernell Loft, Ltd. - Capitalization and Punctuation

2. Spelling
a. 220 Basic Solch List
b. Scott, Foresman - Spelling Our Language Book 4

c. Webster, rcGraw Rill - Basic Goals in Spelling - Boo k4

d. Noble and Noble - Spell/Vrite Book 5,6
e. Economy Company - Continuous Propres21011IngiLL

3. Handwriting
a. ...cott, Foresman Writing 0,.ir Language - Book 6

4. Enrichment Materials
a. Lyons and Carnahan - Thc Mew Phonics We Use D-E-F-G
b. Bernell Loft, Ltd. Specific Skills Series D-E-F

(i iain Idea, sequence, Context, Sounds, Following Directions,

Locating the Answers, Getting the Facts, Drat/ing Conclusions)

c. Teacher made materials (See Activities Section of Guide) .

d. Library filmstrips and tapes

e. S.R,A. Reading Labs 11C and 11A

f. EDL Controlled Feeder and Language Master

g. Continental, Hayes, Jen Duplicating Masters

h. Educators Publishing - 'lordly Wise - Boo! 1 and 2

Se ririce
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Diccionary and Encyclopedia
j. Dz. Herr - Crossword Puzzles - Book 3

VIII. Evaluation

A. Required

76

0005.
s tori
isit

1. Holt, Rinehart and inston - Evaluation MailSers for individual stories.
2. Holt, Rinehart and Winston - End of Unit Tests (20a, 20b)
3. Teacher nude tests

B. Optional

1. Informal Peading Inventory
.2. §ates - MacGinite Test - Standardized
3. ietropolitan Acheivewent Test
4. Hotel Inventory of Phonetic Skills
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Name
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Date
A. Reading and Language

t
010

a-7
/

iS1

1. In the blank before each word write the number of syllables in that
word. Underline twice the syllable that receives primary stress and
underline once the syllable that receives secondary stress.

L. earth 6. electricity

2. delta 7. landmarks

3. extinct 8. silt

4. magnificent 9. automatically

5. eons 10. 1 t -. litexture (10 points)

2. Read the follow g words and sentences. /Find a word to complete each
sentence and wr to the word in the blan . Use each word only once.

extravagance
introspection

1. The formal

intercession/ introductions
interference

_preceded the dinner.

2. People called her nosy because of her
in the affairs of others.

3. His

4. Our argument caused much

brought financial ruin to the family.

on my part.

5, by a third party is often necessary
in a disagreement between two people. (5 pts.)

3. Read the following words and sentences. Find a word to complete each
sentence and write the word in the blink. Use each word only once.

subcellar subcontract compress
subway subhuman compose
submarine superabundance compile

supersonic

1. If you can this box, you are strong.

2T Did you hear that jet fly overhead?

3. The people received treatment from their
captors.

4. There is a noisy running under that building.

5. Do you your own music?

6. These stairs lead to the under the basement.
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Name Date

7. We have had a of rc . his month.

8. We must a report of the statistics.

9. I would not like to ride under the water in a
I

10. The building contractor has agreed to

IND

the electrical work to a good electrician. (10 pta.)

4. Think of a homophone or word that sounds like the underlined word in
each sentence. Write the word in the blank.

1. Can you alter this dress for me?

2. The children looked at the bear in the cage.

3. The ship headed toward the peer.

4. The bride walked gracefully down the aisle.

5. Let's meet at noon.

6. They gathered quartz to add to their collection

7. His rean was interrupted by a revolution. NmEM.,
8. Will you sear the meat?

9. This is the site of the new school.

10.. you write the essay? (5 pts;)

5. Read each pair of clauses below and join them by writing "and" or "but"
in the blank.

1. The houses faced the sea, they did not have windows.

2. The father catches fish, he brings. many home to the famuly

3. Kino longed to sleep on the island, Jiya'was never willing.

4. He understood why Jiya was afraid, he darted upward to the
waves.

5. Kino had never seen the volcano before, he 4d_heard of it
often.

4
6. Parents try to make their;children go to safe ground,

of the children want to stay.
some

7. He had no sister, he Wiought Setsu was the prettiest girl he
had ever seen.

8. Jiya will len his eyes at any minute, we must be there then.

9. The ocean groaned and split open,
the boiling rocks.

the cold water fell into
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10. He stopped cyying, he was still frightened and sad.

(5 points)

6. Write a check in the blank before each group of words that is,a clause.
Then draw one line undei the main word in the,subject and two lines under
the verb, the main word in the predicate.

L. as the wave advances

2. from your own experience

3. because a disturbance occurs undegethe sea

4. for ten minutes.00..p...1=11

5. when reports indicate a tidal wave

6. across mile after mile of the ocean floor

7. when the wind blows

8. in the soft sand

9. if tidal waves approach during the day

10. . because of the, wind /(10 points)

7. Underline
blank
sound.

1.

2.

each word in the list below that-imitates
after such a word, write the name of

quack .6.

the thing

wave

ocean

a sound. Infthe
that makes the

,

strange 7.

3. phosphorescent 8. hiss

,14
4. moo 9. buzz

5. hoot 10: tidal

(5 points)
B. Comprehenaion and Literary Skills

1. Numbers 1-6 list'purposes that authors may have had in writing the
selec4ons in this unit. Below are selection titles from the unit. Math
each title to a purpose by writing the letter of the title in the blank
before the purpose.

1. To tell a story about the difficulties of life near the sea.

2. To show the cycle of life and death in the sea.

3. To acquaint us with the Greek god of thc: sea.

4. To offer factual information about the gray whale.

pr-T4
P.!
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5. To present biographical information of famous oceanographers and
explain inventions needed for underwater exploration.

6. To explain tidal waves and warning systems.

a. "Look Out over the Sea"
b. "Tidal Waves"
c. "The Big Spring"

d. "Microscopic Plants of the Sea"
e. "Pelops and Poseidon"
I. "Earth's Deep Frontier" (6 points)

2. Numbers 1-4 list selection titles fromUnit 3. The types of writing
are listed above them. Match each title with the type of writing it
represents by writing a letter in the blank before the title.

a. Essay B. Myth c. Ficition

1. "Look Out over the Sea"

2. "Tidal Waves"

3. "Microscopic Plants of the Sea"

4. rPelops and Poseidon" (4 points)

3. The paragraphs below give information about characters from selections-
in Unit' 3. Read each paragraph and write in the blank the titls of
the selection from which the character comes.

"Pelops and Poseidon" "Earth's Dcep Frontier"
"Look Out over the Sea" "The Big Spring"
"Tidal Waves" ."lacroscopic Plants of the Sea"

1. Sacques7Yves Cousteau used two cylinders of compressed sir attabhed
to a mask to help him stay under water for two hears.

2. A Greek prince won a chariot race and claimed a beautiful princess
for his bride.

3. A baby whale is loat and then found on his first joutnzy to the
Bering Sea..

4. A boy found happiness and warmth in a foster home after a tidal wave
destroyed his own. home.

5. William l'od'e invented the bathysphere, a machine ;or u,ed descant
into the ocaan depths.

(5 points)
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tori toca''
4. Read each paragraph-below. In the blank after the paragraph, write Fact

if the paragraph contains factual information Or Fiction if the
paragraph contains fictional elements.

1. The family had &limed Jiya, and now they stood about him. Kino
/ did not know what to say, for his heart ached for his friend-brother.

Kino's mother was wiping her eyes, and even little'Setsu looked
,sad. But Jiya could not speak. He kdpt looking at the ocean.

2.s A tidal wave may be caused by a large landslide in the soft deposits
of mud, by a volcano, and by an earthquake.

3. No adult gray whales eat on the long, eight-month migration hack
and forth, nor do they eat in the hays where they give birth to
their young and remete, Ho other beast can go so long without
eating and still be active.

4. But Pelops had no thought of giving up the race. Instead he made
his way with his charioteer down to the edge of the sea and called
on Poseidon to come forth from his palace under the waves.

5. Plants make up part of the land's living things. They also make up
part of the living things in the sea. The mast important plants
of the sea are microscopic in size.

(10 points)

5. Read each sentence beginning and the three sentence endings below it.
Write a check in the blank before the correct sentence ending.

1. The wheel& of Oenomaus' chariot rolled off because

they were old.

they were broken.

the wax pins melted.
2. Many people have been saved from tidal waves because

they were warted by the Seismic Sea-Wave Warning System.

they saw the wave coming.

they saw the sky change color.
b

3. The gray whale migrates to the Bering Sea every summer because

it likes to swim long distances.

that is where it eats.

that is where it has its babies.
4. Jiya's family lived close to the sea bf4cause

+a/

they liked to swim'
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Date

they were afraid of heights.

c717

os3 covl

r

they made their living from the sea.
5. Beebe and Button were able'to explore a half mile below the surface

of the sea because

C. Stddy

they wore aqualungs

they traveled in a bathysphere

they traveled in a submarine.

1. Study this graph and answer the qUestions below it.

RICE PRODUCTION IN JAPAN, 1940-1970
(in aillion metric tons)

: . -..-
..

I, -
f- i :-:_-.1-1--1- , --

14 --
,.

,e. I.
. ... 1,

1

i _ .-.
E-

f
1. -ILi

1940 1950 1960 1970

(5 points)

1. Generally speaking is Japanese production of rice increasing or
decreasing?

2. How many million metric tons of rice were produced in 1960?

3. How many9million metric tons of rice were produced in 19557

4. How many million metric tons of rice were produced In 1940?

5. How many years are indicated on. the chart?

. Study this diagram and answer the questions below it.

A CELL

1. What is this a diagram of?

1164"1""----cell membrane

cytoplasm

-.nur,leus

2. How many parts of the cell are labeled?

3. What is the, center called?
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Date

4. What is the outside called?

0177

tart tkVt0A.V.

5. What is the part between the nucleus and the cell membrane called?

(5 points)

D. Composition

1. Place.the correct:Tpunctuation and capitalization wherever it is necessary.

a. no i simply cant wait called John my brothers friend

U. My train will arrive in los angeles California at 710 pm

(10 points)

2. In a letter to the chief scientist at the Marine Laboratory and the
Fish and Wildlife Service, explain why you would like to visit the
recently captured whale.

C - Commendable
S - Satisfactory
N - Needs Improvement
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1. In the blank before each word, write the number of syllables in that
word. Underline twice the syllable that receives prdamary stress
and underline once the syllable that receives secondary stress.

1. 1 earth 6.

2. 7.2 delta

3. 2 extinct 8.

4. 4 mavnificent 9.

5. 2 eons 10.

5 electricity

2 landmarks

1 silt ."_

5 automatically

2 texture (10 points)

2. Read the following words and sentences. Find a word to complete
each sentence and write the word in the blank. Use each word only
onee.

extravagance intercession introductions
introspection interference

1. The formal introductions preceded the dinner.

. 2. People called her nosy because of her interference. the

affairs of others.

1. His extravagance brought financial ruin to the family.

4. Our argument caused much introspection on my part.

5. Intercession by a third party is often necessary in a disagree-
ment between two people. (5 points)

3. Read the following ords and sentences. Find a word to complete
each sentence and write the word in the blank. Use each word
only once.

subcellar subcontract compress
Pubway subhuman sompose
submarine superabundance compile

supersonic

1. If you can compress this box, you are strong.

2. Did you hear that supersonic jet F.y overhead?

3. The people received subhurian treatment from their captors.

4. There 1.s a ncisy subway running under that building.

5. Do you compose your own music?

G. These stairs lead to the subcellar under the basement.
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'7. tie have had a superabundance of rain this month.

8. fie must scmile.a report Of the statistics.

9. I would not like to ride under th water in a submarine.

10. The building contractor has agreed to subcontract the
electrical work to a good electrician. (10 points)

4: Think of a homophone or word that sounds like the underlined word
in each sentence. iirite the word in the blank.

1. Can you alter this dress for vie?

2. The children looked at the bear in

altar
4

the cage. bare

3. The ship headed toward the kits. peer

4. The bride walked gracefully down the Mille. isle

5. Let 's met at noon. meat

6. They gathered quartz to add to tlieirrcollection. quartz

7. His reign T.ras interrupted by a revolution, rain

6. Will you sear the meat? seer

9. This is the site of the no/ school. sight

10. Did you write the essay? right (5 points)

5. geed each pair of clauses below and jetrin them by writing l'fingu of.
Vbut't in the blank.

1. The houses faced the sea, but they did not have cyindows.

2. The father catches fish, and he brings many home to the family.

never willing.3. Nino longed, to sleep on the island, but Jiya was

4. He understood why Jiya was afraid, and he darted upward to
the waves.

5. Kino had never seen the volcano before, but he had heard of
it often.

6. Parents try to make their children rzo to safe ground, but some
of the children want to stay.

7. He had no sister, and ha thought Setsu was the prettiest girl
he had ever seen.

8. Jiya will open his eyes at any minute, and we must be there theii.

9. The ocean groaned and split open, and the cold crater fell into
the boiling rocks.
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10. He stopped crying, but he was still

Teacher's copy

frightened and sad.
(5 points)

6. Urite a check in the blank before each group of words that is a

clause. Then draw one line under the main word in the subject and
two lines under the verb, the main word in the predicate.

1. las the wave advances

2: from your own experience

3. NI because a disturbance occurs under the sea

4. for ten minutes

5. J when reports indicate a tidal wave

6. across mile after mile of the ocean floor

7. _I when the wind blows

8. in the soft sand

9. v if tidal waves approach during the day

10. because of the wind (10 points)

7. Underline each word in the list below that initates a sound. In

the blank after such a word, write the name of the thing that

makes the sound.

1. quack

2. strange

3. phosphorescent

4. moo

duck

C01.1

5. hoot owl

B. Comprehension and Literary Skills

6. wave

7. ocean

8. hiss

9. buzz

10. tidal

steam

bee

(5 points)

1. Numbers 1-6 list purposes that authors may have had in writinp the

selections in this unit. Below are selection titles: from the unit.

Hatch each title to a purpose by writing the letter of the title

in the blank before the purpose.

3. P To tell a story about the difficulties of life near the sea.

2. d To show the cycle of life and death in the sea.

3. e To acquaint us with the Greek god of the sea.

4. c To offer factual information about the gray Thale.
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5. f To present biographical information on famous oceanographers
and explain inventions needed for underuater exploration.

6. b To explain tidal waves and warning systems.

13°1.

a. "Look Out over the Sea'
b. 'Tidal Waves"
c. 'The Big Spring"
d. Microscopic Plants of the Sea'
e. 'Pelops and Poseidon'
f. "Earth's Deep Frontier" (6 points)

2. Numbers 1-4 list selection titles from Unit 3. The types of
writing are listed above then. !latch each title with the type
of writing it represents by writing a letter in the blank before
the title.

a. Essay b. Myth c . Fiction

1. c 'Look Out over the Sea"

2. a 'Tidal Waves

3. a "Microscopic Plants of the Sea'

4. b 'Pelops and Poseidon" (4 points)

3.. The paragraphs beimw give information about characters from
selections in Unit 3. Read each paragraph and write in the blank
the title of the selection from which the character comes.

'Pelops and Poseidon'
`Look Out over the Sea"
"Tidal Waves'

"Earth's Deep Frontier"
"The Big Spring"
"Microscopic Plants of the Sea"

1. Jacques-Yves Cousteau used two cylinders of compressed air
attached to a mask to help him stay underwater for two hours.
"Barht's Deep Frontier'

2. A Greek prince won a chariot race and claimed a beautiful
princess for his bride.
"Pelops and Poseidon"

3. A baby whale is lost and then found on his first journey to
the Bering Sea.

4. A boy found happiness and warmth in a foster hove after a tidal
wave destroyed his sum home.
'Look Out over the Sear

5. Tilliam Beebe invented the bathysphere, a machine for manned
descent into the ocean depths.
'Earht's Deep Frontier"

,5 points)
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1. The family had followed Jiya, and now they stood about him.
Kino did not know what to say, for his heart ached for his
friend-brother. Kino's mother was wiping her eyes, and even

little Setsu looked sad. But Jiya could not speak. He kept

looking at the ocean. Fiction

2. A tidal wave may be caused by a large landslide in the soft

deposits of mud, by a volcano, and by an earthquake. Fact

3. No adult gray whales eat on the long, eight-month migration
back and forth, nor do they eat in the bays where they give
birth to their young., and renate. ITo other beast can go so

` long withou. eating and still be active. Fact

4. But Pelops had no thought of giving up the race. Instead he

made his way with his charioteer down to the edge of the sea
and called on Poseidon to come forth from his palace under

the waves. Fiction

5. Plants make up part of the land's living things. They also

make up part of the living things in the sea. The most

important plants of the sea are microscopic in size. Fact
(10 points)

5. Read each sentence beginning and the three sentence endings below

it. Write a check in the blank before the correct sentence
ending.

1. The wheels of Oenomaus' chariot rolled off because

they were old.

they were broken.

I the wax pins melted.

2. Ilany people have been saved from tidal waves because

\LtheY were warned by the Seismic Sea-Uave Uarning System.

they Ball the wave coming.

they sat:' the sky Change color,

3. The gray whale migrates to the: llering Sea every summer because

it likes to swim long distances.

4 that is where it eats .

that is where it has its babies.

4. Jiya's family lived close to the sea because

they likied to swim.
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they were afraid of heights.

they made their living from the sea.
5. Beebe and Barton were able to explore a

of the sea because

. they wore aqualungs.

Lthey traveled in a.BAthysphere

they traveled in a submarine.

C. Study Skills

1. Study this graph and answer the questions below it.

RICE PRODUCTION IN JAPAN, 1940-1970
(in million metric tons)

Teacher's copy

half mile below the surface

tat5 c/3"

(5 points)
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1. Generally speaking, is Japanese production of
or decreasing? increasing

2. HMI many million metric tons

3. How ,aany million metric tons

4. How many million metric tons

5(;- How many years are indicated

rice increasing

of rice ere produced

of rice were produced

of rice vere produced

on the chart? 30

2. Study this diagram and answer the questions belol? it.f

A CELL

..-- cell merbrane

cytoplast!

-- nucleus

1. Mat is this a diagram of? a cell

2. How many parts of the cell ere labeled?

3. What is the center called? nucleus

3

in 1960? 16

in 1955? 16

in 1940? 11
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loccPe' 4. What is the outside called? cell membrane

5. What is the part between the nucleus and the cell membrane
called? (6 points)

D. Composition

1. Place the correct punctuation and capitalization whereverr it is
necessary .

a. no i simply cant wait called John my brothers friend
`No, I simply can't wait,' called John, my brother's friend.

b. my train will arrive in los angeees california at 710 pm
By train will arrive in Los Angeles, California at 7"10

(10 points)

2. In a letter to the chief scientist at the marine Laboratory and
the Fish and Wildlife Service, explain why you would like to
visit the recently captured whale.

The correction for this letter should be based upon the child's
ability to express ideas as well as follow the prescrfbed format
for a business letter.

Recommended rating: C-Commendable
S-Satisfactory
N. Needs Improvement



Total 100 Mts.

Name

Level 20a Evaluation Language Arts

Date
A. Reading and Language

1. In the blank beforg, each word write the number of syllables in that
word. Underline twice the syllable that receives primary stress and
underline once the syllable that receives secondary stress.

earth 6. electricity

2. delta 7. landmarks

3. extinct 8. silt

4. magnificent 9. automatically

5. eons 10. lt,'%:litexture

VA li1434S.t

(10 points)

2. .Read the following words and sentences. Fjnd a word to complete each
sentence and write the word in the blank. 'Use each word only once.

extravagance
introspection

1. The formal

intercession introductions
interference

______preceded the dinner.

2. People called her nosy because of her
in the affairs of others.

3. his brought financial ruin to the family.

4. Our argument caused much on my part.

5.

in a

3. Read the
sentence

by a third party is often necessary
disagreement between two people. (5 pta.)

following words and sentences. Find a word to complete each
and write the word in the blank. Use each word only once.

subcellar subcontract compress
subway subhuman compose
submarine superabundance compile

supersonic

1. If you can this box, you are strong.

2. Did you hear that let fly overhead?

3. The people received treatment from their
captors.

4. There is a noisy running under that building.

5. Do you your own music?

6. These stairs lead to the under the basement.
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Total 100 points

Name

Level 20b Evaluation Language Arts

Data
A. Reading and Language

1. Combine ex-, e-,
to complete each

Ve,

111$1

ttsallAStS,

or die- with each word-form listed below to make a word
sentence. Write the new word in the blank.

arm vaporate , rupt prove
tract cused claim elude

1. Today I will

,2. Please don't

3. I just had to my joy!

4. When you breathe out, you

miss
hale .

class early.

me while I'm on the phone.

5. The watchman ordered the thief to ...rstm
6. A dog would the class!

7. The moisture will 00°9'

3. Soma wanted-to

9. The boy was

10. Do you have a *ay to Al

the neV-boys from their fun.

from class.

his story?(10 pts.)

2. One word appears in both sentences of each pair below. Bark the'

sillable that receive° thG primary stress in each underlined word. In

the blank after each sentenL1, state whether the word acts as a noun
or as a verb.

1. Her protest, was ignored.

2. He intends to protest the change.

3. When did the United States Lnnex Texas?

4. The lunchroom is in the annex.

5. Will your father permit you to use his fidhing rod?

6. What does the permit say?

7. Conduct the speaker to the platform.

3. He received a good report on his tgli!Igl.

9. He received an increase in his allowuace.

10. Rain will increase the amount of water in the stream.

111.M.....

.111MIIIII/

(10 pointu)



Level 20b Evaluation banguage Arts

Name Date
Kg C°1 §°11""

3. If a word contains the syllabic 1 sound, write it in the column under

the spelling offthe sound.

alert removal 'coLzmi .

tangle funnel slides

consul symbol label

total lantern pistol

maple ciRil pupil

le al ' el

ul it of

(16 points)

4. Draw a line.under-each prepositional phrase4 in the sentences below.

- Draw two lines under the word each phrase goes with, or modifies. Write.

Adverbial or Adje4ive in the blank after each sentence to indicate

the kind of job each prepositional phrase does.

1. Ly-Chee sweeps the imperial courtyard in China.

2. He tossed some water fromthie pail.
A

3. He will die at sunrise.

4. Chop-Chin removed the image of the Golden Dragon.

5. He awakened Wah-Song in his bedroom.

6. Ly-Chee is .released'from prison.

7. She lived in Princeton4 New Jersey.

8. She then taught at a drama school.

9. You are members of the audience.

10. This part of the script tells you that. (10 pts.)

5. In the blank after each sentence below, rewrite the underlined archaic

expression in modern English.

1. Thinkest thou that I might look at it?

2. His majesty desires to taste the freshness of the air today.

3. TraWIC;Ttftiriy-Chee got his majesty wet.

Rash- youth, why are you here?(,.



Level 20b Evaluation Language Arts

Name Date

5. No person, save ourselves .may look atthe Dragon.

(10 points)

6. Underline each pronoun in the paragraphs below. Above the pronoun,

write the noun or noun phrase that the pronoun stands for. Add

possessive if necessary.

Giles was working hard when noise on the stairs and the sound of boys. laughing

told him Martin was on his way up with theegrouP. It was no

with them in his room. When Linda and Giles reached school,

was waiting. "Gribby asked me to give you this note,"Sandfa

use trying to.study

her friend Sandra

said to Giles. He

lives next door to me, ppu know. (10 points)

B. Comprehension and Literary Skills

1. Below are titles of works of art from this unit and descriptions of

the works of art. Match each title with its description by writing the

letter of the description in the blink before the.title.

Title

1. Earth Rising Over
Moon's Rim

2. Deer Hunt

Description

a. Photograph of a dancer

b. Drawing wild animals on

rock walls

3. Detail of Ann Halpxin in c. Fisherman, three boys, a

"Entombment" boat

4. Breezing Up

5. Both Members of This Club

d. BoxeA fighting

e. Earth from 25C,000 miles
away. (5 points)

2. Read each statement below. In the blank write T if the statement is

true, F if it is false.

1. In a play, speech or dialogue is indicated by quotation marks.

2. Each speech is preceded by a character's name.

3. The plot of a play is developed through dialogue and narration.

4. The audience may know things a character in a play does not know.

5.- The stage directions may describe movements of characters.
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Level 20b Evaluation' Language Arts

Name Date

S

tcsl tori Ovels.

6. Special type is used to indicate stage directions.

7. ____In a play format, thmain character is always the first tti appear.

8. Quotation marks indicate dialogue in a story format.

9. One character in a play may tell the identity of another' character.

10. 4-* A list of characters always precedes a play. (10 paints)

C. Study Skills

1. Listed below are the titles of two books. In the boxes provided, make
an author card for the first and title card for the second.

11 Famous Artists of the Past by Alice E. Chase, 1955.
2. \The Meaning and Wonder of Art by Fred Gettings, 1963.

Author card, .

Chase, Alice E.

Famous Artists of the. Past. c. 1955

2. Title Card

Meaning and Wonder of Art, The.

Gettings, Fred.
Meaning and Wonder of Art, The.

c. 1963 (5 points)

D. Composition

1. Read this composition to and misspelled words. Underline the word and
then correct the mistake by writing the correctly spelled word above it.
There are 20 errors. 4

Words that areausually used to dicribe colars are offen used in metafors to show

feelings or set a mood. Blew may be used to show feelings of saddness.Green may

show jelusy. Read may show angur. Brite colors are cheerfull. Pail shades are

soothing. Black and gray may show drab, lifless,deppressing, or boaring moods.

elite usually shows an abcence of fealing, clenliness, or purrity.

(10. points)

(5 points)



Level 20b Evaluation LanguagesArts

Name Date

,a2 9e

8ES1 cal MONO

2. Pretend that you are stranded on an unknown island. .The native find

you and learn that you can communicate with them. They want to know

about your home. Write a description of your house and specifically

your room for hhese people who have never seen the world as you know

it.

C - Commendable
S - Satisfactory
N - Nedds Improvement

c.

le
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Level 20b Evaluation

Totalb 100 points Language Arts

A. Reading and Language A

a q /

Teacher's copy

10X
000

1. Combine ex-; e-, or die- with each trord-form listed below to make

a word to complete each sentence. Urite the new word in the blank.

vaporate rupt prove miss

'tract cused claim elude hale

1. Today I 1111 dismiss class early.

2. Please don't distract to while I'm on the phone.
O I

3. I just had to exclaim my joy:

4. Whet you breathe out, you exhale.

5. The watchman ordered the thief tc -{saran

6. A dog would disrupt the class!

7. The motivate will soon evaporate.

8. Some wanted to exclude the new boys from their fun.

9. The boy was excusedffromctlass.

10. Do you have a wcy to disorave his story? (I') points)

2. One word appears in both sentences of each pair below. Hark the

syllable that receives the primary stress in each underlined word.

In the blank after each sentence, state whiether the word acts as a

noun or as a verb.

I. test ignored; Noun

2. He intends to protest the change. Verb

3. When did the United States annex Texas? Verb

4. The lunchrooil is in the annex'. / Noun

5. Will your father permit:you to use his. fishing rod?Verb

6, Uhat does the per;it say? Noun

7, Conduct the speaker to the platter-.

S. Hr -:ceZwld a good report on his c.,Iniduct.

9. i c received an increase in his all,ance.

Verb

Noun

Noun

10. ral.1 increase the anot '.rater in tic stream.Verb
(10 po.f.nts)



Level 20b Evaluation
Language- Arts

01 coin
WOE c2f7,21.

, TeacheT's copy

3. If a word contains syllabic I sound, write it in the column

under the spelling of the sound.

alert removal column

tangle funnel sides

consul symbol label

total lantern pistol

maple civil pupil

le al el

maple total label

tangle removal funnel

ul ii of

consul civil symbol

pupil pistol
41.0111=1 (15 points)

4. Draw a line under each prepositional phrase in the sentences below.

Draw two lines under the word each phrase goes with, or modifies.

Write Adverbial or Adjective in the blank after each sentence to

indicate the kind of job each prepositional phrase does.

1. Ly-Chee sweeps the imperial courtyard in China. Ad ec ive
.... !WWII&

2. He tossed some water from his pail. Ad mIlIe..me.wwww

3. He gill die at sunrise. Adverbial

4. Chop-Chin removed the image. of the Golden Dragon.
Adjective'

5. He awakened Uah-Song in his bedroom. Adve ial

r

Ly-Chee is released from prison. Adverbial

7. She ifved in Princeton, Na: Jersey. Adverbial

8. She then taught at a drama school. Adverbial

9. You are arnibArs of the audience. Adjective

.
1 Thit part or. te scri.pt tells you that. Mjective (10 points)
,

____ so--

5. Ir th' hi `::k after -.-;, :':r,Lence bp:(.-,. rerite the ta-td.4,:-1.11ed

6::7-.:. - :n.:(-71 in ,..,,,-:to %rEii

I. 'I"
t:iat I 1:.-..,.!: ii? Do you thiri

- . Y.. -
: -s ,-. t c t.-%" i--

j .. .....-- -

. "`"

f,:.3',:iess of the c,t. toeny.

3. It L1-14ack.d that Ly-Chee eof 1 .:.j _.qty t "et. It so hi.lpined

4. -Jhy are you ket,t? yntumran
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tPt4 t141$1.
5. No person, save ourselves, may look at the Dragon. Except us

(10 points)

Level 20b Evaluation
Language Arts

;2 413

Teacher's copy

6.. Underline each pronoun in the paragraphs below. Above the pronoun,
write the noun or noun phrase that the pronoun stands for. Add

possessive if necessary.

Giles was working hard when noise on the stairs and the sound of
Giles riartinis

boys laughing told him Martinmas on his way up with the group.
the group Giles's

It eras no use tIng to study with them in_ his room.
Linda' s

When Linda and Giles reached school, her friend Sandra was waiting.
Sandra Giles

"Gribtry asked me to give you this note., 1 °Sattd4a said to Giles.
Gribby Sandra Giles

lives next door to me, you know. (10 points)

B. Comprehension and Literary Skills

1. Below are titles of xiorkd of art from this unit and descriptions
of the works of art. Hatch each title rith its description by

writing the letter of the description in the blank bore the title.

Title Doscrittion

e 1. Earth Rising 'Over
noon's Rim

S 2. Deer Hunt

a 3. Detail of Ann Ualprin
in -Entombment.'

a. Photograph of a dancer

b. Drawing wild animals on
rock walls

c. Fisherman, three boys,
a boat

c 4. Breezing Up d. B xers fighting
,

d 5. Both :'sabers or This Club 7e. from 250,000
affray.

(5 points)

2.. :dad oath iPlo-J. In. the blank write T if the statement

true, F if 4

I'.
L

("; 4 Co:iicated bJ . rarks.

.

V S nrint.

' n r"Loat: ion .

I -1:3 of c'.aracters.
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Language Arts

Teacher's copy

type is --ed to indicate stage directions.

7. jF a play format, the main character is alwaystthe first

appear.

8. T Quotation marks indicate dialogue =in

9. T One character in a play may tell the

.character.

a story format.

identity of another

10. T A list of characters always preceded a play. ints)

C. Study Skills

1 1. Listed below are the titles of two books. In the boxes provided,

make an author card for the first and title card for the second.

1. Famous Artists of the Past by Alice E. Chase, 1955..

2. The 3aaning and !Yonder of Art by Fred Lettings, 1963.

1. Author card

Chase, Alice E.

Famous Artists of the Past. c1955
0 points)

2. Title Card

Meaning and !Yonder of Art, The.

Gettings, Fred.
i:eaning and Uonder of Art, The.

c1963

D. Composition

0

(5 points)

1. Read this composition to find misspelled words. Underline the

word and then correct the mistake by writing the correctly spelled

word above it. There are 20 errors.
describe colors often metaphors'

Words that are usually used to d&cribe colars are often used in metafors

Blue sadness.

mood. Blew may be used to show feelings of saddness

Red anger.* Bright_%. cheerful

Read nay show anpur. Brite Mors are cheerful'.
lifeless, depressing,

Black and gray may show drab, lffless deppressinp,

absence feeling, cleanithness,

usually shows an abcence of clenliness,

to show feelings or set a
jealousy.

Green may show jelusy.

Pale
Pail shades

boring
or boaring

purity
or purrity.

are soothing.
White

moods . Rite .

./ (10 points)
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Level 20b Evaluation

0 *. Teache r ' a; cppy

10 1.wl

Language Arts

2. Pretend that you are stranded on an unknown island. The natives f

find you and learn that you can conmunicate pith them. They want

to know about yourhome. . Urite a description of your house and

specifically your room for these people who have never seen the

world as you know it.

--

The correction forthis descriptive story should be base upon

the child's ability, to express ideas in sentences with a quate

attention given to spelling and punctuation appropriate or the

level.

Recommended reing C - Commendable
S - Satisfactory
N - Needs Improvement

4-



terrace

ancestor

shore

thatch

enemy

ocean

fathomless
C

simile

.raddy

chonsticIAL.

holiday

volcano

hurricane

tidal

surface

deposit

flaj 'f

churning

system

subte.rge,

hostess

silt

current

texture

Suggested Spelling List

horizon .

instinct

formula

bleak

cell

bacteria

cycle

collect

oxygen

temple

discum

salute

victory

contour

probe

planet

equipment

trench

tripod

foster

cymbal

sarcastic

'compliment

headmaster

Level 20 7..S.
101

embarrass

modest

gruffness

fabulous

conduct

industrial

astronaut

diagram

camera

habitat

period
411

ceiling

abstract

element

leash

instant

invention

gallery

pitcher

evoked

)boxer

calamity

intercede

altar

shore

crimson

CIR1 POLISIE

sash

profane

sacred

pardon

exit

props'

elaborate

brocade

,2q
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Level
Supp. Reading - Riders On The Earth - Unit 3 - The Nebulous Deep

Aiken, Conrad, Cats and Bats and Things with Winya. New York: Atheneum PublishOrs..

Conrad Aikenls poems about sixteen different animals are illustrated with

highly imaginative pictures in diffenent styles.
American Heritage, The Hany Worlds of Benjamin Franklin. New Vork: American

Heritage Publishing Co., Inc. Excellent illustrative material is combined

with an informative text to present the "Renaissance of Eighteenth Century

America."
s

arindze, Ruth, The Gulf Stream. New York: Vanguprd Press, Inc. Flaming pictures

dram2tize the story of the great ocean- iver and its effects on the discovery

i
and exploration of America as well al c /mate, weather, and navigation.

Clark, Arthdr Cb, The Challenge of the Sea. New York: Hblt, Rinehart and Winston,

Inc. Blending science and science fictisa, the author discusses what is known

about the ocean's history, geology, and geography, its plant and animal life,

its mineral and food resources. He then speculate's about its future use as a

dwelling place and source of food and wealth for man.
Cook, Joseph J., The Philttom World of the Octopus and Squid. New York: Dodd,

dead & Company. dere is a wealth of information and pictures of the cephalopods.

Cousteau, Jacques-Yves, and Frederic Dumas, Silent World. New York: Harper & Row

Publishers, Inc. Cousteau tells how the aqualung was developed in occupied

France during World War II. He describes exploration of sunken ships as will

as of natural wonders, diving for andant art treasures, and experiments in

\ the depths of the Atlantic Ocean. The photographs are excellent. ,

Cousteau; Joacques ves, ed. by James Dugan, World Wit Sun. New! York: Harper

& Row Publishers Inc. The story of "Canshelf Two," first ehuman colony I

es on the sea floor, s shown in pictures wall text where needed. The photography

.s breathtaking, aud the story is fascinatirg.
Daugherty, Charles NIchael. Searchers of the Soa: PIoneers 1 Ogainoraphy. New

York: Viking Press, Inc. this is a history of discoveries beneath the surface

of the can from the exploits of Phoenician sailors to the findings of modern

reaeare rs.

Duo", Jam s, Undersea Exp2 orer; The Sto of Ciptaft Cousteau. New York: Harper

& Ro ublisherc,Inc. Mr. Dugan, ho perfected the aqualung, has had many

ama ing adventures in oceanogra . This book contains beautiful photographs

of the aqualung and, other divins equipeene.
George, Jean Craighead, Spring 'Comes to the Ccean. New

.

York: Thomas Y. Crowell

Company. When spring comes to the ocean, all seaigfe spurts with energy:

seaweed begins its dri:t, eels set out op their milei-ations, atd all living

things - from microscopic diatoms to whales - responA to the lengthening hours

sE of sunlight. e
Hinton, Sam, Exploring Under the Sea. New York: Doubleday Company, Inc. The author

provides simply yritten explanation of the eeas on the earth and the life that

c-- exists in these waters.
Kavaler, Lucy, The Wonders of Algae. 1U York: John Day Company. This is a

discussion of the minute form of plant life, found In fresh and salt water,

which has assumed new importance as a possible source of food.

Lewis, Claudia, Poems of Earth and Space. New York: E.P. Dutton & Company, Inc.

These poems are free verse in style 'and reflect a unique way of looking at

the earth, sky, sea, and all that is beyond in space.
Hoffet, R.L.wand M.Kt Aoffet, The Whale in Fact and in Fiction. N cv York: Harlin

Quist Bspis. e author discusses the whale In an informative my and glees

liha brief hist g of the hunt for whales and the birth of modern whaling.

Included is 4 seJection from writingieconcernirg shales, such as ijoby Dick ,

Kon-Tiki, andFollow the Whnle.
4
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Level
Supp.''Reading - Riders On The Earth - Unit 3 - The Nebulous Deep(cont.)

Shannon, Terry, and Charles Payzant, Pjatecab:TheStory of the United
States Navv's Han-in-the-Sea Program. San Carlos, California: Golden Gate

Junior Books. This is the true story of pioneer aquanauts who participated

in the United States Navy's man-in-the-sea program. The men lived in a steel

capsule on the ocean floor for-a month collecting information for further

research on inner space. 'Many photo3raphe.are included.
Smith, Willian Jay, Boy Blue's Book of Beats. Boston: Little, Brown & Co.°A

book of humorous poetry about real and not-so-real beasts that boys would

enjoy meeting.
Verne, Jules, Twenty Thousand Leagues'Under -the Sea. New York:/Dodd, 'Head &

Company. .The story of Captain Nemo's submarine is a masterpiesc of scientific

speculation written many years before the first successful submarine was

For the better reader.
Williams, Francis Leigh, OceanPathfider:Aii:atthm_M.,7FontaineMaMau

New Yoe:: Harcourt Brace Jovanovich, Inc. This biography of the man who

Pioneered in oceanography tells about hi; boyhood on a Tenneeaee farm, his

service as a midshipman in the-H#vy, the part he played in the Civil Warsand

his role in the development of tOe Atlantic' cable.
Zim, Herbert S., and Lester Ingle, Seashores: A Guide_to animals and Plants

Along the Beaches. New York: Golden Press, Ins. GeneargiaialiirilTout
the sea, tides, and waves is followed by a detailed description of.shells, .

marine plants, and animal inhabitants of the sea.
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Level "4:.:1

Supp. Reading - Reders On The Earth - Unit 4 - Tell Us Some More

Bre, liargueritte Harmon, ,arah. dew York: Doubleday & Company, Inc. Sarah knew

that if her father had lived, he would have wanted her to be an artist. How-

ever, her real talent was in music. Her conflicting emotions about choice of

a career and her struggles to become a concert pianist are sensitively recount-

ed in this serious familysstory.
Chase, Alice.Elizabeth, Famous Artists of the Past. New York: Platt & Munk. Fine

reproductions illustrate the work of more than twenty-five great painters and

sculptors. In each case, a biography and the special qualities and themes

of tae work are given.
Coen, Rena Lie , American Histoyy in Arr.. Minneapolis: Lerner Publications

Company. The rican past and the art it inspired shed light an each other

in this skillful interweaving of text and photographic reproductions of

works by famous artists.
'Craven, Thomas, The Rainbow Book of Art. Cleveland: World Publishing Company.

This animatehistory of world art and artists is illustrated with hundreds

of reproductions.
Durrell, Donalld D., and B.A. Crossley, Favorite Plays for Classroom Readirlv,

Boston: Plays, Inc. Designed for classroom use', these plays give children

practice in expressive oral reading. This collection includes comedies,

mysteries, adaptations of classics* historical and holiday plays.

Gesner, Clark, You're a Good Nan Charlie Brown. Ne4 York: Random House, Inc.

Here is Ale text for the Broadway play based on the Peanuts comic strip by

Charles M. Schulz.
Gettins, Fred, The ifeanintand Wonder of Art. New York: Golden Press, Inc. What

you learn fram pictures depends on how you look at them, according to the

author. He helps the viewer to se the significance of distortion, symbols,

effects of light and color, as well as how mather:Itics, science, and philosophy

have affected art.
Glubok, Shirley,.The Art of Ancient Oexico. New York: Harper & Row, Publishers.

Aeligious and secular art in stone, clay, and metal serves as introduction to

the Aztec and prerAftec world. The descriptions of these works are expressed

through excellent photo &raphs and informative text.
Tne Art of Ancient Rome. New York: Harper & Row, Publishers. In this

volume the young reader 1 introduced to Roman "mosaics, portraits, statues

buildings, and monumenta. Concise text and carefully selected photographs

combine to catch the eye and the imagination.
The Art of Japan. New York: The nacmillan Company. This is a comprehensive,

illustrated introduction to Japanese sculpture, vood-block prints, cAlligraphy,

scroll and screeh paintings, architecture, and landscape design.

The Art of the Old West. New York: The Macmillan Company. Paintings,

sculptures, and photographs from such artists as George Catlin, Frederic

Remington, Thomas Eakins, and Georgia O'Keeffe are presented in this volume

along with text that gives technical, historical, and biographical details.

Plays., The Drama Raga nee for Young People, One Hundred Plays for Children: 'An

Anthology of Non alt One-ActPla s. Boston: Plays, Ind. This anthology

is particularly shitable for the intermediate grades.

Rublowsky, John, Music in America. New York: P.F. Collier, Inc. American music

began with the harmnnies of Europe adapted to colonial life,=and with the

vibrant African rhythms beought over by the black people. Today it is

influenced by jazz and musical comedy, folk-rock, and electronic sounds .

Schwartz, Alvin, Museum: The Story of America's Treasure Houses. New Yoxk: E.P.

Mutton & Co., Inc. Art museums and museums of history, science, technology

are included in a comprehensive discussidn covering their history, methods

of collecting, organization, financial support, and educational p ograns.

Smith, Moyne Rice, Seven Plays and Hov Oa Produce Them. New York: Hen Z. Walck,

Inc. Seven plays, simple in text but with high appeal for the middl rades.

Most of them aie written by older boys or_birls, others include very c ear

directions and suggestions for production,
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Dear Parent,

Level a:i
LANGUAGE ARTS
Level Report
Avon, Conn.

Date

Elem. School

has campleted the LanguageiArts skills

taught at Level 20. The following is an overview of your child's next level.

I. Decoding Skills

A.

B.

C.

D.

E.

F.

G.

H.

I.

J.

Overview of Level 21

Consonant spellings Ex. x, j,

Consonant digraph sounds Ex.

Vowels plus r spellings Ex.

Schwa sound Ex. about

59

sh, zh
ar, er, ir, or, ur

Syllabication - rules and syllabic consonant spellings

Vord families
Compound words
Prefixes Ex. post-, pre-, ante-

Suffixes Ex. -ous, -ive, -ity

Proofreading

II. Comprehension add Literary Understanding

A. Drawing conclusions
B. Recalling Details
C. Fact and Opinion
D. Alliteration
E. Plot development
F. ?lain Idea

G. Parody, fantasy, fiction

H. Appreciation of human values and aesthetics

ft

/II. Language

A. Vocabulary - developing word meanings, idiomatic expressions, synonyms

B. Word Usage
1. Verbs - "Be" forms

2. Pronouns - subject and object

3. Adjective
4. Adverbs
5. Appositives
6. Clauses
7. Modifiers
8. Question markers

C. Sentence patterns

D. Handwriting - cursive forms

E. Punctuation
F. Capitalization

IV, Study Skills

A. The Readers' Guide to Periodical Literature

B. Wotld Almanac
C. Thesaurus



1

Overview .of Level 21

V. Creatiity
BEST COPT MALE

ii

A. Extending experiences before, during and after each story read

B. Writing descriptive paragraphs, research reports, and essays



Level 21 - Language Arts

klevieu Skills From Previous Levels

I. Decoding skills

A. Phonology (Study of the sound structure of our language)

0,2

BEST ON OEILABIE

1. Consonant spellings and sounds

a. x = extra(ks) , exact(ge), xylophone(z)

b. j t(gym), Mara, 4e(badge), ge(stranre) , dg(midget)9

d(graduate) ; di(adjust).. gi(region), gg(exaggerate), di(soldier)

c. s = say, scene, ualtz, loss

d. z zero,jazz, rise

2. Consonant digraph spellings and sounds

a. sh m sheep, tissues, sugar, schwas, luscimbus, machine

b. zh = vision, casual, Sage

3. Vovrels plus r spellings

a. Tr = hair, care, uhere, wear, theiriaerial

b.- ar m fat, sergeant, heart

c. ar = carol, cart
d. er = riasly, bury

e. it = spirit, mirror, szsup, hear, here, cheer, weird, cashier

f. ur = luy, tour
g. er = corn, four, oar, ore, door, mar, uarrior

4 . Schwa sound
a. about, special, surgeon, tortoise, oxygen

5. Syllabic consonant spellings

a. mp= chasm, fathom, forum

b. n = dozen, person, basin, European

6. Syllabication rules for reading and urltinr

7. !lord family as clue to spelling

a. ragic, magical, magician

B. Vorphology (Study of word structure and4ord fornatior)

1. eompound words
a. hyphenated Compound adjectives -(best-knoun)

b. Hyphenated metaphoric compound% (suan - Boat)

2. Prefixes
-a. post-, pre-, ante-, non-, anti-, counter-, trans-, circum-i,

re-, sub, be-, pre-

3. Suffixes
a. Adjective forming -al, -ous, -ful

b. Holm forming -ure, -ity, -ty

c. Use of -ive, -ant, -Lan, -ess, -don, -ify, -ize, -en, -ure, -ity

4. Latin root uords

a. nittere, cedere

5. Construct word farilies

a. collect- collection, collective, collector, uncollected
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C. Spelling

3O3

IMST
ratLISIE

1. Relate spelling words to concepts developet in phonology and

morphology.
2. Basic Dolch List
3. One Hundred Spelling List
6. Proofread all written work for correct spelling.

II. Comprehension

A. Literal and Inferential

1. Drawing conclusions
2. taking inferences
3. Recalling details
4. :lain tdea

5. Fact and opinion
6. raking predictions
7. Identifying topic sentence of a paragraph

B. Critical thinking

1. Identifying words and phrases that are time clues in a given :-",-..:

selection.
2. Predicting the behavior of characters'

3. Identifying and describing the interrelatedness of characters and

events in plot development.

4. Identifying and describing the focus in an autobiographical selection.

III. Language

A. Syntax (Study of grammaiical structure)

1. Verbs
a. forms of verb be

b. Changing statements to questions with forms of be

2. Nouns
a. common and proper

3. Pronouns
a. Subject and object forms

b. Substituting pronouns for noun phrases and nouns

4. Adjectives
a. Use to expand sentences.'

5. Adverb and adverbial phrases

a. Position in sentence
b. _Use to expand sentences

6. Appositives
a. Identify

7. Clause
a. Position in a sentence

b. Use to expand sentences
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8. Vodifiers
a. Identify word group modifiers and the words they modify
b. Identify and corrdct misplaced modifices

9. Questions
a. Question markers - trho Iihat, when, where, why
b. Changi#g statements to questions

10. Sentence Patterns
a. N-LV-I1

eitSI
liN0111.

B. Semantics (The exploration of meaning assigned to trords and groups of
words.)

1. Identifying the meanings of given words from context by using them
correctly in new sentences

2. Identifying vocabulary related to the historical period and setting
of a selection.

3. Naming synonyms and antonyms of given words,
4. Classifying words according to semantic relationships.

C. Handwritigg

1. Review all cursive forms.
2. Extend cursive writing to all subject areas.
3. Proofread written work for correct handigriting- forms.

D. T'echanics

1. Punctuation
a. lipostrophe

1) Contractions
2) Singular and plural possessives

b. Colon
1) Writing time
2) End of greeting in a business letter
3) Separate chapter and were of quotation from the Bible.
4) After introductory word in listing things

5) To introduce a quotation - particularly fror a boot:.

6) To write dialogue for a play
c. Comma

1) To separate words or phrases in a series
2) Between day of month and year
3) Betuaen city and state/country

4) After a closing in a friendly letter and after the closing of

all letters.
5) To separate the speaker from exact words that he says.
6) Used with appositives
7) To separate two closely related sentences that are combined

by a connecting word.

d. Dash
1) Between pages
2) Between hours it. reference to time

6. Exclamation mark
1) To show great feeling orrautprise

f. Hyphen
1) Hyphenatet compowt,.1 words
2) To div&de words between syllables
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g. Italics recocnize
1) For titles, proper names. words or phrases from a foreign

language for letters, imrds, or phrases that are stressed.

h. Parenthese
'1 1) To enclose side remarks in a sentence

2) To enclose numerals in a numbered list

i. Periods
1) At the end of statements and commands

2) To end abbreviations and initials
j. Question marks

1) To end a sentence that asks a question
2) then the question is part" of a quotation, the question mark

comes befoe the final quotation mark

3) Men the quotation is part of a question, the question mark

comes after the final quotation mark.

k. Quotation marks
1) To enclose the exact words of a%speaker

1. Semidolon
1) Between two closely related sentences when there is no

connecting cords between the sentences.

m. Underlining
1) Titles of book

2. Capitalization;... .1.--

a. Review uses of capital letters.

3. Letters and addresses
a. Revieu parts of friend4 and business letters

IV. Study Skills

A. Reference materials

1. Introduce The Reader's Guide to Periodical Literature

2. Introduce The tlorld Almanac

3. Review encyclopedia, atlas, card catalog,

4. Note-taking for recording information

5. Locating information about a given topic,

references.

B. Outlining as an Aid to learning

a. ilain idea

b. Subtonics

C. Continue use of Thesaurus

V. Literary Understanding

A. rhetoric and4L1terary.Skills0

1. Alliteration'

2. Autobiorrraohy

3. Cliche'

4. Climax
S. El-ic poem A..

6. Essay

7. Parody
8. Eaataax,.

glossary, dictionary

us ins' a variety of library

9. Historical and Science Fiction
10. Contrast
11. Folktale
12. heroes (Comparing)
3. Proverb

,
r 14. 7,yth .

\ 15. Legend
(). bl.; Structure of given storiee

11 '
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a) Introduction
b) Complication
c) Plot development
d) Climax
e) Resolution

B. Human Value and Aesth;?il

SEST spy 10101.

1. To stimulate pupils' interest in Greek myths and legends.

2. To ileveloplariliarity with one of the early legendary heroes.

3. To develop recognition variety of types of humor in language and

situation
4. To develop wareness of stories of knights, kings, magic and of the

importance of truth and honor to medieval heroes.

5. To develop recognition of autobiography as a literary form.

6. To challenge pupils to think about the common problems men have

faced through the ages.

7. To challertge.pupi3s2O%think.4about the historical facts conveyed

by myths and legends.

6. To develop an interest in comparing cultures.

VI. Creativity

A. Developing Creative Potential'

1. Choral reading
2. Choreographing legend, dance

3. Designing coats of arm

4. Constructing dioramas

5. Skits - dramatizing
6. illustrating poem, surrealistic composition, moral, selection

7. Giving a talk.

3. Creating hypothetical situations

9. raking aostumes, mosaics, 'witches bree

10. Listening to recordings

11. Role playing

D. Composition

1 'bitten activities
a. Ad
b. Archaeological report

c. Autobiographical sketch

d.. Couplet
e. Historical drama

f. A brief paper from a certain vieTipoint

g. research reports

h. Ending a poem

VII. Materials

A. required - Holt, Rinehart and Winston, Inc.

1. Hiiers on The Earth - Unied' 5:and 6

a. Text (pupil and teacher's handbook)

b. Workbook
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c. Satellite Books
StS1 W1"°N.1) Unit 5 - Stars Are for Storytelling

The Gesat Qualm"
2) Unit: - Time Cat(Abridged)

Clues Undewater
d. AV l'iaterial

1) Recordings - Unit 5 - The Portrait of a Warrior'
"Beouul
"Lloyd Alexander Interviety"

Unit 6 "Pre -Eitistence"

2. Sound Filmstrips
Unit 5 "Theseus and the Minotaur'

/Point of View'
Unit "Digging For the Past"

"Anthropology"
Blow Cities Groti"
"Fitting Parts inteoa

B. Alternate Reading Program -. approval of reading Departrent

1. licGratr Hill -Programmed Reading (Sullivan)
2. ISerrill, Charles Verrill Readers
3. Scott Foirman
4. Ginn 360

C. Supplementary raterials

1. Language
a. bolt, Rinehart and Winston, Inc. The Arts-and Skills. of

English -.Books 5 and 6 (sanple copies of uorkbook)

b. Laid lao Discovery in Enplish - Book 5
Pr.vress in Englial: -,B9ok 6 (Activity sheets and

Tests

c. Scott, Fore Language .and NM? T2 Use It(activitiea books
5 and 6 sample copies and records, Dunlicating Masters)

d. Harcourt; Brace and World - The Roberts Series - Books 5 and
6 (t.lorkbooks as sarples)

e. Random House - The Writing Buit Kit (filmstrips, tapes, activity
cards)

f. Ginn - Creativity Idea Books: Can YcA__.jaImagine? For these
Theo Wonder

g. Harcourt, Brace and World - First Splendor - Book 6

h. Laidlor Courage_ and Adventures - Book 6

i. Random House - iiountainleaks Book 6

j. Lippincott - Reading_ for Feaninr,-Book 6
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k. Paperbacks
1. Scholastic Individualized needing Kits

2. Limited copies of assorted paperbacks
exst VI %MALE

1. Bernell Loft, Ltd. - Capitalization and Punctuation

ualized Kit Sets C and D

2. Spelling
a. 220 Basic Dolch
b. Scott, Foresman

c. Webster, ItGrard

d. Noble and Noble
e. Economy Oompany

List
Spelling Our Lanvaze-Book 5 and 6

Hill - Basic Goals in Spelling-Book 5 and 6

- Spell/Write-Book 5 and 6

- Continuous Progress Spelling Kit

3. Handwriting
a. Scott, Foresman Ilriting Our Language - Book 6

4. Enrichment Iaterials

a. Lyons and Carnahan - The New Phonics He Use D- E-F-G

b. Bernell Loft, Ltd. Specific Skills Services

(Lain Idea, Sequence, Context, Sounds, Following Directions,

Locating the Anwers, Getting the Facts , Drawing Conclusions)

c. Teacher made materials (See Activities Section of Guide)

d. Library filmstrips and tapes

e, Reading Labs 11C and 11LA

f. EDL Controlled Reader and Language master

g. Continental, Hayes, Jen Duplicating Uasters

N Educators Publishing - Wavily Tlise - Book 1 and 2

Seririce

Dictionary and Encyclopedia

j. Dr. Ferr Crossword Puzzles - Bool: 2

VIII. Evaluation

A. Required
1. Holt, Rinehart aad

stories.
2. Holt, "Itehart and

3. Teacher made Tests

Tlinston-Evaluation masters for individual

Uinston-End of Unit Tests(21p, 21b)

B. Optional
1. infonml "..jading Inventcry

2. Gates-Giaitie Test - Standardized

3. iietropolltan Achievement Test

4. Bot21 tventory of Phonetic Skills



Total 100 pts.

Name

Level 21a - Evaluation Language Arts

Date

A. Reading and Language

nog

BEST teFf KVIMIABLE

1% If a word contains a syllable m sound, write it under the spelling of

the sound.

fathom fo enthusiasm

medium./ comment amazement

heryfam chasm foreman

OM

4111111.1.MIII111=111111111111111111.1

UM

(6 points)

2. Underline the syllable n where it appears in the following words.

1. bitten 6. Sweden 11. maiden

2.2,)baron 7:- siphon 12. Minoan

3. basin S. clarion 13. cousin

4. avenge 9. Magellan 14. wooden

5. prison 10. suspense 15. went (15 pts.)

3. In the blanks rewrite the following words and divide them into syllables

as you would see them in printed matter. Use a hyphen to show the

division. If allnre. NI.-:11 not be diviaed, write it solid.

1. abhor

2. suprv.ns

3. shipment

4. repe4.

5. quest

6. neutral

7. issue

O. basket

9. evoke

10. gare'm (10 points)

4. Substitute ;. .
pronons listed for each underlined noun phrase

in the senr.-!.1ce! *v.A.ow. A,Yrer each sentence, identify the sentence

pattern. The ma is done ior you.
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OPOSS

Name

II

Date

he she I they we it

1. x. was Arthur's brother. N-LV-g

2. The boys were Sir Ector's sons.

3. Half of a magic charm was the nickel.

4. The tall figure was a knight, in full armor.

5. "A mighty prophetess was Katharine.

6. The lady is an imposter.

7. Marbha and I are sisters.

0. The red knight and the green knight are guards.

9. Merlin is a magician.

10. Mhe enchantresses are Orddu and Owen.

"la

(10 points)

5. Underline subject pronouns and circle object pronOundsin the following

sentences.

1.

2.

3.

He was a great king.

They were happy people.

Thes.7 dncided to kill him:

4. Milv.:; .

5. A b . .
A . .1.1 LO u. I

6. I teL. Lhvald.

7. Use 1.r. r: 1 -1..10.

E. It i.; 7'

9. Plear.- t. 1.L jolt.

10. ThoL:c.u..; t.c return for her. (10 points)
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Name .Date

.f.3/ /

P1100.

6. Write .a' of the three prefixes before each base word listed below to

make the word match its given meaning.

pre- post- ante-

1. historic - relating to times before writteethistory.

2. dated - dated after

3. tlar 1. after war

4. elude - shut out before

5. meditated - thought through before

6. room - room placed before another

7. script words added after

8. dawn - before dawn (8 points)

7. Find the Latin word in the right-hand column from which each English

word in the left-hand column takes its root. Write the letter of the

Latin word in the blank before the English word.

1. _precedent a.

2. prefix b.

3. postpone c.

4. predict d.

dicare, to say

cedere, to go

ponere, to place

figere, to fasten (4 points)

8. Underltfie each word in the sentences below which indicates a historical

period'or setting other than the present.

1. The shield of the man shone-in the sun.

2. The men set down their spears.

3. They tried to strike the snake with their swords.

4. The four knights rode into battle.

5. Arthur found a stone in the courtyard.

6. There was a lot of fanfare.

7. It was the Age of Chivalry.

8. He rode across the bridge over the moat.

9. Our basketball team won the trophy.

10. It was an exciting chariot race. (10 points)
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Date
Combine the sentences in each group below into one sentence that

conveys a similar meaning.

eESI
MIME

Group 1:

Arthur had a father.
Arthur's father was Sir Ector.
Arthur hunted with Sir Ector or by himself.

..M.11MIMININNi

r i Group 2:
Arthur rose in hii stirrups
Arthur pulled the sword from under his cloak.
Arthur held it out to his 73rother.

jeptillat

(2 points)

B. Comprehension and Literary Skills

1. Below this diagram, which represents dramatic structure, explain what

each lettered step or stage in the plot development stands for.

S

A

Climax, Introduction, Resolution, Complication

A.

B.

C.

D. (4 points)
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Date

3 /3
pgrAtrattefor tt7i

Underline the topic sentence or state the main idea of each of the

following paragraphs.°

1. I realized I had no learned enough. lbw, instead of-novels, I read

history, grammar, e ymology and tried to improve my high school

French. I was ous to go to college. By the following autumn,

I had put aside enough money for a year at school.

2. Adventure:, I decided, was the way to
'States had already entered World War
my thirst for adventure flew out the

room.

learn how to write. The United

II, so I joined the Army, But
door of the physical examination

3. There A, in the chronicles of Prydain, a good portion of ancient

legend. But a good portion of my own life is there, too, half

forgotton, half remembered, changed and colored up dreams change and

color the happenins
on

our waking lives.. my Welsh harp, with its

broken strings, -ild'on my mantelpiece. But does it really hplong to

we or to the would -be bard, Fflewddur Fflam? Prydain is a
4 combination of legend Sind my own life. (3 points)

C. Study Skills

1. Read the following samp;., selection from The Readers' Guide to Periodical

Literature. Answer the following questions about the sample selection

on the lines provided.

Wales .

Description and travel
In of the Wellsh. H. F st.

Esq re 72:142 46 D '69
One lelshman's Tales. G. Thomas.
Travel & Camera 32:64-9 Je *69

Wales; with photographs by Lord Snowdon.
Look 33:68-73 Je 24 '69

1. Who is R. Fast?

2. In the first entry, what does '72 stand for?

3. What does D '69 tell you?

4. *in which magazine can you read "One Welshman's Tales?

5. In which magazine can you find photographs of Wales?

6. In the third entry, what do the numbers168-73 stand for/

.7. Which of these articles is the most recent?

3. Which of the above magazines are-probably published monthly?

(8 points)
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Date

D. Composition

1. Rewrite each sentence below using correct capitalization and punctuation.

a. winter days are cold summer days are hot

wom111100,

. the football game i think its with simsbury high school is on

wednesday

1.
c. Yew said John. i saw it last night

IMIII111101111k

I..

(10 points)

2. Write a paragraph or two about one of the following.

1. Your town has been taken over bit gangsters. Beowulf arrives on the

scene to lend his help. Describe what happens.

2. You have just net Sir LanunCelot on the way home from school!

Describe him to your family: Can you make them believe your story/

3. Y)u are a reporter in the days of Arthur's youth. Write an account

for your newspaper of the events in rrhe Challenge of the Sword."

Remember to be concise and to stick to the facts.

C Commendable
S - Satisfactory
N - Needs Improvtent

1
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Total: 100 points
Language Arts Teacher's copy

04 0°1.
A. reading and Language , w Zts A

/
... IP%

I

1. If a word contains a syllabic m sound: write it under the spelling of

the sound.

fathom forum enthusiasm

medium comment amazement

heroism chasm foreman

m

enthusiasm

heroism

om um

fathom forum

medium

chasm (6 poin..5)

2,..° Underline the syllable n =there it appears in the following Yords.

1. bitten

2. baron

3. basin

4. avenge

5. prison

6. Sweden

7. siphon

8. clarion

9 . Pugell an

10. suspense

-U. maiden

12. tlinoan

13. cousin

14. wooden

15. went (15 points)

3. In the blanks rewrite the fllowing words an

)1b

d divide them into

syllables as you would see them,in printed matter. Use a hypen to show

the division. If a word should not be divided, write it solid.

L. abhor ab-hor

2. suppress sup-press

3. shipment ship -went

4. repaid re -paid

5. quest quest

6. neutral neu-tral

7. issue is-sue

8. basket bas-ket

9. evoke revoke

10_. garden. gar-den (10 points)

4. Substitute one of the pFonouns listed for each underlined noun phrase

in the sentences below. After each sentence, idcify the sentence

pattern. The first one is done for you;
)

k
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1. Kay eras Arthur's brother. N-LV-;1
He-

MOO- rhe she they we it
Teacher's copy

. They
2. The boys were Sir Ector's sons. 1I-LIT-11

it
3. Ilalf of a magic charm Ints the nickel. t!-LV-TT

It
4. The tall figure was a knight 1' full armor. ti-LV-V

5. A mighty prophetess was Katharine. U-LV-i1

Sie
6. The lady is an imposter. 1.1-LV-Ii

tie
7. ::sriahe and I are sister.

they
8. The red knight and the green knight are zuards. I1: is

he
9. trerlin is a 3uagician. /!-LV-ll

they
10. The enchantresses are Orddu and Ort4en. II-LV-N (10 points)

5. Underline subject pronouns and circle object pronouns in the following
sentences.

1. He was a great king.

2. ThPy were happy people.

3. Theseus decided to killi..ki13.)

4. !linos_ orderect.them to prison.

5% A bledk sell will be a signal to us,,

6. I will to(y a spool of thread.

7. Use(it as a clue.

8. It is a horrible monster.

9.. Please take Iv. Way with(you)

10. Theseus promised to return fo er.. (10 pointii)
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Language Arts

1.3 7

Teacher's copy

6. Write oneof the three prefixes before each base word listed below to
make the word match its given ineaninp.

pre- post- ante-

1. prehistoric - relating to tines before written history

2. postdated - dated after

3. postwar - after war

4. ude - shut out before

5. mmeditated - thought through before

6. anteroom - room placed before another

7. postscript iroads added after

8. jaitedawn - before dawn (8 points)

7. Find the Latin word in the right-hand column from which each English

word in the left-hand column takes its root. Write the letter of the
Latin word in the blare: before the English word.

1. precedent a.

2. ire ix b.

3. c postpone c.

4. a predict d.

dicare p to say

cedere, to go

ponere, to place

figerek to fasten (4 points)

8. Underline each word in the sentences below %/Lich indicates a historical
period or setting other than the present.

1. The shield of the man shone In the sun.

2. The men set down their spears.

3. They tried to strike the snake with their swords.

4. The four knipjits rode into battle.

5. Arthur found a stone in the courtyard.

6. There eras a lct of fanfare.

7. It was the Age of Chivalry.

C. He rode across the bridge over the moat.

9. Our bbsketball team won the trophy.

10. It was an exciting chariot race. (le points:
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9. Combine the sentences in each group below
conveys a similar meaning.
(Ansuers will vary.)

Teacher's copy

into one sentence that'

Crimp 1:
Arthur had a father.
Arthur's father was Sir Ector.
Arthur hunted with Sir Ector or by himself.

Arthur hunted withjit Ector, his fekthpre nr by hirnaol f

Group 2;
Arthur rose in his stirrups
Arthur pulled the sword from under his cloak.
Arthur held it out to his brother.

rthur H I "

stirrups, and held it out to his brother (2 points)

B. Comprehension and Literary Skills

. 1.. Below this diagram, which represents dramatic strusture, explain what
each lettered step or stage in the plot deVelopr2ent stands for.

Climax, Introduction, resolution, Complication

A. Introduction

B. Complication)

C. Climax

D. Pesolution

!Avid: morel 1.1411 vary)

(4 points)
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Language Arts
Teacher's copy

2. Underline the topic sentence or state the main idea of each of the follow-

ing paragraphs.

1. itacIetIrealizedItrnlouh. Now, instead of novels, I read

history, grammar, etymology and tried to improve my high school

French. I was anxious to pc, to college. By the following autumn,

I had put aside enough money for a year at school.

2. Adventure, I decided,, was the-vay to learn how to write. The United

States had already entered World Tier II, so I joined the Army, But

my thirst for adventure flew out the door of the physical examination

room.

3. There is, in the chronicleqoof Prydain, a gond portion of ancient

legend. But a good portion of my own life is there, too, half

forgoeton, half remembered, changed and colored as dreams change and

color the happenings of our waking lives. IV IIelsh Kapp, with its

broken strings, is on my mantelptece. But does it really belong to

me or to the would-be bard, Fflewddur Fflam? ydain is a combination

of legend and my own life. (3 points)

C. Study Skills

1. Tzead the following sample selection from The Readers' Guide to Periodical

Literature. /newer the following questions about the sample selection

on the lines provided.

Tlales
Description and travel
In search of the Uelsh. H. Fast.

Esquire 72:142 - 46 D '69
One Welshman's Tales. G. Thomas.

Travel & Camera 32:64-9 Je '59

'?ales, with photographs by Lord Snaqdon.

Look 33.68-73 Je 24 '69

1. Mo is H. Fast? Author of 'In Search of the !ielsh"

2. In the first entry, what 4114§ 72 stand for? Volume number 72 of

Esquire magazine

3. Uhat does D '69 tell you? Date of magazine

4. In which magazine can you read "One elshman's Tales'? Travel F.

Camera

5. In which magazine can you find photographs of Miles? 111221LEgiaEine

6. In the third entry:-what do the numbers 63-73 stand for? Pages 68 to

_73

7, hich of these articles is the most recent? In Search of the Ilelsh"

8. Mich of the above magazines are .probably published monthly?

Esquire, Travel & Camera. (8 points)
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D. Composition

1. RetYrite each sentence below using correct capitalization and punctuation.

a. uinter days are cold summer days are hot

"inter days are cold, sumrer days are hot. (1/2 points)

b. the football
o6dnesday
The'football
Ucdnesday.

game i think its with simsbury high school is on

game (I think it's 'with Simsbury High School) is on
(5 points)

c. Yes said John. i saw it last night

Yes,' said John. *I saw it last night.

2. ?Trite a paragraph or tt about one of the following.

(3 1/2 pts.)

Total 10 points

20 Corrections

1. Your town has been t ten over by gangsters4 Beowulf arrives on the

scene to lend his he p. Describe 'rat happens.

You have just met Sir Launcelot on the may home from school!

rescribe him to your family. Can you make them believe your story?

3. You are a reporter in the days of Arthur's youth. Utite an account

for ycur newspaper of the events in The Challenge of the Sword."

Remember to be concise and to stick to the facts.

The correction for this paragraph should be based upon!"the child's

ability to express ideas in sentences with adequate attention given to

spelling and punctuation appropriate for the level.

Recommended rating;
C = Commendable
S = Satisfactory
N = Meeds Improvement

U
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A. Reading and Language

1. L sted here are words that contain various spellings of sounds given to

i4444els plus r. Rearrange the words in six columns according to the sound

f the vowel plus r. Head each column with the dictionary symbol of the

ound plus r and underline the letters that spell the sound of the

vowel p us r.

absorb . baron jury

(...
adore

thecarry there

archaeology cheer tour

architect fare weird

2. Study the list of words below and arrange the words in four groups

according to word meaning. Give each word group a heading that indicates

what the words have in common.

airplane baseball. bus

car carnival city

concert farm jeep

small town soccer suburb

swimming television theater

wrestling

A. B.

C. 0.

3.2./
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3. Read each set of words and sentences. Find the word that Vest completes

each sentence and write that word in the sentence blank. Indicate

whether the word is a verb, a noun, or an adjective in the blank follow-

ing each sentence.

1. amaze amazing amazement

a. You me with your sped.

b. To my they were gone.

c. Your skills startle me.

2. classify classified classification

a. The ads make interesting reading,-

b. Help me these books.

c. His is top-notch.

3. enjoy erjoyment enjoyable

a. The children's showed on their faces.

b. Did Alan the game?

4w
c. That book was

(18 pointe)

4. The underlined word group in each sentence below is out of place. !kam..:1,t

Rewrite each sentltrc, Laing the modifi:ir in its correct position, es

close to the words it mudiaes as possible.

1. Luke)propped it against the wall taking off his schoolbag.

2. Uniformly warm, Luke liked the temperature of Surreal.

!;21ashinp, softly and mom.tonously on the rocky floor, the boys were startled

by a

4. To the bottom of the hill, he lost his balance and fell.

5. Luke, with his long fluky ears flopping as he bounded, was terrified by park.
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5. Change the following statements into questions. For the first five,

rearrange the.word order so that the question starts with a form of

the berb be. For the second five, use the question marker given at the

end of the sentence no start the question.

1. Bimbo wad always at Tito's side.

2 2. Raisin cakes were always a special treat.

3. It uas growing harder to breathe.

. The millstones were turned by slaves or mules.

5. Eighteen hundred years later there were scientists restoring the

ancient city.

Tito and Bimbo lived under the wall. (Where).

7. Once a year the caesar visited Pompeii. (When)

3. Bibbo would bring food every morning. (What)
C.

9. Because Tito was blind, he couldn't see any 'Of the fireworks.(Why)

10. The citiaens fled the crumbling city. (Who)

(5 points)
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6. Expand each sentence below by adding more words, clauses, or phrases.

Rewrite each sentence on the lines below.

1. Ile thought deeply. (Add a phrase).

2. People pointed and laughed. .(Add a clause.)

. There were many building . (Add some adjectives and a phrase.

4. He listened. (Add a phrase and a clause.)

5. He was troubled. (Add an adverb and a clause.)

(5 points)

7. The addition of the following suffixes changes adjective and nouns to

verbs. Read each sentence below. From the word list, select an adjective

or noun and add the correct suffix to form the verb that fits best in that

sentence. Write the nei;ly formed verb in the blank.

-en -fy -ize

broad pure real solid strength

1. Water will at the freezing point.

2. Al;.er a flood, you should all drinking water.

3. I hope you the importance of neatness.

4. The sidewalks were removed to the road.

5. Luke wanted to his muscles. (5 pts.)
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B. Comprehension and Literary Skills

1. Hatch each idea in Column A. with a contrasting idea from Column B by

writing the letter of the contrasting idea in the blank.

Column A

1. The father rides and a.

Makes his eon walk.

2. Luke iagerly ap-
proached the opening.

b.

3. The synthetic air system
was the lifeblood of the city

c.

4. "Have some more berries. d.

5. "Is that a hat, that fur
stuff you're wearing?"

g.

Column B

The cool, fresh air of the
natural wand amnzednhim.';

"It's not good to take more
than one pill"

"You have no hair, and
you're wearing a mask."

Eric hesitated to leave
the security of Surreal.

"Since when do the old walk,
and the young ride?"

(5 points)

2. Read the following statements and decide the amount of time involved in

each. Select and underline this time span in the two phrases given

after each statement. Then underline the clue words in the statement.

1. Almost with the first spadeful, Arthur Evans found a wealth of

. information.
a. Right away b. Over several years

2. From time to time, clay tablets were unearthed.
a. Over a period of time b. In a day

3. Year after year of digging revealed a unique form of architeature.

a. Over many years b. Right away

4. The city of Knossos must have ceased to exist almost overnight.

a. In a week b. Immediately

5. During 1935 and 1936 Sir Arthur completed and published the rest of

his study.
a. Over two years b. Over a period of years

6. In the late 1800's Evans made many trips to Crete.

a. During one year b. Over several years

3. Listed below are statements from "The Dog of Pompeii."

statement, put an H of it contains historical fact add

statement is purely fictional.

(6 points)

Next to each
an F if the

1. Pompeii was one of theemayest of the old Latin towns.

2. The open-air theaters rocked with laughing crowds.

3. Tito has been blind since birth.
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4. Tito never asked where the good came from.

5. The Forum was the part of town to which everyone came once each

day. (5 points)

C. Study Skills

1. Listed below are five reference sources that you-may use in a library.

Next to each source is an abbreviation for it. In the blank before each

questioti write the abbreviation that stands foi the'rekerence in rhic*

you would look first'to find the answer.

atlas-A encyclopedia -E The Readers' Guide-R - card catalog-C

World Almanac -T7 %sh

1. In what magazines published in 1973 did articles about archaeology.

appear?

2. What booki about Sir Arthur Evans does your library contain?

3.. What is the capital of Uganda, and is (t a coastal city?

stories of 1973?

1U ntermeyer are its ,your library?

'Whatwere the major newt

5. How many books by Louis

6:

7.

What European country once. governed Brazil?

How many miles from-the Griek main4aild is the island of

oro

8. What ii known about Pompeii from its founding to the pre
(8 points a

2The fa., lowing.:words are written in Pronounciation Key symbols

the words in normal spelling and underline the letters that s

the underlined sounds in the respelling.

1. not i

2. plezhi'ar

3! B dan

4. pa shit

5. g'a rizhi

6. wiz' dam

7. lOn fesi

8. da zert

Crete?

eat?

./ ReOrite
and for
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9. SkeDil

10. sa'n

D. Composition

1. Usage
Here is a group of sentences that will help you find out if. you know the

standard usage for "be" words. Complete each sentence by writing 4

"be" word for each spaae.

(5 pts)

1) usually a late riser in the morning, but this morning 2)

aw 1! early. My father and 1 3) going to tour the city

parks with the mayor. Dad and the mayor 4) old friends. .,They

5) classmates In school.

Dad likes the mayor and 6) proud to .be seen with him. He voted for

his friend, and he 61) glad that his friend is the mayor: Uother,

on the other hand, 8) very antagonistic toward the mayor. She

didn't vote for him, and 9) sorry that he won the election.

Needless to day, she 10) not going Wtth us.

2. Pretend that you are involved in one of the following situations and
write an account of wir you think happened.

4110

1. ?cou are stranded in an unknown place after a plane wreck. The
hptives have never seen anyone like you. You have discovered a new

cillture! Describe these natives for the rest of the world.

2. You are digging in your backyard to plant a garden and discover
objects from a civilization of ages past. What do you unearth, and

what are the results of your discovery?

C Commendable
S - SatiL:artory
U -Needs Improvement
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A. Reading and Language

1. Listed here are words that contain various spellinsis of sounds given to

vowels plus r. Rearrange the words in six columns according to the sound

of the vowel plus r. Head each column\with the dictionary symbol of the

vowel sound plus r and underline the !otters that spell the sound of the

vowel plus r. (12 points)

absorb
adore
archaeology
architect

ar

fare

there

it

cheer

weird

2. Study the
according
what the w

airplane
car
concert
small town
swimmirg
wrestling

baron
carry
cheer
fare

ar

archaeology

architect

Ur

jug

tour

jury-
there
tour
weird

ar

baron

carry

Or

absorb

adore

list of words be low and arrange the words in four groups

to word meaning. Give each word group a heading that IndicatPs

ords have in common. (16 points)

A. Transportation

airplane
bus
car
jeep

B. Entertinr-ent

carn i vi, I

concert
.televislor.
thr23ter

baseball
carnival
farm

soccer
television

C. Sports

baseball
soccer
swimminq
wrestling

D. Places to Live

cit/

faivi

small town
subur!:,

bus
city
jeep

theater
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3. Read each set of eprds add sentencas. Find the word that best completes
each sentence and 'trite that word in the sentence blank. Indicate
whether the word is a verb, a noun; or an adjective in the blank follow-
ing each sentence.

1. amaze amazing amazenent

a. You amaze Ine with your speed. Vert,

b. To my amazement, they were gone. Pout

c. Your eriazt.E. skills startle me. Adjective

2. classify classified classification

a. The classified Les make interesting reading. Adjective,

b. Help me clessify these books. Vefb

c. Fis classification is top-noteh. ik"un

3. enjoy enjoyment enjoyable

a. The children's enjoyment shered.on their faces. Voun

b . Lid Alan enloy the ;;ere? Verb

c. That book was enicyable. Adjective (113 mints)

4. The underlined or.1 r:rove in each sentence 13,4°,7 is out of pince.. newrite
each sentence., piac.i .r the modifier in Sts correct position, ts close
to the voiri or "01:..tj it Ileclifies as possible.

1. Luke prideped a.r.;;.zinr.:t the wall takIn- off his schoo]bac. tyke,
taking off 'As seloolhel, nronped it agalest the ,7alls,

2. Unifortl, warm, Lel-e terrerater? of Fur:cal.
11.1.,.ed the unicorn...1.1 T.gerri templratire Surz :al.

3. Sala:slim., softly ar,-1 r.orotennuslv on Cee rock, floor, the boys vTers
st.-!rtic...6. by a ?Attic lieterial.l.

The boys crere startled by a little c?aterfell enlashine eoftly a"c't
t.onctonc,s1, rocky floor.

4. To the bottom c:'.7 the hill, he lost his and fell.
Ee lost his balance and fel' to the nott... of the h.111.

5. /AA, -7-ILh his lone silky ears flopping as he bcereled, ''as terrieled
by Bark.

terrleiee. b" Barb 1,10: his flori.trIP as he
bount..d. i.oirts)
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5 altaxise the following statements into questions. For the first five, .

%arrange the Nord order so that the question starts with a form of the
.4e., -b be. For the second five, use the question marker given at the end

o: the sentence to start the question.

1. 'limbo was always at Tito's side.
"Was Biotic) always at Tito's side.

2. Raisin cakes were always a special treat.
deice raisin cakes always a special treat?

3. It was graying harder to breathe.
Was it graying harder to breathe?

4. The millstones eee turned by slaves or mules.
Were the millstones turned by slaves or mules?

5. Eighteen hundred years later there were scientists restoring the
. ancient city.

Were there scientists restoring the ancient cit eiy teen hundred
years later?

6. Tito and Bimbo lived under the wall.
(Where)
Where did Tito and Bimbo live? '

7. Once a year the caesar visited Pompeii.
(When)
ilhen did the caesar visit Pompeii?

3. B14bo would bring food every morning.
cWhat)
!last would Bimbo bring evert nominee

9. Because Tito was blind, he couldn't see any of the firework's.

(TThy)Why tcouldrof ?

10. The citizens fled the crumbling city.
(Who)
*.Tho fled _the crumbling cia? (S points)
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6. Expand each sentence below by adding more words, clauscs, or phrases.

Rewrite each sentence on. the lines below.

1. He thought deeply. (Add a phrase) \

2. People pointed and laughed. (Add a clause.) --

3. There were many buildings. (Add some adjectives and a phrase.)

4. He listened. (Add a phrase and a clause.)

5. He vas troubled. (Add an adverb and a clause.)

. /

//

(Answers will vary)!
0 points)

7. The addition of the following suffixes changes adjectives and nouns to \

verbs. Read each sentence below. From the word list, select an .41't4t*:1,/

adjective or noun and add the correct suffix to form the verb that fits 1

best in that sentence. !bite the newly formed verb in the blank.

-en

broad

-fy .-ize

pure real solid strength'

1. !ater will solidify at the freezing point.

2. After a flood, you should purify all drinking water.

3. I hope you realize the importance of neatness.

4. The uidevalks were removed to broaden the road.

5. 'Luke wanted to strengthen his muscles. (5 points)
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B. Comprehension and Literary Skills stsi
...vt

1. t'atch each idea in Column A with a contrasting idea from Column B by

writing the letter of the contrasting idea in the blank.

Column A

e 1. The father rides and
makes his son mak.

d 2. Luke eagerly ap-
proached the opening.

a 3. The synthetic air system
was the lifeblood of the city

b 4. 'Have some-more berrie

c 5. "Is that a hat, thatrf r
stuff you're wearing?'

2. Read the following state

each. Select and underl
after each stetement.

1. Almost with the first

information.
a. Right away b.

Column B

a. The cool, fresh air of the
natural world amazed him.

b. 'It's not good to take
more than one pill."

c. Q" have no hair, and
you're wearing a mask."

d. Eric hesitated to leave
the security of Surreal;

e. 'Sinee.,4pben do the old

talk, aftV the young ride?"
(5 points)

is-and decide the amount of time involved in

ne this time span in the two pllrases given

en underline the clue words in the statement.

spadeful, Arthur Evans found a wealth of

Over several years

2. From time to time, clay tablets were unearthed.

a. 0-ImriocIoftime b. In a day.

3. Year after year of digging revealdd a unique form of architecture.

a. Over many years b. Right array

4. The city of Xnossos mist have ceased to exist almost ovelrnigh .

a. In a weel b. Immediately

Durinp4_1935 and 1936 Sir Arthur completed and published the rest of

his study.

. a. Over two years b. Over a period of years

6. In the late 1800's Evans made many trips to Crete.

a. During one year b.. OVer several years

3. Listed below are statements from ' =The Dog of Pompeii.'

statement, put an fl if it contains historical fact add

meat is purely fictional.

(6 points)

Next to each
an F if the state-

H 1. Pompeii was one of the gayest of the old Latin tons.

Ii 2. The open-air theaters rockee with laughing' crowds.

F 3. Tito has been blind since birth.



0100 W°1°.
F 4. Tito never asked Aware the food care from.

H S. The Forum was the part of tom to which eveycie cane once each

day.
(5 points)

Level 21b Evaluation
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C. Study Skills

1. Listed below are five reference sources that you mac use in a libstary.

Hext to each source is an abbreviation for it. In the blank before

each question, write the abbreviation that stands for the reference

in which you would look first to find the answer.

atlas-A encyclopedia-E
Aluanac-W

R 1. In what. magazines

appear?

The Readers' Guide -r, card catalog-C World

)

published in 173 did articles about archaeology

C 2. What books about Sir Arthur Evans does your library contain?

A 3. What is the capital of Uganda, and is it a coastal city?

it 4. What were the major news stories of 1973?

C 5. How many books by Louis Untermeyer are in your library?,

. 'E 6. What European country once governed Brazil?

A 7. How many miles from the Greek ma nland is the island of Crete?.

E 8. What is known about Pompeii fromiits foundiag to the present?
(8 points)

2. The following words are written in Pronunciation Key symbols. Regrite

the words in normal spelling and underline the letters that etanc' for

the underlined sounds in the reapellinp.

1.

2. plezh/

3. Vsit,n

4. pi/ shan t

5. ga riizhi

6. wiz. dam

7. lan fees°

8. zert

knowledge..

pleasu.

ocean

patient

garge

wig don

confess

dessert



9. skel

10. Gen

D. eomposition

1. Usage

I

asie

Level 21b Evaluation
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scene (5 points)

BEST COP1 NAOMI

Item is a group of sentences that will help you find out if you know the

standard usage for 'bet' wcrds. Complete each sentence by writing a

la,!" w pi for each space.

I a4r usually a late .riser in the morning, but this morning I was awake

early. My facher and I are going to tour the city parks with the

mayot. Dad and Fhe mayor are old friends. They were classmates in

schtiol .

Dad likes the mayor and is proud to be seen with him. lie voted for his

friend, and he is glad tit his friend is the mayor. Nother, on the

other hand, was very antagonistic toward the mayor. She didn't vote for

him, and tsm sorry that he won the election. Heedless to say, she

is not going .4ithus.

2. Pretend that you are involved in one of the following situations and
write an account of at( Tu think happened.

_ 1. YOld,are str ded in an unknown place after a plane wreck. The natives
have never seen anyone like you. You have discovered a new culture:
Describe these natives for the rest of the world.

2. You' are digging in your backyard to plant a garden and discover

objects from a civilization of ages past. Mat do you unearth,

and what, are the results of your discovery?

The Coreection for.this aacount should be based upon the child's

ability to express ideas in sentences with adequate attention given
to spelling and punctuation appropriate for the level.

Recomended rating:

C Ist Commendable*

S SstisfitstorY
r - reeds Improvement
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Suggested Spelling List
Level 21 E.S.

clue rdign mercy caesar

ISO C°14

cavern a quest gift stoegy

nimbly tournament companion elegant

chasm visor eggy curious

hoist poppet roost comrade

shingle dungeon drooped bazaar

fleece brier cloak barometer

gtisly knave -wistfully confident

moor squire nuisance actor

coverlet page perish refuse
. .

cave permission clasp vapor

wrinkle bully murmur instrument

scale mingle clarity raisin

breakfast guise sake recount

edible accomplice comrade acrobat

quicken truce 'lash elaborate

heather widen laden tragic

.

moat proceed practical tribe

civihedral boon salary culture

stirrup together hypodermte colony

_
suspense mute chronicle compound

magician bard character language

foster ye.1.1p2nr glimpse neighbor

baron brooch inspire unique

postpone
------- fascination

knight exhaust

IC

dismount
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Alexander, Lloyd, T e Book of Three. New York: Holt, Rinehart and Winston, Inc.

The first of a se es of books about the mythical land of Prydain finds Taran,

an assistant pig-ke per, fighting with Prince Gwydian against the evil that

threatens the kingdo
The Castle of r New York. Holt, Rinehart and Winston, Inc. A romantic

note is intr ced into the series as Taran goes to the rescue of Princess
Eilonwy, he captive b a wicked enchantress.

The Hi, in.. New Yo : Holt, Rinehart and Winston, Inc. The fantasy of

Prydain came to a close in this volume, with Taran and Prince Gwydian leading
a victorious army against A awn Death-Lord and bringing an edd to the evil

that had gripped the kingdo
Taran Wanderer. new York: Holt, Rinehart and Winston, Inc. Taran sets out

to learn the truth about his p entikop.., Though he does not succeed in his

quest, he has many adventures 4 galaaj much wisdom.

Buehei. Walter, Chlastvmg_the.Hailed Kntglit. New York: G.P. Putnam's Sons.

The author describes the training and': duties of knights, their weapons, coats
of arms, and some of the famous orders of knighthood. He concludes with a
chapter on the Battle of Crecy, which marked the beginning of the end of
knighthood.

Bulfinch, Thomas, Bulfinch's Mythology: The Age of Fable; The Age of Chivalry;

Legends of Charlemagne. New York: Thomas Y. Crowell Company. This is a
famous and comprehensive source book of myths and legends.

Bulla, Clyde Robert, The Sword in the Twee. New York: Thomas Y. Crowell Company.

Eleven- year -old Shan goes to Camelot to-seek King Arthur's help when evil

days befall. Life in the days of chivalry is vividly presented fee pupils
not yet ready for the Arthurian legend.

Cervantes, Miguel de, The Adventures of Don Quixote de la Mancha. New York:

Alfred A. Knopf, Inc. Here is a flavorful version of the addled knight's
adventures, amusingly illustrated.

De la Mare, Walter, Rhymes add Verces: Collected Poems for Children. New York:

Holt, Rinehart and Winston, Inc. All of Walter de is Mare's poems for children
are included in this beautifully designed and printed toluene.
Come Hither: A Collection of Rh.es and Poems for the Young of All Ages.

New York: Alfred A. Knopf, Inc. De la Mare compiled this anthology of his
own distinguished poems, also providing an introduction and background notes.

Eager, Edward, Half Wagic. New York: Harcourt Brace Jovanovich. Four children
who can't afford a summeriZation find they can make magic, but they must
make double wishes in order to get whatthey want.

Magic by the Lake. New York: Harcourt Brace Jovanovich. The Family in

Half Magic finds that this time the magic derives from the lake near which
they are spending the summer.

Glubok, Shirley, Knights in Armor. New York: Harper & Row Publishers, Inc.
Beautiflil picturesaadd descriptive text introduce children tokknights and
knighthood. This book tells how one became a knight and of the amusements,
education, and responsibilities of knighthood. Descriptions are given of

different styles of weapons, helmets, and body armor.
Grahame, KennetOU The Reluctant Dragon. New York: Holiday House, Inc. A little

boy makes friends with a gentle dragon and arranges a match for him with
St. George.

Horizon Magazine. Knights of the Crusades. New York: An.rican 'Heritage

Publishigg Co., Inc. A history of the crusades from 1095 to 1270, focused on
the knights who led them. It is rich in reprojuctions of medieval art.

Hosford, Dorothy G., By His Own Might: The Battles of Beowulf" New York: Holt,

Rinehart and Winston, Inc. Hrothgar's kingdom is falling apart because of the
violence and destruction practiced by a monnter called Creedal. Beowulf

goes to the rescue.
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Supp, Reading - Riders On the Earth - Unit 5 - The tlarriors (cont.)

Kingsley, Charles, The Heroes: Greek Fairy Tales. Neu York: The 1;am:till= Company.

Stories of Perseus, T:/ho elm* the Gorgon; of the Argonauts, who sailed after the

famous golden fleece; and of Theseus, TINo slew the rinotaur, ate told here in a

version that is beautiful and compelling.

Theseus. New York: The liacmillan Company. The Greek hero, Theseus, finally

succeeds in lifting the stone to secure the sandals and sword that prove his

right to the ekrone of Aegeus. These objects lead him to victory-and tragedy.

Ticard, Barbara Leonie, One Is One. Oew York; Holt, Rinehart and Uinston, Inc.

In the days of Xing Eduard II, knighthood was the dream of all boys-. Thirteen-

year-old Stephen de Deauville, uho lived at that time, runs away from the

monastery and becomes a squire under a 'Ilse knight.

Pyle, Howard, The Stmfang Arthur and His Knights. Neu York: Charles

Spribneris Sono. In style and illustrations this introduction to the loftiest

or medieval romances is worthy of its noble theme.

Serraillier, Ian, Beowulf the T.Tarrior. Far York: Henry Z. Walck, Inc. rr.

Serraillier retells the English verse epic of the warrior who in his youth

delivered. Hrothgar the Dane fron the menace of Grendel, the monster. In his old

age Beouulf fought his victorious but fatal battle against the dreadful -

dragon who ravaged the land.
Twaitt, rack, A Connecticut Yankee in Kinz_ Arthur's Court.- neu harper & Pot/

Publishers, Inc. In this burlesque of the historicarromance of Xing /Arthur,

I:ark Tuain showed the eels that existed beneath the surface of chivalry.

nhite, Anne Terry, The Golden Treasury of l'yths and Legends. New-York; -Golden

Press, Inc. The heroic language and rhythm of epic literature are retained in

these adaptations of Greek myths and the tales of Beowulf, Roland, and others.

The illustrations are superb.

BEST COPY MIME
,t3
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Supp. Reading - Riders On the Earth - Unit 6 - The Warriors Ages Far Away

Barringer, D. Horeau, And the Waters Prevailed. New York: E.P. Dutton & Company, Inc.

This is a good story about a Stone Age boy who is scorned because he predicts

I.- that some day there will be water over the dry land. The land referred to

is now covered by the Mediterranean Sea.

Behn, Harry, Omen of the Birds. Cleveland: World Publishing Company. Set in the

Etruscan city of Tarquinia, this novel tells how Prince A7611 is warned about

the dangers of the weak city of Rome. A vivid picture of the Greeks and

Romans is provided.
Braymer, Marjorie, The Walls of Windy Troy: A Biography of Heidrich Schliemann.

New York: Harcourt Brace Jovanovich, Inc. Following clues in Homer's Iliad,

Schliemann devoted his fortune and ten years of his life to discovering the

'location of Troy. This is good fare for the serious archaeology buff.

Bulwer-Lytton, Edward George Earle, The Last Days of Pompeii. New York: Dodd,

Mead & Company. Thisloutstanding picture of the splendid and luxurious
Roman society during the reign of Titus is based on Pliny's account GE the

eruption of Vesuvius. For the better reader. -t

Coatsworth, Elizabeth, The Hand of Apollo. New York: Viking Press, Inc. A Roman

general sets a Corinthian captive free, and the lad takes refuge on a lovely

island. This story of the ancient world takes place in 146 B.C.

Cottrell, Leonard, Digs and Diggers: A Book of World Archeology. Cleveland:

World Publishing Company. The methods and achievements of famous archaeologists!

form the substance of this history of archaeology.
Edel, May, The Story of Our Ancestors. Boston: Little, Brown & Co. The author

describes how anthropologists have used fossil finds to petce togbther the

story of man's evolution. She also'discusses the various theories concerning

the origin of man.
Falls, C.B., The First 3000 Years: Ancient Civilizations of thelimEls,

Euphrates. and Nile River Valleys, and the Mediterranean Sea. New York:
Viking Press, Inc.' This volume affords broad coverage of historical events

and daily lite in the Tigris and Euphrates valleys from earliest times to 14

A.D. The narrative is enthusiastic, and the colored maps and pictures are

sot tort rouse 3:6 s)

striking. t,

Glubok,.Shirley, Art and Archeology. New York: Harper & Row Publishers, Inc.
Readers are given a fascinating look into-the past with magnificent pictures
of the treasures of lost civilizations. The author tells how the art world

were recovered.
Gregor, Arthur S., How the World's First Cities Began. New York: E.P. Dutton &

Company, Inc. The gradual transition from wandering bands of hunters to small
fa. sing villages to the concentration oe people-in cities is traced in
simple text with informative pictures.

Hall, Jennie, Buried Cities. New York: The Macmillan Company. The rediscovery
of Pompeii and three other ancient cities becomes a treasure hunt through
which we can imagine the daily life of the people in these centers.

Horizon Magazine. The Search for Early Man. New York: American Heritage
Publishing Company, Inn. The evidence of early man found by archaeologists
and anthrppologists in southern France is described. The methods by which

scientists reconstruct prehistory are discussed.
McDonald, Gerald Doan. A Way of Knowing. New York: Thomas Y. Crowell Company.

This collection of poetry for boys is arranged under dubjects 0 interest to
all. It includes "When Did the Wevtd Begin?" by Robert Clairmont and
"Pre-Existence" by Frances Cornford

McGraw, Eloise J., The Golden goblet: ew York: Coward - '7cCann, Inc. A rousing

adventure story set in anaTiEiypt this boek features good period details
and gives a vivid picture of life Thebes.
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Level

Supp. Reading - Riders On the Earth - Unit 6 - The Warriors (cont.)

Mead, Margaret, People and Places. Cleveland: World Publishing Company. A famous

anthropologist introduCes the reader to her specialty and shows what can be

learned abbup man through the study of five groups: Eskimos, Plains Indians,

Balinese, Minoans, and the Ashanti. She concludes by summarizing the ideas

and needs common toaall men.

Merriam, Eve, Always New York: Atheneum Publishers.

Children will enjoy these sixty fresh-spirited poems in free verse that often

have inner rhymes and chimes.
National Geographic Magazine. Everyday Life in Ancient Times. Washington, D.C.;

National Geographic Society. A painter and four archaeologists team up to

recreate in words and pictures the everyday life in Mesopotamia, Egypt,

Greece, and Rome.
Speare, Elizabeth G., The Bronze Boy'. Boston: Houghton Mifflin Co. This is a

moving story of early Christian times. Daniel, a young Jewish rebel who

hated the Romans, slowly learned not to hate but to love. A Newbery Medal

book.
Suggs, Robert C., Modern Discoveries in Archeology. New York: Thomas Y. Crowell .

Company. The following topics are ably discussed: methods of dating

archaeological remains; recent digs in Crete, Iraq, and other areas; the

discovery of the Dead Sea Scrolls; and investigantion of sunken ships in

the Mediterranean.
Wilson, Barbara Ker, In the Shadow of Vesuvius. Cleveland: World Publishing

Company. Two young children become slaves to a Roman senator. They

accompany their master's family to Pompeii and escape when Vesuvius erupts.

OTHER SUGGESTED READINGS FOR LEVEL 15

Ciardi, John

Lear, Edward

Shakespeare, William

Perrault, Charles

Grimm, Johann & ilhel,

Haviland, Virginia, ed.

Credle, Ellis

THE REASON FOR THE PELICAN
Nonsense verses and imagi-
native poems.

THE COMPLETE NONSENSE BOOK
Contains both "The Book of
Nonsense" and "Nonsense
Son& and Stories."

UNDER THE GREENWOOD TREE,
SONGS FROM THE PLAYS

ALL THE FRENCH PAM TALES
Retold by Louis Unteekyer.

CRIMM'S tAIRY 'TALES

FAVORITE FAIRY TALES TOLD IN
IRELAND
popular tales in attractive
large -pring edition.

TALL TALES FROH THE HIGH

HILLS
Lively tales from the Blue
Ridge country of North
Carolina.
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Dear Parent,
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LANGUAGE ARTS
Level Report
Avon, &ann.

Middle School

Date

has completed the Language 6-Skills

taught at Level 18. The following is an overview of your child's xt level.

Overview of Level 19

I. Language

A. Spelling and Semantics

1. Identifucation of new words

a. vocabulary related to literature units

b. vocabulary related to content areas

c. multiple meanings

2. Context Clues
a. Meanings
b. New I/ord from Reading

3. Word Elements and Structure

a. Review vowel sounds

b. Double Consonant Rules

c. Syllable Division for ck words

d. Single consonant after long vowel (open syllable) (cloned gy3131-)10

4. Word relationships
1. Definitions

B. Syntax
a. Review Morphemes

b. Morpheme and syllables

c. Noun Phrases

d. Conjunctions

C. Mechanics /"'-

ra. Review apostrophe in possessive contstruction.

b. Capitalization Rules

c. review simple sentencqs

d. Compound sentences
e. Comma
f. Semi-colon
g. P:...cunouns

II. Composition

A. Written Composition

a. Paragraphs
b. Haiku (descriptopn and desciptive poetry)

B. Spoken Composition

a. Main Idea in Central Theme

b. Detail



Overview of Level 19

III. Comprehension

a. Introduce SQ3R
b. Comprehending sentences and descriptive passages

c. Locating fact-Recognizes transition words

IV. Literature Units .



Level 19

I. Lanpuape Skills

A. Spelling and Semantics
St Si tt)" W1118151Students should be able to..

S

1. identify T

a. Develop sight vocabulary related to Liter ,ture used

b. Develop vocabulary related to subject are 4

c. 'Notice multiple meaninps throurh use of dictionary

and glossary.

2. Use context clues
a. Determine neanings of new words in context of Jituvat

literature being studied

b. Determine neapings of Words in subject areas

c. 'Share and use near words from independent study and

reading.

3. Identify rord elements and comprehend structure

a. Recall and use vowel sounds previously learned

b. !faster the followinr principles of syllabication

(1) Mien double consonants are in the middle of a

tvo-syllable word, the syllable division is .1

usually made between the double consonants

(su /mer, scat/ter, con/nect)

(2) If the first vowel in a tvo-syllable word is

followed by tvo or more different consonants,

the first sellable usually ends after the first

of the tvo or more consonants. (sil/ver,

chil/dren, chip /sunk)

(3) If the first vowel in a two syllable word is

folloved by the .ch' team, the first syllable

usually ends with the ck . (nick/le,

jack/et, buck/et)

(4) If the first vo! ' in a tro-syllable word is 70n,

long and is followed by just one consonant, the

first syllable usually ends after the lonp

(bro/ken, pu/pil, la/bor)

(5) If the first vowel is short in a bepinninp

syllable, the syllable usually ends with the t

consonant which follows the vowel. (bal/ance,

tel/e/pram, mod/ern)

4. Understand word relationships
a. Define words used in literature studied

b. Become familiar with synonyms for known words

II. Comprehension .- Students should be able to.

A. Understadd the SO3T reading method in relation to material

in content areas.

Survey - overview headings, subheading and summaries

Ouestion - student decides on purpose for reading material



Level 19 BESI
PgaratE m.3.

read read at rate appropriate for specific material

Recite - student rentally recalls rain ideas of reading
Tgaterial

Review . material read

P. Comprehend tike structure and neanine of a sentence

1. Locate and understand core thour.ht in a specific word,

phrase or sentence.
2. Interpret nuestions
3. Understand negative statenents
4. Understand thourht units in compound sentences

5. Listen to descriptive passages and locate vivid word
expressions(e poetry, descriptions of scenery))

C. Locate
1. Develop ease in locatinp facts in a presentati

2. Place Facts.in logical order
3. Tlecopnize transition words as a signal of chance in

tire, place or order

P. Syutex (study of prarnatical structure)
Students should be able to:

1. basic d6finition and application of definition
a. Inflectional morphemes

(1) plural (3) pres. past
(2) possessive (4):part.

b. Derivctional morphemes
for exvple; ful - to rake an adi. form

en - to rage verb Porn
to make adj. form

2. Differentiate between rorphere and syllable

3. Identify and utilize noun phrases

a. Kinds of dcterriners
b. Kinds of nouns
c. runcticin:; of nouns in sentences

(.1) -subject
(2) direct object
)3) corplerent after be

4. Understand the function of coordinatine conjunctions
and &-!Put .

E. :Techanics
Students should be able to:

1. Apply use of apostrophe in possessive construction

2. recall capitalization rules for proper nouns

3. Recopinze and use construction of simple sentence

a. with simple subject & si74)le predicate

' b. with simple subject & confound predate
c. conpound subject 6 compound predicate

4. Construct compound sentence
5. Utilize comma before conjunction in a c=pound sentence.

6. Annlv the gne of semi-colon to replace comma & elrzer.4%40to

conjunction in a confound sentence.



Level Test - Level 19

Spelling and Semantics
Long/ Short vowels

Say the followinr words to yourself. In the blank following each
word, mite Sh for short or L for long for the *owe' sound in the

accented syllable. 10 points (lx)

1. bellow Sh

2. blackness Sh

3. chicken Sh

4. peeking L

5. faded L

6. music L

7. happily Sh

8. public Sh

9. fireplace L

10. possible Sh

Divide the following i'ords into dyllables by drawing a slashQ. Then

write the number of syllables the word contains in the blank

before the word. 10 points (lx)

2 dismal 3 pap /pi /mess

2 un/kind 2 sil/yer

3 fire/place 3 ra/cii/o

1 ha/tch 2 lec/ture

':2. _bn/cle 1 sauce

Read and examine each word carefully. In the blank before each
word write the number of morphemes it contains. 10 points (lx)

3 fathers' 2 looked

2 nicer 2 taller

2 teeth 2 boy's

2 hunter 2 spoke

2 moves 1 river

Underline the nouns in the paragraph below, using determiners,
plural endings, and position as clues. 20 points(approxi,1x)

There vas a new surprise. ,!arl.r Bean served scrambled eggs, along

with home-canned vegetables, generous slices of baked beta, and

some fried chicken left over from the ts/ before. Little Jon ate

ravenously, but he refused to touch the ham and chicken. nary Bean

sat down. Little Jon was aware of her hrowing bewilderment as

she stared at hin. Pis ocm confusion matched hers. But he fought



Level 19

7. Uork fith the use of pronouns

a. subject
b. abject

reflexive

8. Recall:
a. Here Is - Pere are
b. There is - There are
c. Don't - Doecn't

III. Composition

A. Uritten composition - Students should be able to:

1. Use simple and compound sentences for variety within a

paragraph
2. ''rite pa..agraphs of description and descriptive poetry,

utiliziL7 vivid Nord choices:

a. alliter :ion
!!'n.-,matt?oeia

c. simile
d. me;Atkkior

e. hyperbole

3. Util!,ze Haiku as a descriptive form of writing

B. Spoken composition - Students should be able to:

1. Recognize and use a. main idea and a central theme

2. Organize details into a logical, sequential order.

ggested Activity
. Have students prepare and tape brief talks on general topics.

Play them back to recognize which sentence is a topic afts

sentence and which are supporting details

2. Have students select a process which they can explain. Let

them mix up the order and lead an oral discussion with the

class about the importance of correct sequence.
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NN.5,

Underline the main idea in each of the following paragraphs.

(9 points (3x)

,1414

1. Never swim alone. Stay in shallow crater until you can swim

well._ Never dive hadd first into water until you know how

deep it is. Leave the waterrwhen you feel tired or chilled.

Uhen swimminP, remeMber these safet rules that may save your

life.

2. Basketball is a fast-moving sport. There never seems to be a

dull moment in a basketball game. The players keep moving from

one end of the court to the other, sometimes with lightning'

speed. Each time one team makes a basket, the other team gets

the ball. Both teams try to score as many points as they can

as quickly as they can.

3. IiyyIckpxIevercountrinthevildrenlovetolagames.
For

example, girls play hopscotch in France as will as in the United

States. Boys and girls in Australia nake trick figures out of

string. Children all over the world play soccer. Tap is

another popular game.

Rewrite the following pairs of sentences into one sentence with

a compound subject. 14pts. (2x for sentence, lx for comma)

a. The girls were tired.
b! The boys were tired. Ihsmalstaliaxaatt2LIItia.

a. The soldiers were angry.
b. The sailors were angry. The soldiers and sailors were angry.

Rewrite the folloing pairs of sentences into one sentence with a

ompound verb.

a. The dOgs run
b. Thetd-gs play 11122il&IJDLAELELEE°

b. Harold brought the bat
Harold brought the ball Ealrollibrakahlthe bat and ball.

Rewrite the following pairs of sentences into one compound sentence.

Punctuate correctly.

a. They had a long way to go They had a long way to ,go, and it

b. It was pettinp dark was pzetting dark.

a. Tom has a basketball Tom has a basketball, and Steve

b. Steve knows 'where we can play knows where we can_ylay.

In the blank before each of the following sentences, write S of the

sentence contains a simile and U if the sentence contains a

metaphor. Underline the two things being compared. 10 points(2x)

1. S Jon dashed away like a streak.

2. M The cave was the gate to another world.

3. S She had a fleshy face, with small, shrewd eyes as hard and

round as creek peebles.
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it down uhile mind sorted the new words he was learning..

...).4411
18 pts. (lx or auence, 1/2 x for underlining transition)

The following sentences are not arranged do order. Read) each group

of four sentences and number the sentences in the order each event

happened. The sentence thatstarts the sequence is identified

for you. Once you have ordered each set then go back and underline

the transitional words of time(find words which help you order the

events.)

1. 2

2. 3

1

4. 4

5. 5

6. 6

7. 8

8. 7

"you'know what I uish?" he asked. "I wish it was July and

werwere all at the lake.'
s.

hrs. Johnson and the three children all interrupted at once,

saying, "so doll!"

On a cold rebruary day, Mr. Johnson looked at snow and

sighed.

Later that same day, they all sat down to make plans to

camp at the lake in July.

A month before they went camping, Vt.. Johnson ordered a new

sleeping bag.

"Boys, we're campinp in two weeks, so let's check"the tent,"

said ?fr. Uohnson.

Everyone packed his own suitcase the day before the family

left for the lake.

Sally and her mother bought canned goods a week before

the camping trip

9._.1p,..11hen they got to the lake, they drove around looking for a

'good campsite.

10._ 12 The first eveninr they at around the campfire and looked

at the stars.

11. 11 The boys and !Ir. Johnsah set up the tents'before the family

did anything else.

12._ 9 Before they r.ot to the lake, they stopped to buy eggs and

4

13. 13

14. 16

15. 1

16. 14

milk.

The next morning, right vfter sunrise, the boys caught some

lake perch.

The tbeee children went swimming and collected rocks before

supper

After the breakfast dishes were washed, the family hiked up

the mountain.

Sally said, 'Ile should have fish for breakfast often.'
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4. II Soire people vant to make life such an ugly game.

5. S The rock was broken by a force as strong as a lightning bolt.

Is

low

1
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taaLANGUAGE ARTS

teffillvw
Level Report
Avon, Conn.

Middle School

Date

has cumpleted the Language Arts Skills

taught at Level 19. The following is an overview of your child's next level.

Overview of Level 20

I. Language

A. Spelli st and Semantics

1. Identification
a. vocabulary
b. vocabulary
c. Dictionary

2. Context Clues
a. Meanings
b. New Words froM Reading

of new words
related to literature units.
related to content areas
and Glossary

3. Word Elements and Structure.
4 \N a. Principles of Syllabication

b. Suffixes
c. Root Words

\1(

B. Syntax.
11 Verb Phrases
2. Review construction of morpheme strings

4. Word Relationships
a. Definitions
b. New words in oral and written composition

C. Mechanics
1. Review Punctuation
2. Review Capitalization

3. Review Compound Sentences

4. Past Tense and Past Participle

5. Irregular verbs
6. Comparison of adjectives

II. Composition

A. Witten Composition
1. Verb Tense within a sentence

2. Story line

13. Clear Conslusion
4. Range of use of adjectives - verbs' - adverbs

5. Write short narrative prose

6. Write short dialogue

B. Spoken Composition
1. Ability to recognize inductive and deductive reasoning

2. Cause dnd Effect



Comprehension

A. Hain Idea
B. Outline
C. Chronological order
D. Author plan.

IV. Literatu its

Overview of Level 20
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Level 20
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I. Language Skilli

A. Spelling and Semantics - Students should be able to:

4-

M`)

1. Identify new words
a. Develop sight vocabulary related to Literature used

b. Ae e op vocabulary related to subject areas

c. Notic tiple meanings through use of dictionary

and glossary

2. Use context clues
a. Determine meaning of new words in context of

literture being studied
b. Determine meanings of words in subject areas

c. Share and use new words from independent study and

reading

8. Recognize word elements and comprehend sentence structure

a. Recall and apply principles of syllabication
mastered on level 19

b. Continue mastery of principles of syllabication.

(1) Prefixes re-, pre-, and in- are usually

separate
syllables(re/turn, pre /hib /it, in/side)

(2) The suffixes -ly, -ink;, and -went are usually

separate
syllables(state/ment, play/ing, in/el/lent)

(3) When a suffix is added to a word, it is
considered a syllable if it is sounded.
(plcas/ing, liv/able, dan/per/ous)

(4) When "-ing" is added to a root word which ends

in a double consonant, the division is not made
betreen the twin consonants. The root word will

c)

rm one syllable and the"-ing" will form the

1 st syllable.
(swell/ing, thrill/ing, yell/ing)

(5 If a word ends in -die, -tle, -ble, -gle, -ple,
-fie or -zie, the ending is usually a separatetea

syllable.
(puz/zle, drib/ble, sprinikle)

4. Comprehend word relationships
a. Define words used in literature studies.

b. Use new words in oral and written composition.

B. Syntax(Study of grammatical structure) - Students should be

able to:
1. Expand verb phrases in the following ways:

a. Tense morpheme - present- past
b. Expanding predicate with be + inp

c. Expanding predicate with have + part.

d. Expanding predicate with modals.

2. Consttuct morpheme strings
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C. tiechanics - Students should be able to:

1. Recall and apply punctuation rules for dialogue

2. Recall and4apply capitalization rules%for dialogue

3. Regill and-apply compoun4ing of sentence parts and sentences

4. Recall add apply regular(weak) verb past tense and past

participle
5. Recs11 and apply irregular(strong) verb past tense and past

participle
6. Recognize the differences in usage between

a. Sit - Set
b. Rise - Raise

7. Construct comparison of adjectives

II. Comprehension - Students should be able to:

A. Recognize main thought of.selection

1. Recognize key sentence in a selection

2. Differentiate between general and specific terms

3. Locate nein idea in first sentence of a paragraph'

4. Locate main idea in last sentence of a paragraph

5. Outline a selection by using the main idea and details

6. Listen for main idea in a selection
7. Listen to a given part of a story and determine what

should follow next.

B. Recognize and use chronological order

1. Recognize key words indicating time change.(before,
until, after, while, then, next,' already)

2. Recognize tine order in longer selections

3. Retell incidents after listening to only'a part of a

selection
4. Listen to step in a process, they must then repeat

that step and add a new step. Process continues
according to students' ability to recall.

C. Recognize author's plan behind the paragraph

1. Identify paragraphs of explanation
2. Identify paragraphs of comparison
3. Identify paragraphs &ft dialogue
4. Summarize a paragraph

D. Recognize author's plan behind an oral presentation

1. Identify main idea from several given
2. Select a title for the selection
3. State main idea in student's words



Level 20

III. Composition 10
0100.5,

A. 11ritten composition - Students should be able to

1. Use the follohing techniques in writing

a. Clear introduction
b. Consistent verb tensewithin a sentence

c. Continiuty of story line
d. 'Clincher sentence or clear conclusion

2. Expand his range of vivid word choices, including:

a. Adjectives
b. Verbs
c. Adverbs

3. !Trite short narrative prose selections

4. trite short dialogue selections

B. Spoken composition - Students should be able to:.

36..3

i'A

1. Speak with clear, exact and vivid language

2. Recognize inductive and deductive reasoning - cause

and effect as clds discussion skill.

Suggested Activities.

1. Have the students write a dialogue about an argument that

involves pushing and shoving. Tape the dialogue and replay

it to discuss the use of vivid word usage

2. Place on the board a clear definition, with examples, of i

inductive and deductive reasoning. Read aloud a detective or

mystery story and have the students locate and identify the

types of reasoninp used.

4V
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Spelling 5 points StSli te161
1. Examine each of the uords below and determine whether it has a

prefix or suffex. Underline the prefixes add suffixes you find.

produce -renounce
sadiey nonsense
quietly antiwar
thankful reduce
induction statement

2. Divide the following words into syllables by making 6lashes.5 pts.

play/inp sprin/kle
sick/ly peo/ple
pleas/ing re/pair
dan/per/ous pre/gram
gig/gle in/ci/dent

Syntex
"rite the following norphene strings as sentences. 10_ points

1. + pre + wait
t.e wait

2. You + Past + be + kind
You t e kind.-

I + p es. + be + careful
am care ul.

4.
She

S + pres. + be + ing + look + pleasant.

s lookin leasant

5. John + past.+ have + part. eat + a + apple
J n hhd eaten an a..le

6. Elizabe' + past + may + eat + a + pie
Elizabeth might eat a pcEe.

7. Ue + past + can + see + it
'le could see it

8. Sam + past + feel + happy
Sam felt happy

9. Ron + pres. + watch + the + shoT?
Ron Patches the show

10. Ti n + past + pill + play + ball
Tin would play ball.
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raterials
A. Required

Bt5;
knOBIE.

1. Riders on Earth - Holt, rinehart and T'inston, Inc.

Unit 3 and 4
a. Text
b. "orkbook

c. Satellite Books - Unit 3; Sea Creatures
Living? Underwater

Unit 4: American Sculpture
About Faces

A.V. Vaterials
1. Recordings - Unit 3 "In a "-illion Years"

"A Fishy Square Dance" - Pearl Buck Intervieu
Unit 4 "National Gallery of Art"

2. Sound Filmstrips
Unit 3; To the Ocean's Depths

Cues in Uords and Semtentes
Unit 4. Itaking Itoview

2. Literature Units(American Book and or Teacher nade)

B. Alternate Language Arts Program - approval of Lan mare

Arts Department

C. Supplementary ttaterials

1. Lanpuage
a. Holt, Rinehart and inston, Inc. - The Arts and

Skills of English - Book 6
(sample copies of vorkbooks)

b. Laidlac - Discovery in English - Book 5
Progress in English - Book 6

activity sheets and tests
c. Scott Foresman Lanpaze and hoc To Use It-Book

5 and 6
d. Harcourt Brace and Uorld - The toberts Series - Book

5 and 6
e. Raadom House - The Auare Kit(Poetry)

(activity cards - poetry boollets. Tapes-braille

cards)
f. Ginn - Read Better - Learn Uore-Books A-B-Cs

p. Lippincott - Reading For Peening - Book 6

h. Paperback
1. Scholastic Individualized Readinp Kits

2. Limited copies of assorted paperbacks

i. Harper - Roc, - Reading in the Content Areas

j. Random House - Skill Center - Activity Cards on
Spelling, Punctuation, Usage, Vocabulary

2. Spelling
a. 220 Basic Dolch List
b. Scott Foresman Spe&linr Our Langa7.e - Book 6

3. Handvriting
Scott Foresman - TTriting Our Lanpuage - Look 6
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4. Enrichment Materials

citS1

0100..
6-6

tA

a. Lyons and Carnahan

b. Barneli Loft. Ltd.

- The Nei' Phonics Ue Use
D-E-F-G

Specific skills Series
D-E-F-C

(Main Idea - Squence - Context, Following
Directions - Lbcatinr the Answer, Getting the
Facts - Drawing Conclusions)

c. Teacher rade nateri is (See Activities Section of
Guide)

d. Library filmstrips and tapes (See A.V. Section of
Guide)

e. S.R.A. Reading Lab IIC IIIA
f. Duplicating !fasters
g. Dictionary and Encyclopedia
h. Scott Foresman - Open Highways
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3' 6- 7

In the tollohing sentences choose the correct form of raise or _rise

to fill each blank

1. In:spite of a broken arm, I raised myself

2. RisinVearly in the morning is not alwa3rfi easy

3. The brook is Elains. rapidly

4. The curtain rose and the show began

5. The custodian raises the flap every morning

Composition

In following sentences show the .underlined word or phrase as

an adjective phrase, verb phrase or adverbial phrase, andlithen

hilte a word or phrase to replace the underlined word which is

more vivid or specific. 10 points

Example: The two year old walked down the beach. verb phrase toddled

1. 0ohn could smell the nicefscents of the earth

2. There were many thoughts behind his words. A

3. He moved along holding his injured leg.

4. The two boys acting as detectives, finally found the old chair

iu the house.

5. The children played hopscotch outside.

Comprehension

uords like before and after may be clues to time relattonships

Read each sentence and the question that follows it. Then answer

the question by hritinP before or after on the line. 10 points

1. Before the man crossed the busy street, he stopped and looked

both vays.
Did the roan cross the street before or after he looked both

hays? after

2. After Jan pot to the library, she remembered that she. had left

her library card on top af.the bookcase at home.

Did Jan miss her library card before or after she got to the

library? after

3. hile Vrs. gaited for the dinner to cook, she

polished the silver.
Did she polish thessilver before or after the dinner has ready

to eat? before
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1'1 5
Each sentence below contains a direct quotation. "rite in the 4111111111

quotation marks and other marks of punctuation where they are

needed. 10 points

1. r I found your tickets_ " said Terry.

2. Al asked " Uhose book is this?"

3. Do you think ' asked Joe r" that wei will be late?"

4. 'Pour days apo./. I told Vary about the show" said Alice.

5. The teacher said," Albert you will hang by your thumbs of

you continue to chew gum.

Fill in the blanks in_the-faliowing section with the correct form

of the word which fciiiows the blank. 10 points

1. tie drove (drive) eighty miles yesterday

2. Amy brought (bring) a tall silk hat for the play.

3. Marcia did (do) three arithmetic problems before supper

4. Bells soon began (begin) tarring in the steeple

5. It was written (write) before the assignment was due.

6. Diane saw (see) the dog run into the street.

7. Eleanor tool: (take) tne visitors to the gym last week

8. Since I pot my new bicycle, I have ridden (ride) to the lake and

back three times

9. Gold which had been stolen SIsteal) by Captain Kidd in /1698

was found buried on a deserted island

10. If you thought your nose had frozen (freeze), you wouldn't

have finished the shoveling either
Circkethe correct word in each of the following sentences. 10 points

.-
1. I just Osat set) and watched the pane.

2. (Settinp,Sittin0 in the bus terminal, I fell asleep.

3. Josh had (sat, (e-0 the bis chair against the door
0

4. After dinner. we usually sit,, set) around the table talking

/2)5. Te tsat, set) in the rovies for two shows
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4. Uhen Hr. Stearns pulled his wallet out of his pocket, his

car keys fell on the floor.
Did the keys drop before or after Hr. Stearns reached for his

Uallet? after

5. The puppy barked at the new toy, and then he ran around it.

Did the puppy runaround the toy before or after he barked

at it? after

6. Since Sally lost ten pounds, she says she isn't as tired as

she used to be.
Vas Sally more tired before or after she lost ten pounds? before

After the typist folded all the letters, she put them in

envelopes and then scaled and stamped the envelopes.

Did the typist stamp the envelopes before or after she put

the letters in them? After

8. Until John knows all the facts, he dill not make any decision

on the matter.
tJill John make his decision before or after he knows the facts?

after

9. A soon as Hr. Brown finished painting the house, he began to

paint the gutters.
Did T/r. Brown paint the house before or after he painted the

gutters? before

10. !lhenever Greg goes to see a movie, he buys popcorn the minute

he walks in the door.
Does Greg buy popcorn Before or after he sees a movie? before

Circle the letter of ihe line which is the best conclusion that

can be drawn from the information given in each selection. 8 pts.

1. Dad was akking tiother some perfectly innocent questions about

the new boy at school when he noticed that my sister's face

had suddenly become flushed. She had stopped eating and

appeared to be strongly interested in the spoon that she wan

still holding in her hand.

A. She felt rather strongly attracted to the boy

b. She was interested in the design on her spoon

c. She felt embarrassed when questions were_asked about the boy

d. She was very angry with the boy

e. She stopped eating because she was not hungry.

2. It had been a very quiet and respectable neighborhood :Intl.' the

IlrilOts moved in with their son Danny

a. Danny was an habitual delinquent
b. He was always full of fun and his laughter was loud

c. He frequently disturbed the neighbors in some way

d. He disliked quiet neighborhoods and resented all the quiet

neighbors
*e. He was a bully who frighten the other children

./
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Outlining is a technivie for grouping related items. The most

important items are mainNheadings.. SUbheadings are less important
items that axe. listed under the main heading.
Below are tturc partial outlines xlith the main headings given.
Above each outline is a list of subheadings. Read the items listed
and then write -each item on a line below the main heading to
which it is related. In formal outlines like these, the foret
letter of each subheading is written as a capital letter. 12 pts.

apples beets cherries grapes
beans bananas cucumbers potatoes

I. Vegetables
A. beans
B. beets
C. cucumbers
D. potatoes

II. Fruits

A. apples*
B. bananas
C. cheeries
D. grapes,

peaks shells surf
sand snow tide

I. Seashore
A. sand
B. shells
C. surf
D. tide

II. /fountains
A. Leaks
-B.:. snow
C. timber line
D. valleys

timber line
valleys

Listening Skills. Teacher should read the following action a

paragraphs. Students should then be asked to put the main events

in proper sequence.

The horse tries to dismount his rider

The men try to catch the horse by his halter shank

Place-winners are decided

The bronc is saddled

Chutes swing back and out come six broncs

Pickup men rescue riders stranded on broncs.

The rider mounts the horse
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The wild-horse race is one of the most exciting events. The

chute gate:, ,ring back and six broncs plunge out with nothing but

halters on. Each of six three-man teatos(each rider-to-be has two

helpers) tries to catch one of the horses, saddle him and put its

rider aboard to cross the finish line. Roping is not allowed; the

men must catch the horse by his halter-shank - a risky business, in

view of what rearing bronco, flailing out with their forelegs, can

do to a man. One of the two helpers, his heels primly dug in,

anchors the horse while his partner tries to saddle him.

The bronc snorts with rage as he feels the saddle drw on his

back. He plunges; and fights, The cinch is pulled tight by the

third cowboy, whose next job is to get into the saddle. Now , a

bronc tries to wipe off his rider and carries him murderously into

a dire fence. Over by the chutes, two horses collide. One goes

down andIVr a moment your heart stands in your throat. After the

placewinners have been decided, pickup men gallop in to take off

any rider who may be stranded on the back of his horse.
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Dear Parent,

4 ye.l 8601.

LANGUAGE ARTS
Level Report
Avon, Conn.

Middle School

Date

has completed the Language Arts Skills

taught at Level 20. The following is an overview of your child's next level.

Overview of Level 21

I. Language Skills

A. Spelling and Semantics

1. Identification of new words

a. vocabulary related to literature units

b. vocabulary related to contest areas

c. Dictionary and Glossary.

2. Content Clues
a. Meanings
b. New Words

3. Word Elements and Structure.
a. Review principles of syllabication

b. Mastery of principle of syllabication

4. Word Relationships
a. Definitions
b. Synonyms in oral and written composition

B. Syntax

1. Kernel Sentences
a. Noun phrases
b. Four kinds of sentences

2. Transformation ofi kernal sentences

a. Negative transform
b. Types of Questions

C. Mechanics

1. Review punctuation of kinds of sentences

2. Comma
3. Outlining - ordering ideas or information

4. Comma - prepositional phrases - dircct address

5. Comparison of adverbs

II. Composition

a. Written Composition
1. Simple and Compound .Sentences

2. Review use of vivid word selections

3. Develops paragraphs of comparison and contrast

b. Spoken Composition
1. Descript e rases

2. Parts of Poetry

p

I



Overview of Level 21

III. Comprehension

1. Related Ideas
2. Inference
3. Organizing and Remembering Information
4. Differentiated Reading and Listening

IV. Literature Units

j



Level 21

I. Language Skills 01 cat *Via%E

A. Spelling and Seventies - Students should be able to

1. Identify new words by
a. Developing sight vocabulary related to literature

used
b. Developing vocabulary related to subject areas

c. notice multiple meanings through use of dictionary

and glossary

Use contect clues to
a. Determine meanings of new words in context of

literture being studied
h. Determine meamirgs-nfwords-In-subject areas

c. Share and use now words, from independent study and

reading, in class.

3. Identify word elements and structure by

a. Reviewing principles of syllabication covered on
levels 19 and 20

b. Continuing to mastery of principles of syllabication.

(1) %lords that end in t-cklel have the -le as the

syllable. The first '',E" is silent and the 'X"

goes with the first syllable
(tick/le, knuck/le, tack/le)

(2) Men -ed is added to a word that ends in 't

or 'd', the -ed is a separate syllable and is

pronounced as (Ed) (want/ed)

(3) Uhet -ed is added to a word that does not end
in it' or "d", the -ed is not a separate
syllable and so has the sound of (t) or (d)

(proved)

(4) Although two consonants are usually divided when
they come together (the first consonant going
with the first syllable), no division is ever
made between the consonants which are joined
together to make one sound. Tpur/chase,

in/quest)

4. Identify word relationships
a. Study definitions of words used in literature

studied
b. Use new words and their syno'nyms in oral and

writted composition.

. B. Syntax(Study of grammatical structure) - Students should be

able to;

1. Concentrate work on kernel sentences

:. a. a noun phrases
(1) as subject of kernel sentence
(2) as directtobject of a verb
(3) as complement of a verb
(4) as object of preposition

ca.
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b. Recognizes the four kinds of sentences

(1) declarative
(2) exclamatory
(3) imperative
(4) interrogative

tA5

ta5 te"11/411141

2. Understand the concept of transformations on kernel

sentence /
a. Beeative transform

(1) negative with be + ing
(2) " with have + part.

(3) " with modals + a verb
(4) " with do + a verb

b. Yes/flo ques.
(1) with be + ing
(2) have + part
(3) modals + do with a verb.

c. Where questions
d. When questions
e. How question
f. What or who/whom questions

C. Mec6:ics - Students should be able to:

1. Recall and apply punctuation for four kindai of sentences

2. Apply the comma to be used after yes or no, and other
introductory words, at the beginning of a sentence

'3. Use outlining as a method of odering ideas or information

4. Apply the comma to set off prepositional phrase at
beginning of a sentence.

5. Apply the comma to set off non-restriction prepositional

phrase within a sentence
6. Use commas to set off interrupters in a sentence

7. Use commas to set off nouns of direct address

8. Recall and apply
a. Lie - Lay
b. Let - Leave

9. Use adverbs of comparison

Comprehension - Students should have the ability to

A. Relate Ideas by
1. Understand contrast through opposites and differences

2. Recognize clues that more information is coming (in
addition, besides, furthermore, moreover)

3. Listen to directions of how, when, and where a tack

must be performed, the materials to use and any
alternatives he might need to tate to carry out directions

B. Infer by:
1. recopnizinp clue words that signal comparisons (like,

as)
2. Recognizing direct and indirect statements

a. direct: John walked through the crowd
b. indirect: John threadpd his way through the crowd

(corre1Ate *m vivid word choices on compositinn level.)
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3. Developing ability to visualize pictures in students

minds. ie - a cowboy on a horse
- ooboy riding horse on plains
vot,boy on horse roping steer

4. Recognizes the following types of inferences

a. about people
b. from actions
c. about characters
d. about Wackground
e. in a narrative
f. based ou evddence

5. Recopnizing comparisons Then signal ,,ords (line, as)

are missing
6. Recognizing exaggerations- stretching the truth

7. Recognizing sarcasm

C. Organize and remember information by

1. Locating purpose of chapter
2. Ability to preview a selection

3. Use outline as a study guide

4. Listening to story of three or four clear parts and

state main ideas in outline form

D .
Differentiated Reading and Listening by

1. Skimming through a list for needed information

2. Locatinp key words and phrases in a selection

3. Formulate main ideas when not directly stated

4. Locatinp appropriate elections

III. Composition

A. '3ritten composition - Students should be able to:

1. Recall and apply the use of simple and compound
sentences for variety in writinR.

2. Recall and apply the use of vivid word selections in

writing.
3. Develop coherence in paragraphs:

a. chronological order
b. order of importance
c. order of loCation

4. Develop paragraphs of. comparison and contrast.
O

tB . Spoken composition - St/intents should be able co.

1. Use vivid *;orris for descriptive-phrases

2. Recopnize of the most salient parts of a story to be

related and proper development of them to capture

interest.

Suggested Activities,

scv 41.

i\A

1. Place plain sentences on the board - ex. Pary walked

Into the room, and have the students volunteer words which

would more accuately describe the action
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2. Illustrate, through pictures of photographs, tuo things

which are simuliar -ex. two men ,.and have the students

utilize descriptive phrases which will focus on the differ

differences between the two pictures.

3. Use a story containing the mood of suspensand show how

proper development_of detail builds up, this tension. Then

have the students prepare an oral story relating an incident

of their own Emphasize visual desvriptionis and good
sequence of events.
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`Spelling and Semantics
Ctri 0001.

e

;%k

Divide the following words into syllables by making slashes. (10 pts.)

I. tickle 6. dechess

2. ended 7. knuckle

3. laughed 8. hovered

4. rafter 9. machine
1'

5. nickle .10. either

Syntax

Underline the noun phrase in each of the following sentences and indicate on

the line at the left of the sentence the function served by the phrake.

Use S for subject, DO for direct object, C for complement, andrOP for dbjetv of

a preposition. (If more than one noun phrase appears in a sentente, indicate

all of them.)
7

/

1. John ran too quickly and tripped.

2. She bought her favorite book.

3. Tom laughed loudly at the clown.

4. Ryan is our new class president.

5. The little boy with red hair see very quiet1ly.

Classify each of the following sentences. On the line at the left, write D

for declarative, E for exclamatory, I for imperativt, and IN for Interrogative.

(6 points)

1. Go to the store now.

2. How much homework do you have?

. 3. 1.,2 brook rat all the way through the forest.

What a beautiful day!

...5. The center ju.aped and tapped the ball.

6. Nutt read that book.

Transform the followigg septa noes into negative s ntences. Write your

tegativesentence on the line followings- the pri ted one. (10 pts.)

1. It is raining hard.

2. The dog has rut away three times.

3. Thee book was put on the shelf.

14,y

Jr

I. 9
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4. The three blind mice had frightened the woman.10

. Pete does have thxee dogs.

6. The girls have done all the sewing.

7. They'will go to the movies alone.

3. I may go with you.

9. John will h've seen it first.

10. The sun had shone for days.

Supply, in the blank at the begiining of each sentence, the word that will

make the question complete and most logical. The words you may use are:

whom whom, where, when, how, what. (7 pts)
0

1. are you scolding?

2. can he finish without the proper tools?

3. did you buy?

4. daw the first robin last spr,..g? .

(

5. did she arrive?

6. .has be gone now?

7. can I call to help with the car?

re hanics & Usage

Punctuate each of the following sentences correctly. (There may be punctuation./

needed within the sentence as well as at the end.) (11 pts.)

1. Nos don't go....

2. Why can't I go?

3. I don't want to be left alone± and I What you to stay.._

4. Janes we ca 't just sit here all afternoon2

5. I knows in spite of what you thinks that it's sillYZ but I really don't

feel good....

6. Nonsense it's just your imagination...
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7. Ohl. Mother:

8. With a game tonight). you Simply can't mope around all day.

9. By tonight I'll be all right...

18. How are your with all your aches and pains.). going to do all that running

around?

Write in the blank at the left of each of the following sentences the form

of lie or lay which will correctly complete the sentence. (5 pts.)

Lay 1. the book on the table.

laid 2. I it there yesterday, and it got last.

lying3. All tight, it's on the table;:let's see if it will be there in

the morning.

laid 4. In the morning it will be right where you have it now.

lain 5. Are you saying that it.will have there all night, not being

moved by anyone?

Write in the blank at the left of each sentence the correct form of let or

leave. (5 points).

Jet 1. Rohn, the book stay right where it .is.

'leave2. How can wi it there? We need the table r our game.

letting3. What game? Who's you use that chess set?

left 4. Nobody. It was just here, so I thought I could use it.

leave5. Well, it alone.

In the columns below write the comparative and superlative forms of the

adverbs listed at the left. (5 pts.)

Positive Comparative Sii0erlatthve.

Beautifully More beautifully most beautifully

!dell better best

Badly worse worst

Truly more truly most truly

Fast faster fastest
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Arrange the following information in:

A. Chronological order
B. Order of importance
C. Order by location

Facts:

(10 pts.) sts1
toiri

MOO

1. Nancy Fleming Crowned "Hiss America" in Atlantic City - Sept. 10, 1960.

2. N.Y. Times voted best newspaper in America in N.Y.C. - Feb. 1, 1961

3. Democrats nominated John Kennedy in Miami - Jul., 13, 1960

4. U.S. shot a chimpanminto space and recovered him (Florida) - Jan. 31, 1961.

5. John Glenn the first human in space, orbited the earth 3 times in a space

rocket (Florida) Feb. 20, 1962.

6. To Kill A Mockingbird published in N.Y.C. - July 11, 1960.

7. .John Kennedy inaugurated in Washington - Jan. 20, 1961

8. Arecord cash robbery committed in Plymouth, Mass. - Aug. 14, 3962.

9. John Kennedy elected President (Washington) - Nov. R. 1960

10. Green Bay Packers won NFL Championship in N.Y.C. - Dec. 31, 1961.

A.

/of
B. C.

Rewrite each of the following sentences, changing the underlined expression

in each sentence to a more direct-word or statement.

1. After her illness, she was a shadow of her former self.

2; He eats like a horse

141m.

3. He is a live wire in class.

4. It was raining cats and dogs.

5. She's as graceful as an elephant.

The teacher will read the following paragraph aloud. The students will then

state the main idea and three supporting details. (8 pts. - 2 pts. for main

idea; 1 pt. each for details: 3 pts. for proper ordering of details)

1
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Computers perform many different kinds of work. They help, for example,

e`1

keep bank records accurate and can quickly figure interest on savings accounts

and loans. In other business natters, paychecks and bills are prepared by

computers. They are also used in the guidance of spacecraft and have payed

an important part in planning and carrying out space projects. Yet computers

are capable of doing even more.

I
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Level 21

Materials

A. Required

1101
ttri

tA

L. Rider's c. - Holt, Rinehart and Winston, Inc. Unit 5 and 6

a. Text
b. Workbook
c. Satellite Books

Unit 5: Stars Are for Storytelling
The Great Quillow

Unit 6: Time Cat (Abridged)
Clues Underwater

d. A.V. Materials
1. Recordings - Unit 5 "The Portrait of a Warrior"

"Beowulf"'
Lloyd Alexander Interview

Unit 6 "Pre-Existence"

2. Sound Filmstrips
Unit 5 - Theseus and the Minotaur

Point of View
Unit 6 - Diggingfor the Past

Now Cities Grew
Fitting Parts into a Whole

Anthropology

2. Literature Units (American Book and or Teacher Made)

-

(
`1!1./Alternate Language Arts Program - approvel of Language Arts Department

C. Supplementary Materials

1. Language
a. Holt, Rinehart and Winston, Inc. The Arts and Skills of English

Book 6
/A Laidlaw - Progress in Enlish - Book 6(activity sheets and tests)

c. Scott Poresman Language and How To Use It - Book 6

d. Harcourt Brace and World - The Roberta Series - Book 6

e. Random House - The Aware Kit (Poetry)

(activity cards - poetry booklets-tapes - braille cards)

f. Ginn - Read Better - Learn ?fore - Books A-B-C

g. Lippincott - Reading For Meaning - Book 6

h. Paperback
1. Scholastic Individualized Reading Kits

2. Limited copies of assorted paperbacks

i. Harper - Row - Reading In The Cabtent Area

j. Random House - Skill Center - Activity cards on spelling,

punctuation, Usage, Vocabulary

2. Spelling
a. 220 Basic Doich List

b. Scott Poresman - Spelling Our Language - Book 6

3. Handwriting
Scott Foresman - Viriting Our Language - Hook 6

Pr

7..S
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4. Enrichment Materials
a. Lyons and Carnaha The New Phonics We Use D -E-F-G

b. Barnell Loff Ltd. Specific Skills Series D-E-F-G

(Main Idea - Locating the Answer, Following Directions - Locating

the Answer - GLtting the Facts - Drawing Conclusion)

c. Teacheeldade Materials (See Activities Section of Guide)

d. Library filmstrips and Tapes (See A.V. Section of Guide)

e. SRA Reading Lab IIC - II/A

f. Duplicating rasters
g. Dictionary and Encyclopedia

BES1
WI 0001 274-

M



Level 19 - 21

Materials

A. Required -

1. Rider's on Earth - Holt Rinehart and Winston, Inc. Unit 1 and 2

a. Text

b. Workbook
c. Satellite Books Unit 1 - Deep like the River: The Life of Langston Huges

Dolphin Island (Abridged)

Unit 2 - Multiple - Choice Stories

Pen, Paper and Poem

d. AV Materials:

1. Recording - Unit 1 "The Dream Keeper"
"The Forgotten Dove (Chapter 1)

Unit 2 "Pretty Words"
"The Sappy Neasons"

2. Sound Filmstrips - Unit 1 Reaching for the Moon

Print and Speech

Unit 2 Language Without Words

Secrets for a Word-Fanny

2. Literature Units (American Book and or Teacher Made)

,B. Alternate Language Arts Program - approval of Language Arts Department

C. Supplementary Materials

1. Language
a. volt, Rinehart and Winston Inc. - The Arts and Skills of English

Books 5 and 6 (sample copies of workbooks)

b. Laidlaw - Discovery in Enplish - Book 6

Progress in English - Book 6

(activity sheets and tests)

c. Scott.Foresman Language And How To Use It Books S and 6

d. Harcourt Brace and World --Ihe Roberts Serias - Book 5 and 6

e. Random House - The Aware Kit (Poetry)

(activity cards - pnetry bookl2ts , tapes - braille cards)

f. Ginn - Read Better - Learn More - Book A B - C

g.
h.

i.

J.

k.

Lippincott - Reading For Meaning - Book 6

Paperbacks
1. Scht,lastic Individualized Reading fits

2. Limited Copies of aesorted paperbacks

Harper & Raw - Reading in the Content Areas

Random House - Skill Center - Activity Cards

Usage, Vocabulary
Robert English Series, Grade 5,6 & workbooks

on Spelling,

and teachers

2. Spelling
a. 220 Basic Dolch List

b. Scott Forewan - Spelling Our Language - Book 6

c. Word Wealth Junior

d. Webster - Basic Goals in Spelling Book 6

e. SRA - Spelling Word rower Lab lib

Punctuation,

guide's
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Level 19 - 21

3. Handwriting
a. Scott Foresman - Writing Cur Language - Book 6

4. Enrichment Materials
a. Lyons and Carnahan - The New Phonics We Use D-E-F-G

b. Bernell, Loft. Ltd. Specific Skills Series
Main Idea - Sequence - Context, Following Directions - Locating

the Answer - Getting the Facts - Drawing Conclmions)

c. Teacher Fade Materials (See Activities Section of guide)

d. Library filmstrips and tapes (See A.V. Section of guide)

e. SRA Reading Lab IIC ILIA

f. Duplicating Masters
g. Dictionary and Encyclopedia
h. -Scott Foresman - Open Highways - Book six
i. Ginn - Wings to Adventure
j. Ginn - On Story Wings
k. Laidlaw - Courage and Adventure

I. Singer/Random House - Mountain Peaks
m. Harcourt Brace - First Spendor

a. Famous Mysteries
o. Four Famous Adventures (difficult readir.6)

The White Company
Gods, Heroes, and ;ten of Ancient Greece

Treasure Island
I items er Mama

p. SRA W sting Labs - Description
Narration
Exposition

q. Scott Foresman - Some Haystacks Don't Evei Hare Any Needles

r. Harcourt Brace & World - Wider Than the S.17

s. Rand McNal,.y - 17,71zer 1,2,3

t. Harcourt Brace $1 World - First Splend-r

u. Scott Foresman - Raflections on a Giit of Watmelon Pickle

v. Harcourt Brace & W3rld - Stars to Steer By (poetry)

w. Houghton MtflinAl Image, - 5

x. Ginn - On the EdgellGalaxus - 6

y. MacMillan Gateway English - Creatures in Verse, Stories in Song

& Verse
z. Scholastic - Discovery

a-1. Houghton Miflin - Forces, Challenges, Encounters (3 separate books)

,a-2. Scholastic Cavalcade of Poems

a-3. Scott Foresman - Treasure Island'

a-4 Follett - Learning Your Lang. - Folk tales and Folk Songs

Success in Lang.. Listening, Speaking, Reading, Writing

a-5 Harper & Row - Adv. of Tom Sawyer
a-6. Paperback - To-.1 Sawyer
a-7 Paperback - in Apd. Amer Short Stories
a-8. Aiv. of the Speckled Band
a-9. Call of the Wild

a-10. ft efinA4Zticut Yankee
a-11. Lord G.izzley
a-12. True Grit
a-13. 21 Great Stories
a-1 4. Poetry of Rock
z-15. tr! 17 From Evtrywhere
a-16. Famous Short Stories
a-17. Q..teenie Peary

a-18. Bern Free

a-19. Brian's Song
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Level 19 - 21

a-20. Paperback - Fantastic Voyage

a-21.
,1 The Hobbit

a-22.
t, ,The Illustrated Man

al "tP815.
8-23.

sa The Incredible Journey

a-24.
ts Light in the Forest

a-25.
/, Swiftwater

..,

a-26.
1, Old Yeller

a-27.
,1 Trackdown -(remedial)

a-28.---
., Junior Library A & B (kits) (remedial)

a-29.
1, Fifth Grade Library (kit) (Remedial)

a-30.
it Sixth Grade Library (Kit) (Remedial)

a-31.
,t Read Better - Learn More 4 B, C (Remedial)

a-32.
It Complete Set of Mystery Titles

a-33.
t, Complete Set of Sports Non-fiction (high interest)

a-34.
et Complete Set of Sports Fiction (high interest)

a-35. Eolt, Reinhart - Freedom Ground - (5)

Teachers Edition
Tapes, Workbooks, etc.

a-36. Harper Row - From Falcons to Forests - (5) workbooks

a-37. Harper Row - From Lions to Legends - (6)

Broken into individual Units workbooks (

a-38. Scribners - The Yearling --...,
)

a-39. MacMillan - King Arthur
a-4n. Univ of Nebraska Press - Pauree Hero Stories & Folk Tales

a-41. Scholastic - Open End - Guide to Improvisation



SUGGESTED READING LIST FOR LEVELS 15-2l

POETRY:

Arbuthnot, M.S., ed.

Ferris, Helen, ed.

Parker,. Elinor, Comp.

Untermeyer, Louis, ed.

Farjeon, Eleqior

871r

BEST COPY won
TIME OR POETRY
More thrn 703 poems, from
Mother Goose to T.S. Eliot.

FAVORITE POEMS OLD AND NEW
Over 700 poems for readers
of all ages.

THE SINGING AND THE GOLD
Translations from over 30
countries and historic
periods.

RAINBOW IN THE SKY
Leans heavily on old and
familiar poems.

THE CHILDREN'S BELLS
kmagical wortd of saints
and heroes: children ane
nature, fantasy and fun.

Frost, Robert YOU COME TOO

Leer, Edward

Lindsay, Vachel

Teesdale, Sara

:ALES, MYTHS, TALES AND E2iCS:

Prnott, Kathleen

Cottrlender, Harold

t.

I

glir. COMPLETE LOT: OF NONSENSE
Contett. both "The Eook of
Nonsense" and "Nonsense
Songs aad Stories.''

JOHia APPLES :ED AND °Tall

POEMS
reems-of American life.

STaRS TCNICI'T

AFRICAN HYTHS AND ucrmrs
'34 tales from south of the
SPhara.

THE KING'S Dint AND OMR
STnRIES
Stories from Africa identi-
fied by trilJe; excellent
notes.

Courlander and Leslnu TUE FIRL. TT1E MUNTAIN /k))

OTHER EILI1OPDti

owe



Uozley, Charles

Colum, Padraic, ed.

Fitch!.e, Alice

If

Level 19-21
^UST BOOK OF TALES OF
ANCIENT EGYPT
7olklore of Egypt; illus-
trated in color.

THE ARADIAN NIGHTS: TALES
OF WONDER AND MAGNIFICENCE
Oucsuandlng edition.

THE TREASURE OF LI-PO
Six original fairy tales
told with sincerity and dig-

. nity.

Rowcs, James ENGLISH FABLES AND FAIRY
TALES
19 stories; illustrated.

Perrault, Charles ALL THE MUCH FAIRY TALES
Am Retold by Louis Unterreyer. 4

Grimm, Johnn & Wilhelm GRIMM'S FAIRY TALES 0,

Picard, Barbara Leioie

.01Fr...-4:11nh Eileen

MrcAlv:na, H. & '4., comp.

AcFarlan, Allan A.

Vield, Faehol

I

Sir-Th,,res 1:sther

GERMAN HLRC-14GAS AND FGLE
TALES
"Siegfried" and other sagas,
ae will as folk tales suet*
as the "Pied Piper."

InIsa S.'.0AS AND !7OLY. TALES

Eric and folk ':r1o3 to &-
110t reaeor an., audiv-acc.

JAPAaES2 TALES Am LEGELx.:S

'INDIAN ADVETWUPE TRAILS;
TALES OF TEi.US AND TIP1S,

PONIES r:ID PAPDLES, WARPATHS
FNRRICRS

More plot end a:..tion rkc
melt Indlan talns.

AM2IIIner4VOLr AND TAM
T4U,'S

ra:1.1u, NlEro met lc,21-nerr
nuntag.n, As vell os "F to

(2)

PAUL BU:YAIZ

he ram,: comrl.f.e

of these stor:rin.



Butterworth. Oliver
Level 12121-reORUOUS EGG

The village of Freedom, New
Hampshire is_ thrown into a .tgl
twitter when a hen lays a
dinos4ur egg.

Carroll, Leus ALICE'S ADVENTIMES IN WONDERLAND

Coatsworth, Ellzabeth

di la dare_ Walter

Du Bois., Pene

Estes, Eleanor

THE CAT WAO WENT'TO HEAVEN
A Japanese artist includes
.his cat in e temple paint-
ing. The painting changes
miraculously as a reword.

A PENNY A DAY
6 tales of fantasy.

TUENTY-OTE BALLOONS
Professor Sherman sets off
in' a balloon; lands on
Karkatoa, a land of viond2r-

tul gadsats. Builds high

suspenaa.

Tiffs WWH FAMILY
Two girls draw witches c,ho
suddenly come alive.

Field, Rachel HITTY, UER PILZT MIMED
YEA:13

A hund-co yeArq iu the Life
of a aad-carvee doll.

ktplinc, Pddysrd JUST SO MaiES

Langton, Jane. L!100'.11 1; TM, =AY!
Fantasy ::-..,.: .uarE,T.ae tn

Cnacord,

L' Engle, Madeleine A VRIO.U.,E'iN T1FT7

Scleacc ficti,r-Caaliaz;

\ tese7eracrs rArel tiTC

travel.

awscn, Robert ANa
tlf nenjr.rin

Frenkt_11, wati:or h7 ,tmos,

flc6se.

';t. 2AVrdii ,:!T

biogrt..iin!

:

\' (4)

380
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0

Reeves, James Level 15-21. AZSOPS FABLES
§0 fatlqs told through
dialog and brief descrip-
tion:I.-

Benson, Sally

Sewell,, Helen

Pyle, Howaid 1

11ISCELLANEOUS CT/ON:

e%Andirson, Hans Christian

Berrie, Str James

Beixty, Jerome

Nichael
sw

Loston, L.M.

a.

STORIES OF THE GODS AND

HAROES

A B2OK OF MlfTHS
Selected frma Bullfinch's
"Age pf Fable," A. rec-

ommended,aelection.

TUE BERRY ADVENTURES OF [

ROBIN HOOD OP GREAT RENOUN
IN NOTTINGHAMSHIRE
Great prose edition - beet
source for reading and
telling.

C.WLETE ANDERSON '

in tre.a.Aatin by Jean.
-- 163 tales,

keep{ :.g Anderson's style

aad ep4rit.

PETEk PAN

MATT= LOONEY'S
THE EAYTH
SciercP. 4:1,:ctou

domes tv Far;:h to
fife extets,

JOURNEY TO

a moon boy
aee if

A 5E41 WIZ: PADL:INGTQN
A ?;.::..i.ovlau x7:th hat

ard suitcase - up3ets a
ht.m.gld.

THO CH)LPREN O1 SPSMF IrM2
TRIIASUBE OF GRE1N10- MOWE

THE RiVRR MIME
Fanza-i, in which an Englimh
boy, f^47, !;ocn.Lack and
FA:1.V% 1.11t14e. iletvmen

was.nt and the 1.76-11 cer-

tury.

(3.)



Lewis, C.S.
:7 Level 19-21-- LION,-THE WITCH AND THE

WARDROBE
HORSE AND .HIS BOY

FRINCE,CASPIAN
THE MAGICIAN'S NEPNEW

010°.
THE MAIER CHAIR
THE VOYAGE OF TUE DAWN

OS% t°?1

TREADER 4 42

THE LAST BATTLE
A mythical world - Narnia -

in which confrontations be-

twee., good - the lion Asian

- and evil - The Witch -

ace constant. Excellent.

Steele, William ANDY JACKSON'S WELL
JacksOn, in a tall tale,
brings back water to
drought-ridden Nashville.

DeJong, Meindert ALONG-CAME A DOG
A crippled red hen and .1

dog who protected her.

Henry, Marguerite

Saltin, Felix ,

Stolz, Wiry S.

Alcott, Louisa May

Twain, Mark

Bra0on, Elspeth

L'Engle, Madeleine

r'

BLACK GOLD
A trle horse story .y a .

popular author.

BAMBI
BAMM'q CHILDREN
Beautifully written stories

of forest life:- --

A D3.7 OJ BARMAII
Uncle Josh and his e!ollie
help Ech,Ard cop' vith :rich

pre)leer ac the neighbcr-

hood btzity.

LIME T.R..F.:7

TrIll SP friYEP.

THAT JOD:-
An orphaned Nnine boy )0.p.-;

and regatns the coodwill rf
his villar,te

MET THE AUSTINS
A family-centered story -

\ unusual - some humort.ts,

some saTinug situatiorn4

(5)

got

fj



Krumold, Joseph

Hightower, Florence

Kastner, Erich

Meader, Stephen

Coatsworth, Elizabeth

Edmonds, Walter D.

Field, Rachel

Sneare, Elizabeth,

)irJrILL, Carol Ryrie

IY

041

Level 19-21
...AAD NOW, MIGUEL
12 year-old :liguel struggles
to prove to his father that'

_:100A, he is as good a sheep herder

fr.:kw as his 13 year-old brother.

DARK PORSE OF WOODFIELD
A humorous mystery tale with
a New England family back-
ground.

EMIL AND THE DETECTIVES
Robbed `tzT a train to Berlin',

young Emil with the help cf
other youngsters, tracks
down the thief.

THE FISH HMI'S REST
Smuggling on the New Jersey
coast in the 1820's.

THE GOLDEN HORSESHOE
The daughter of an Indian.
°Princess and a British
ollicor finally gain the

respect of her English
half-brother.

THE PATCHGLCI: M.17
vmtn,..c.:, hnl-y and a

J.ittle boy !iithntand an

Ind; an attok.

CALICO liCSH

A bn,md-girl trcvelq
t ;ith A nc.ss.whitsc,tts Lazily

to Heine in 1743.

THT. Wan OF BLACKBIPD 1;06
An orohanNI piri
BorUados senhdr:Ezas a
Puritan Connecticut P7L11...
nity. ne story 4s clim:1-e-1.
1:1 her 'rj'.:1 Loy witch:.raft.

CADDIE '.,70D T.,/.71;

Story of a Dipleer faJlib in
Wisconsin ii the 19th cen-
tury.'

:.c.eve!Ecn, Robe ft TREASU7E



O'Dell, Scott

Defoe, Daniel

tr

r

vd

4.

Level 19-21

ISLAND OF THE BLUE DOLPHINS.
A lone Indian girl's sur7.

..vival on an island for18
years in the early 1800's.

(7)

ROBINSON CRUSOE

`3 8'4

stss
atiOsts.

a

ai



h Equivalent Grade Six Units

1. Sutvey Unit: Review and Diagnose

2. Folklore

3. Historical Fiction Tales

4. Drams: Pantonine and Improvisation

5. Poetry

G. Non2tiction

7. Science Fiction

8. Mystery Stories

9. Adventure Novel

10. Study Skills

4

8E5 teir



I

Survey Unit: Review and

JUIAITIOA: 'review unit should begin the school
and diagnostic work. Standards for
during this unit.

SKILLS - Student should work in following area

1. Abbreviations -
a.' Aew-state abbreviations
b. Common abbreviations

2 Capitalization rules

3. Punctuation Rules

4. Diagnostic Spelling

5. Reading-comprehension exam

6. Usage exercises

7. Composition.techinques
a. Topic sent.& details
b. Types of letters
c. Correction sym5ols

3. Vocabulary diasuostic

9. Study Skills

r KOLA°
Diagnose %As

year. Focus is both on review
written work should be established

to the best of his ability:

10. Apdio - visual di3crimiaAton

SUGOESTED ACTIVITIES

1. Use of contests and games where applicable

2. Capitalization & punctuatibn my be covered through vork?hcets whlch
children check th?mselves. They shout l then go ba,:k arw wri-ce thn

rules for any items they missed.



Folklore BESI Cal POOL

DLIIIIITIOO: That part of any culture which depends on imitation and oral
trammission iathcr thanc4h formal instruction or written sources.

SKILLS - Student should be able to;

1. Identify types of fdaktaleg;

a. Legends - narratives about persons, places or events involving,
real or pretended beliefs. Tales shout local plarno pvich es
lovers'llaap, etc..or real people. There' is usually some
factual basis.

b. l'ivIry tales - strictly speaking - stories about "little people':
elves, sprites, pixies, grones, dwarfsbrownies or lepTechlurs

c. "Iihy'fales - explain the origin of natural object nr
c'naracterl.stic. Ex. How the dog got his bark.

d. Tall Tales - involve a folk hero whose chsracteristics of
strenth or visdon etc. are 6reatly exagge7ated. In some ways
similar to le3ends.

2. .ecognize author's purpose & attitude

3. Recognize techniques such as;

a. hyperbol lu connection with tall tale
b. persoi"..lication connected wit's fairy thle's magical elemerte

4. Use evidence t;.: make Jule:anent and suivort octinionu

aIGGESTED COLITENT AND/OR ::ATERIALS

:Many of the sixth grade materials have chapter:: or units on the ler-,ends of
King Arthur & Knishts of Round Table. ThL, i-as excellent material
in this are a, Elsp. .3

1. Gtven a variety of tales, qi qcent can T.ollc on classifyius each.
2. Student travel ;n;; tliPs famillart7-..s:vdent with cral trod:-tor

story tellin Fhow how rtories d2-7Ltoo and ch'a-:,e. L-.Ti% a stor7

about an incident 1,hich actually 'tapencd e*Le .,.etsnaeo of a ;:al: ser

:,tuden:s pick up 'ale and continra
3.0 Creation of an.orilLnal foil.: hero.
4. 1.1-.!rk in area of heraldry (study' of coats of arms)

5. Study of tge. of C.1411ry - rules of conduct, trur7lamerts, ca-tles. Steps
to Ruightnook, Crusados.

6. Listen =Id study sr.!ore of Camelot.
7. eiork in other areas of folklorit.

a. fol/-csnng c. chfleiteni chs1P..q n4
b. fol:. &Aloe g.

c. bet i= f sup(4rgritions h. pi.:ovcr,

d. remedies L c riddlcs
o. charms 6 qp, 11



VI WOO
°)Historical Fiction Tales 01 VII

DEFINITION: Short stories combining historical facts and fictional elements

SUGGESTED LIT SKILLS - Students will be able to:

1, Recall the basic elements of short story and their use

a. character
b. plot
c. setting
di, mood
e. theme

2. Identify the ways in which charactdr is revealed

-a. Actions
U. Character's appearance, speech, mannerisms, thoughts
c. row others interact with character

3. Predict plausible & implausible behavior of story characters within
setting.

4. Recognize the interrelationship of characters and events in plot
development.

5. Identify words & phrases that are time & place clues

6. Distinguish between is fiction & non-fiction al msterial

a. Review iisc of resource center

b. aeview techniques of research

SUGGE3T4 ACTIVITIES

1. Writing of a hiEtorical Action tale

a. Draw tombstone of Seremy Smith on board and have students copy it.
b. Each studenc should Libel 1-5 on his paper
c. After //1 write 1

After #2 write either 6,7,8,9
After #3 write a number from 0-9
After #4 'trite a number from 0-9
After #5 write any number frem 10-99

d. Yirst four nuubers will gve birth date, fifth number will be bow
long Jeremy 1 stied, Students can then co 2ate death date.

e. Give students an overview of world or Ame:ican history 1.--,7071 eqrliect
.date in class rD latest

f. Students nay then either consult an outline of history or begin
more advanced ro...4carch in library.

2. Contest for best historical fiction tale.

Skit: dr.lratizinA one tale.

4. Student edits the frc.nt pa:-f. or more of a nelpa7,1r m;..).11'_ have

been published in t:)-, era, ctty, village, or coup, '..; in h .eh nit., story

took plia.7e.

W" PM
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651 CM
Drama: Pantotime and Improvisation

DEFINITIW: Pantomime: Silent acting in which silent motion, gesture, facial
expression, and costume are relied upon toexpress
eL;otional or narrative situations.

Improvisation: A play without formal script relying upon a basic
outline and spontaneity

1. Through participation in pantomime and improvisation, demonstratefat
awareness of the fallowing elements:

a. Individual gestures & facial expressions

b. Development of character through gestures, body language Al fac al
expression.

a. Effective stage effects:
a. motivation of all entrance & exits
.b. avoidance of bunching, standing in stiff lines, etc.

d. Well-timed action

e. Development of story line
1) exposition
2) :1:ising,a^tion

3) climax
4) clear-cut cf,ncluf-lcn

2. Through participation in oral ( and tbor: ) readina, d3monPtrate on
awareness of the follovinr, skills neoe5sE,ry for good sr,,q2ch

a. Diction - tiie selecticn and pronuncintioq of ordo and their
combination in speech

b. Pitch - relative hishness.:T loudes3 cf the vnAce at nny given time
c. Volume - rel.-1.7e strength, fors::. or :...Lynsity with uhi.ch Bound 1.

made.
d. Rate - speed z.t. whi.::a words are srcken

e. Quality - souai of a prtcular voice including tone and clarity.

ACTIVITLS.

IAn entire list of paqw:lle &'speech ,ztivitios'erc Incli.ded .-1.. the appendix.

. .



CO AVIMABLE
/

Poetry -

"lo

OLPIATIOW: dritin6 characterized by .the presense of imagination and sense
iupreasions expressed in an orderly arrangeraent of parts.

StULLS - Student snould be able to;
0

1. Heighten his awareness of his five senses.

2. Appreciate as,uan/ forms of descriptive poetry centering around
the senses as possible.

3. Lse a variety of media as springboards for developing figurative
language.

4. Recall haiku and its form and be able to write a haiku.

Produce a couplet with its rhyme and rhythm pattern

6. Understand the concept of sten; form through loose fern poems in
watch he establishes his own stanza form and repeats it for each
stanza he writei,.

7. Practice couposinE, optic poems - po1erns viiich take the shape of. 6%i
object they describe.

AIALLOAIS/COaTEA

AcrIvITILs

1. See loare l'oetty

2. 'Alders on tam. Earth Graf S hc3 a section of art reproductions) which
could be used as ;prinoards for poetry.

3. Student wi:;htprcctice turning one line dascription into ima?ory es
a wac4-11p ezercise.

ti

Subject be9crIption ImoorY
Jet:Sohnd. The j..-2t ilaae a TI:t1 aro

nur.derouc noise like a 1:Jck:..t

4 Student might work with couplet - type (4n< <:. ruction to dev11.4-,

language and crca!e OeJcriptive 'portrarcs."

a. Did you ever, nee a shat.e?

zig zaLgi fork-tonp,ued, elastic ja1y

b. Did you ever see a cat?
rr.dar,2yed, bevitned



Wonfiction.

Diaismoa;. jactual literature ranging from the news articles to the personal
diary.

9/

10. COI MOO

SA ILLS.- Students will be able to:

1. Identify the followius types of non-fiction

a. news article
b. magazine article
c. diary or /1o;;

d. science essay
e. biograpily
f. direction (how-to-do)
g. book review
h. summary stateeient

'i. adventure story

2. Distin:6uish between fact and opinion ina

)
given shIection

A. Students will need to review use of resource center
B. Student3 will need to review research techniques

SVGGLSTLD aCTIVITILS

1. Students can at as reporters for specific school or town ev!inf's.

0

2. Give students a piece of paper or string and sirla orlr,smd. nr nacrtm::
-.7)instructions. Se:. 1:ow well trey follow.

3. Ask students to wite instructions for tin a shoe-lace or nlitting
on a shirt and Llea have one member of the clss try to follow thc. e
directions.

O
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Science Fiction SESI
ANIV,11811.

9.2

JLFIAITIOJ: A form of fantasy in which scientific facts form the basis of
adventures in the fupure, on other planets or in other dimenensions.

SICILLS - Students should be able to:

. 1. Describe the major components and distinguishing features of science
fiction:

a. Space travel to or from other planets
b. Time travel
c. 'cighly scientifically developed*sbciety

t d. Supernatural powers (such as telepathy)
e. Liological changes in man brought about by natural or scientific

development
-ft

2. Distinguish between fact And fiction in terms of plot. (Student should
come to some realization of how science fiction can in some ways
predict the future.)

3. DistinguiAbetween realistic and unrealistic behavior in terms of
character lou3ht and ,action.

SUlGESTLD ACTikiTIES: ,

1. Surrealistic Painting might be used to stimulate interest and imAsination.
After viewing ;a painting, the student might either drali or.+).te.

2. aectronic.mhslc or modern music lands itsilif to other iorldliress-
might be a sprinOoard for writing.

3. fate a itst of natmol foces which an has not been able t^ control
(volcano, earthquake, tidal wave, tornade, hurricane, etc.), and
explore the possibilites for science fiction.

4. Lake a list: of potential world disasters (nr energy, to; ail pollution,
nuclear war, etc.) , and explore possibilities for science fictior.

5. Create a machine to Le uses: in science fiction.

6. Study a planet care'.ully and create a creature that could live on that
planet given its physical rLsourg:ls.

$
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DEFINITION: A work of fiction in which the eleuent of 'suspense plays a
controlling part.

SKILLS Students should he able to:

1.' Identify types ofomysteries

a. Detective story: story in which a crime,- usually a murder - is
solved by a detective through a lo ical_assethling of evidence
'known as clues.

b. Tales of espionage
c. Tales of crime
d. Gothic tale.or novel - the story df strange or frightening adventures'
e. Pursuit story - tale in which the main character is relentlessly

pursued by some unknown menace

2. Understand use of suspense

a. Recognize the mood building words which develop suspense
relate main events which build suspense

3. Define the term foreshadowing and apply it by lodking; fof c,14cs !thich

eventually solve the mystery
%Si . 0

4. Pinpoint climax ac high point and turning, point of action.

SLGCESTED CONTENT PND/OR MY:Li:141LS

1. Sherlock Dolmas & S..mckled Bend

'Nancy Drew & hardy loys a3 muet bLadents ';enjorithasq

SUGGESTED ACTIVITIES

1. Construct triangles of action. This condenses the' plot, giving. the

important parts proper emphasis, and el-slial.n,:ngtr.ige and fall of

action
P.

- ----_I

, .

__
4 /

.,
. K

II /

4. t

2. Crest character for Fpy story
3. Create the Derf,ILt crime or perfact setting for v one V,!ehl mvto.ry
4. Listen to Poe story: and collect mood 1: Ord' CiPt

have the Widants uee them in writino, c:m 1,tor1.

5. Use mini mwiterfes Scolv!. Then 1,,p4c r11- thoi ran.

J
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DEFINITION: An extended fictional prose narrative involving a great deal of
action, and conflict.

SKILLS.- Students should he able to :'

1. Recall basic story elements

a. Character
b.- Setting
c. Plot
d. Aood° 0

e. Theme

2. Analyze the following

A. Character development and growth within a novel

B. Techniqued in plot development
1. interrelationship and dependence of all events upon each other

2. the reasons for the selection & ordering of events as they stand

3. the' use of conflict as a focos for plot
a. ,student should be able ,tn identiiy the three major conflicts:

man vs. man, man vs. nature, man vs. himself.
b. student should be, able tc apply this recognition to the novel

he is readily

3. Define and recognize the:.:.

4. Identiiy the author's p..int of view: netsnn, third person cr

omniscient

SUGGESTED CONTENT AND/OR MATFRIALS

The Adventure Novel Treasure Islard correspcn4.: w..:11 with the Social

Studies 6th grade survival unit. There arc. f-AJo edil6ons available in hard

back.

SUGGESTED ACTIVITIES

1. Essay questions valich concentrate ou charccter, setting, plot. Some

examples are as fellows:

a. -'that do you taink becom-!s of Long John Silver after he escapes from
the ship at the end of Traasure IslarA'?

b. What would Long John Silver do for a living if be were around today?
Be specific. Why do you think he wold hav2 a certain type of
job or be a certain type of person? This essay should be at leal.:t

two paragraphs. It can be in story form. Jest givti examples tn
1

back up your ideas.

c. Essay on the following topic. I Ohre Opt :t a :11:,Ut at tiva

thenbow Ion.

d. Write the log entries for any importarr 'h just as Captain rrollert

might Co.
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e. You are a reporter for the Bristol Sun 'and you're covering the
arriValof,the ship after its adventure on Treasure Island. Write

a brief 'interview with one of the following. Jim, Dr. tiveiey or
Squire Trelawney.

2. 4,low up map on opaque projector and Copy it,:label it and then'trace
t the different routes that the .pirates take.

3. PrepaFe bullitin boards which would arouse interest in the novel.

4. Draw'schooners and write a report on types'.

5. Report on pirates. Any one of those below!

a. Black Beard
b. Captain Kidd
c. Sir henry Morgan
d. Sir Francis Drake
e. Jean Laffite

6. Make a dictionary of pirate terms.

t

I

7. :Report on the Bounty. mutiny

8. tiake up and write a brief biography of one of the pirates giving
family background, schooling (if any) etc. Explain why and.how he

became a pirate. You will have to use your imagination.

9. flake a diorama of one of the-scenes in the,book. Write a.paragraPI
of explanation to accompany it.

10. Hake believe: you ar52 a ptoducer planning a production of Treasure
Island.. i1ake a list of stage props you would use. Draw son.? of the

sets and bring in the props.



Study Shills 01 tor OW.

DEFTIOA: The development of the resourdes for self-instruCtion.

S11LLS l.Students should be able to. Use organizational techniques and work on

the-following skills to the best of their ability.
1.

c'

'r

a. After reading 6 selection, student should be able to skim that
selection for main ideas.

b. Studeilt should Ve able to orgadize main ideas in outline form,

lc., Student should be able to summarig a short story or short selection
in a concise paragraph

d. Students should be able to listen
1) note details i

2) follow directions
3) organize main and subordinate

carefully enabling them to:,

ideas in oral selections

2. Review library skills and work on the following to the best of their
ability;

/fh

a. Student should be introduced to the Resource Center and require4
to know the organizational floor plan. They can demonstrate :iladh

mastery by filling itra map.

b. Students should cit.-.7n.c.)7,3trate proper use cf:

1. Card catal.or2
2. Dcyey ..ystem

3. Dict.f.onar unc,In:Mr:Id)

4. Thies auras

5. 4ncyclopedia
6. Vorld Books
7. Atlas
8. Year Books
9. Readers Guide to Periodical Lit.

c. Students .should be familiar with following components of a book:

1. Jacket - Title page
2. Preface
3. Table of contents
4. Chapter headings
5. Sub-headi.Ags

G. Index
7. Glossary
C. Appendix

d. iiaps and graphs - as individuals snow -7eL.'-n2gses.

ACTIVITIES

1

1. To review alphabetizias; each chi;4 is given an (Jnvelope !;it'l a different
list of ten words all bet;innir!/with JJf2crent firs,: letters. He then
muRt put these words into alphbntical or. der. ThP ;.ante !,qcomes even

r, ore e::cittag w:ie th-t clar-:: is 6:.vided nt ter.ns an ac teacher

(74
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corrects each child'6 list he may add.a point to his team's score:
<I usually set a .5-10 minute time limit on the game.) Variattons of
.the game are alphabetizing words to the first, second and third
letter.

2. Resource Center Riddles - to be made up by teacher. These riddles.
demand specific information from verious sources and will take the
student on a scavenger hunt of the library.

I
Ix

Ck0

z
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Activities for Equivalent Grade Six Pantomime & Improvisation

1. Students might'try any of the following pantomime exercises. The sheet

presented might have several blanks in each area which the student

would be responsible for filling in.

A. Standing' erect, with your feet close together, suggest the following;

1) A butler
2) A model waiting to display a gorgeous evening gown

b With legs wide apart and a comfortable posture, represent the

following:
tivist student ad4ressing a mass meeting

2) /A contented farmer smoking a pipe and standing in his doorway
studying the weather.

c. With alert posture, one foot somewhat ahead of the other and your
weight definitely placed on the ball ,of the forward foot, represent

the following;
1) A high school boy watching a football game

d. With a similar posture, except that the weight is definitely
shifted to the rear foot, im1.-ersonate the following:

1) An old lady afraid to cross the street
2) A mother disgusted with the caterpillar her son is showing her
3) A hunter tPrrified'at seeing a snake swinging from a tree in

frontt.of Lim.

e. Cross the room, suggesting by your posture and walk the fnilowing:

1) A burglar stealing across an unif..miliar,

2) A vigorous athlet.,:: walking acr.Jss th2 cnialtls

3) A tired soldier marching in a parade
4) A model displayinr evening wraps
5) A criminal awaiting a last - minute reprieve 1.1X the de-1th con

f. Cross the room,-sit in a chair, and rise as tl,e'followina_characters:
1) A miser counting Dais molly and listening fer. eavP.sdroppers

2) A mother at the bodsik2e of her sick child

3) A sleepy child try!.ng to keep awake
4) A spoiled child sulkins because he'is denied something

g. Suggest, by smiling, the foljowing ch:Aracters!
1) A seasick traveler trying to u-)pear socieble
2) A tired Pales girl trying to sell, a hat to a fussy custonser

hb Suggest, by facial expression, the follo!ring situattens
1) A. small boy taking castor oil

2) A butler admitting unwlIcome guests

i. Assume the following characters as comoletel: as you can. Sit or

walk, as you chorse, and i:iclude enou;,:t actin tc ithem in a

real ptuation:
1) A waz;gerin3 bully
2) A distinguiE-oc society woman
3) A patient trying to gain courage bofore is turn in a dentist's

chair
4) A man br.,thcrccl a uosqui*.o ¶,:11J,! try;.:,; to read
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2. Possible suggestions for group pantomimes.

a. Four models display contrasting types of dresses to a rich lady
who ia helping her daughter choose a trousseau while the father
looks cin.

b. A babysitter takes charge after the parents have departed.

c. A photographer talws a family picture of four generations.

3. Exercises for pitch mignt include the following:

a. Count from one to ten, beginning as low as you can and going as
high as you can without strain. Then reverse the count and coma
down. Be sure that it is:pitch and not loudness that makes the
difference in each count.

b. Count slowly from one to ten, giving the, vowel in each number a
long telling inflection. Repeat with a long rising inflection on
each. Then alternate the two exercises.

c. Take a nursery rhyme and recite it as a father, antiold-fashiinec:
elocutionist, a pored small hay, and e-ixtghtened little gtrl.

4. Volume exercises (perhaps to be practiced outside, or in the gym or
auditorium) might include some of tha following
Say the sentence 1!I am going how.a" as though you were ealli to the

following p.t:;ole:

a. A friend sitc".nL nex:-. to you

b. A Perron '10 feet ;.way

c. Sorlonc. norosr the 4.,01

d. Sormons'in the back row of your asi7c.july roc.m, 0:en you are-On't'.he

platform (Notice that if you are thinking about the ;,e-3on to
whom you arc srtkIng, your voice cd;nsta tofthe

distance involved)

5. Change the melning of the following ser.teneeq in as ra&ny ways c9 you
can by usiro. for (1iff?cent yr,lu exact

meaning.

a. I didn't say thav, tc

b. You don't etole the book, cl.n ynn?

c. Why didn't: ycu woz.a me before it hfIrpened:

u. have a student (IL:liver a itne ano:hor stude,lt

approach the spoer and stop when 1-v! is Nlinin co7,fortabte
rage. Ths enables a student to check 10.s ',)ice vojee-;LI.

7. For voice iilterpratation toil nae story "The riee 13,-ars" st.roIng the
vocal characteristie5 of Goi lllocks ar.d the 1,r.'.n.3 p.ottin7, all the

contrast pos5lble.

P. Diction Erd.gc.t prt:ctfcetd with tongue bo cocoreed
and played ba.A. nxlm?les are as

a. The perfeccl.y ?urric bivd unfuzled its curled yJnss and whirled

over ti.:3
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b. A mister kissed a miss;
A mister kissed her.
A miss missed her kiss;
A miss missed her mister.
And Aster missed his Hiss.
Did Mister kiss his Hiss?
,Jo, aster Nissed Her, .

stsi
Karat

c. Spilled oil soils Spilled oil spoils. Spilled oil spoils soils.

Oiled soils spoil Y Soil spoils oil. Oil- spilled soil spoils.

Oil-spilled soil soils. Oil-soiled soil spoils.

d. With his stiff slit tights and fast fists he's first for fist

fights. His stiff tights, fit tight, slit in his first fast fist.

fight. Fast tiffs with tight fists and stiff tights are fit fights

for first slights. his stiff fist fits tight and slightly slits
tight tights in fast fist fights. 'He's stiff from fits, tiffs,

and fist fights. This tight-fisted stiff fits tight, all right!

e. I'm back to back a tobacco tax. It takes tact to tax backs. It

takes tact to back a tax. Back attacked taxes: Tax tacks! It

takes tact to attack a tack tax. Attach back taxes. Tacks attach

tac to back. Attach hack tobacco tax to back and tack back tack

tax back-to-back.

f. Why try wine? Try tying twine. Tying twine tires? Try twisting -

twine or tying twists. Wrists tire? Try twice twisting twine.

Twills' twine twice twisted; untwisted, twill entwine. Twist

twill; will twist. Untwist twill; twill untwist. Twist wrist;

untwist wrist; re$t wrist.

g. This snail's stale. his tail's stale. This snail's tail's stale.

This small's tail's still stale. This snail tale's stale.
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, LANGUAGE ARTS

Level Report
Avon, Conn.

Date

BEST to MAILABLE

46/

Dear Parent,

has completed the Language Arts Skills

taught at level 21. The following is an overview of your child's next level.

Overview of Level 22

I. Language Skills

A. Spelling and Semantics
1. Identification of new words

a. vocabulary related to literature units

b. vocabulary.related to content areas

c. dictionary and glossary

2. Content Clues
a. Meanings
b.. Outcome

c. Hamonyns

3. Word Elements
a. Reinforce syllabication Principles
b. Spelling patterns (prefix - suffix)

B. Syntax

A. Adjectives
B. Adverbials of time - place - manner

C. Concept of transform
D. Compounding verb phrase
E. Moun phrase
F. Kernel sentence and clauses

G. Relative cluses

C. Mechanics
1. Commas in compounding

2. Punctuation of complex sentences

3. Comma in apposition - series.

4. Semi-colon - review and as connector

Comprehension
1. SQ3R Method
2. Sentences - core words - parts

3. Hain Idea
4. Signal words Ex. therefore

5. Details

III. Composition

A. Written Composition
1, Review Verb Tense
2. Sentences showing cause and effect

le Narrative paragraph
4. Use of dialogue

I
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Overview of Level 22

B. Spoken Composition
1. Organize material by use of illustrations

Iv. Literature Units

,..

,/.../1),;2,

sts.sci'

\.

0

1



Level 22

I. Language SkiAs

A. Spelling and Semantics - Students should be able to:

1. Identify new words

a. Develop sight vocabulary related to literature used.

b. Developsand use vocabulary related to subject areas

c. Distinguish between multiPale meanings of words through use

of dictionary, glossary and thesaurus. 4'

2. Use contemft clues

a. Determine meanings of new words in context of literature

being studies'

b. Develop ease In anticipating what will come )next ind.a phrase

or sentence
c. Recognize how context clues determine which homonym is

needed in a particular sentence

d. Share and ase new words from independent study and reading

3. Word elements and structure
a. Reinforce principles of syllabication covered in levels 19-21

b. Master the following spelling principles .for prefices

(1) Adding a prefix to most words does not change the spelling

of the word to which the prefix is added. (be + spatter

bespatter, co + exist -4 coexist, mis + spell "''t misspell)

(2) Soma words formed ,by adding a prefix ending with a vowel

letter(co or pre) to a word beginning with a vowel letter

are written in alternate ways. (tile two dots over a letter

are called a dieresis)
co + operate cooperate, co-operate, cooperate

pre + exist ..tple'Alet, preexist'

ra + enforce -) reenforce, re-enforce

(3) The prefix "ex" meaning "former" or "formerly" is usually

followed by a hyphen.
ex.+ president ex-predident

ex + wife ex-wofe ,

(4) A hyphen is used after the prefix "re" in some words to

avoid confusion with other words that are spelled the same

c. Understands the correct usage of the following prefixes

1. un 8. per 15. die

2. de 9. ab 16. in

3. ex 10. ad 17. intra

4. pre 11. an 18. intro

5. re 12. anti lg. mis

6. sub 13. circum 20. post

7. un a.6. con 21. pro
22. tract
23. super

24. se

4. Unde9tand word relationships
a. Study Definitions of words used in literature studded

b. Create definitions of familiar words

c. Become familiar with synonyms and antonyms for known words.
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B. Syntax - (Study of grammatical structure) - Students should be able to:

1. Define and Recognize the following:
a. adjectives
b. adverbials of time

place
manner

2. Recall and apply concept of transform

3. ?Taster exercises involving recursive transform (transform that
(compounds)

a. Conmpounding verb phrase
b. Compounding adjectives
c. Compounding adverials
d. Compounding noun phrases'
e. Compounding sentences

4. Distinguish between kernel sentence and clause

5. Recognize the relative clause by identinfying the following:

a. Relative pronouns who, which, that
b. Use of who/whom in relative clauses

C. Mechanics - Students should be able to:

1; Use commas in compounding
2. Punctuation of complex sentences
3. Use of comma to set off adverbial phrase which is out of it's

usual order
4. recall and utilize the omma - levels 19-21
5. Use ccmmas to set off words in apposition
6. Use commas to set off word^ in a series

7. Use commas to se ,ff parts of a date

8. Recall and utilL the semi-colon as replacement for and, or but

in a comnound sentence
9. Use semi-colon as connector in sentences containing however,

moreover, therefore

II. Comprehension - Students should be able to;

A. Use the SOR method

Survey - overview headings, subheadings + summaries - understand sighigicance
of each

question - speeity purpose for reading material
Read - read at rate appropriate for specific material
Recite - student recalls main ideas
Review - review material read - compare with ideas mentally recalled

B. Comprehend the structure and meaning of sentences

1. Locate and understand core words in sentences
2. Locate core words in z. sentence which answers whjr, when, where,

how, with what result.
3. Locate basic parts of sentences

a. subject
b. verb
c. complement
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-Yes

4. Listen to oral presentations such as a news program and locate

key words which answer why, when, where, how and what.

5. Complete a sentence orally once given a simple subject orai,ly

C. Locate salient details

1. Recognize details that make the main idea clear.

2. Locate signal words that make details important

a. To signal another fact: also, in addition, then, another,

finally, moreover, besides, further, but, still, yet, while,

next, the following, first, (1), (2), second, third, last,

also, furthermore, likewise, as well as

b. To signal another time: meanwhile, soon, after, subsequently,

at last, at first, the next day, then, now. before, later,

finally, immediately

c. To signal a specific instance: for example, such as, especially,

in particular, most important

d. To signal a conclusion: therefore, for this reason, because,

on account of, hence, since, thus, result, reason is, but,

however, of course

3. Read details when shopping

a. labels c. fine prinA

b. advertisements d. listen to and analyze details in
commercials

III. Composition

A. Utitten Composition - Students should be able to:

1. Recall and apply the following skills:

a. Verb tense consistency within a sentence

b. Topic sentence and details in a paragraph

c. Continuity of thought

2. Use complex sentences within a paragraph for variety.

3. Develop sentences showing cause and effect

4. Develop narrative paragraph writing

a. Fiction
b. Non-fiction

5. Use dialogue in creating' a play

b. Spoken composition - Students should be able to:

Organize material using illustrations in oral compositions

Suggested Activipy:

have students prepare a speech on a subject related to an area of social

studies. Assist them in collecting visual props Which would aid in developing

their theme.
Then discuss the value of visual aid in holding an audience's attention and

making a speech clearer to understand
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Level Test - Level 22

IA. Spelling and Semantics t`'
In the entry alight1.,

the small numeral 1 indicates there is at least one other
word spelled the same way, but the'verd comes from a diffqent source and
has a different meaning, Such wards as alight and alight are called
homographs.

a light
1

(.1. lit"), 1. get down; get off: alight from a home. 2. come down
from the air and settle; come down from flight: The bird alighted on our window
sill. 3. come upon by chance; happen to find. v., a light ed or (poetic)
a lit, a light ing.
a light2 Plit'), on fire; lighted up: Her face was alight, with happiness.
adv., adj.

bass
1
(biTs), 1. low or deep in sound. 2. the lowest male voice. 3. singer with

such a voice. 4. lowest part in music. 5. instrument for such a part. 6. for
the lowest part in music; that can sing such a part. 1,6 adj., 2-5n., pl. bass es.
bass2 (bas), any of various spiny-finned North American fishes used for food,
lining in fresh water or in the ocean. n., pl. bass es or (especially collecively)
bass.

buf fet
1

(bufiit), 1. blow of the hand'or fist. 2. strike with the hand or fist.
3. knock;' stroke; hurt. 4. knock about; strike; hurt: The waves buffeted
hith. 5. fight or struggle aganist: He reached home exhausted from buffeting
the stoKm. 1,3 n., 2,4,5 v., buf fet ed, buffet ins,
buf fet' (1311 fdt or bu fad), 1. piece of dining-room fufniture for holding
dishes, silver,and table linen; sideboard. 2. counter where food and drinks
are served. 3. restaurant with such a counter. n.

de fer
1

(di fer ), put off° delay: Examinations were deferred because so many
0,1ildren were sick. v., de ferred, de fer ring,
de fer 2 (di ferl), yield in judkment or opinion; submit courteously:
Children should defer to their parents' wishes. v., de ferred, de fer ring.

frit terl(fritr), 1. waste little by little. 2. cut or tear into small
pieces; break into fragments. 3. a small piece; fragment. 1,2v., .3n.
--frit ter er, n.

frit ter` (friti.:'0, a small cake of batter, sometimes containing fruit or
other food, fried in fat: corn fritters.m.

1
Kid (Rid), 1. a young goat. 2. its flesh, used as food, 3. it skin, used as
fur. 4. leatherrmade from the skin of young goats, used for gloves and shoes.
5. Informal. child. n. kids, gloves or shoes made ()Mid.
kid2 (kid), Slang. 1. tease playfully; talk jokingly; banter. 2. humbug; fool.
v., kid ded, kid ding. - -kid " - der, n.

pat ter' oat/ 70, 1. make rapid The rain patters on a windowpane. Bare
feet patteroalong a fiber. 2. series of quick taps or the sound they make. lv.,
2 n.

2
pat ter (patAr) 1. rapid and easy talk: A magician's patter. 2. talk or say
rapidly and easily, without much thought: pattera prayer, 3. talk of a class
or group: the potter of beggars and theives. 1,3 n., 2v.
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solel ( 801), 1. one and only' single: the sole heir. 2. may: We three were

the sole survivors. 3. of or for onlyoone person or group and not others;

exclesive: the sole right of use. 4. alone: a sole undertaking. adj.

sole (60.), 1. the bottom or under surface of the foot. 2. bottoi of a shoe,

sldpper, boot, etc. 3. piece cut in the same shape. 4. put a sole on. 5. the

under durface, under part; bottom. 1-3,5 n., 4v., soled, sol ing.

sole3 (sal), a kind of flatfish. European sole is valued highly as food. n.,

p1. soles or (esp. collectively) sole.

Read each sentence below. Then find the dictionary entry above that gives

the meaning of *the underlined.word. Write the word and the numeral to show

which homoereph is used in the sentence.

The robin fluttered its wings as it prepared to alight on the branch.

The chef's special today is fillet of sole with tartar sauce.

The patter, of the comedian soon had the studio audience in anauproar.

The lady smoothed her Rid gloves and put them into her purse.

While tryihg to catch a muskie, the-fisherman caught font bass.'

fritter1 6. Everyone probably fritters away some time now and then.

Dad told us to defer watching TV until we hadfinished our homework.

The main trouble with new shoes is that the soles can be slcppery.

The guests!tadmired the wedding .cake on the buffet.

pattern, 10. The patter of rain on the roof is usually a pleasant sound.

hat, age, dAre, fgr; let, be, term; it, Ice; hot, go order; oil, out; caps

pilt,.rdle, use; ch, child; ng, long; th, thin; ?II, then; zh, measure; a

represents a in about, e in taken, i in April, o in lemon, us in cdrcus.

alIghtl 1.

sole
3

2.

otter2 3.

kid
1

4.

bass
2

5.

4o7

defer
1

7.

sole2 C.

buffet
2

9.

11: Circle the correct word in the following sentences:

1. Do not the circle.

waist,e4lastej worst

2. The pilot made by radio

contrast, contraet,IgiD
3. Heathy people often

bath,Opathe,)both
4. Senators will together

unit, unite,iuntie
salesmen sell homes

realty ,1 really, reality

6. ife-tfaveled

aboardabroad) absorb
7. The mechifil-cbaa a

fail, ftlil,(file)



b

8. Never

Level Test - Level 22

a new job

quiet, quite, .quit,

9. The kite had no

swing, sting,:string.)
10. The of Pines.

C. Underline the words in which the

4

1. rewrite

2. impatient

3. dismal

4. disappear--f

-)

4

1351
tari

A1005.

x is tht beginning syllable.

. regular.

7. immature

t.
8. impolite

9. disaster

5. 'unkind 10. under

Syntax /6

Label the ollowingfith&r kernel, sentences or clauses:

1. after i happened 40

2. John camb Ebne
3. He lest his frog.
4. Mao is at the door
5. When he comes home
6. He will be given his present

4. 7. so I left it S.

8. it had fallen on the floor
9. she vas ery angry

10. becau she. was to

C

K
C'

K

C

Locate the adverb of manner in the following:

1. She plays be tifyllyi
2. Horace an- ered angrily.
3. It tapp quietly on the indcTrpane.
4. The s esman approached fesiously.
5. She :ve her time freely.

Point out the adverbials of place in the following.

1. Jack r n outside
2. ITuffi must have run away.
3. They4 ere under the stairs.
4. Plack he raft on the deck.
5. His moth is over there.

Identify the ad erbiala of time in the following:

1. Yesterday sh: had an accident
2. She has math in the morn ng.
3. We will start our trip efore moon.
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4. Tomorrow let's go bb Hartford.

5. After lunch we went to the movies.

Write c sentences from the following. Tell what kind of structure you compound

each time.

' cori 11,1

410

1. A. The boy played happily in the yard.

B. The girl played happily in the yard

C. The boy and thlAirlalaxtitymilyinthexard. N.P.

2. A. John spoke softly in the house
B. John spoke softly in school.
C. John spoke softly in the house and in school. Adv.

3. A. The staddum was large
B. The staddum was impressive

C. The staddum was lar e and im ressive. ADJ

4. A. The student eat in the test

B. The student took the exam.

C. Thelitudent sat in the test room and took the exam. V.

room

5. He went to buy his fishing license.
B. She startedto clpan the boat.
C. He went to buy his fishing bicense while she started'to clean the boat.

. C. Sen.

Hake a entence with a relative clause from eachhof the following pairs. Use

either who or that as the relative pronoun, whichever sounds better to you.

1. A. Mrs. Fmith taught Bill -

B. This is Mrs Smith
C. This is Mrs. Smith whoutaughtBill

2. A. Tbe principal lectured the boy that
B. The principal was Mr. Smith
C. The principal, who lectured the boy

becamed annoyed

that became annoyed, was Nt. Smith.

3. A. Nary wroth her story
B. Mary is in class
C. Lim, who wrote her story, is in class

4. A. The police were call
B. The pollee came promptly
C. -"ghe police, whb were called, came promptly

5. A. The umpire called the strike
B. Mr. Heppard is the coach.
C. The um ire who called the strike is Mr. He II and

Underline the adjectives in the following sentences:

1. The lofty mountain seemed to piece the sky

2. Alice samy Mu songs
3. Tap has a cheerful disposition
4. Hand me that hammer
5. An continuous tapping bothered the students

6. It was a horrible day for Tony.

t.
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7. A beautiful sunrise greeted the travelers
S. Pat scored the first touchdown
9. Do you like those skates
10. Susan has a large lunch.

4LlO

CiCri
riP30.c.

Mechanics

Punctuate the following sentences:

1. When Elizabeth left schoolj.she took her science project with her.

2. Mt. Jonesi president of the companyi is at home.

3. With a great clatter, the dishes feel off the counter.

4. She brought rulers inkl:motebooks.L drasers and pencils with hEr.

5. She was born on January 26.2.1942,2. in.Cheshirej.. Connecticut.

6. Shut the window there's A. draft.

7. Alex tallest boy in classj. gave an excellent report.

8. From the top of the stairs she called to her husband.

9. On !larch 9th, 19731:we had a hurricane strike our town.

10. He adid not to talk to fast it causes misunderstandings.

Comprehension

..

A. Sentence meaning 1- Read each sentence and answer the questions below by

underlining the word or phrase whibh best answers the question

1. The class was usually-more spirited, but on this last day of school, they

realized that next year half Of them would be going on to North Thorne
High and the others to South Thorne Hit*.

a. What were the feelings of the pupils?
happy sad joyous

b. How mapy students were going on. the South Thorne High?
one-half three-fourths -one -third

2. The boys stood quiet and motionless when they noticed the huge silhouette

against the sideeof their tent.

a. How do you think the boys felt?
frail_ bored happy

b. What lad the boys seen?
a ht a shadow a wall

3. Ile/huge pla e roared skyward on the first step of its journey notth to
,

t.e polar route to Europe.

a. Where vas the plane's final stop?
Asia North Pale
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b. What route wad the plane taking?

southern polar Atlantic BEST COP1

Penny knew her trembling would- disappear as soon as the contest began, but -*

right maw she looked attscesiin the audience, hoping to catch a glimpse

of. her mother's smile.

a. How did Penny feel?
nervous' calm homesick

I

b. What was Penny looking for?
an exit an approving lirik a chair

5. Tim knew that Mr. Ryan was depending on him to deliver the pane of glass

in one piece, so he stepped gingerly from board to boakd on the rickety

old bridge.

a.

b.

What kind of
strong

What word do
carelessly

bridge did Tim cross?
*slippery shaky

you Chink would best tell how Tim crossed the bridge?

carefully completely

Reading for Details - Read the following paragraph and circle the word or

words which complete each statement that follows

In 1367, the. United States bought Alaska from Russia for $7,200,000 in.gold.

This added 536,400 square miles to the total area of the United States. Little

notice was given this vast land until gold was discovered there in 1896.

Large stores of silver, gold, coal and petroleum have since been found.

Alaska is blessed with fertile soil and a mild climate in many areas. It is

now possible to travel by car up the Alaskan Highway to Fairbanks.

1. Gold was discovered in (1867, 1869, 1896)

2. Alaska was bought. in (1867, 1869, 1896)
r--N--

3. Little attention was given Alaska until (silver, sold, coal) was

discovered.

4. Soil in Alaska is (fertile, sandy;` rocky)

5. The total area of Alaska is (865,400 - 568,400 - 586,400) square miles.

Listening Comprehellsion. Listen to the selection being read and try to recall

the main idea and details as you hear them. After the selection is read answer

the questions below:

Teaches reads the following paragraph

A Cartoonist

Walt Disney was the man whose creativity gave life to the cartoon characters

Mickey Moupe and Donald Duck. Born in Chicago, Illinois, in 1901, he grew

up in the Midwest, spending art of his boyhood in Missouri. He began his

carreer as a commercial arti t in Kansas City, Missouri. It was here in 1920

that he did his first work on a motiqn-picture cartoon. In 1923 he moved on

to Hollywood, where financial success made it possible for him to branch into
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COPI WAVE
other fields of entertainment and to produce feature-length animated cartoons,
moviev, and televisionlhows. One of his most famous projects was Disneyland, -

a 180-acre amusement pertain California. Although Walt Disney died in 1966,

the products of his inventive midd are still entertain *ng people of many ages.

.1. Who created Mickey Mouse and Donald Duck? Disnex_

2. Where was Walt Disney born? Chicage, Illinois

3. Disney began his career as a commercial artist.

!f

14" Where id Disney achieve financial success? 1131.1mosg_

5. What 44as Disney's most famous project? Disneyland

Rewrite the followinq paragraph using Complex sentences.

Iron is a plentiful metal. It is one of the most useful materials on earth.
A surgeon's knife is made of iron. Steel beams in a building are made of iron.
Even the wire in a spiral not9book may be made of iron. Another quality

of iron is its ability to be magnetized. Its many uses make iron valuable

in numerous ways.

Write a short non-fiction narrative including each of the following cause and

effect relationships.

a. excessive rain - flooding
b. flood danger - town council meeting
c. erosion - mud-filled streams

Write a short fiction narrative including each of the following cause + effect

relationships

a. forest fire - unattended campfire
b. disappearance of ponds - fewer wild fowl
c. ash-filled streams - forest fire



LANGUAGE ARTS
Level Report
Avon, Conn.

Dear Parent,

Date

413
Middle School

851 COV1
PNA11011.

has completed the Language Arts Skills

taught at.Level 22. Thu following is an overview of your child's next level.

_10 Overview of Level 23

I. Language Skills

A. Spelling and Semantics

11. Identif4cation of New Words
-a. -votabulary related to literature units
b. vocabulary related to content areas
c. dictionary and glossary

2. Content Clues
a. Meanings
b. Outcome
c. Homonym

3. Word Elements and Structure
a. ReViewsyllabication
b. Review spelling principles
c. Correct usage of suffiXes

4. Word Relatlonshlbs
a. Definitions - study and create
b. Synonyms

B. Syntax
1. Recursive Transform
2. Restrictive and non-restrictive clauses
3. Noun phrases (types - function)
4. Verb Phrases
5. Optional auxitiaries

C. Mechanics.
1. Commas in non-restrictive clauses
2. Hyphens
3. Review Personal Letters - BusineRs Letters

II. Comprehanslon
A. Meanings
B. Conclusions
C. Judgement of reliability of statements

MI. Composition
A. Written Compositon

1. Alliteration - Onomatopoeia - Simile Metaphor
2. Metaphor
3. Paragraphs Using 'Derisory details

B. Spoken Compositthon
biscuss theme
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I. Language Skills

A. Spelling + Semantics

Level 23

101 Or OM TA

1. Identification of new words

a. Develop sight vocabulary related to literature used

b. Debelop and use vocabulary related to subject areas

c. Distinguiah between multiple meanings of words through use

of dictionary, glossary and thesaurus.

2. Use context clues
a. Determine meanings of new words in context of literature being

studied.

b. Develop ease in anticipating what will come next in a phrase

or sentence.
c, Emphasize how context clues determine which homonym la needed

in a particular sentence
d. Share and use new words from 4.ndependent study and reading

3. Word elements and structure.
a. Review syllabication
b., Review spelling principles for prefixes mastered on level 22

c.
1

Master the following spelling principles for suffixes and word

endings.
(1) Words that end in "e" usually drop the "e" before an

ending or a suffix that begins with a vowel letter\

inquire + ed -.7 inquired
adore + able ---=-- adorable

educate + ion --education
Exceptions: acreage, miliage

(2) lords that end in "ie" change "ie': to "Y" before "ing"

die + ing--,dying
lie + ing --i lying

(3) Although final "e" Is usually dropped before the suffix

"able" and the suffix "Y", some words ending in "able" and

in "Y" have alternate spellings.
like + able- likeable, likable
love + able --j loveable, lovable

(4) Words that end in "e" usually keep the "e" before a suffix

that begins with a consonant letter

waste + ful --, wasteful
measure + ment-i measurement
Exceptions: true + ly 7'truly .

argue + ment 7. argument

whole + ly

d. Understandsithe correct usage of the following suffixes

1. able 8. cy 15. ex 22. ive

2. al 9. en 16. ful 23. ize

3. ate 10. ence 17. ing 24. less

4. ation 11. ent 18. ion 25. let

5. ant 12. er 19. ism 26. went

6. ative 13. ess 20. ist 27: ling

7. ance 14. em 21. ity 28. ular

4. Word relationships

1. Study definitions of words used in literature studied
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2. Create definitions of familiar words

3. Use new words and their synonyms in written + oral composition

B. Syntax (Study, of grammatical structure)

1. Review Recursive Transform - felative clause
2., Differentiate between restrictive and non-restrictive clauses.

3. Review of Noun Phrases
a. types of nouns

__b. functions
(1) Subject (4X Object of preposition

(2) Direct object (5) Iptroduce indirect object

(3) Complement of verb

4. Concentrated work on Verb Phrase
a. Auxiliary

.(1) tense 86-87
(a) paSt 96-97
(b) present

(2) Dptional auxiliaries
(a) be + ing 84-85, 93-95
(b) modals 152

(c) have + participle 86-87, 96-97, 189

C. Mechanics

1. Use of commas around non-restrictive clauses
2. Use of hyphens between:

a. -parts.of compound numbers
b. parts of compound namas(nouns) brother-in-law

c. prefixes and proper nouns

3. Form for personal letters
4. Form for business letters
5. Review use of bring and take

II. Comprehension

A. !leaning of selection

1. ability to see how sentences in a selection are related

2. see how whole selection expresses one idea

3. recognizes main idea with or without repetition

4. see how details sequentially support the main idea

5. locate main idea at beginning, end or middle of selection

B. Arriving at conclusions
1. distinguish between opinion:and conclusion

opinion: need not be supported by stronge evidence t

conclusion: must be supported by strong evidence

2. Ability to judge the reliability of statements
a. importance.of publication date
b. qualifications of author
c. students listen for loaded words or statements in news

commentaires and commercials and identify the effect of loaded
words on the validity*

3. recognizes emotional words as a propaganda technique

*'of a speaker's supportine material ,
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Spelling and Semantics
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PN°511

Circle the definition of the underline.; word in the sentence.

1. The soldier forgot his overnight pass.

e.

q a. Road, a defile through mountains
b. Act of passing

Periission to pass or go through
A thrust, as in fencing

e. To coin*, by a deed or will
A
f. To test successfully

2. It is necessary to scoop out the dirt.

a. A large ladle
b. A deep shovel
c. A basin-Like cavity

/T.) Make hollow

3. John was no match for the runner.

a. A wick or cord prepared to burn.
b. Slender piece of wood

Person equal to another
The coming togebber of two parties

e. A matrimonial union

4. The state's "blue laws" were studied by the lawyers.

a. Having the color of the clear sky.

b. Law in spirits
c. Tending to produce low spirits

Cs-1) Severe or overstrict in morals
e. Color of the spectrums

5. The deep tones of the choir were almost perfect.

a. Extending for below the surface

b. Extending far back

c. Hard to comprehend
d. Serious, grave, intense, also heavy.

e. Penetrating
f. Of colors, strong, intense

-1i7/ Of low tone
'tr. Immersed: absorbed; as deep in debt

Circle the correct word in the following sentences:

1. Do not the speed limit

excess execute

2. Updrafts are currents.

conviction,
r'a52TEt.1211)
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C. Author's purpose

1. identify author's purpose
a. to inform
b. to entertain
c. to persuade
d. to share anWexperience

2. listerners detect tactics cif persuasion contained in advertisements

and discussions presented to them orally

III. Co4osition

417

stsl
tarasti

A. Written composition

1. Review the use of: a. alliteration
b. onamatipoeia
c. simile
d. metaphor
e. hyperbole

2. Develops the ability to extend the use of metaphor to more than

one sentence.

3: Develops paragraphs of description using sensory details to

a. describe natural objects
b. write character sketches

B. Spoken Composition

Skill :

Students shuuld have the ability to discuss theme as found `in poems or short

stories

Suggested Activity

Prepare and
story.
Discuss the
identifying

record for the class a collection of poems or a selected short

theme of the selection and provide practice for the students

the main idea of each iidividual selection.
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his request.
refuge,:tauda, re-fuse,

4. The ship's was broken.

9saOst, IMast., must

5. He made a with his had&

glare. gentlineygosfaed.

6. We traveled
aboard,cibrna) absorb

7. The pilob made by radio

-contrast, contract,Contaci)

8. Anger is neddless

rage rag, enrage

9. Laws are c4110
statues, tatutes- status

10. Healthy people often.

bath,(tifh'e.Ooth

Form new words by adding the suffixes indicated

1. adore + able adorable

2. store + gge storage

3. tax + able taxable

4. choice,+ est choicest

5. merry + ment merriment

6: comfortable + ly Z7ZOZTiablE

7. man + hood manhood

8. rely + ance reliance

9. life + like lifelike

10. ship + ment shipment

11. podsible + ly possibly

12. perplex + ing perplexing

13. tire + some tiresome

14. peppy + less penniless

15. service + able serviceable

16. occur + ence occurrence

17. probable + ly probably

18. dial + ed dialed

19. manage + able manageable

20. social + ly socially

Syntax

I. Identify the relative clauses in the following sentences and tell whether

each is restrictive or nonrestuct.I.-ve.

1. Students who knew the principal accepted his new code. HR

2. The lady, who carried the groceries, was her mother.

3. The deteative, who knew the case will, solved the crime.

4. The river, which flowed past the city, was polluted.
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5. They called to John, who was running the wrong way.

1. Write the words represented by the following:

moved Al past + move E. past + fight fought

sang b. .past + sing g. past + se &l sold-

sitlight c. past + catch h. past + say said

toke d. past + take i. past + throw threw

slept e. past + sgwep j. past +-strike struck

2. Tell whether each verb phrase in the following sentences contains a verbal
or be. Tell whether the tense is present or past:

1. The fisherman caught fortli eels. Ver. Past
4

2. The fat puppy slept in the sun Ver. Past

3. Avonn is twelve miles from Hartford. Be Pres

4. We were late for class. Be Past

419

5. Mystic was an important trading port. Be Past

6. A clumsy raccoon has climbed into the apple tree. Ver. Past

7. The concert is at Oakdale. Be Pres.

8. The doctor has prescribed a diet. Ver. Past

9. The mailman has just left a letter from Spain. Ver. Past

10. Whipped cream is light. Be. Pres

Mechanics

Circle ten incorrect items in the following business letter.

Rover Division-
British Leyland 7114ors Inc.
600 Wi4ow Tree*. ,

Leonia; 11.11:\ 07605 1(. 6c KT4A'c
,,"

Dear(4irqD
Please forward to me your brochure on the(rover 3500s automobile with the

Also, can you supply me with a isit of Rover dealers in my areal,

T.

213 E. Pear on Street
Chicago Ill; 60611

(July 10, 1974>

rr17,- c; Iln

Yours(3ruly,

Thomas L. Hansen
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B. The mosquito goes throughoa number of stages in its growth. It begins as

an egg. 'Then after four days it becomes a larva. Twelve days later it will

be seen as a pupa. Within five days after that it appears as a full-grown

mosquito.

1. What was the author's purpose?t

a. to entertain
b. to PhAre an experience
c. to inform

.2. Who has the best qualifications for writing this paragraph?

a. a biologist
b. d farmer
c. a chemist

C. One of the things we enjoyed most
-country inns. At one tiny village in
sunny morning by the faraway clanking

1. What. was thw author's purpose?

s4q to share an experience
1 . to persuade
c. to inform

about Europe-was the peaceful little

Switzerland re were awakened on a clear,

of cowbells.

2. Who has the best qualifications.for writing this paragraph?

a. a young woman who read Heidi

(73 a person who bas Europe

c. a man who imports Swiss watches.

D. The English language continues to increase because of the names of new

products and .inventions, specialized vocabularies, slang, nd regional differences.

1. What is the authOr's purpose?

a. to convince
71?.. to teach
C. Lo inform

2. Who would be most qualified to make the above statement.

Ca-) a doctor
b. a linguist
c. a politician

E. In order to operate a sewing machine a seamstress must follow all directions*

carefully.

1. What is the author's purpose?

to inform
N to entertain
c. to persuade
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Usitthe hypen correctly in each of the following sentences:

1. His mother-in-law's plane was late.
2. There were twenty to twenty-one men on leave:
3.. Science has prOgressed since pre-Sputnik days.
4. One thousanA fifty-five applications were reviewed.
5. Has he ever pitched a no-hit,' no-run game.
6. He ate three-fourths of the pie. .

7. He claimed that it was a one :An-a-lifetime opportunity.
8. He wore a wide- striped shirt:
9. Please write six will-written paragraphs.

10. Everything here is run on a pay-as:you:go basis.

A

Comperhension
1

.44A

On the lines before the statements, write F if the statement IA fact and 0

if the statement is in%epinion.

0 1. All cakes should have chocolate frosting.

O 2. Switzerland is the most beautiful country in the whole world.

F 3. Six percent of the American history class failed the final exam.

F 4. Thanksgiving day is always on a Thursday.

O 5. It rains too much in this part of the state.

Few 6. This desk is thirty-three inches high and twenty inches wide.

F 7. Levis Carroll was born on January 27, 1832.

F 8. Alaska has the longest' coastline of any state in the Union.

O 9. Stopping for a pizza after the game is a good i/dea.

O 10. Ice-skaLing requires much more skill than skiing.

Carefully read e,ch skiection. Then circle the correct answer.

A. Autumn in this area has been especially dry. If you go into the woods,

remember the great danger of fires. If you can avoid it, do not even light a

campfire. Be more careful than usual. Only you can prevent forest fires.

1. That was the author's p'urpose in writing the paragraph above?

a. to entertain
b. to persuade
c. to share an experience

2. Which of the following people has the best qualifications for writing

this paragraph?
a. dub scout leader
b. biology teacher
(5 forest ranger

>f, akIltimm
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Who is most q alif ied to make the above statement.

a. -mechanic
b. salesman

.!.> home-economics telatier

List tan persuasive' words you hear as the teacher reads a paragraph intended

to arouse your emotions.

t0,1 WItOtt,

Teacher read the following;

The citizens of this town have decided that thpy can no longer tolerate

the arrogant indifference of the mator to our repeeted appeals, for a police-

man to guard our boniest crossing during the hours of heavy traffic. Today

the tragic death of our charming and popular librarian, the dainty Mks. W.

whose car wah hit by a truck, can be charged directly to the mayor's'failure

to provide protection at the Simpson Street corner. This is a trarieslythat

must be charged to the continued neglect of the mayor to honor our pressing,

warnings,

I. Identify the use of A. alliteration
B. onomatopoeia
C. metaphor

The Highway Man
Alfred Nayes

The'windwas a torrent of darkness among the guilty trees,

The moon was a ghostly galleon° tossed upon cloudy seas,

The _road was a ribbon.of moonlight over the purple moor,

And the highwaymen came riding-

The highwayman came riding, up to the old inn door:

He'd a French cocked.hat on his forehead, a bunch of lace

at his chin,
A coat of claret velvet,° and breeches of brown doeskin;

They fitted with never a wrinkle: his boots were up to the thigb

And he rode with a jeweled twinkle,
His ffstol butts a-twinkle,

His rapier hilt
o a-twinkle, under the jeweled sky.

Over the cobbles he clattered and clashed in the dark innyard,

And he tapped with his whip on the shutters, but all was locked and

barred;
He whicirled a tune to the window,, and who should be waiting

there
But the landlord's black-eyed daughter,

(- Bess, the landlord's daughter,
Plaiting° a dark red love knot into her ]del; black hair.

o

J
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II. Develop a descriptive composition on one of the following topics. Be

sure to use.words which appeal to the five senses..

A. At the Beach
B. A Haunted House
C. Our cellar
D. Holiday Dinner Table

Jt-

0\0



Dear Parent,

Lej/e./o2)/

LANGUAGE ARTS
Level Report

Conn'
Date

ir,,,r

has completed the Language Arts.Skills

taught at Level 23. The following is an overview of your child's next level.

Overview of Level 24

I. Language Skills

A. Spelling and Semantics
1. Identificitionc.of new words

a. vocabulary related to literature units

b. vocabulary related to content areas

c. dictionary - glossary - theaaurus

2. Content Clues
a. Meanings
b. Homonym

3. 'Word Elements

a. Recall and apply spelling prin&iples
b. Review prefixes - suffixes and root words

4. Word relationahips
a. Definition of word in Literature Units

b. Original and dictionary defivitions

B. Syntax
1. Expand knowledge of verb phrase

2. Forms of Be

C. Mechanics
1. Recall and apply punctuation marks

2. Usage

TT. Comprehension
1. Cause and Effect
2. Order of Importance

3. Organization and. Recall

4. Skim

III. Compositthon

A. Written Composition
1. Details
2. Techniques

B. Spoken Composttion
1. Oral compoaftions

a
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I. Language Skills
stsi cal 001

A. Spelling and Semantics - Students should be able to:

1. Identify nevi vords
a. Develop sight vocabulary related to literature used

b. Develop and use vocabulary related'to subject areas

c. Distinguish between multiple meanings of words
through use of dictionary, glossary and thesaurus.

2. Use context clues
a. Determine meaning of new words in context of !vt.f.zas

literature being studied.
b. Develop a facility to anticipate what will come next

in a phrase or sentence
c. Use context clues to determine which homonym is

needed in a particular sentence.
d. Share and use new words from independent study and

reading.

3. Recognize word element and comprehend structure
A. Recall and apply spelling principles and usage of

prefixes in lower levels
b. Recall and apply spelling principles and usage of

suffixes
c. Identify root words (words from which other words are

formed)
d. Build new words using prefixes, suffixes and roots

4. Uord relationships
a. Define words used in literature studidd

b. Write definitions for +Fords created by using prefixes,
suffixes and roots (compare original apd dictionary

definitions)
c. Use new words and their synonyms in written and oral

composition.

B. Syntax - (study of grammatical structure) - students should
be able to:

1. Expand knowledge of verb phrase
a. Recall and apply 114 level 23 before continuing
b. Recognize construction of verbals

(1) Transitive + noun phrase
(2) Intransitive

(a) + adverb of manner
(b) + adverb of place
(c) + adverb of t &me

c. Pecornize the ,constructions involving forms of Be +

Complements
(1) Be + noun phrase
(2) Be + adverb of place
(3) Be + adjective
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R call and apply the uses of the '.fallowing marks of

p nctuation
a. Uses of comma
b. Usee.of semi-colon
c. Uses of hyphen
.d. Uses pf parentheses

(1) To enclose explanatory materical Added to sentence
;(2) To enclose numbers or letters enumerating parts

of a sentence
ei Use of underlining to identify the titles longer work

f. Use of quotation marks to identify the titles of
shorter works

2/ Differentiate between the usage of the following:
a. It's - Its
b. Then - Those
c. Pronoun reference after anyone, everyone, etc.,

d. 'lho Uhom

II. Comprehension - Students should be able to:

A. Understand cause and effect
1. Recognize signal words in cause and effect relationships

(since, because, when, therefore, so that, in order to)

2. Reason to a cause when the effect id given.?

3. Reason to an effect when the cause is given
4. Identify problems in pictures, stories etc. and provide

possible outcomes
5. Relate cause and effect to literature units studied.

6. Listen to several short paragraphs with clear-cut
sequence of events and state the outcome

B. Understand the ordering of details through order of Importance

1. students Arrange factual details in the order of their

importance.
(a) the main thought
(b) the facts which explain the main thought
(c) at least one example of the explanation

2. Identify order of importance in

a. chronological order
b. order of location

3. Listen to story on theme such as survival and list in
order of importance, events which effect the outcome.

C. Organize and recall info in a multi-paragraph work of longer
works.

1. Arrange topics within a selection

2. Omit unnecessary details
3. Recornize transit:ionr that join paragraphs

4. Utilize sQ3r study method

5. Limit an outline
6. Select appropriate & accurate titles and headings.

7. Construct mental outlines while listening to a selection

by completing the following steps
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a. Listening to a selection the first time and 4
concentrating on main thought.

b. Main thought prepares for details which are to be

read faster
c. Recalling main thoughts.and orginizing in sensible

order
d. Bo over selection a second time, somewhat more slowly

e. At end of each paragraph, visualize outline of

paragraph
f. Form mental outline4of whole selection. Glance back

at selection of necessary
g. Recall outline from memory

ko D. Develop ability to skim

1. Develop skill'in rapid movement up and down the page

words and numbers
2. Skim rists, directories, table of contents, almanac,

dictionary
8. Skim paragraph for locating information
4. Skim to locate brief thoughts

5. Skim when key word is not in text
6. Skim selection. for specific information
7. Skim for general impressions
8. Skin to decide usefulness
9. Skip unimportant words

10. Skim a long selection

III. Composition

A. Written composition - Students should be able to:

for

1. Develop the organization of details in writing by

practicing
of

following techniques
oa. Order f location in scene being des ribed

b. Chronological order in narration
c. Order in paragraphs of comparison recognizes the

following method
(1) Separate paragraphs explaining and describing each

object.
(2) One paragraph devoted to similaritties of each

objct.
One paragraph devoted to differences of each

object.
(3) Sentence by sentence comparison of two objects

d. Order in cause and effect; developed in paragraphs

as well as sentences

B. Spoken composition - Studer s should be able to:

1. Select a topic which s limited i.e. traffic problems in

Avon. for an oral com osition

Suggested Activilx
Place a broad topic on the board, such as "American History. Show

students how this topic takes in too many details. Narrow the topic

to where one main idea can he shown. Discuss narro,,inp a topic as a

significant process in preparing a speec
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Comprehensiod
A. Give two possibl9 effects for each of the following catses.

Cause Effects

1. child crying

2. walk slowly

3. homerun

4. study

5. littering

4

B. (live two possible causes for each of the following effects.

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

Causes Effect

ltaaci

scarce name

car accident

broken window

starvation

Comprehension - Cause & Effect

Read the follotiinr paragraph. Identify the main problem involved
and give a possible outcome on the line below the paragraph.

For two years 'people in the valley have been working to solve the

problems that resulted from the tragic fire. But it will be many

years before the area can support large numbers of wildlife again.

The thouphtlessness of one individual set off a chain of events

that has affected many lives.

Problew.

(

Possible outcones
"
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Comprehension.

4-27
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wry ONAJOk.c.

I A) Listen to the news article read by the-teacher

I b) Complete the following, outline by recalling the facts heard

during the reading.

a) Teacher reads.
Car Swallowed Up As Road Caves In On Riverside Drive

An automobile suddenly,Aropped from sight on Riverside Drive at
97th Street about 5 P.M. yesterday when a 20-by-30-foot section of
the pavement opened up beneath it.
The driver of the northbound car, rrancisco Ochoa of 160 Claremont ,

Avenue, was'able to clamber out of the cavity but he was taken to

St. Luke's Hospital for observation after complaining of a backache.

-The car was hauled out of the hole, about 15 feet down at its
deepest, Vy a crane from the construction company building the Hudson

River sewer interceptor in the area. Another car vas perched pre-
cariously at the edge of the cave-in but its driver was able to

move away.
Donald Lahr, safety engineer for the joint contracting venture

that is building the sewer, said the cave-in might have been caused

by the shifting of loose soil'into a small tunnel being used for

exploration and testing the composition of the earth in the tunnel

areh.
The collapse occured near a point where soft earth meets a rock

section in which blasting had been necessary, he said.

'Ir. Lahr carried' a meter for detecting possible gas leaks, but

he said that none had occurred. Men were also on hand from the

Consolidated Edison Company and the city's Department of ighways.

b)1. Main Idea

2. !fain events in chronological order

3. Cause of thercave-in.'
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Comprehension: Skimming
?1 W

SISI toOO
Read each question and then skim the selection to find the answer.
Urite yours answer on the line.

Selection A
1. /That is the name of the nountain described in selection A?

Mount McKinley

2. How tall is thelmountain describled in selection A?
20,320 feet

3. Who was the mountain named for?
twenty- fifth yresident of the U.S.

4. Uhat national park surrounds the mountain?
Mount McKinle National Park

5. To what age in the earth's development does the park seem to
belonp?
an ice age

I6. then was the park established?
1917

A few hundred miles south of the Arctic Circle in central Alaska
atands Mount :eclUnley. The mountain was named for the twenty-fifth
president of the United States. Rising to a height of 20,320
feet above sea level, !fount McKinley is the tallest mountain on the
North American continent.

Surrounding tio nt Mainley is the subarctic wilderness of Mount
:ccKinley National. Park. TA almost two million acres in the park
were sat aside by an act of Congress in 1917 makinry it the thirteenth
national park. The still active glaciers and permanently frozen
subsoil make the area look as if an ice age in the earth's develop-
ment were beginning again.

Selection B

7. Uhat seashore is described in selection B?
Point_LeyelHational Seashore

3. Approximately how old are the whalebones found there?
thirty million years

9. 'Yhat valley is closed to motor vehicles?
Bear Valley

10. Uho ''as probably the fiest English sailor to see the area?
Sir Francis Drake

11. T/hat were the two names of his ship?
Pelican and Golden Hind

12. Ho"" far: north of San Frnacisco is this .area?

fifty miles

In-addition to national parks, national seashore areas are pet
aside for conservation and recreation. One of the most recently
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established national seashores is Point Reyes National Seashore.

ThiS area is a one-hundred-square-mile peninsula that lies fifty

miles north of San Francisco. The area has chanped little since
the English silor Sir Francis Drake probably anchored his ship,

the Pelican (renamed the Golden Hind), in the bay. Recently a

great mass of whalebones, approximately thirty million- years old,

was discovered there. Another unique fea':ure is that Bear Valley

is closed to any kind of motor vehicle. Only hikers and riders on
horseback are permitted in that valleyi

Composition

1. Include the following details in a parapraph through order of
location.

1. 1 hour drive 5.

2. hot dog stand 6.

3. Bristol, Comiectieet 7.

4. roller coaster rides'
8.

2. In chronologial order, use the

1. fell asleep
2. fire in the bedroom
3. calls fire department
4. rescues sleeper
5. smoking in bed
6. fire truck arrives
7. %life smells oeeke
8. crowd gathers
9. cigarette fell on the floor

10. puts out fire '

C.

Lake Conpounce
small beach
located in the foothills of
the Berkshires
merry-po-rcund

following details in a narrative:

Trite 4 parapraph of comparison on one of the following topics

1. softball and baseball
2. frozen foods and fresh foods

3. freedom and slavery

D. Develop one of the following topics using couse and effect
relationships to expand the topic.

1. My is city Planning important in the future?

2. T!by *meld travel by submarine be faster than by surface ship?

3. Thy will food not be replaced by pills for a long time?
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Words in context - Cjrcle the word which best completes each
sentence. \

1. The
\ is breaking.

6:-Ii.t77aWIT7ERIW'7,----

2. The meat vas. -
though, thought, tough

3. A lion the hunter.
attached, attacked

4. The wchndov is broken.
pain, pane, plane\

5.1 Vo new .
h4s grown.

hare, hair, hear

6. It was a surprise.
grate, great, greet

7. John he vas late.
prate,. merit, greet

8. tlashinpton D.C. is the

9. Please wear

capital, capitol, caP it afi---.

clothing
lose, loose, losin1'

10. Thinps are never the same.
quiet, quit, RuLte

B. Build new words by adding prefixes to each of the following *a
words.

1. spell

2. pbrta

3. happy

4. national

5. normal

C. Build new words by adding suffixes to each of the following

words.
1. construct

2. class

3. care Iva -
4. humid

5. legal

/.......1
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D. Underline the root vord in each of the following words.

1. warmest

2. InlEpine

3. chopped

4. winning

5. entrance

oil oil WO

Syntax!
A. Cirrle the verb in each of the following sentences. Tell whether

the verb is transitive or intransitive.

B. If the verb is intransitive indicate where the wards folloiring

it are; _,,
1. advaib of runner
2. adverb of place
3. adverb of time

Japan exports king crabs
The audience laughed loudly
It happened yesterday
Dad is upstairs
John brought the ice cream
The secret nap was in the attic
The salesi-liDQkeittidely2e1.!'
Cypsies are from India
!le will come tomorrot,
Margaret eats slowly.

1.
2.

3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.

10.

Circle the form of be in eachrolf the following sentences and

indicate whether .the complement is
1. noun phrase
2. adverb of place
3. 'adjective

1, The concert was in the park

2. That is the North Star.
3. The water is warm.
4. They were detectives.
5. The burglar was in the den.

6. They are rieighbors,
7. The new student is from Texas

8. It must be John
9. 'lhile watching the movie, the Viins were happy

10. Cindy Tula in the gym.

Ilechanics
Circle the correct word in each of the following sentences

1. (Its., It's ) fur is .thick.

2. (tlho, hom) took coy lunch?

3. The squirrel stood by (its, it's) hiding' place

4. (tOo, Uhom) saw the volcano erupt?

5. (Then, Those) socks are in the drawer.P.+.

T
INT man.

T

INT. PL.
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6. (Its, It's) almost ten o'clock.

7. (Who, Whom) will find the mouse.

8. Does the salesman know '(who., whom) called him?

9. Frank planted (those, them) pines.

10. (Who, Whom) did you find hiding?

11. It cost twenty dollars for (them, those) rackets.

12. (Its, It's) titre to leave.

13. Alice didn't like (those, then) assignments.

14. Each swimmer turned in(his, their) towels.

11"

Oa°

15. One of the boys in the class finished(his, their) experiment.

16. Because everyone did(hid, their) share, the work is finished.

17. (Those Then) frogs are jumping in the garden.

18. (Its, It's) mother was near by in the forest.

19. Somebody has lost (his, their) pocketbook.

20. Nobody missed (his, their) chance to dance.

Insert commas wherever they are neededi

1. Billy talked incessantly in schools on the streets and at home

2. I had never seen such hiph3 rupRed mountains.

3. Betty offered to feet the tichetsj. and I accepted gratefully

4. Remember., !larks don't talk as though your mouth were full of

hot marbles.

5. The tankers slow and overloadedi was wallowing in the waves.

6. She was five feetl_ four inches tall and wdiphed a hundred

pounds, four ounces.

Insert semicolons wherever they are needed.

1. They made us were swimming caps] I hate swimming caps.

2. You may be rights I have, however, made up my mind.

a k ro7 Qa4a c



SUGGESTED READING LIST FOR LEVELS 22-24

POETRY:

Adshead and Duff, eds.

Ferris, Heleri, ed.

Gregory and Zaturenaka, eds.

Plotz, Helen, comp.

Blake, William

Frost, Robert .

Lear, Edward

sts1
AN INHERITANCE OF POETRY
Unusual poems, chiefly-for
adolescents.

FAVORITE POEMS OFD AND NEW
Over 700 poets for readers
of all ages.

THE CRYSTAL CABINET
Anthology of lyric poems,
from translations 'of Chinese
poems to Edit Sitwell -
specifically for young
people.

IMAGINATION'S OTHER PLACE:
POEMS OF SCIENCE AND MATH-
EMATICS
With excerpts froi the Bible
- from old and new, atoms to
relativity, Euclid to
Einstein, Modern surgery to
God.

8OUGS OF INNOCENCE

YOU COME TOO

THE COMPLETE NONSENSE BOOK
Contains both "The Book of
Nonsense" and "Nonsense Songs
and Stories."

Sandburg, Carl EARLY u00;1

Shakespeare, William

FABLES, TALES, MYTHS AND EPICS:

Arnott, 1:athleen

WIND SONG
Coversa wide range of sub-
jects, from prayers and
people to nature and non-
sense.

SEEDS OF TIME
Nearly 50 brief selections
from Shakespeare, chosen
specifically for young
readers.

AFRICAa :irfliS AND kGENDS
34 tales from south of the
Sahara.

tori
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Courlander, Harold THEKING'S DRUM AND OTHER
eAS. STORIES

t\1

1NON: Stories from Africa identi-
fied by tribe; excellent

'ItS1

v notes.

7.\
Courlander and Leslau

Lorimer, E.O., ed..

Lim, Sian -Tek

Ritchie, Alice

Jones, Gwyn

a

Reeves, James

Picard, Barbara Lionic

THE FIRE ON THE MOUNTAIN AND
OTHER ETHIOPIAN STORIES\

TALES FROM THE ARABIAN
NIGHTS
Based on the Lang transla-
tion.

FOLK TALES FROM CHINA
Excellent selection.

THE T OF LI -PO

Si original fairy tales
told with sincerity and dig-
nity.

WELSH LEGENDS AND FOLK TALES
..7-'.-Ancient sagas, folk and

fairy tales.

ENGLISH FABLES AND FAIRY
TALES
19 stories; illustrated

FRENCH LEGENDS, TALES AND
FAIRY STORIES
A rich and varied source of
folk lore.

Grimm, Johann and Wilhelm GRIMM'S FAIRY TALES

Picard, Barbara Leonie

O'Faolain, Eileen

GERMAN HERO-SAGAS'' AND FOLK .

TALES
"Siegfried" and other saga3,
as well as folk tales such
as the "Pied Piper."

IRISH SAGAS AND FOLK TALES
Epic and folk talescto de-
light reader and audience.

a-

McAlpine, H. & W., Comp. JAPANESE TALES AND LEGENDS

(2)

4,S

4s1



NacFarlan, Allan A.

Field, Rachel

Jagendorf, itoritz

Shepherd, Lather

1

Jones, V.S. Vernon, tr.

Coolidge, Olivia R.

Pyle, Howard

raSCELLANEOV FICTION:

Ande,son, Jana Christian

47
Level 22-24

IMDIAi4 ADVENTURE TRAILS; )'

TALES OF TRAILS AND TIPIS,
PONIES AND PADDLES, WARPATHS

10 °9jl.

AND WARRIORS

31

More plot and action than
most Indian tales

ANERICAI4 FOLK AfifD FAIRY

TALES
Indian, Negro and Southern
guntain, as well as "Rip
Van Winkle."

H W ENGLAND BEAN POT: AMER-
I AN FOLK STORIES TO READ
AND TELL
Tales of the six New England
states told with zest and
humor.

PAUL BUNYAN
The most complete edition of
these stories.

AESOP'S FABLES
Satisfactory edition for
children and adults; il-
lustrated-appeal to older
children.

GREEK MYTHS
27 of the most widLily known
myths.

THE I1ERRY OVENTURES OF
ROBIN HOOD OF GREAT RENOWN
IN NOTTINGHAMSHIRE
Great prose edition - best
source for reading and
telling.

THE COMPLETE ANDERSON
Fine translation by Jean
Hersholt 16C tales,
keeping Anderson's style
and spirit.

liarrie, Sir James PETER PAN

(3)
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Carroll, Lewis

Clarke, Arthur C.

de la dare, Walter

Uu Bois, iJilliaia Pens

Field, Rachel

Langton, Jame

Lawson, Robert

Saint-Exupery, Antoine de

Cooper, Page

Level 22-24
THE CHILDREN OF GREENE KNOWE
THREASURE OF GREENE MOVE
THE RIVER OF GREENE KNOWE
-Bantasy,. in which an English
boy, Tolly, goes back and
forth in time, between the
present and the 17th cen-
tury. 4

ALICE'S ADVENTURES IN
WONDERLAND

DOLPHIN ISLAND
Science fiction - a teen-
ager becomes interested in
dolphins when they save him
from drowning.

THE THREE ROYAL MONKEYS
Animal fantasy - long tale
told with poetic beauty.

TWENTY-ONE BALLOONS
Professor Sherman sets off
in a balloon; lands on
Karkatoa, a land of wonder-
ful gadgets. Builds high
suspense.

HITTY, HER FIRST MIND=
YEARS
A hundred years fn the life
of dhand-carved doll.

THE DIAIIOND IN THE WINDOW
Fantasy and suspense in
Concord, Massachusetts

MR. REVERE MD I
A biography of Paul Revere,
told by his horse.

THE LITTLE PRINCE
An aviator, forced down in
the Sahara, meets the prince
of a tiny asteroid. A'

beautifully told fable.

ANICO, CIRCUS.HORSE
Circus life - and a 'young
boy who trains his very
own palomino.

(10
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Saltin, Felix

. _

Burnford, Shitda,

Clark, Denis

\George, Jean

Gipson, Fred

James, Will

Kipling, Rudyard

Kjelgaard, Jim

Knibht, Eric

Alcott, Louisa Nay

Twain, iark

Level 22-24
BAHBI

of forest life. 0°
BAMBI'S CHILDREN
Beautihilly written stordtes

1

THE INCREDIBLE JOURNEY
) 3 heroic animals travel 250

miles through Canadian,
wildetness to get home.'

BLACK LIGHTENING
A black leopard of Ceylon
regains his freedom sifter a
harsh, circus captivity.

BOOMER
An Australian kangaroo -
first a pet, then returning
to the wild.

so°

THE SUMMER OF THE FALCON
A 16 year-old loses interest
in training her falcon.
Highlight is the description
of the falcon's training.

OLD YELLER
A dog bitten by a rabid wolf
while protecting the family.
Texas of 1870's.

SH KY, THE COUIIORSE
e adventures of a'horne

from his training by his
mother to his becoming
vicious through maltreat-
ment.

(51

THE JUNGLE BOOK

BIG RED
Story of an Irish setter in
a series of exciting ad-
ventured.

LASSIE, COME HOME
A dog's loyalty impells her
to travel 100 miles to re-
turn home.

LITTLE W0HEI,.1

LITTLE HEN

TOil SAUTER



Bragdon, Elspeth

Butler, Bevurly

Carson', John F.

George, Jean

Krumgold, Joseph

440
Level

JUD!

An orphaned Maine boy loses
and regains the goodwilleof 41$0.his village.

LIGHT IN SINGLE CANDLE 10
Cathy Wheeler loses her
sight and struggles to re-
gain her place in her school
crowd.

TILE COACH NOBODY LIKED
A basketball coach who puts

k sportsmanship ahead of win-
nine.

MY SIDE OF THE MOUNTAIN
A New York City boy who
breakd away from his famil
,to prove he can live. by hi -
self on a mountain for a
year.

ONION JOHN
A boy growing up - in con-,
flict with his respect for
his father and his hero-
worship for the hobo, Onion
John.

Ransom, Arbhur THE SWALLOWS AND TUE AMAZONS
2 Families of English chil-
dren spend their summer on
boats and on an island.

Dillon, Ellis THE SINGING CAVE
Tale of discovery and dis-
appearance of Viking remains
from cave on an Irish isle.

Hightcwer, Florence DARK HORSE OF WOODFIELD
A humorous mystery tale with
a New England family back-

' ground.

Kastner, Erich EMIL AND THE DETECTIVES

Robbed on a train to Perlin,
'young Emil, with the help of
other youngsters, tracks
down the thief.

(6)

.1



,leader, Stephen

Pail, Zachary

Xonson, Lynn

Catton, Bruce

Calt41.11, Rebecca

Field chel

Forbes, Esther

P.ot-:t Louis

O'Dell, Scott

1

Level 22-24

TIE FISH HAWK'S NEST
Smuggling on the New Jersey

0011°coast in the 1820's.

NORTH TO ABILENE
Orphaned Seth grows up on a
cattle drive from Texas to
Abilene.

TUE RUNAWAY
A runaway farm boy in Oregon
joins the soldiers at Fort
Columbia.

BANNERS AT SHENANDOAH
Civil War story of the flag
bearer fonsGeneral Sheridan. ,

TREE OF FREEDOM
A Kentucky family during the
Revolution - and'an apple
tree they grow from seed.

' CALICO BUSH
A French-bound girl travels
with a Massachusetts family
to Maine in 1743.

(7)

JOHNYTREMAINE
A boy who works for Paul
Revere in revolutionary
Boston.

TREASURE ISLAND
KIDNAPPTO

ISLAND CF ME. BLUE DOLPTINS
A lone Indian girl's our-
N.-val on an island fnr 18
years in the early 1600's.



Grade 7

Fables

Historical Fiction

Drama

Poetry

Hagazine

Short Story

Dlegt.tphy Autobiography
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Study Skills

Survey; Review and Diagnostic



Survey: Review and Diagnose

DIEFISITIM: Review unit should begin the school year. Focus is both review &

diagnostic. Standards for written work should be established ,

during this unit.

SKILLS,- Students should work in the following areas to the best of their
ability.

1. Abbreviations-

a. dew state abbreviations
b. Common abbreviations

2. Capitalization rules

3. Punctuation rules

4. Dragnostic spelling

5. Reading comprehension exam

6. Usage exercises

7. Composition techniques

a. Review composition correction synbols
b. Review topic sentence
c. HaAor & minor supporting details
d. Writing elents in sequqntial order

8. Vocabulary - diagnos.tic

9. Study skills

10. Audio visual discrimination

SUGGESTED ACTIVITIES
Q

1. Games and centest where applicable

2. Audio visual activities

a. Let the Blass remain quiet and listen for all the different sounds.

that they can idetify in the room, in the building, and in the
neighboring area.

b. Listen to and record the lyrics of a popular recording.

c. Topics for discussion: Potnt out the sorts of dirtractione to

which we used to adjust.

1. Traff4c noises often the result of placing schncls en mein roads.

2. Pal t signals necegaary to the vynnir3 ot: a la's n school.

3. liovenmt cf other cln'iles 01.(1- ct-u:ly is In pvni:ss.

4. Jovemcnt in!icaPnz. ia any group si:uatiolt

5. In life sitnat!olt3. mo/e...Jent o uthcrn, taJking, radios, etc.
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d. Have students listen to directions of how to reach a certain
destination and then kepeat those directions.

e. Read a list of words which requires pupils to listen for: all words
with certain initial consonants, long vowels, short vowels, blends,
and so on.

f. Have students identify sounds as recordings of sound effects are
played.

g. A series of numbers or letters can be read aloud. After each
number or letter,pause from one to three seconds. After a sequence
of three, four, five or six has been read, have children write all
that they can recall.

h. Have-74tudentA listen to short paragraphs which compare events,
places, or things. Ask them to recall likenesses and differences.

i. Read a story containing scrambled events, and*ask the students to
rearrange the events.

j. Have students listen to a lecture based largely on sequence of
events and take notes cn major and minor happenings. Aftervards
compare notes of sequence of events then discuss whether the total
lecturevas'elearland ooipiete.



Fable

DEFINITIOLI: A brief tale, either in prose or verse, told to point towards a '..

moral

SKILLS - Student should be able to:

1. Identify the characteristics of a fable:

a. floral which points out the follies of mankind

b. Characters are usually animals but can be people or inanimate

objects
c. Humorous situation or humorous language.

2. Use the following skills in writing a fable
A. Dialogue
B. Economy of prose

COaTENT AJD/OR LIATERIALS

The fables of Aesop and La Fontaine can be used here. This is also an

,area where coordination might be possible with the counties studied in

the Social Studies units.

SUGGESTED ACTIVITIES

1. Students use; their imagination to create original fables.

7:

2. .Listen to reccrds of fables

3. Read 4,1es with morals ddleted and let students decide what the morals

are.

4. Have students write fables from morals such as:

a. Seek wisdom, but da not throw away common sense.

b. The early bird catches the worm.
c. Don't put all your eggs into one bys!,.et.

d. A bird in the hand is vorth two in the bush.

e. Don't count your chickens before they are hatched.

f. It's Of no use to lock the barn door aftsr the horse is stolen.

g. Don't put the cart before the horse.

4. One van's weat is another man's poison.

5. The class (!1%,:.:.Ir 1 into three teams. Each team selects one member

foCea,2h t4ree "nnAds. The panel is preE;ented Y1.4 three fables drp.

four morals. E;(7;1 panel T.cmber L:3 three -6 (1c1,-.act fobles

and the corr,!9donlin3 Men finisiwn they t-eir

pencils. A the end c'i Ole two minutes, the teachlr c-c4

ember's dgcis on, ?Ac re is cme po1.nt icr every cr:r:-ct :1--er. Th.

first team to r,:ach tact .y points wl,.s tne vm.2 and 1- the

grand prize.



historical Fiction VOA

DEFINITIOd: .4arrative prose fiction in which a person, event or spirit of a
past age is the main concern.

Oft 010.0.

SKILLS - Student should be able to:

1. Understand the relationship of political and social elements to the
development of character

2. Recognize the influences of historical settingon the development of the
plot. They should be able to identify passages containing the historical
setting.

3. Apply the more universal elements of a given novel to today's problems
and concerns.

4. Identify any symbols, unusual punctuation, irregular spelling or
obscure vocabulary which add to the historical flavor.

SUGGESTED CONTENT AND/OK MATERIAL

To correlate with the Social Studies program. European historical fiction
might be used.

SUGGESTED ACTIVITIES

1. Students are chosen to serve as pgixel members and % moderatnret These
students should be seated in front of the class and the remAnder of
the class directs questiqns about the story to the panel memllers
through the moderator. If a panel member fails to answer the question
correctly the person who asked the question is given an cpportunity
to answer. If he does so correctly he takes the 'lace of the panel
member who failed to answer.

2. After students have read an assigned number of short stories, they
choose one to rewrite as a play. They should list characters, describe
setting and indicate stage directions. The. three best scripts can be
presented in walk-through performances in which the actorn read the
script but are familiar with the lines and characters. Sore: stories

can be staged in pantomime form with a reader or narrator carrying
the burded of the lines while the actors perform the action silenrly.

3. anny cftCr1 and nonfiction, point out that "i3 man in rn
iclond" (1)=1::. thl; -o fa his novel

might: vrit: f1 5. Z. ! 1-f. r-zoint hil

summary T.!ith pi-tt-..t,

a cominnre,P1 T17 klrai,.1 by thr! .%107 c!ith

approviat..; he U9CO Vitt.

4. Students pr2g-?.nt void You -(,.



One Act Play s tofi tstagA.s.
tsi

44 7

DEFINITIOO: A presentation where actors imitate a story by gestures and/or

words.for an audience.

SKILLS - Students will be able to

1. Understand the structure of a play:

a. Characterization - why the characters act as they do.

b. Plot - unraveling of a conflict between an antagonist and a
protagonist

c. Setting - as it involves time and location -

d. Dialogue - as a device the playwright uses to create fear, horror,
happiness and sadness.

e. Exposition - the main problem as identified in the beginning of

the play.

f. Complication - the decision which must be made or problem that
must be solved by the characters.

g. Conflict - 1. inner - develops within the character and is
concerned with the problems'of right and wrong,
good and evil.

2. outer - occurs between two characters or groups of

opposing chareacters

h. Climax - turning point of the play including the highest point

of action or suspense. In drama the emphasis is on the character's

effort to solve the problem he faces.

i. Denouement - resolution of minor problems and relationships is

worked out.

2. Define the terms used in drama

a.

c.

d.

e.

3. ReseA-!:. 4 .)

In r;...

SUGGESTED

1. Use avail. ctudylar- 1 iructul.e of

tittve studer.s crest

take thel Foorory an.1

c.tuiute t%-i-

,,.re thefr

/kw t::p

I

-n-tumes,

-.lay so Chet



Appendix-- Historical Outline for Equivalent Grade Seven

One possible outline to the history of drama
I. Greek Drama

A. Greek Tragedy - SophocleP, Euripides
B. Greek Comedy - Aristf4hanes

II. Medieval Drama

A. Miracle Plays
B. Mystery plays
C. Mummer plays
D. Masques

III. Renaissance iv Italy

A. "Comedia dell'arte" - improvised comedy

T..
Harlequin- pantomimes performed with diaMond - patterned costumes

IV. Renaissanie.t1sewhere on the Continent

A. Spain - Cervantes - "Don Quixote"
B. France - Moliere - "The Misanthrope"

V. Renaissance in England

A. Thcnas Heywood - " Woman Killed wi*11 Kindness.
B. Thomas Kyd - "The Spanish Tragedy"

VI. Elizabethan Drama

A. Christopher Itarlowe - "Doctor Faustus"
B. Ben Johnson - "Everyman in his Humor"
C. William Shakespeare -

1. ShakespeafeaatPlayhduseiair..,--
2: `Romeo and'JulieV-
3J. Midsummer Night's Dream.

D. Drama in England.Today
1. National Theatre under Laurence Olivier
2. -rr.tford on Amon

1. 4iev:

VII. Draml

A. .-:1 :
B. The or ;.",-; ;17---,
r.. The Kaht!..'



Poetry sts1 WI/ 000.
DEFiAITION: Writing characterized by the presence of imagination and sense

impressions expressed in an orderly arrangement of parts.

I

SKILLS - Students will be able to

1. Use the different forms of poetry:

a. Haiku - a short verse form with three non-rhyming lines have only

17 syllables 5 in the first line, 7 in the second and 5 in the

third.

b. Tanks - short verse of 5 lines measured 5-7-5-7-7 syllables

449

c. Terse verse - poem of only two or three words with appropriate

titles. It should express action or thought. Ex: What a desperate

husband begged his wife to do "Diet in quiet."

d. Clerihew - four line poem utilizing a icpous name. The first two

lines rhyme as so the third and fourth:
Charlie Brown
Is always down,
And when Lucy comes by,
He's certain to "sigh".

e. Diamante - 7 line poem with the following pattern placed in a

diamond shape:

Joy 1)

Frisky, buoyant 2)

Warming, sparkling, reveling 3)

L4onsense, comedy, witchery,abcurdii:y4
Haunzing, piercing, confusie6 4)

Doubtful, lonely 5)

Grief
6)

7)

a noun
2 adjectives describing the noun
3 worderending ia either -ing-
or -ed
4 nouns related to th.. Jubject
3 verbs showing change or
declopment
2 adjectives showing change
noun opposite the subject.

2. 7,.:).-?p,s feelings, thoughts, and reactions to the world around them

wze of the folloving poetical devices.,

d.

FV(STEI) A.'.!

1.

0 0

t; i to

^. and t-

.)
v T ("** , 1:oncentration.N'
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The Magazine

DEFIWITION: A periodical which is often highly illustrated and which contains
various short compositions such as articles, stories, poems.

SKILLS - Student should be able to:

1. Describe the different types of magazines such as:

a. News
b. General Interest
c. Picture
d. Hobby
e. Fashion
f. Digest
g. Science
h. Sports
i. Travel
j. Young Readers

2. Recognize the different mdterials contained in magazines:

A. short stories
B. articles
C. essays
D. poems
E. jokes
F. editorials etc.

3. Evaluate the magazines according to:

a. 'Range of materials
b. Usefetness to the reader
c. View point of editorials
d. Arrangement of layout (ex. articles, photos, illustration,

advertisements)
1

SUGGESTED ACTIVITIES

1. Students plan a reader's digest for the next month. Each member of the \,

class examines one or more magazines for the current month and selects
arty articles which he considers meet the standards set by the real
Reader's Dijest. A committee may act as an editorial staff. Each

pupil should give them a one-page summary of the content on the article
he has chosen. Ilith title, name of author, and magazine as din the
pages of the Digest.

2. Three to five pupils working together each select a magazine from the
same group, a news, magazine for example. After each pupil has examined
his chosen magazine carefully, the group meets. They compare their
findings and prepare to report to the class pn tha necalines, explaning
how they differ 19,___purpose, proposed audience, contents, price,

advertising, etc, A good comparison depends on well seect,A points
of similarity or difference.

3. Have students work in rr..111 groups preparing marilzines based on a common
interest. They are to select staff positions and be responsible for
the pro.luction of the magazine.

4. St.' 1 '5/ to magaz.,.3 a .,R7tflular cn,;-try they have ,

stuaicd iv Studies. cow.;. facets of culture.:: -.!



Short Story

DEFIAITION: Narnative prose fiction shorter than the novel

SKILLS - Students should be able to:

stsi toff avrotABV

1. Understand how elements of culture can be revealed through a given

short story (for example, though the use of local color.)

2. Apply the short story structure to the reading of a selection:

a. Setting
b. Characterization
c. Plot
d. Conflict

e. Crisis
f. Climax
g. EnvirOnment
h. Solution

COATENT AND/OR MATERIALS

Selections dealing with European countries as culled fvom the language

arts tests to coordinate with Social Studies.

SUGGESTED ACTIVITIES

1.. Wave students rewrite a story from a different character's viewpoint.

2. Have students utilize the background of countries being studied in

Social Studies as the setting for a story.

3. Students write a story about their visit (real or imaginary) vteis

foreign country deEeribing their experiences in comparison Oith life
in America.



.4.5".4

4 rtYk11011
Biography and Autobiography 10

DEFIAITIOA: Story of an individual's life, sometimes written in fictionalized

form. An autobiography is written by the subject himself.

SKILLS - The student should be able to

1. Identify the general characteristics of the subject and be able to

recall or locate the incidents that revealed these characteristics.

2. Understand how the subject was influenced by his particular period in
history, and how he influenced his period.

3. State and back-up an opinion about the subject of his biography

or autobiography.

SUGGESTED ACTIVITIES

1. After reading biographies or autobiographies each student writes .a
biographical sketch of a person in the class. The subject'dqname
is deleted in this 200-300 word biography when it is read to the class.
The audience tries to guess the identity of each biography. The

sketches should contain more than vital statistics and should reveal
the events and people who influenced the individual in his friendships,

personality growth, achievements, disappointments and failures.

2. After reading a biography or autobiography, the students writes a radio
script in .which he presents the background, characters, achievementd,
failures, .friendships, Rneeles or members of the family who speak in
1st person about the 'CubjetC.s as they knew him, influenced him or were

affected by him.
9

3. Autobiography Project - Students research the meanings of surnames,

crests and coats of arms. Then students trace their families as

far back as possible making a family tree their cover. Then they write

short chapters tracing their life, breaking according to crucial
turing point.

4. A variation of To Tell the Truth in which candidates present a
document to the class and are questioned on A.

5. Student's write their own autobiography or autobiographical incidents.
If they are, interested in a complete autobiographys tha'fmllu/inl; f;nide
from Ideas for Teaching English might be helpful:

SUGGESTED TOPICS FOR AUTOBIOGRAPHY .

You may illustrate the chapters of your autobiography with pictures, post

cards, or other illustrations. :fake a title page and a table of contents.

Each theme will be a chapter. The following subjects are suggested, but you

may have different titles:

Chaptat
An Interesting incestor of Mine
How My Family Came, Many Years Ago, to This State, Country, or Community



Study Skills

DEFIWITION: The development of resources for self-instruction. ee etlgi t31°°5°

SKILLS - Students should be able to:

1. Use organizational skills
0

a. Skim a variety of reading selections

b. Organize according to main ideal and details

,a. Summarize a selection into concise paragraphs

d. Listen careflly enough to evaluate an expressed point of view.

e. Listen to a selection and wake justifiable inferences.

2. Use Library Skills

a. Review the use of the card catalogue

b. Find specific information in as many of the following as possible:

:;Information 'lease Almanac
The Guiness Book of orld Records
Dictionary of American History
Home Book of Quotations
The Book of Days
Dictionary of Fictional Characters

Index to Poetry
Index to Short Story
Encyclopedia of Careers and

Vocational Guidance
Who's Who
Encyclopedia of Art

Biographical Dictionary of European Authors
Dictionary of u:iic Encyclopedia of Great Composers

Encyclopedia of Science

c. Use the following techniques in writing a paper:

1) taking notes from a variety of sources.

2) organization of notes into outline form

3) writing of paper which gives information or has a consistent

view
4) preparation of a bibliography

5) correct usage of footnoting

SUGGESTED ACTIVITIES

1. Write a short research report paper.

2. Compile a bibliography about topics of interest to many people -Animals,

Hystery, Countries etc. Each listing can contain fiction as w'11 a'

nonfiction titles which are in the resource center. A team of students

can work together.



Levels 22 - 24

A. LAnteara

8E5 COT1 AVN111,811

1. Roberto Pnylalt Seriav Grade SeWsk 4116 ,orkbook nad
reachir's voile)
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20. True Crit
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Levels 22 24

34. Seven Japanese Wee
35. rarchete Chute - Stories !ton Siia%tspeere
16 Chinece Fa.C.ry Tale%
37. Brimile S: up
39. Ilia Hobbit
39. Th. racrl and The Red Pory
40. c1(..an Creoedial
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Level

LANGUAGE ARTS
Level Report
Avon, Conn.

Date

-4/s" 4.

Dear Parent,
*

has completed the Language Arts Skills

taught at Level 24. The folic 'trig is an overview ofyyour child's next level.

Overview of Level 25

I. Language Skills

A. Spelling and Semantics

1. Identification of new words

a. vocabulary related to literature units

b. vocabulary related to content areas

c. reference materials

2. Content Clues
a. Meanings
b. Outcome
c. Synonym - antonym - homonym

d. Vocabulary lists

3. Word Elements
a. Review prefixes - suffixes and root words

b. Review Compoond Words

c. Accent

4. !Ford Relationships

a. Definitions
b. Synonyms and Antonyms for compound words

B. Syntax
1. transformations
2. Passive transformations

ly

C. Mechanics
1. Punctuation - review

2. Commas - parenthetical experessions contrasting elements

3. Capitalization - geographic areas - family words

II. Comprehension
A. aster SQ3R
B. Main Idea
C. Order
D. Generalization
E. Judgement

TII. Composition
A. Written Composition

1. Multiple paragraphs on same subject

2. Expository paragrpphs

3. Details
D. Spoken Composition

1. Preparation of speeches

IV. Literature Units



Level 25

I. Language Skills

A. Spelling and Semantics - Students should be able to

1. Identify new words
a. Develop sight vocabulary related to literature used
b. Deve.libp/A-Ad use vocabulary related to subject areas-
c. Distingabh between multiple meanings of words through use of

reference materials
d. .Utilize wide related reading to enrich and extend word meaning

2. Use contest clues
a. Determine meaning of new words in context of literature being

studied
b. Further develop ease in anticipating what will come next in a

phrase or sentence
c. Use context clues to determine which synonymantonmor homonym

is needed in a particular sentence
d. Have students set up individual vocabulary lists using independent

study and reading materials as a source

3 . Apply 1;RO:element and structure by
a. Peview prefixes, suffixes and roots
b. Further develop use of prefixes, suffixes and roots by building

new words
a. Introduce the elements of compound vprds te. the compound word is

composed of two smsller words which have been united to form one
nonhyphenated word. (workshop, railroad, sidewalk)

d. Locate and identify compound words in sentences, paragraphs,
news articles etc.

e. 'Taster use of accent.
1) the accent mark indicates which syllable or syllables are to

be pronounced more strongly.
2) in some words, two accent marks will be found. Primary(Stronger)

indicates the louder syllable secondary(lighter) not quite as
strong but stronger than the unaccented one
(itidepeXdence, curiosity)

4. Identify and use word relationshipd-
a. Study definitions of words used in literature studied
b. Locate dedinitions of compound words
c. Become familiar with synonyms and antonym for compound words

B. Syntax - (Study of grammatical structure) Students should be able to:

1. Recall and apply concept of transforms
2. Work with the following transformations

Relative. clause
a. Revien the following

1) P.elative pronouns
2) 'echanics of relative clause: insert and matrix --result
3) Recursive trans form using relative clause
4) Restrictive and non-restrictive clause

b. Ilork concept of dilition transform
1) Delete relative pronoun and lease mid be
2) Construct passive transformations



Level 25

C. flechanics Students should be able to:

1. Punctuate by

a. Review punctuation given in levels 19 - 24

b. Commas to:
1) Set of arenthetical expressions
2) Set off contrantinp, elements
3) Indicate omitted words

2. Capitalize by
a. Review work done in levels 19 - 24

b. Capitalize;
1) Specific geographic areas
2) Family relationship words when used as part of name.

3) Single letters when used ap part of compound word

1. Interpret usage by:
a. Review sit, set; lie, lay: rise, raise: etc.

b. Drill;
1) Them - those
2) Two - too - to
3) Your - you're

II. Comprehension - Students should be able to

A. Icaster SQ3R study method

Survey
Question
Read
Recite
Review

Uses this method with a variety of material

in all subject content areas.

B. Understand the message of the selection by

1. Understands how sentences are related to convoy, a message

2. recognize that main thouebt provided advance information

3. Recognize that vain thought carries reader or lieterger through the

selection

4. Formulate questions about material read or heard

5. Find main thought without the gelp of headings

6. Differentiate between main thought and.kev sentence

7. Recognizes hot, details are related to the main thought

8. Recognizes main thought expressed in two sentences

9. Recognize main thought when it is repeated throughout the paragraph

10. Express main ideas as headlines, news fIashes, teleprams, etc.



Level 25

C. tfechanics - Students should be able to:

1. Punctuate by

a. Review punctuation given in levels 19 - 24

b. Commas to
1) Set of arenthetical expressions
2) Set off contrasting elements
3) Indicate omitted words

2. Capitalize by

a. Review work done in levels 19 - 24

b. Capitalize:
1) Specific geographic areas
2) Family relationship words when used as part of name.

3) Single letters when used ap part of compound word

3. Interpret usage by:

a. Review sit, set; lie, lay: rise, raise; etc.

b. Drill;
1) Them - those
2) Tuo - too - to
3) Your - you're

II. Comprehension - Students should be able to.

A. Vaster SQ3R study method

..Aurvey
Question
Read
Recite
Review

""-. "

Uses this method with a variety of material

in all subject content areas.

B. Understand the message of the selection by

1. Understands how sentences are related to convey a message

2. Recognize that main thought provided advance information

3. Recognize that main thought carries reader or listener through the

selection

4. Formulate questions about material read or heard

5. Find main thought without the gelp of headings

6. Differentiate between main thought and key sentence

7. Recognizes how details are related to the main thought

8. Recognizes main tholight expressed in two sentences

9. Recognize main thought when it is repeated throughout the paragraph

10. Express main ideas as headlines, news flashes, telegrams, etc.



Level 25

C. Recognize the order of location b,

1. Recognizing order of location inndescriptions of

a. stationary viewer describing a stationary object.

b. a stationary viewer describing a roving object

c. a moving viewer describing a stationary object

d. a moving viewer describing a moving object

D. hake generalizations by

1. Pecognize difference between a general terms and specific terms

Eg. specific; chocolate covered peanuts
general: candy

2. Recognize general and specific statements

8g. general' Many families go Laming on weekends
specific: The Browns went carping at !fountain Lake last summer

E. Make Judgements by

1. Being aware that it is sometimes necessary to withold making a judge-

ment until sufficient information is available
2. Making judgments from tables

3. Ability to spot incorrect judgements
a. outdated evidence
b. lack of sufficient evidence
c. irrelevant evidence
d. erroneous evidence

*utilize newspaper articles

4. Recognizing propaganda judgments
5. Recognizing statements .that lead up to judgments

a. statements that simply a cause and effect relationship

b. statements used out of context
c. recognize slanted words
d. recognize name calling techniques
e. recognize use of slogans

6. Making judgments through.interpretive reading and listening

7. listening and identify an absurd word in a selection read to them

8. listening to and analyze selections containing propaganda divices.

III. Composition

A. Written composition - Students should be able to:

1. Recall and apply the skill of writing multiple paragraphs on the

name subject while maintaining the use of transition between sentences

and transition between paragraphs.

2. Develop expository paragraphs by
a. facts
h. examples
c. incidents
d. reasons
e. couse and effect

3. Develop organization of details by

a. chronological order in exposition
b. order of importance in exposition



Level Test 25

I. Spelling

.46/

8E5
spy E.

IMILABL

A. Using a slash to ineicate the division, divide the follo"iing Compound

words into their single word components.

1, pennynincher
2. freeload
3, buttercup
4. whalesale
5. mailbox

B. Place accent marks over the stressed syllables in the ft-aiming words.

Remember, there may he secondary as well as primary stress.

1. independence
2. competition

3. definitely
4. interrupt
5. interpret

C. Divide the following words into syllables, using the slash to indicate

the division(s).

1. erulate
2. interdisciplinary
3. mutter
4. creative
5. pickle

TI. Syntax

A. Tranefrom the following sentence pairs into one sentence, making the

insert into a relative clause

1. Matrix: I so the dog.
Insert. The dog was large and black.

2. I.atrix tirs Jones was at the sppermarket.

Inserts She has fierctly red hair.

3. Patrix: We gave Peter a new pencil.

Insert' Bohn had lost his.

=1.1.01Ml

.....m.=.1.ma11...

C.
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Level 25

1

Spokm composition - Students should be able to!
VI 010615.

Utilize examples and descriptions in speech preparation

Suggested Activity:

Have evic students prepare speeches on their favorite habby or activity. After

the speech is rea.' discuss with the class their understanding of this activity.
Show how the use of examples or illustrations helps to clarify the topic.

.1



Level Test - Level 25

4. liatrix. Freedom is precious to us.

Insert: W
053

We earn freedom by being responsible citizens ri 1°1114

B. Transform the active sentences into passive sentences.

1. The chinese built the Great Uall.

2. John's parents bought hin a bicycle for his birthday.

3. The three boys ate all the pt before dinner.

C. Rewrite the following pairs of sentences to make one sentence. rake the

insert into a phrase, not a clause.

1. Natrix, The boy crashed into the parked car.

Insert; :le was riding his bicycle very fast.

2. Natrix; "y nether makes delicious cake.

Insert: She is the best cook in the tlorld.

3. 1:atrix: That table needs refinishing.

Insert. I mean the table that is in the dining room.

4. Natrix: The dog bit :'rs. Luse.

Tlnsert Ile hit her on the lef,.

......
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D. On the line at the left of each sentence, indicate whether the under-

lined clause is restructive (R) or non-reatrictive(U) . Punctuate the

sentence correctly.

1. The Boman Iiho had blond Iair wanted it died dark brown.

2. The book that has the is unesable.

3. John 11110 has a new car drives every chance he gets.

4. The tree that has ithe 3- ointed leaves is a maple.

III. 14echanics

A. Punctuate the following sentences correctly.

1. The old man is in my opinion very friendly.

B

2. She could not therefore walk to the store:

3. Ellen as such girls do always has her homewo-rt(done on time.

4. That book in spite o2 what he says, is good.

5. The less he eats the fatter he gets.

6. The older we get the younger Isiesrfeel.

7, The dancer is fat but graceful.

8. Little Piss Vuffet T.7 ah frightened not brave.;
--'

P,ewrite correctly, on the line at the left ofeaCh sentence, the word
in each of the following sentences that should be capitalized.

1. His french is not particularly flicent.

2. I gent fishing with my uncle Bill.

3. Thank you far the dress, mother.

4. The south is the warmest part of the country.

5. Is Paoul still a spanish citizen?

6. Never make a u turn on a busy street.

C. rite on the line at the left, the proper word to complete each of the
following sentences.

1. Have you seen(them, .those) books?

2. :4:1, are. the(your, you're)books?

3. Yes, and I need (them, those)badly.

'4. Me there(two, too, to) of them?
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7. At the close of llorld liar. I, what conditions in Europe drove great

numbers of,fturopeans to emigrate to America?.
8. Hou do you think Congress readied to that rush of :anigrants?

awIle=1.110

9. The immigration law of 1924 sharply restricted immigration. Ho!" does

the table show the effects of the restriction?

10. The law has not been revoku.d since then, and the immigration figures
still remain low. Discuss (a) ;ffiether you think this restriction is

good for America and (b) Whether conditions here at present would be

improved or impaired if uevwere to ease some of the restriction on

immigration.

B. Consider carefully the followinp s',..atements and decide why the conclusion

in each case is wrong. Be ptepared to discuss Fuld explain your reason

in each case. Relate your reason to one of the tour types of common

errors that produce false conClusions.
.

.

1. Mr. Smith's suit of clothes-cost nearly twice as much as Mr. Jones' suit. Mr.

Smith's suit is a great deal better.

d A

2. Nrs. Broom spent $1,000 for her fur coat. rrs, illiams paid $2,000 far hers.

It will last longer and wear better than Mrs. Brann's.

3. nussia launched the world's first satellite, long before the United States.

Russia is therefore ahead of America in space exploration.
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5. Ho three, and there is paper, (two, too, to) . ri Mt°
StS1 t°

6. (Your, You're) sure you left them here?

7. They were right beside (then, those) magazines of my mother's.

8.. If you can't finish the omework, how can you go (to, too, to)

school tommorra?

9. (Your, Yor're) report is due, isn't it?

10. I knoT, that, (two, too, to)

IV. Comprehension

A. Read the following and then write the answer to each question on the

lines following the question.
1.11 tr

1. Nhat conditions in Eurppe might have coused immigrants to come here?

2. What conditions in America might have made immigrants went 410 come here?

3. Phy were they welcome here when they arrived' in large nuthers in the

past?

4. How did they heop the growth of Arerica?

5. Between 1911 and 1920 there VAS a considerable decrease from the

previous decade. !Mat conditions in Europe might have caused thid

dicreese?

6. An immir!ration law was passed by Cow?ress in 1921. 'That can you

gums shout the nature of thee la- if t' :e f..c of immigrants slowed

down after that?
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4. Our town should elect the druggist as mayor since he is known to be a

thoroughly honest man and a very reliable druggist.

EA°tP"

5. A clock radio is always appreciated as a gift. That is why you should present

that gift on your father's birkhday.

6. Kenneth took a trip from San Francisco to New York by jet plane. It was

scheduled as a 111X-41-Our. flight. He started at 9 A.M. acid made sure his watch

was set exactly right. Uhen he arrived in Ilew York his watch read 3 2.11.;

but all: the clocks in the sir terminal showed 6 o'clock. He concluded that

his watch must Have stopped for three hours add that the flight must have

taken nine hours instead of six.

7. In a democracy the majority decision rules. The pupils of a class in the

middle grades once voted that they were not to have any more homework. Uhen

.
the teacher disregarded this vote, the pupils concluded that she was

*undemocratic.

8. Scientists know, .from their readings through the spectroscope, that all the

stars contain. practically the save elements as our sun and earth. Some of

them therefore conclude that Jany stars must have their am planets and that

a number of those planets mus have forms of liming things of .their surface.

-
9. Intelligence exists only in human beings/ Animals, therefore, can live anti

act and learn only by instinct.

10. Uy grandmother remembers that the doctors used to tell her there could not

be any cure for polio. The rradicine that arc taning about no is only

something :Tith which to fool the people.
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C. The statements in this exercise are concerned with.rather simple exper-
iences, but they are all for of propaganda. In your answers about each
one, write two things!
(a) The wrong conclusion or action toward which it leads.
(b) Which propaganda &vice is used by the speaker.

46,q

'That boy Tim must be a delinquent. Did you see the fellows he talked with
after school today? You know, birds of a feather flock together."'

2. 'Dick, you simply have to vote for Ccorgc for vice-president. Doesn't he
live right in your own neighborhood?"_

3. 'Irby didn't you buy a ring instead of a class pin, Sue? All the girls are
getting rings."

4. "I absolutely know that Jimmy is telling the truth about the eighteen goals
he shot in the gam for his last school. You can tell he's honest, ain't you?"

"1.1""".."0"all

5. 'In spite of the rain, Nary must have had a wonderful day at the beach. I
heard her say it herself. She said 10h, yes, we had a fine time with all
that wet sand. '"

6. 'Better buy your chances on the raffle right not', Buddy, before they're all
gone. \Don't go wondering about the batCh I hav'e in my pocket. They're going
so fast, I won't have a single one left'tby tonirbt.

1,1
7. "Did yuu think he xras a good speaker? He's glib, that's what he really is."
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z. "I'm surprised you call Nora a very patient girl. She's merely stubborn, so

stubborn that she never gives up anything she gets started on."

11.01111

9. "I can't understand why they don't jail that little thief. Just because he `n

young, they call him a delinquent and treat him gently. But he stole, didn't

he? And thieves are criminals, and criminals are sent to jail. Why not

send him, too ?"

10. "'!gybe I shouldn't have believed that gossip about the lies she was supposed

to have spread about-me. But tell me, if it happened to you, wouldn't you

feel injured?'

V. Composition

A. Write a three paragraph composition on one of the follaving topics. Be

particular careful that you maintain smooth transitions.

1. A factual account of a recent event in your neighborhood.

2. An explanation of ho ..* you feel about spiders - and why.

3. Football is the most popular sport in America.
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LANGUAGE ARTS
Level Report
Avon, Conn.

Dear Parents,

110 terif 00010.

Date

has completed the Language Arts Skills,

taught at Level 25. The following is an overview of your child's next level.

Overview of Level 26

I. Language Skills

A. Spelling and Semantics

1. Identification of Neu Words

a. vocabulary related to literature units

b. vocabulary related to content areas

c. reference materials

2. Content Clues
a. Meanings
b. Synonyms - antonyms

c. Building word list

3. Word Elements
a. Character sketches
b. Definition of words in literature units

B. Syntax
1. Concept of transforms
2. Recursive transformation

C. Mechanics
1. Review punctuation
2. Outline

II. Comprehension

A. Speed Reading
B. Skim
C. Read and Listen for Enjoyment
D. Inference
E. Hake Prediction

III. Composition

A. Written Composition
1. Utilize paragraphs
2. Locating details in paragraphs

3. Point of View

B. Spoken Composition
1. Comparison and Contrast
2. Vocal contrast

1". Literature Units
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Level 26

I. Language Skills
A. Spelling and Semantics

Skill - students should be able to:

1. Identify

pl CNTYLIPYLII.er %JO
1.;

a. develop sight vocabulary related to literature used

b. develop and use vocabulary related to subject areas

c. distinguish between multiple meanings of words through use of

reference materials
d. utilize related reading to enrich and extend word meaning

2. Use context clues

a. determine meaning of new words in context of literature being at

studied.

b. master skill in anticipating words and word meaning

c. practice substituting synonyms and antonyms for words used in

context
d. continue building lists of words using independent study and

reading materials

3. Understand and apply word element and structure

-a. Review syllabication
b. Review prefixes, suffixes and roots

c. P.eviety compound lords

d. Review accent (covered in level 25)

e. Work with word derivations and how uords have avolved from

foreign languages
(eg father --4 Vodern rnglish

faeder 4- Old rnglish
derVater*rodern German
Pater ---pLatin

Pere Freneb

Padre . Spanish

Padre , Italian
4 Patios -- --Greek

*Refer to word Wealth Junior

4. Utilize Nord relationshipq

a. rake portfolio of character sketches contrasting different groups
of people, animals etc. - using synonyms and antonym to describe

characteristics.
(ep, #1. compare people of different ape groups infant, toddler,
younp child, pre-adoliscent, adolescent, younp adult, middle age,
old age)

#2 compare young people from different countries shok,inp, (1' 14-rowii-ke

differences and aimilarites.

b. study definitions of words used in literature studied.

lor
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B. Spoken composition

Students should be able to:

Skill

1. Utilize comparison and contrast as a method of developing a topic

2. Devedop vocal contrast

Az 7a.

Suggested Activity

1. Have students prepare speeches contrasting and comparing a given topic

such as a newspaper account of an incident and a television news report

of the same incident.'
Discuss and evaluate hoer each sppech utilized this technique.

2. Provide students with a list of words which they must say to express the

particular meaning of the word in context.

i.e. Say 'soft' as if you were holding a baby chicken

Say 'soft' as if you were telling someone he is a coward

Say "soft" as if you were holding a rotten tomatthe.

3. Have students describe someone like Elizabeth Taylor as just a

description, then as a sarcastic description, then as a "pro Taylor"

description.

4. Provide the students with vocal exercises using sentences such as

1. "Is it going to rain?'
A. when it istpouring outside
B. when dark clouds are gathering
C. after a lonp dry spell
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cori rogues

I. Spelling, and semantics

A. The teacher will dictate the following words

1. Busiiess: , 11. Your 21. February

2. There 12. Interrupt 22. Sincerely

3. Extraordinary 13. Conscience 23, Allegiance

4.' Satellite 14. Calendar 24. College

5. Condemn 15. Boisterous 25. Grammar

6. Psychology 16. Among 26. Flexible

7. Independence 17. Courteous ----27. Excellent

8. Basically 18. Their 28. Vetoes

9. Abbreviation 19. Employer 29. Chargeable

10. .Two 20. Knowledgeable 30. To

31. Committee 41. Accelerated

32. Definitely 42. athematics

33. Sympathize 43. Recommendation

34. Accidentally 44. Tao

35. Believe 45. Unforgettable

36. Dictionary 46. tether
37. ifartgage 47. Cemetery

38. Arguing 48. Pneumonia

39. Ihey're 49. You're

40. Disappelinted 50. Ifiscellaneous

B. The teacher vill devise vocabulary section that will test the semantic

skills the student has acquired in levels 19 - 26.

II. Syntax

A. On the lines following each pair fof sentences, combine the two sentences

into one. Use and, bet, or as the conjunction in each cape.

1. Thinking it might rain, we stayed home from the picnic.

It didn't rain.

ma=a1I...

2. Ity mother gave me a new book.

I don't like it.

3. Is Jane going?
Is she going to stay home?

4. Lana rote a short story.
Seventeen puidished it.
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5. Tilly don't you go to the store.
If you don't want to, I will.

1

BO
RIMIASti.

B. On the lines following each pair a sentences, combine the sentences in
the most economical way possible.

wimillm

1. Jamie rode his bicycle up the hill.
Lie pumped very hard.

2. The American wilderness seems to be vanishing.
It is gOing more rapidly every year.

3. The Old, rusty bicycle needs fixing.
It helongs to aane.

III. Read the following pas7.age and then make a formal outline of the contents.

Probing the Planets

Mars and Venus are the planets nearest the earn. For many centuries, men

have been eager to learn more about these close neighbors in our solar system.

Since the Space Age began, scientists have built new tools to increase their

knowledge of Mars and Venus. The most important of these tools are unmanned

spacecraft called planetary probes.

American space scientist announced plans for the Variner series of planetary

probes in 1961. The launchings had to be made on certain days, determined by the

positions of the earth, the sun, and Mars or Venus. Each probe would radio back

to earth information collected by sensing instruments inside the spacecraft.

The first probe to return information about Venus was rariner 3, launched on

. August 28, 1962. One hundred and nine days later it passed within 22,000 miles of

Venus. ilariner 5 was launched on June 14, 1967. It passed within°2,500 miles of
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Venus. On October 18, 1967, the Russian planetary probe Venus 4 planted an

information - transmitting capsule on the surface of Venus.

Information radioed from the probes indicated that the surface temperatures

on Venus may be as high as 000°F. The pressure of the atmosphere may be between

204and 100 times that of the earth. The Venusian atmosphere is probably most157

carbon dioxide, with little water or oxygen.

The first probe to return information about Mars was Mariner 4, launched on

November 28, 1964. Eight months later it passed within 6,200 miles of Mars and

sent to earth twenty-one TV pictures of the surface. The photos showed a dry

surface covered with many craters. Other rtddioed information indicated a thin

atmosphere and no magnetic field or radiation belt. More information was collect-

ed on July 31, 1969, when Variner 6 flew within 2,180 miles of Nam sending back

photographs and radio sig. .1s.

Future planetary probes, even more carefully planned that the Mariner series,

will help us live better in the universe of the future.

IV. Read the following story, then write a logical ending. Use the clues and

information given you in the story.

"The Trout"

One of the first places Julia always ran to when they arrived in G was The

Dark Walk. It is a laurel walk, very old: almost gone wild, a lofty midnight

tunnel of smooth, sinewy branchea. Underfoot the tough Lsown leaves are never dry

enough to crackle: there is always a suggestion of damp and cool trickle.

She raced right into it. For the first few yards she always had the memory

of the sun behind her, then she felt the dusk closing swiftly down on her so that

she screamer with pleasure and razed on Wee reach the light at the far end: and

it was always just a little too long in coming so that she emerged ['wiping,

clasping her hands, laughing, drinking in the sun, Mien she luis filled vith the

heat and glare she would turn and condidlr the ordeal
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This year she had the extra joy of showing it to her small brotheroand of

terrifying him as yell as herself. And for him the fear lasted longer because

his legs were so short and she had gone out at the far end while he waS still

screaming and racing.

When they had done this .many times they came back to the house to teWevery-

body that they had done it. He boasted. She mocked. They sqoabbled.

'Cry baby!"

'You were afraid yourself, so there!"

'Iiwon't take you any more.'

'You're a big pig.'

"I hate you.'

Tears were threatening so somebody said, "Did you see the well?' She opened

her eyes at that and held up her long lovely neck suspiciously and decided to be

incredulous, She wan twelve and at that age little girls are beginning to suspect

post stories: they. have already found out too. many, from Santa Claus to the Stork.

How could there be a well! In The Dark Walk? That she had visted year after

year? Haughtily she said; "Nonpense.'

But she went back, pretending to be eoine somewhere else, and she found a hole

scooped in Cle rock at the side of the walk, choked 7lith damp leaves, su shrouded

by ferns that she only uncovered it after much searching. At the back of this I

little cavern there was about a quart of water. In the water she suddenly e

perceived a panting trout. She rushed for Stephen and dragped him to see, and

they were both so excited that they were no longer afraid of the darkness as

they hunched down and peered in at the dish panting in his tiny prison, his silver

stomach going up and down lihe an engine. Nobody knew how the trout p,ot there.

Even cad Martin in the kitchen garden laughed and refused to 1-clieve that it was

there, or pretendedenot to believe. until she forced him to core down and see.

Kneeling and pushing back his tattered old cap he peered in..
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"Be cripes, you're right. by the devil in hell did that fella get there?"

She stared at him suspiciously.

'You knee?" she accused; but he said, The devil a know; and reached down to

lift it out. Convinced, she hauled him back. If she had found it then it was

her trout.

Her pother suggested that a bird had carried the spawn. Her father thought

that in the winter a small stzeatnlet might have carried it down there as a baby,

and it had been safe until the summer came and the water began to dry up. She a

said, .1 see; and tient back to look again and consider the matter in private.

Her brother remained behind, Iianting to hear the whole story of the trout, not

really interested in the actual trout but much interested in the story which his

suininy began to make up for him on the lines of "Soz'-ene day Daddy Trout an4

Tummy Trout...' Ilhen he retailed it to her she said, "Pooh."

It ttroubled her that the trout was always in the sable position; he had no

room to tutu: all the time the silver belay went up and down; otaeruttise he was

rotionless , She wondered what he ate and in between visits to Joey Pony, and the

boat and a bathe to pet cool, she thought of his hunper. She brought hitheddrenebits.

of dough; once she brought him a worm. '!e ignored the food. He just went on

panting. Hunched over him she thought how; all the winter, while she was at

school he had been in there. All the winter, in The Dark '!alk, al' day, all et'

night, floating around alone. She drew th'e leaf of her hat down around her ears

and chin and stared. She was still thinking of it as she lay in bed.

It wae late June, the longest days of the year. The un had sat still for a

week, burning up the world, Although it tzas after ten o'clock it was still briglt

and still hot. She lay on tier back under a single sheet, with her lone laps spread,

trying to keep cool. She could see the D of the noon through the fir-tree-they

slept on the ground floor. Before they went to bed her munmy had told Stephen

the story of the trout again, and she, in her bed, had resolutely presented her

back to theta and read her bothk. But she had kept one ear cocked.



"And so the end, this naughty fish who would not !stay at home got Izigger

and bigger and bigger, and the water got smaller and smaller..."

Passionately she had whirled and died, "Mummy, don't make it a horrible old

moral story:" Her mummy had brought in a Fairy Godmoth?r, then, iho sent lots

of rain, and filled the well, and a stream poured out and the trout floated away

down toy the river below. Staring at the moon she knew that there are no such

things as Fairy Godmothers and that the trout, down in The Dark Walk, was palitlifig

like an engine. She heard somebody unwind a fishing reel. Would the beasts fish

him out'.

She sat up. Stephen was a hot lump. of sleep, lazy thing. The Dark Walk

would be full of little scraps of moon, She leaped up and looked out of the

window, and somehow it was not so lightsome now that she sac! the dim mountains

far away and the bled(' firs against the breathing land and heard a dog say, bark

bark. Quietly she lifted the ewer of water, and climbed out the window and

scuttled along the cool but cru,1 gravel down to the maw of the tunnel. tier

pajamas were very sl.ort so that when she splashed water it wet her ankles. She

peered into the tunnel. Something alive rustled inside there. She Paced in,

and up and down scw raced, add flurried, and cried aloud, "Oh Gosh, I can't find

it," and then at last the did. Kneeling down in the damp she put her hand into

the sliMy hole. When the body lathed they were both mad with fright. But she

gripped him and shoved him into the ewer and raced, with her teeth ground, out to

the other end of the tunnel and down the steep paths to the river's edge.
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./ V. Choose one of the following situations and write a newspaper article or a
short story. .

A, You are standing on the edge of a cliff watching traffic moving on a
major highway beloW you.

3. You a-e riding on a train watching another train going in the opposite
direction.

>
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Level Report
Avon, Cohn.

Date

------jhas-completed-the Language Arts Skills

taught at Level 26. The following is an overview of your child's next level..

Language Skills

A.

Overvie4 of Level 27

ling and Semantics

A. Identification of new words

a. vocabulary related to literature units.

b. vocabulary related to content areas

c. reference material

2. Content Clues
a. Meanings
b. Mastery of anticipating words

3. Word Elements
a. Word dierivationa
b. Trace nervords from origins

B. Syntax
1. .Kernalfeentence
2. Review functions of nouns - verbs -

conjunction
3. Review all transforms

4. Apply syntactical principles
5. Comparison of English to other language

C. Mechanics
ReView and reinforce all meghagics

Comprehension
A. Pact andeOpinion
B. Speed reading
C. Application of Comprehension Skills

III. boinOoditton-

N

tivee - adverbs - prepoaition-

e-\

4

-Witten Composition
1. Paragraph Development
2. Internal Construction of a paper

3. Topics a. emotional rational appeal
b. factual unslanted and slanted account

B. Spoken Composition
1. Cause and effect in preparing a 'speech

2. bdbate

<Pr. Literature Units



I. Language Skills

A. Spelling and Semantics

Level 27'
601

OVA

L. Identification of new words
a. devedop sight vocabulary related to Literature used
b. develop and use vocabulairy related to subject area
c. distinguish between multiOle meanings of words *through use of

. .

reference materials. .

d. utilize; independent reading to enrich and extend word meaning.

2. Use context clues
a. determine meaning of new words in context of literature being

studied.
b. continue masterty of skill in anticipating word and vord meaning
c.. continue building lists of words using independent -study and

reading materials/

mow

3. Word element and structure
a. Continue in depth study of word derivations
b. Trace new words from their origins - Correlate with unit on

History of the Language.

Suggested Activities for independent work and research (optional assignments for
exceptional students)

1, Slip a brief news article and rewrite in Middle English
2. Demonstrate the history of English words using posters, overlays, charts,

maps or anything else that can be made.
3. Trace the development of words within our country using a'time line to '

indicate progression.
4. Word Cartoons: investigate word origins and sham them through the

drawing of illustrative posters depicting the origin orei-PetTlly,--
interesting words. (eg. agony, bombast, chivalry, deliberate, gargantan,
journey, Magazine)

5; Hake a collection of words related to numbers. Hame_a page for each nn

number and trace its origin.

Syitta::

1 Lasic tart of Uernel
a: Types of nopn-phrase -
b. Types of verb rhraces

revier functions o"
a. :Touus
L. Verbs

. C if'jec Ives
e. Alverb:
c Pror Sot:

Coe tion-

sentence

Lx!iletives)

3. Revie,- of all Transforms
a. Nepative e. Passive
b. Interrogative Adverbial -!odifier
c. Recursive g nun '7odifier
d.. Pe.lative clause h. Possessive
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*4. Apply syntactical principles to analysis otpcontstruction and
style of a given work: a; Prose selection

b. poem

*5. Analysis and Corearison of English to another language
systen

construction patterns

dab

for example. ni pluma oe ne alvidd
literal trans: :5, pen is forgotten to me
standard trans: L. forgot my pen.

Comparison idioms in different languages
comparison of signs for example
(1). Gerraan---,vilan,dge packs,raum einladung

Lit Trans. Hand Patkare-storm room
Standard-Trans_.:_, Small package check room

(2) British Enplish. flay Out

(3):Aner..English; Exit

kb. Trace the advent and impact of one language upon another..

For example.
'a. Influence of Latin on.English and some resultant changes-.

. work with roots, etc.
b. Influence of (Puerto Rican) Spanish on English in our

own time
c. Influence of Black dialect on English

*7. Trace history of one particular word or expressioni relating
changes-to historical periods
a. Examples of words lully by ---lullaby

holy day ---holiday
eyeful .

b. expressions. (1) nindlrour p's and q's
(2) tomfoolery
(3) O.K.

*8. Creation of a language systen or pattern or-research into a
proposed universal language such as Esperanto.

* #4 8 are designed for the' exceptional or highly motivated student

C. Mechanics

Revier and reinforce all mechanics levels 19-26 as needed'

by individical student.
0.

II. Comprehension

A. Fact and.Opinion

1. assemble facts to make' inferences
2. recognize fact and opinion in newspaper articles ,

editorials, letters to the editor, advertisements etc.
'3. recognize that the background of the writer should be

considered in judring whether his opinions are valid

4. judp.inp the reliabilipy of a specific authos opinio4 .
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Level 27 t'40105.
(-41

sts1
5. judging author'i qualifications

a. training
b. experience
c. involvement in,current issues
dz authority in his field

6. listen to documentaries and discuss and-determine facts
.6 opinions given.

.B. Further development of speeded reading
1. skimming
2; ,reading for details ,

3. making generalizations
4. forming general impressions

C. Application oZ Compie nsion skills
1. read or listen to a'particular cork
2. make oral or 'ritten application of the following skills

to the selection covered.
a. locate main, ideas
II, locate details
c. organize chronological ordee of events
d. recognize cause and effect.
e. formulate conclusions
f. determine author's purpose
g. organize and recall informationi
h. differentiate bet een fact andiopoinion

1. research - author

III. Composition

.11

A. T.iritten composition

1. Review paragraph deyelopient by: a. facts
b. examples
e . incidents
d. ,reasons
e . cause and effect

qualifications a background
k.

K . .

2. Reviev internal construction of a paper)
a. clear introduction' 1

b. consistency of verb tense . .

c. use of transitions betveen sentences and paragraphs
d. clear conclusion .

Develops a topic using:' a, emotional appeal
b. retional appeal

Develop a topic using:
tri.. factual unslanted account
b. slanted account of the sane incident

B. Spoken composition

Skill
1. Ability to use cause and effect relationships in

preparing a speech
2. Ability to prepare thi 'pro' and "con" of a topic for

APFfAtO



Level 27

Suggested Activity:

1. Discuss with the class a major national probl4m. Using the
chalkboard develop a list of probable causes And effects.

-- Then have the class prepare their olyn speech s, on a
problem situation, using cause and effect re ationships

2. tet students pair off and each team develop/the "pro" and
con" for a selected topic. Afeem the debate is given,
discuss 'hat statements lead to a support of the topic and

gave a strong case for the student's side.

-t

Ai; Level 27 Is a level intended, for review or f8f,greater'in-depth'
studites, depending on the student's individual needs, it seems
unadvisable to have a level test. The real test for this lever,is t
the diagnostic, placement test to be given at the b'eginning of,the.

. freshman year at the high school.

4

11



Levole 25 27

A. Langudge

a. Roberts English Series - Grade Eight and workbook and r

teacher's guide.

2. Sc tt Foreman - Spelling Our Language Book 8

A 3. La dlaw Pew Approaches Book 8

4. "lord Health Juniot

5. SRA Spelling word Power 'Lab lib
\

Dell - Your Heritage of Words

7. Laidlaw - Power in English

B.' Comprehension and Literature

1. Scott_Eoresman Open Highwal - Book Eight.

2. Ginn - Exploration

3, ALIAL.SUALSEItat

4. Adventures for Readers.- Book 2

5. Four Famous Adventures'
The Uhite Company
.Gods, Heroes, and lien of Ancient Greece
Treasure Island
I Remember Hama

6. Gateways Series
TJestern Sampler
Creatures in Verse
Two Roads.to Greatness-

7. Scholastic Literature Units -
Courage Mirrors _Personal

Family Lighter,Side 'Survival
Ifoments of Decision Sucess

8. Adventures in Reading
9. Scott Foresman - Some Haystacks Don't Even have Any Needles

10; Harcourt Brace & florid - Adventures for You

11. Rand McNally - Voices-1,2,3,
12. Scott Foresman - Reflection's on a Gift of Watermelon Pickle

13. Allyn Bacon - Stories from Old Testament

14. Literary Heritage Series - Greek nyths agd-Legends

15. Hacnillan Gateway Engl. - Creatures in Verse - Stories in
Sono & Verse

16. Allyn & Bacon - flyths and Their Ueaning

17. Scholastic - Discovery
18. Hargourt, Brace & 1Torld - The Malls of Uindy Troy

19, Houghton Hiflin - Forces, Challenges, Encounters (three

- separate books}. ....._

20. Scholastic - Cavalcade' of Poansi
21. Aiarper Row - Huck Finn



Level 25 - 27

22. Paperback - 10 Mod. Amer. Short Stories .

2.
5.

.
,.

u nen Legends Die
St5C Mr ttl"ti°

2

23. I. To Be A Slave
24. *.- Tuned Out

__ Viva Chicano
27. u

tititeirei-Ccurageous
28-.

u Connecticdt Yanixee
29. , True Grit
30. 1, 21 Great Stories
31. H Flot7ers for Algernon
132. ,. Poetry of Rock
33. I, 17 From pverywhere,
34. y- Travels. with Char1ey
35. ,, Read Badge of Courage 41 '

IN 36.
I: jtamont--!Short Stories

ir.
u Durang Strep 4

"......... ,
kk. Is

.
Johnny Tremfiin

0 /1. u
, Diary of the Ame . Rev.

40. II The !Se Nobody KO we ..

.

1 41.
u Shakespeare: Four Comedies

42. u ,Brian's Song
43. m The Hobbita
44. u Jazz Country

.

/
.

45. I.
'/. The Miracle llorker ,

1-

46. 11, Shift pater -'

------ _.4.7. The Old Man arid. The Sea
.

4 \2,

48. u The Outsiders
49. Paperback-Read Better-Learn More A, A, C (Remedial)
50. Paperback-Complete-set of Sports tion-ficiloit-(high interest)--
al. Paperback-Complete Set of Sports Fiction (High interestA
51,. Harper Rell--07-from Pilots to Plastics.(7)
52.- Harper Row - From Stars to Sculptures (8).
53. Scott Foresman -).ast of the Mabee-wig

C. Composition $-

o

1. SRA Uriting Labs. Description
Natration

-. Exposition

2. SRA Kits - Writing Reports

D. Supplementary Materials

11. Dictionary and encyclopedia

a

10

's



SUGGESTED READING LIST FOR LEVELS 25-27

POETRY:

. Adshead and-Annis,

Ferris, Helen, ed.

Gregory and Beturensia, eds.

O.

Plotz, Uelen, comp.

Van Doren, Hark, ed.

AN INHERITANCE OF POETRY 03
Unusal podms; chiefly for
adolescents.

FAVORITE POEMS OLD AND NEU
Over 700 poems for readers
of all ages.

THE CRYSTAL 'CABINET
Anthology of lyric poems,
from translations of, Chinese

tat

poems to Edith Sitwell.
;

IMAGINATION'S OTHER, PLACE:
POEMS OF SCIENCE AND MATH-
ENATIC§
With excerpts from the Bible
- from old and new, atoms to
relativity, Euclid to
Einstein, modern surgery to
God.

ANTHOLOGY OF WORLD POETRY
Ancient 1 iteratures to
modern poetry.

glace, William. SONGS OF IMOCENCE

Edeard k THE COMPLETE NONSENSE BOOK
£ontains both "The Look of
Nonsense" and "Nonsense
Songs and Stories"

Sandburg, Carl WIND SONG

Shakespeare, William SEEDS OF TIDE
'Nearly 50 brief selectious

, .

from Shakespeare, chosen
specifically for young .-

k readers.

POLES, MYTHS, TALES ANDSEPICS:

Arnott, gathleen
. (: *.AFRICAN MYTHS AND LEGENDS

\ 34 tales from south of the
Sahara.

ti

..4er 7



Courlander and Leslau
Level 25-27

THE FIRE ON THE MOUNTA/0
AND OTHER ETHIOPIAN, STORIES

Lorimer, E.O., ed.

Sian-Tek

00'
TALES FROM THE ARABIAN
NIGHTS r -

Based on the Lang transla-
tion.

FOLK TALES FROM CHM
Excellent selection.

Jones, Gwyn WELSH LEGENDS AND FOLK TALES
Ancient sagas, folk and
fairy Vito.

Reeves, .James

Picard, Barbara Lamle

Q'Falain, Eileen

MtAlpire, H. & W., crimp.

nacFsrlan, Allan A.

Jagendorf, Moritz

Shapiro, Irwin-

ENGLISH FABLES AND FAIRY
TALES
19 stories, illustrated.

GERMAN HERO SAGAS AND FOLK
TALES
"Siegfried" and other sagas,
as well as folk tales such as
the "Pied Piper."

IRISH SAGAS AND mix TALES
Epic and folk tales to de-
light reader and audience.

JAPANESE TALES.AND Lsmnps

INDIAN ADVENTURE TRAILS:
TAI Es OF TRAMS AND MIS,
PONIES AND ?ADMEZ, UARPATHS
AND wormas.
be pllr..an0 action than
most Indite, ales.

NEW ENGLAND BEAN POT: WIER-
ICANirOLK STORIE3 TO RZAD
AND TELL
Tales of the six New Er.O.and
states told with zest aid
huior.

HEROES IN AMMICAN FOLKOM
Includes Cases- Jones, Joe ,

Magarac, John Henry, Steam-
.

boat Bill acid Old Stormalong.'

(2)



de la Mare,-Italter

Langton, Jane._

L'Engle, Madeleine

Lawson, Robert

Saint-Extxpery,- Antoine de

Cooper, Page

Ball, Zachary

Buraerd, Shicla

. Denis

W O

'46

George, Jean

g:.

'a

4

Level 25-27
MO

il Animal fantasy - long tale 05.
TUE THREE ?ARAL }TS °
told with poetic beauty., 160

t
THE DIAMOND IN TH2 WINDOW
Pastas and suspense in Con-
cord, raassachusetts.

4111"'"

A URINXLE IN TIME
Science fiction - dealing.
with tesseracts. and time
travel.

HR. REVUE AND I.
A biography of Paul. Revere,':\

. told by his horse.

'THItLITTLE PRINCE
An aviator, forced down in
the Saha*, meets the prince
of a tiny asteroid. A
beautifullY told fablb.

AMIGO, CIRCUS HOR6
Circus life - and a young
boy who_trains his-vgry own
palomino. ! .

BRISTLE FACE
An orphan,' his homely dog
and a kinaay storekeeper in
ruralllisfilssipp&

THE INCREDIBLE JOURNEY
.3 heroic onimals travel 250
miles throughtanadinn
wilderneoss to get home

BLACK LiGHTENZNG
A blsdk,leopnrd of Ceylon
regains his freedom afte a
harsh, circus captivity

BOC4ER -

An Australianyaagaroe -
first a pet, then returning
to the wild.

THE SUMMER OP THE NOON
4:16 yeer-old loses iuteieet

- iii training her falcon.
Highlight la the description
of the falcon'atrninitz.

(4)' 4"

-
A



Level 25 27
Jones, V.S. Vernon, tr. 'AESOP'S FABLES

,Satisfactory edition for
children and adults; 11-

°
listwated - appeal to older

°1°4
children. /

Graves, Robert GREEK GODS AND HEROES

THE SEIGE AND FALL OF TROY

Green, Roger .

,

Pyle, Howard
. ;

4%

Serraillier, Ian

)

-131SCELLANEDUS- FICTION:

Anderson, Hans Christian'

Boston, UM.

Carroll, Lewis

Clztrie, Arthur C.

0

HEROES OF GREECE AND TROY
Retold from ancient authtles
Fovea into-unified whole,
v= coming of Immortals to
'Odysseus - beautifully writ
tens

THE STORY OTRIMARTIRJR-ALti
ISIS KNIGHTS 1

Ihditteniwtth grace and did-
Unction.

BEONM.F THE WARRIOR.
Inglo-Saxon epic retold in

. stirring verse.

o

TUE CO?iFLETE ANDERSW
Fine translation by Jean
Hersholt -- 168 tales,
keeping Anderson's style-and- ----/
spiritN

\ THE CHILDREN OF CREENE RIME
\TREASURE OF Gunk mom:
TL E RIVER OF GREEkIE ICAO'.

Fantasy.'in wLich en English
Tolly, goes back and

forth in tune,, bntwecn
present and the 17th cene-
.tury.

ALICE'S,ADWANTURES IN.
WONDERLAND

Le'

Dolphin ISLAD '
Science fiction - a teen-
agcr becomes interested iu
dolphins vhen they saw hi -

rom drowning:

( 3)

ft
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. ,

Gipson, Fred

James, Will

Kjelgaard, Jim

Knight, Eric,

..t..

O'Hara, Mary

)

Rawlings, Marjorie, Kinnan

44V
Level 25-27

OLD YELLER
L. A dog bitten by a rabid volt

while protecting the family. \OPTexas of 1810's. -10

SUOKY THE COMM'
The adventures of a horse .

.from his training by mother
to his becoming vicious
ehratugh maltreatveut.

BIG RED
Story of an Irish setter in
a series of exciting ad-
ventures. 0

LASSIE, COMERHONE
A dog's loyalty impells her
to travel 100 miles to re-
turn 'home.

MY FRIEND FLICKA
THUNDEZHEAD
GREEN GRASS OF WYOMING -1 --

The story of i strain of
tiorsea and the 'family that
raises them.

THE YEARLING
Story of a Florida back-
country boy and hLi pt deer.

Twain, Nark LUCKLEBEMY FINN

Butler, Beverly LIGHT A SINGLE CANDLE
Cathy Wheeler loses her
sight and struggles to re-
gain her place in her school
crowd.

0 , I
Carson, John E. THE COACH NOBODY LIKED .

A. basketball coach who puts
sportsmanship ahead of win-

o
.Q.

fling.
0

George, Jean

0

In SIDE OF TA: CAIN
A New York City boy Wbo-
breakoklawny from his family
to prove he, can live by him-
self on a mountain fOr a
year. -

L.

(5)
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Level 25-27

Krumgoldi Joseph ONION 4OHN
A i.,oy growing up - in corp.-

flict with his respect for

worship for the hobo, Oniji
his f3ther.and his hero-

dite°
John../

McClean, Allan C. o STORM OVER SKYE

Ransom, Arthur

Tunis, John R. qlliEUr:IRON DUKE

DUKE-DECIDES-
Among the best college sto-

, ties far pre-college boys.
An Ipwa boy's adjustment to_
Harvard - his progress to
the Olympic track team.

Sandoz, Mari THE KORSECATCHER
Young Elk, the Ch66ne,

2 Scottish brothers try to
solve the mystery of sheep
stealing. .

THE SWALLOWS AND THE-AMAZONS
2 families of English chil-
dem spend their summer on
boats and on an island.

Dillin, Ellii

dcClean, Allan C.

JAader, Stephen

Pew.m, Howard a

tit

dreamed of taming wild
horses rather elan becoming
a great warrior.

THE SINGING CAM
Tale of discovaty and dis-
appearance cf Vikiag remains
from cave on an Irish isle.

MASTER OF =GANA
Suspense-fulled tale of
fishermen and poachers on
the Isle of Skye. =.-

THE FISH HAWK'S NEST
Smumling on the New Jersey
coast in the 1820's.

SECRET CARGO
A sea-going mystery solved
by a timid boy and bis dog.

(6) I



Levels 25-27
Cavanna, Bitty .-7 FANCY FREE
-

..- .Fancy Nones finds new in-
.

-
, terest on an archaeological

i expedition to Peru with her

° father.

ftit14. .

.GO/NG.ON SIXTEEN
4b Julie finds herself in dog

.
.

tnaining and drawing.

Stoltz, Clary S. 1 , THE SEA GULLS WOKE ME
Jean, wall flower at a
school dance, develops her

. latent social qualities
working for her uncle during/
the summer.

.0 Bronson, Lynn THE

Catt

Caudill, Rebecca

Forbes, Esther

A runaway farm boy in Oregon
joins the soldiers at Fort

°°-

Columbia:

BANNERS-AT SHENANDOAH
Civil War story of the flag

. bearer for General Sheridan.

TREE OF FREEDOM
A Kentucky, family durini-ihe
Revolution - and an apple
tree they grow ftom seed.

JOHN TREMAINE
A boy who works for Paul
Revere in revolutitnety
Boston.

Stevenson, Robert Louis KIDNAPPED

(7)
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\Grade 8

F

Greek & Roman Myths 1 ),

X American Historical Fiction

Drama

Poetry

American Shot Story 'study American
emphasis on tang

History of Language

Novel

Study Skills

Survey: Review and Diagnose

Huthor

dewspap.....r

IX

\,!



Greek and Roman Myths SCSI

blii3ITION: An imaginative story, 0 unknown authorship, which attempts to
answer important questions about life and the world. Gods and
goddesses are usually the main. characters.

SKILLS - Students should be able to

. 1. Identify major divinities

a. by,both Greek and Roman names
b. by their special donauins or functions for example: Zeus (Gr.)-

Jupiter(Rom.) King of gods, most powerful,' maker of thunder
lightening.

2. Extend the Olympians to a symbolic use. (Why the Jupiter rocket?
Neptune tuna fish ?)

3. Retell in.._their own words, the moat familiar cif-the classical myths.

4.-Identify basic human problems 'dealt with in myths

CONTENT AND /OR MATERIALS

Study most familiar Greek and Roman myths.

SUGGESTED ACTIVITIES-

a

. 1.' Distribute mtmeograph sheet of random pattern of stars. Siu4erts draw
origio.al images following various star patterns. Students then create.
a myth as to how the image arrived in the heavens.

2. Have students draL.atize specific myths. Help them determine the number
of characters necessary. save pupils create their parts from the dialogue
in the story, encouraging then to improvise dialogue and actirns for
the parts of the story which might require further development.

3. Have stedentemodernize myths so that the same themes. are used.in
modern stttings. 44

.

/
V



American Novel VOI

DEFINITION: A fictiogal prose narrative representing a way of life or an
experiendk.

SKILLS - Student should be able to:

1. Pick-out details which help develop character and analyze these details,
drawing conclusions trom_them._

2. Identify the point of view of A given work and specUlate why that point
of view was chosen.

3. Analyze the follcwins techinques

a... figurative_lang.
b. diction
c. slang, vernacular speech

4. Recognize and explain symbols and trace their development.

5. Propose valid, coherent, generalizations(which they are able to support)
about author's purpose & theme.

SUGGESTED CONTENT AND /OR' MATERIALS

The equivalent grade eight novel should be one which involves a =A
against man, or inn against society Conflict. 'This would easily coordinate
with thd urban studies and minority groups units that the social studies

N department.. undareakoc.

SUGGESTra ACTIVITIES
Wet

1. Write a controveroial statement about specific novels on board and
invite opinions. Students mist prove.all statement by giving specific
quotes from the novels they dare reading:

2. Compile .a newspaper of articles, cartoons, news items and comics
pertaining to the specific novel being -studied.

1

3. Div &de crass into groups and have each group write and give a dr/11514.7A
,nation of some part of the novel.

4. Group participat!on for short story, novel chapters, non-fiction articles
etc.: Divide cla-cs-into groups of four students. Assign each group
to be responsible for lesson plan for discussion of a story ro be reed
by whole clas9. Responsible group makes up several questions, words to
be defined, (oven mistaken statements to.be corrected in class discussion).
One person in grolip-is chosen to edit and present questions to class.
All students rood .all the stories. The group ill charge of estth lesson
leads theAlsotr.egou for' its story.



1,

Drama
teVi 11/41111101,

DEFINIT/ONt, A presentation where actors imitate the characters of a story using
dialogue and gestures.

SKILLS - The student should be able to:

.1. Rec 1 the structure of a play

a. Characterization
b. Plot
c. Setting
d. Dialogue
e. Exposition
f. Complication
g. Conflict
h. Climax

(-I:. denouement

Elective Skills for the exceptional\student:

2. Examine a-Shakespearean play(s) with a foods on:

a. The life of William Shakespeare
b. Characteristics of-the Elizabethan theatre
c. 'Theme of the play(s) studied
d. Techniques in character drivelopmdlit

de. In depth analystrla passages.
,.f. ,Application of Ambolism
`g. Study of literary sources and historical background in relation to

references made in the play.

la a -1

Cp)wurn.AND/OR UATERIALS

' ;i:111.1.,

The following Shakespearean plays cant

1. Romeo & Juliet. _ _

2. A Midsummer's taght Dream
.e3. The Taming of thn Show
4. The Merchant of Venice
5. As You Like It
6. The Tempest

Ir

e used:

There are also plays from Scope available.

ACTIVITIES

1. Play analysis. booklets
2. Creation of 'models of the Globe Theatre

14
3. Locate, recor. and analyze famous Shakespearean quotations
4. Take a familiar fairytale or nursery rhyme and rewrite it in Eiiizabethan

speech .%!

5. Select a Shakespearean passage and rewrite it in modern celloquialtsm
(ex.'-teentge jPrzon)



Poetry 01 CP lif 101101

DEFINITIOi4: A non-prose composition characterized Uf an orderly arrangement of
parts and.relying heavily upon imagination, figurative language and
sense impressions.

SKILLS - The student should be able :atoms

1. Recall the following terms:

a. simile
b. metaphor
c. onomatopoeia
d. personification

0
Identify and distinguish the following types of poetry:

a. discriptiveepoem
b. narrative poem
c. free verse
d. blank verse
e. ballad
f. lyric
g. 'sonnet
h. haiku

SUGGESTED ACTIVITIES

1. Students find or sketch a picture to illustrate one or several types of
poems.

2. Students create a telephone converation. between 2r poets of. *a certain vo.-
period - dialogue ay contain historical facts, current events, problems
of Ole tines etc.

3. Students conduct an imaginary broadcast in the form of am-liatervitmr.
radio announcer, poet and interviewer are chosen. Committees are formed.
to make up appropriate questions, and to set up the script. The
performance is conducted when committeevand performers are ready.

i

4. Studentimight_writc a booklet of orig4 al poems around one theme including
one poem of each type covered. Or at ents might collect a booklet of .

different types of poems around one theme.

5. Create a new form of poem. Draw up the qualifications and have another
student tyy hio hand at writing an original.

6. Divide class into teams. Hand each team a different type of poem.
The team to first identify their poem and list its characteristics
wins a number of points.



American Short Story

DEFINITION: Brief fictional narrative in prose.,

------SKILLS-pdents should be able to:

1. Define the term short story.

a. Relatively brief fictional prose work.
b. Developmentof characters inrevealed through action or st ess
c. Unity of time and place - all action.occure in one area ov r Cshort

period of time.
d. Few.main characters
e. One main incident or climax

A

2. Identify the types or classifications of the short story:

a. Action story - developed by external, physical action - major
interest is what characters dor% This type of story often ends
with the cLimax.

b. The Plotted Story - the typical shirt story that follows the rt...40ir
traditional pattern of initial situation, confliit; rising action,
climax and falling action or denouement.

,

,

X

'Cc%

c. The Psychological Story - developed through what happens in the
minds of the main characters. Motivations, changes of feelings,
decisions and internal crisis which lead to or result from thp

.

characters` actioas these are the author's prime concern. Most
psychological stories can also be called. stories of chtacter.

SUGGESTED ACTIVITIES

1. After having studied the short story structure, select settings from
various short stcries and present them to the class. ex. Poe or Irving.
Then have the students begin to write their own settings. Use pictures
depictin3 different types of.moods as illustrations which the students
can doscribee

2. Collect diffenmettypes of comparision such as simile, metaphcr. Place
them on the board and encourage the students to try to lit similar
expressions in their writing.

. 1. For the study of 'Actdon stories, use westerns, d~ ctective, mystery and
science fiction stories.

.....
.......

4.. Psychological stories may be approached through the reodina of Edhar
Allen Poe stories or stories like "The Secret Life of Walter Mitty".
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0 History of the Language 000
el.1BKILLS:4.6tudents hould be ablet.to: SO

1. Trace the development of language from IndoEuropean to modern English:'

Germanic__

inglo-saxon, German'

Swedish-

Norwegian

.t.

Latin

French

Spanish

Italian

Rumanian

Indo- European*

Greek Balto -Slavic

modern Polish Russian

Greek CzechoslovaL
Indo- Iranian

Perlianif

Sanskrit

Hindustani

*Dates might be, added at the discretion of the teacher.

2. Understand the significance of the following in relation to the history
of the language.

a. John Wycliffe .d. Ring James Bible
b. Williams Coxton e. New World Influence on the Englich Language
c; Elizabethan Age f. Emigration into the United States ,

3. Identify major American dialects

4. Recognize Germanic.ard Latin root words, and apply them to modern
language.

SUGGESTED ACTIVITIES

1. Locate on a map sources of words that have come:from foreign languages
into English.

..

2., Study one area of language history thoroughly and write a report on it.
,--Before.you decide on the area you.want to.study, you may want to skim
through some of the resoufde-material listed below. Here are 3
suggestions.

a. Demonstrate the history of the English language, using posters,
overlays, charts, Maps, tapes or anything else you can make.

b. Stialy dialects - record the different dialicts on tape or make a
dialect map of the Eastern U.S.. Study the characteristics of a
perticular dialect.

c. Show how language began from no language nt all. Perhaps act this.

out for the class. Write a play, vIdIO---tape-e-sovie.,

a story.;
3. Study common pozms, prayers of other languages for language patterns.
4. Give examples of Amtrican Indian names that have survived in our Locality.



Appendix Materials for History of the Language - Equivalent Grade 8

The Language Book Tolson -

Chapters: What is Language
The World without Words
The Sounds of Speech
Nhew! Ugh! Wow! Ouch! .

Picture Writing
Signs for. Words
Sounds - Signs

New Approaches Bk 7 & 8
Book 7 - Regional Dialects

Social Variations in Language
Problems of Language Usage

Book 8 - Chap 7 - Levels of English
Varieties of English

Power In English
Book 8 - Chap 1 The Nature of English

Language Families pg.7
ludo - European Family of Languages -p. 27
Germanic Brand of Indo-European pg. 40
Arrival of English in England pg,.. 62
-Old English pg. 75
Word Borrowing in Old English pg. 91..
Middle English pg. 105
FtenCh in Middle English pg. 123
Examples of Middle English pg. 138
kest of the Portrait of the Yeoman pg. 155
From Middle to Mbdera.Fnglfth pg. 168
Schwa in-EAtly-Ehdero Er.0.1.111 pg. 137 -

The Flood of Latin Words into English p. 199
The Dispute About Latin Borrowiug
Some !Features of Modern. English pg. 232
Present.- Tense Forma of Early Modern English pg. 251
'Ol0eationi'6 Negatives in Early Modern English pg. 265
:Spelling in Early Modern English pg. 274
From Early Nbdern to Present-Day Enalish
American 6 British English English pg. 316

Books in the Resource Center

The Story of the English Language Pei
All About Lanikuott Pei
The Romance of Words Irwin
The 26 Letters Ogg
Words Ernst

Dictiona f Word 'Phrase Origins

Film?trips

"Times and People Change Words"
"Words hen awl-Mow"
"Roots Shoots"
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Stydy Skills

DEFINITION: The developrient of resources for self-instruction

SKILLS - The Student shoyld be,,able to:

1. Use the following orianizatioAl skills:

a. Skim various selections for main-idea, without pervious reading of

it.

b. Use formal outline.
c. Write a critical summary.
d. Take notes from both written, and oral sources.

2. Use the following library skills:'

.

a. Review, the basic elements of the research paper.
B. Locate specific Information in as many of the following as possible;_,

1 Encyclopedia of Wora Literature 9)

2) Encyclopedia of Literary Characters
3). 'Popular BOok of Science 10)

4) Encyclopedia of Music 6 Mbsicians 11)

5) Biographical Dictionary of American Authors 12)

6) Biographical Dictionary of British Authors- 13)

7) Dictionary of American Biography
8) Encyclopedia of Art 14)

15)

16)

Biographical Dictionary of
20th Century. Authors

The Fact Book
New York Times Almanac
Reader's Digest Almanac
The Century Encyclopedia
of Names
National Geographic Index
The Lincoln Library of
Esseutial Infr.rmation

Official Assoniated PreAs
Almanac

SUGGESTED ACTIVITIES

1. Students are giv n lists of topics which will take them to a variety of

Library sources Each topic most be located and identified brie!ly.
Points will be iven to individuals or teams according to the number

of topics loco ed.

2. Use the tape;r/ecorder to present material on which students are to

make notes. This technique provides an opportunity to repeat the same

_ material at'a later time after you have discussed the notes which were

taken and have suggested improvements. Students willigain mush skill
in listening attentively-as they take-notes from oral material: Use

this teehaique.befpre bevies a Speaker address your class in connection

with a social studies unit.

3. Select a page or two from a textbook which all students have. Take

notes together ae.:a way of introducing the idea of {rote takipg. Let

students suggeat the notes to be record by one student writing on the

chalkboard. This method clearly demonstrates the avoidance of copying
whole sentences, paragraphs, or pages;



v;I OgOalSurvey: Review and Diagnose ,reitO

DEFINITION: Review unit should begin the school year. Focus in both review and
diagnostic. Standards for written work should be established
during this unit.

"SKILLS - Students should work in the following areas to the best of his ability:

l'. Abbreviations -
a. New state abbreviations
b. Common abbreviations

2. Punctuation
3. Diagnostic spelling
4. Reading Comprehension Exam
5. Capitalization rules
6. Usage exercises
7. Composition techinques

a. Review correction symbols
b. Review topic sentences & details,

Review major & minor supports
c. Review putting sequence of details in order
d. Reinforce inference skills, prediction skills and drawing conclusions.

8. Vocabulary - diagnostic
9. Study skills

10. Audio - visual discrimination

'SUGGESTED ACT/VITLES_

1. Audio - visual Activity:
a. Pupils keep television log reporting programs seen and rating them.
b. Pupils set upkquestionaire and conduct poll of listening habits

in school. /

c. Without preparing the students for tte-euperience, read aloud or
-Play records or tape recordings of anecdotes, magazine or newspaper
articles, brief dramatizations, or short passages from prose or
poetry.. Then give a quick-quiz on the selection. Test the student's
ability to listen Critically and perceptively by including some
questions to which the answers must be inferred from the material in
the presentation and some to which the answer has not been given at
all. As students become more proficient. in he skills of listen-
ing increase the length, complexity and level of difficulty of
the selections, and the rate at which they are presented.

2. Organizing information: Have student volunteers present brief speeches
as the rest of the members of the class take notes. Later, analyze
the notes with the students ond discuss with than the reasons for
their ability or inability to take clear notes. Is the speakir or
the listener at fault? What is the relationship between them?
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.Humor uniteeitsi. t

. .

DEFINITION: A survey of the types of writing whose purpose is to evoke some
kind of laughter.

4,

SKILLS - Student should be able to:

1. Identify and-analyze the following types of humor:

a. Slapstick - a physical humor involving rough and tumble 40pintsu,
It revolves around tricks, foilingplans'and revenge.

b. Pun - play on wards that sound thersame but have different_meenings.
c. Parody - a work which imitates a Serious literary or musical work,

ridiculing or exaggerating it for a humorous or comic effect.
d. Satire - a forpowhich'pokes fun or ridicules ideas, persons or an

institution for a variety of purposes
e. Comics - a cartoon form which. entertains by proving something merely-

- funny
f. \Animated cartoons - a motion picture consisting of a series of

Aand-drawn pictures which create aOhumorous situation.
g. hyperbole - use of exaggeration to create a huntireus effeqp.

2. Trace the history of each type of humoriOkhistorical oUtline of eaCh_
type of humor is in the appendix)

SUGGESTED ACTIVITIES

1. Divide students into groups each re ns ble for covering one type of
humor. Within each group/one or a umber of students might,bq
responsible for the following:

a. Extended definition of the type
b. History of type including

1) when it began
2) when .it was most-popular
3) how it has changed since its original use
4) some famous practitioners of this type
5) where it is used'most todpy

k. c. Booklet of examples
I) each example should be explained andeanalyzed

d. Original examples

All work should be presented to the dlass by the students who prepated
it*. Notes will be tjken.

Stuirnts can analyze political cartoons for attire.
Pretend you are a cartoonist and create your own comic strap. Write
6 illustrate one episode or story that might be found in a comic book
or in the daily newspaper for a series of days.

4. Watch a comedy-show(such as Carol Burnett) and aaalyze_011erent
types of humor involved.

O

5. Fill in the 'missing pue4t-

a. The parson told the sexton and the sexton tolled the bell.

b. An old tire dealer may -be considered a tacks coilectpr..

.c. dying!" he croaked.

d. King Arthur often tad Sir Galahadito mind his
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BEST toll IWRIIABLE

e. Advertisement for a super king size waterbed':
for yourself!"

f.. *That's my gold mine!" he claimed.

S. "But it was mine first!" he

h. Anursery may be called a room.

i. Raven: alfamovs bird in Poe-try.

j Beer ad: "Rhapsody in brew"?

k. Sign in a garden shop: "Advice to the lovelawn":

1. "Your basement lavatory is ready", the plumber piped down.

O

1.

4
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Appendix Humor Unit - Historical Ou

SLAPSTICK - Comedy in which rough play and physical
Aggressive type humor
Belongs in the same category as the far
Revolves around tricks

foiling plans
"revenge

Ines (Equivalent Grade 8)

knocks are previtlent

ce

History: 1. 1913-1920
hack Sennett - the father of slapstick
Wrote and produced the films

a.

b.

c.

d.

e.

silent films climaxed by the race and chase
heroine tied to the tracks
custard pie
use of the automobile
scenes in circuses and parades where there was wild confusion

2. Charlie 'Chaplin
A student of Sennett

a. more careful in the production of his filrs
b. famous techniques' bed collapsing under a loving couple

3. Roscoe (Fatty) 'Arbuckle
A student of Sennett

a. the original fat keystone cop
b. .much confusion but no arrests

4. Mak Linder
Frenchman -- only foreign competition

a. drunks and their unusual behavior
b. died at the prime of his career in the early 1920's

5. Laurel and Hardy
The talking films of the 1930's

a. used the Western frontier for material
b. film - Way Out West - involving saloon fights

6. Buster Keaton
Another studeat of Sennett

a. In "Go Ubst"the first to place comedy in the middle of a stampede
of cattle

7. Harry Lloyd - French
a. always high in the air routines .- air acrobatics
b. he hired gag men to work up material



Appendix Humor Unit - Historical Outlines (Equivalent Grade 8) P 2

8. Marx Bros. - Groucho, Leo, Chico, Karl.
a. new material - rotten fruit

9. The Three Stooges - a slow down of slapstick revived in the 1930's with

them

Modern Slapstick artists:
Flip Wilson - occasionally
Red Skelton
Laugh-In
In Literature - James Thurber

t ,+' A

ft

v.11

c

1

.1
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Appendix Humor Unit - Historical Outlines (Equivalent Grade 8)

PUNS

1. Play on words that sound the same but have different meanings

-2. Popular not only in English, but in many foreign countries including Africa

3. Puns began in Ancient Greek and Roman times when audiences grunted of
groaned inappreciation - a response still given today.

Types of Puns:

1. Pun Just involvingt.twe words that sound the same and hive dilffivrant ce
different meanings

2. JWord el-ups
ahem: a malady sung by acquire of zingers

History

1. loved by Elizabethans
a. Shakespeare among'them

2. used by Addison, Steele', Swift and Pope

HYPERBOLE

3.. 'Extreme exaggeration to create and effect
a. used to streec a true point
b. just for humor ,"

c. comes from Greek word hyper meaning over or overly.

2. Hoer popular from 1600 - 1836 in both writing and speaking
Flourished while the courts of Europe were at their pcek

.

3. Exemples: 1623 - Shakespeare's Vaabeth //

1830 - Neshington Irving - describing Icabod Crane
1870 - tely Mel:Luso:I ''.1:11e Brain is UlJer than the Sky"

20th century - Flip Wilson
- Laugh-In
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Hyperbole Worksheeet for Equivalent Grade Eight Humor Unit

Waiting On...

Opening day as a waitress in ths__Harvey Restaurant still frightens me
in my dreams. About 12:30 that konday, Eileen

of the kitchen with fourchicken patty lunches complete with
chef's salad. A solemn hush fell over the crowded tearoom as the

customers caught,sight of my sister. ladies
half rose out ofitheir red leather seats, napkins to their mouths to

_ _ screams;

For here was-my-suffeTing Sister holding a burdened tray, not safely
on the small of her arm, but straight out before her, at shoulder height.
Her face was red. Her tap
was blvolie her ear. Her eyes Were with horror. She had the
gait of a . After each few steps she paused to
stand trembling ip her tracks, getting a fresh grip on her four chicken
pattiet. She past crowded tables and dignified old
gentlemen ducked as the tray 'over their bald heads. _

Tho crowd began to murmur in

.

Obviously Eileen's slender. arms were strong, but they were tiring under
their burden... The tray rocked dangerously and a bit of chef's salad

on the hat of a victim.

The hostess raced over, but Eileen shook her head. Apparently she
felt she was past help. Her face turned redder and redder . Finully she
stood beside the table of the four- ladies who had
ordered the cricked pett:es. The chificen lyztty ladies
sat with horror while Eileen rocked the tray high
abovT their heads.

_
Finally Eileen said simply, but in a very_ voice,

"Help!

Satiric Fables for Equivalent Grade Eight Humor Unit:

1. Examples of satire by Art Buchwald can be used for analysis.
2. The two fables of Ambrose bierce (following) can be sued. Students

are to underline the satiric stabs and explain them.

Two Politicians

Two politicians were exchanging ideas regarding the rewards for public service.
The reward that I most deskmal:...said the First Politician, "is the gratitude

of my fellow citizens."

"That should be very gratifying, no doubt," said the Seconc Politician, "but
dies: in order to obtain it one has to retire from noliticB..?
For an instant they gazed at one another with inexpraisiale ivndermass; then
the First Politician murmured, "God's will be done! Since we cannot hope for
reward let us be content with what we' have."
And lifting their right hands for a moment from the public teasury, they
swim to be content.



Wasted Sweets

A cendtdate canvassing his district met a Nurse wheeling a Baby carriage,

and stooping, Imprinted a kiss upon the Baby's clammy muzzle. Rising, he

saw a man who laughe4.
`'Why do you laugh?" asked the candidate.
Becausep' replied the an '.the Baby belongs to an orphan asylum.'.

'But the Nurse,' said-the canadater 'the Nurse will surely relate the
touching incident wherever she goes, and perhaps write to her former master.
"The Nurse, said the man who had laughed, "is an illiterate mute."

4

I
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Appendix Humor Unit Historical Outlines (Equivalent Grade 8) .

PARODY - serious literary-yr musical work is imitated, ridiculed
or exaggerated. for a humorous or comic effect WO

a. the subject cait be different, but the manner and form fat5

imitates the author
b. *subtle means of flattery or criticis;
c. can be either in verse or in prose - plays, musicals or reviews

d. brings out peculiarities and criticizes the ideas or ideals of

the author
e. difficult form to write in that you have td be well versed

in the autlior

t

1

-7.\. history:

1. Dates batk: to Greek --Battle of aiProgs and Mice' 400 B.C.
a. parodied a Greek poem by Homer
b. at that time, parody was not considered-ansart form

but today it has been given t status

ra

4

1

1

2i Well-known parody works: Bret Harte's Condensed Novel
Sir Owen Seamen's Borrowed Plumes (1902)
Barry Pains Playthings and ParOjies
Max Beerbohm's A Christmas Garland (1913) .

3. Some parodies become better known than tha works they parody
a. Henry Fieldings Novel Joseph Andrews in 1742

parodying Samusl Richardaon's novel Pamela 1740

4. Noted 20th century parodists: Robert Benchley
Ogden Nash
E.B. Nhite

1:ax Bearbohr: Parody is in literature what caricature is in- art.

41.



Appendix Humor 'Wit - Historical Outliddb-(Equivalent Grade 8)

comics - a form to prove something merely funny
- -

a.
h
can use exaggeration

b. can be dramatic
c. can take light of everyday situations
d. aruanged in a single panel or several b sea
e. two forma which comics are presented :

Coke strips or comic books

sts1 toi
pots

1. In comic books, -that story is usually concluded aththe end of the
book

f. strips usually have a continuing cast of characters
. g. dialogue appears in balloons usually

.00

iistor

Started with Egyptians,- 300 B.C. and Romani of Caesar's time "4r.

17th century England - Punch and Judy characters

(Outlin4
First period - Richard Foulcault - 1980 Hogan's Alley

1.. James Sinnerton - Little Bears and TigeL
2. Rudolph Dirks - Katzenjammer Kids - possibly based on

Willhelm Busch's Max and Moritz (1870)
3.

Second period -

1904 - daily comics strips

1914 - Syndicated comics
1. Krazy Kvt- most famous comic from this period ) just

by George Ueviman ) humorous
2. Gasoline Alley ) ever} -dsy
3. Pop-eye ) situaticus
4. Little Orthan Annie
5. GeortA Ueriman "Family Up Status"

Third period - 1930's
1. 1934 - started to adventures, science ftqion, detective

a. Superman
b. Dick Tracer - Chester Gould
c. Steve Canyon
d. Al Capps' - Li'l Abner

Fourth Period - After W.U. II - return.to comedy
I. Perhaps uecause of creation ofWalt Disney's Pogo (1949)

Charles Schulz's Peanuts (1950)

1956 - 1950 - 32 out of 39 famous comics were fudny

I:2.Eu' Pu

1. During the world wars, comic heroes were drafted to
to enlist.

2.. public pervice messages - keep streets clean, eat a
3. Teach little children - Sesame Street for example

encouraged the people

balanced diet.
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Appandix__JHumor _Unit - Historical Outlines (Equivalent Grade 8)

Types of conics and techniques used:

I. Tumbleweed - hyperbole - small character creating, a large effect
2. Dennis the Menace - by Hank Retcham - generation gap between

Mi. Wilson and Dennis - parents frequently mediatfi
3. B.C. - by Johnny Hart - incongruity - mixing of ancient and modern
4. Moon Mullins - twist in the ending
5. Beetle Bailey - Stock characters - situation involving the big

mouth, know-it-all-sergeant and a dull soldier
6. Ferd'nand -._pantomime
7. Sesame Street - by Cliff Roberts. - educational and humorous in the

"baby-type situations, created
8. Peanuts appearance of characters and-type of characters represented

. 9. Marmeduke - animal cfiaracters
10. Dick Tracy - contunuing dramatic situations
11. Andy Capp - English parody/satire
12. Rex Morgan - Pantomime
13. Mr. Tweedy - Character acts - unaware of effect

ANIMATION

History - 1. First animated cartoons came out in 1831, ten_yearEi after
v-t4motion pictures were introduced.
2. Emile Coho - first creator
.3. J. Stuart Blacton made the first American cartoon in 1906.

It was called Humorous Phases of Funny Faces.

4. In 1909, Uinsor !Way of-the U.S. made Gertie'Dinosaur.
5. Diming World War V famous characters were Krazy Kat, Popeye,

Felix the rat and the Katsenjammei kids.
6. In 1917, Lta.: neischer.introdnced a series OUT OF THE INKWELL.

In 1913$ ho created Popeye and KoKo the clown.
7. The creatJr of Felix the Cat is Pit Sullivan.
8. Soon after that, the celluloid way to make cartoons came out

painting right on the film was introduced by Lenlye of Canada. ke.

9. The best known and most active producer was Milt Disney. In

1928, he invented cartoons with sound. The first cartoon with
sound was Steamboat Uillte in which Mickey Mouse was introduced.
Disney attracted mazy people in the 30's and 40's. In 1937, he

produced a full length picture called SNOW WHX12 ABD THE SEVEN
DWARFS. He also Came out with Donald Duck during this period.

10. In 1950, important characters were Tweety Pie and Sylvester,

Bugs Bunny, Tom and Jerry and Hickleberry Hound.
11. Some movies in other parts of the world were:

Canada - Uoppity-Rop (1946)
Around is Around (1952)
The Neighbors (1952)

The British/produced the first feature length cartoon after
World PAt II.

12. Some foreign animators are Paul Grimault, Jan Lenica and Karel
Leman.

t:
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Appendix Humor Unite Historical Outlines (Equivalent Grade 8).

SATIRE - pokes fun at an idea, person or institutions

r

1. Riduc es mamaws inetept4nce of men and institutions, at face value
2. Old Material presented a new way
3. Illuminates a problem - usually doesn't offer a solution
4. Humor often to cover up the criticism and protect the writer

as well as to hold the audience
5. Subject of satire is somethig which is flawed, or weak

,6. Writing of satire or criticism in general is a iopular form
as it is easier to be critical than complimentary

7. Satire provides a balance 62 the
8. Some say satire employs a very selected point of view rather

than exaggeration
9. Can employ other forms such as parody, farce, caricature,

burlesque

History: .4

1. Began in reek and Roman times
a. Horace - who write gently ironic verse* on contemporary

life and manners- new called Horatian satire.
,Wrote in 1st century B.C.

b. Juvenal - 2nd century A.D. - attached vice and corruption
in sharp and bitter verse. Now called Juvenalian
satire

2. Niddle Ages - used in Fa'oliaux, beast` fables, 'and picaresque novels
-----a7--Ceottrey Chaucer's-- Canterbury Tales (14th)

b. Cervaptes - Don Quixote

3. 17th and 18th centuries rich in satire
---a:--Swift's Gulliver's Travels (picaresque)

b. Francit - Voltaire
c. Addison and Steele - The Spectator - forerunner of modern magazine

4. Early American Satire
a. Before American Revolution - Political Satire
b. Mark Twain - Ton Sawyer, HOdkleberry Finn
c. Bernard Shaw
d. Thurber

5. Satire declined as a separate form - 19th and 20th century satire was
absorbed into other forms..

6. Sati$ as used by comedians:'
a. Bob,Hope
b. LaOgh-In

f.



Appendix Humor Unfit - Historical Outlines (Equivalent Grade 8)

MINATION HUMOR TECHNIQUE
ittiC 113114 165.

1. Popular type of humor
2.. An animation artist could .create an unfettiStic situation with made4sili

Characters
3. Favorite combinations Are dog against cat and cat against mouse.
4. Violence is-in most cartoons, but no characters have ever been known to

bleed
5. Different ways to mak4 an animation are: 1. celluloid

2. paint on film
3. film ajects.and moving

them with each shot
6. Speed:l_silentLspeed 7 16 frames per second

sound speed:- 24 frames per second
,*

Extended Definition: A motion picture consisting of a series of l.individua
hand drawn sketches. Eaih picture has a alight variation'in movement from
the next. Whenfilped all together, appear as though figures are actually. .

moving. AnimatiOn.is extramly useful in creating 2 humorous'situation which
otherwise couldn't be done with real Characters. Animation appeals to a
large audience and can be used effectively in commercials, hamorous movies,
learning programs, etc.

la



Newspaper

5/67

COrf RIMIABLI

DEFINITION: A daily or weekly publication Containing factual articles on

current events.

1M311146h---Students-should be able to: a

1. Locate and describe the following sections pf a newspaper:

a. News article, international-national-local
b. Feature article ,

c. Society columns, advice columns, food features
d. Sports
e. Editorials
f. Letters to the editor
g. Obituaries
h. Classified ads
i. Comics
j. Advertisements
k. Financial page

2. Defige the following newspaper terms

a. banner
b. jump
c. ears
d. lead -story

e. beat
f. Associated Press
g. United Press International

5 w's, whowhat swhere-yben
why
layout
dummy
copy reader
masthead . 4

3. Recognize the techniques of slanted writing in connection with the
editorial and the_ advertisements. Techniques to be examined are
as follows:

a. band wagon: "everybody's doin/it-you should too"
b. name-calling device: an appeal to hate or fear by giving it

bad names
c. glittering generalities: an appeal for support by use of

virtue words, etc. "John Doe stands fpr Truth, Justice,
0 Motherhood.'

d. Transfer: ba.appeal based on the ,prestfg e o something highly
respected or sought after.

e. testimonial: -an appeal-based oat-the testimodyoffered_by
people .of importance

- f. 'plain folks: an appeal based on giving the appearance of being
"just people" like ,everybody else.

g. card stacking: an appeal made by misreprentation or misinter- -

pretation of statistics or facts.

CONTENT AND /OR MATERIALS

The New York-Times will provide a very complete newspaper unit when 15 or
more subscriptions are purchased.*

SUGGESTED ACTIVITIES

1, A current paper or - papers can be examined or a "period" newspaper can -
be created to correspond to one of the Social Studies units.
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2. Students listen to a newscaster and a news commentator and discuss
the differences in their methods of predenting the news as compared
to ewspaper articles and editorials.

3. Cut out intriguing headlines from newspapers. each student receives
one about which to %trite. An interesting variation of %his experiment
is to provide the original newspaper ante)* so the student can compare
his version with the original and real ze.the varied ways of thinking
about an#Nidea.

I.

4. Field Trip to the Hartford Courant. After returnigg from a field
each "reporter" can write about the trip as a way of summarizing tiler'

1experiences.

5. On a rotating basis, students could contribute to the bulletin board
one article under each heading of the types of material in the newspaper.

6. Analyze news stories considering: .

a. word choice of headlines
b. importance of verbs in the article
c. active rather than passive voice
d. use of picturesque nouns'
e. avoidance of breaking up important word groups
f. modifiers of nouns
g. use of prepositional phrases

7. Compare thepattern for the-newq story with that pf a short story.
. .

a. news story - headline, lead, climax, details
b. short story - title, introducvion, details,, conclusion :

)

.

8. Study a news story concerned with.the same item frowthree'different
mpospapers. Decide whether each presents the item in a manner that is
accurate, Complete, fair,

9. Read articles on highly Controversial issues and analyze them according
to:

argument used
'approaches to
use of propaganda devices such as (bandwagon, testimohial, plain
folks, snob appealtname calling, glittering generalities, transfer,
slanted words, and card stacking)

/.1
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Appendix BEST con
Suggested Activities For Book Reports - (F1or all Levels)

\Conduct a'"Meet the,Author" T.V. program where in a student familiarizes him-
'self with the details of an author's life and then defends his work against
Briticism. . * ,

\

.
Th ,student writes a plan for a T.V. commercial about his book. This should
inc ude all necessary dialogue as well as a descriptibn of the actions and
pictUres that accompany it.

. . i

The-Student plans and prepares a "dumniy" for a magazine or newspaper advertise-
ment, pretending that the book, is newly published and being introduced to the
reading public..- .

s

The student designs a postei to be used in a bookstore t advertise his book.
The poster should contain all the material and sketches f the layout.

Students compose an examination based on the book that Ills been read and also
prepares an answer key to. all the questions. He may include "true and false," ..

"multiple choice," "matching," and some essay questions. To formulate questions,
students must read carefully and think through the book and its implicatims
for the reader.' '

Impersonating one of thecharacters in a book he has read, each student
presents a fiist person review of some of the most interesting experianies that
happened to him in the volume. Travel, biography, novels and non- fiction are
possible choices.

The student prepares a three-dimensional, diorama-type yepresentation of the
theme, locale, characters, plot, era, or other aspect of a book be has read.
Somewhere in or on the project he includes a recommendation for the book.

When students have completed a novel, they each takexukthe identity of its
major or minor characters and write three entries of at least 150 words in the
diary of that person. The eatrrei Care-to-represent-part--ef---a-complete._ diary
maintained by the character to,record the events ,of his life as revealed in the
book. They should reflect'the student'i personal reactions to his character's
involvement with some of the major plot episodes; his relationships with other
characters and an empathy with the moods, modes, and manners of the period of
the novel;

Students write a 200-300 word defense of one of the following, statements, basing
their remarks on a just-read book. Opinions are not enough; they must be
reinforced with sound reasoning-adlogical ideas.

1. This book should be included in a capsule buried today to be dug up in
1100 years.

2. This book should be in every library.
3. This book should be on a list of recommendations for leisure and

summertime reading.
4. Thib book should be read by every thinking American.
5. This book should be read by every adolescent and his parents.
6. This book should win an award.
7. This book should never be spilled by a teacher requiring a book report.
8.. This book should be read by every student who hates to read.

A discussion session can follow these summations which should make Students
think, although their opinions may differ considerably.
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Have an "auction sale." On the appointed day a studen"barker" will call the

auctioneers" to the -block': to -sell.' the calss on the books of their

selection. After everyhody has made his stump speech, monitors will gather

the 'sales sheets" and count the ''best sellers..

Student composes a ballad about the _main character of the novel or a folk

song about the adventures of the main character.



THE BASIC HUNDRED SPELLING TEST (Suggested)

ache done making . there

again don't many they

1 alwdys, early meant though

amopg easy minute through

ansuei" enough much tired

any every none tonight

*SI tal 10111,11.

been February often too

beginning forty , once trouble

. believe friend piece truly

. :

blue 'grammar raise Tuesday

break guess read two

built half ready used

business having said very

busy hear Saturday wear

buy heard says Wednesday

can't here seems r week

.

choose hoarse separate where
A

.

,

color hour shoes whether

coming instead since -which

cough just some whole

could knew straight women

country know sugar won't

dear Laid sure would

doctor loose tear write

does lose their writing

g



_ SUGGESTED SPELLING LIST

LEVEL 13

VASTER ALL OF THESE WORDS WHICH ARE FROLl THE 220 BASIC DOLCH LIST.

and he big
EIS she blue
because her brown
but him cold
if his every
Or I four
about it funny
after its green
at me

i

and
by my little
down myself many
for our old
from that rode
in their

them

round
into six
of . those

they011 gm:
.

ever two
to these white
under us AM

upon .we ask
with what who
been be your
buy 'bring always
came call '._._.._.___ awayaway
carry can far..

------ ......_

could come first
-...

did cut how
does do much
don't Alone he
drink draw now
fall eat once
fly find out
gave found seen
give got there
goes go together
got going up
had flow well
have has . where
hold help yms

is ,hurt all
keep jump any
laugh knew better
like lbt



. black
both
clean

eight
five
full

good
hot

light
long
new
one
pretty
right
seven
small
ten
three
warm
yellow
are
ate
which
you
again
around
before
fast
here
just
never
not
off
only
so
then
today
too
very
when
why
a
an
best

LEVEL 13 (cont.)

I

51A

ti

live tot to "'nag°
made
-look

make

open
pick
play
please

pull

read

put

ride

said
saw
say
see
shall
dux:

sing
sit
sleep
start
stop
take
tt
thank
think
try
used

Talt.

washash
went
were
°will'
wish
work
would
write

a



ACTIVITIES
LOWER ILITERMEDIATE

I. DECODING
sts1

WOO

A. SWITCH-A-ROO
A word drill game which can be adapted to any word
analysis skill: Example: Prefixes re, be, de (Game works
best with 3-4 players) Words are written on one side of
small oak tag cards and placed face down in the center of
the table., The first player draws a.pard. .If he is able
to read it aloud he may keep'it by Plading.it face up on
the'table in front of him. The next child draws a card.
If he. is able to read it aloud he., may put it on the table

--in -front-of him. He then looks at every other player's
cards to see if his "matches' theirs. In this example
he is comparinv prefixes. If the prefix on his word
-is the same as'the prefix on the first player's word,
and if he is able to read the word aloud, he., the
word from the first player and put it in front of him with
his other words. Play continues in this manner with each
player drawing a word looking to see what other player has
words\wbich "match his own, reading each matching word
aloud, dswitching it to his own list. The object_of the
game ib to end. up with the longest list. As play continues
the lists become longer and longer, and since each time the
list switches hands each word must be read aloud, a great
deal of 'repetition is accomplished3 yet_with enthusiasm.
This game is noisy!.

Any word parts can be matched; on an easier level short
vowel sounds, blends, etc. jift English, words can be
classified-by parts of speech. For vocabulary, the word
must be used correctly in a sentence in order to "keep"

it. Variations are endless.

III. LANGUAGE

A. MOTIVATIONAL DEVICE-GRAB BOX GAME I
;Laterials - Grab box with motivating ideas to write
creative stories, short paragraphs or letters. The
children will correlate with their writings the Language
Arts areas of spelling grammar, capitalization, punctuation,
and must have nice handwriting. They must also have
complete sentences.

The children may illustrate their stories using crayons,
paint, clay, or cut out objects froi magazines.

Variations - the children may write their stories,
paragraphs or letters individually on paper and illustrate
them.



ACTIVITIES
LOT /ER I1TERMEDIkTE

BEST CAV1 .4111414111

LA:IGUAGE (CWIT'D..)

A. MOTIVATION DEVICE -GRAD BOX GAME I (CONT'D.) .

I have found this Fame very motivating for three fifth
grade boys. I was asked to help the boys with-Oeir
spelling handwriting, capitalization, punctuation and
to have them create effective sentences.

'. Directions
Each one of you reach inside and take a card. Read

--,aloud the directions. .Go to the board and write your':
story, short paragraph or letter. When I say stop,
give the chalk to another person. We will continue
doing this with fiyeople. The fifth person will
write a conclusion o' the story. He may.yead the

-story aloud to the .class. You must watch the board
Carefully and be thinking whit you may write. You must
have neat handwriting, spell correctly, use correct
grammar, capitalization and punctuation. You must also
have complete sentences.

B. AEI/SFtnR
So such can be done with free or inexpensive daily''

materials such as boxes frog products, nevspapers, and
calendars. Here are some ditto sheets that can initiate
sone marvelous newspaper, Activities and discussions.
You can make it relate to just about any subject,
depending on the emphasis. For an elementary readinm
and/or Language Arts class you might go into exactly
what is in a newspaper, how it helps us, exactly what
roes into making a newspaper - the history of printing;
you could TZER-Eut spelling words, then cut them out
and rake picture sentences with them, you could circle
nouns, verbs, adjectives (especially plentiful in the
ad sections!) For Social Studies you could set up
social situations or problems 'there it would .require
the use of the classified ads. There are endless
possibilities with an everyday newspaper!

We've been using .the comics recently to reinforce the
reading skillof sequence.

On the Ind glowin page there is an example of the
TEAM LE RNING: NEuSPAPER ditto that could be used.



ACTIVITIES
LOU ER INTERMEDIATE

III.. LANGUAGE (CONT'D.) StSI C°Vi
B. NET1SPAPER (cont'd.)

Ditto - TEAM LEARNING: NEWSPAPER (Work in pairs) -

. ,l. What is the name of your paper?

2. What is the date o your paper?

3. How much does it c st?

4. Pow many pages are there in your paper?.

5. What do the headlines say?

6. uhat is the weather ,report?

7. Where would you find the comics?
1'

8. Where would you find the TV -Radio programs?

9. Which one is your favorite TV program? .

10. there would you find spoilt news?

11. Find ty:ree things you can buy on sale?

12. now litany pages of "ads" are there?

13. Cut out the Table of Contents: Paste it on this
sheet. Find some ads that are particularly
appealing to you. Paste those on too; and tell
me why they are attractive to you - why you might
want to buy that product or whatever.

C. ADVERB BINGO

Have the children mark off adverbs that answer questions
such as:

1. An adverb that tells when you went to the circus.0
2. An adverb that tells HOWYou wrote a letter.
3. An adverb that. tells to what degree you are sick.
4. An adverb that tells where you met,vour-frienAl.

The first person to cover a predetermined number of
boxes ( for example - astraight line' - a row.) is
the winner.

A ditto-example 1.; on the next page.
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LOWER INTERMEDIATE
StS1 MIt4 "4U4°

III. LANGUAGE ARTS (CONT'd.)
C. ADVERB BINGO (CONT'd.)

4 This is the setup for a ditto example of Adverb Bi po:

de

ADVERB BINGO

(Adverbs tell how, when, where, why and to what degree.).,

i , i \4 . !
.,

.

,.....:27 L.,d

better

1

!gracefully : nearby langrily yesterday

now -quietly today tomorrow always- .

early immediately upstairs outside recently

almost again loudly tonight slowly

soon
r

very left carefully quickly

D. TEACHING TECHNIQUE
Children describe something orally in the room. Their
description must show careful observation of shape,
texture and color.

Other children try to guess the object.

How, children write about an ,object at home (a homework
assignment) which no one in the class has seen.

Sn school.they-txdhange their written description with -

someone else in the class. Crjyons and paper are
furnished. The children draw a picture from the written,
description. The success of the picture depends upon
the effectiveness of the written description..

Both artist and wr#ef/stand before the. class.. The
description is read and the picture is shown. Comments
are made by the children involved about the finished.
project. Others in the class may also comment.
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:ACTIVITIES
LotilftcrITMITEDI

III. LAIGUAGE ARTS. (CONT'D.)

E. ADVERBIALS OF PLACE
To introduce this each child has to tell where he is
at that very moment. each must say it. in a
different way. A list is written on the boatd with
prepositional phrases in one column, adverbs in

another. The terms are not used until the list is
complete. Then the terms are introduced.

For example: 'There are you?
in Room 2 .

at my desk
in school
in my chair.
near the Olcckboard
in Avon

upstairs
here
someWhere

F. ADJECTIVES-"FUM WITH ADJECTIVES"
After adjeCtives have been taught, elldren-are
asked to write a list of interesting adjectives.

specific number is assiFned. The attached story
may then be distributed. Children have fun readinfr
the story and putting their adjectives (as they .
appear on their papers) in the blank spaces. If
a word isn't an adjective, it is usually obvious
when the story is read orally.

STUDY SKILLS

A. BIOGRAPHY BOOK REPORT FORM
The following can be set up in the form of a book.
Page 1 - On the front cover, draw a picture of this
person. Urite the title and author of this book.
Put your own name on a line on the back cover.

ti

Fill in the following data about the person in this
book:

Name?
'then was this person born?
When did this person die? If he is
say so.
Why is this person important enough
biography written about him?

still

to have a
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IV. STUDY. SKILLS (CO IT'. .)

A. BIOCRAPPY nooK ORT FOTT (CO TT 1.)
age .2 'That. par of the hook did you like best?

Te 1 about it in y ur own words.

On the inside two pa es, draw a picture which shows
this person doing wha you think is the rost important
thin* he did in his 1 fe. 'Trite a good describing
title for the picture.

1001,300

Pape.3 6 4 - Leave blank.

Pape 5 - 'That kind of person was

'Trite two paragraphs about the kind of person this
character is. The words at the end of the next tette
are there to help you. You must tell wit you think
he is that kind of person. Use examples of thins
that happened in his life to_prove it.

razes - brave happy
lonesome sad
loyal proud
beautiful handsome
intellipent dedicated
-bold cowardly
peaceful trusting
angry -; friendly
cruel '-sympathetic
trustworthy afraid of people
true noble

boastful
helpful
sincere
shy
ready to fight
cheerful
rowdy
stupid
tough
silly

.

B. ENCYCLOPMIA ACTIVITY
Procedure to make: Take three spirit rasters and a
set of encyclopedia. Flip through the encyclopedia
quickly locatinv interesting facts and formulate a
question which can he anspered by locating in the
encyclopedia, the key word of your question.. Uhile
in each encyclopedia locate three such interesting
facts and put one question on each ditto master.
Proceed, doin" the same thing., with each encyclopedia.
Leave a short space after each question for an anser
and the pare and volume where the information was
found.

Since only seven or so questions fit on each raster,
you will ultimately end up with six different sets
of questions which can be interchanaed.



ACTIVITIES
LO' TER /NTERW2DIATE

IV. STUDY SKILLS (COIT'D-)
B. ENCYCLOPEDIA ACTIVITY (COIT'D.)

It's a !rood idea to hauethe students underline the
key word in the question. It helps them determine
where to look.

Borrow a rolling set of encyclopedia plus another set.
from another teacher. The children enjoy this activity
locate facts from reference books, and learn to
identify the main topic in questions. The children
can answer questions in any order and with three sets
of encyclopedia there are no difficulties.

C. LIBRARY SCAVENGER HUNT
Please follow the directions carefully. ¶'rite the
answer or answers on the lines below. '

1. Go to the Riography shelves and copy down the-title
and author of any two books.

2. Go-to the reference shelves and find two different
sets of encyclopedias.. Copy down the name of each
set.

3.. Go to the card catalocrue. If you are a boy, copy
down the title, author and number of any one book
tihder Legends. If you are a.pirl, copy the same
information for a book under Ocean.

4._ Go to the fibtion shelves and copy the title and
author of any two books under S.

5. Go to the non-fiction shelves and copy the title
and author of any one book under number 534.

6. ocate the film strips. Copy the name of one that
as to do with Science.

7. oose a±y book in the library that you would like
to read. Write the title, author and number (if
there is one).

V. LIT

and in your paper. You.are finished.

RARY_UDERSTANDING AND APPRECIATION

A. LITERARY UNDERSTAHDI4G
Have the children read into a cassette recorder at the

bepinnin7 of the year. Every month or so have the

student'recOrd his reading onto the same tape. He can

replay the whole tape to see the oro7ress he has made

during the year.
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-V/. CREATIVITY
A. LANGUAGE ARTS CORNET(

A corner of your room where a child can go and choose,
from a variety of activities, something to do. Each
card in:the corner is.vaded and worth a certain amount
of points. For motivation, the.. child may earn a felt
letter (in my case a T fOr Towpath). The first SO points
earn a T, the next SO points earn a star. This works
very well. Eor. each activity the child receives a
certificate statinv the points earned.and how /trey were
earned.

The cards include a variety of lanFuaae activities
(anything from presentinF a TV Quiz program to making
a grocery list with compound words). You can eather
ideas fror magazines, old english books, teacher's
manuals, etc.

T14.s corner reinforces lanFuage skills and also
encourages the child to use his spare time wisely.
Followine directions is'also stressed.

B. EXPANDING THOUGHT --

This expansive thought (which frequently involves
consideration of synonyms, parallels, antonyms,
homonyms, etc.) is good .practice for creative writing.
It also reinforces several reading skills and helps
to develop imaginations!

Procedure:
1. Divide the 'class into two teams and give each child

a pencil and paper.
2. nave one group put their heads down on their desks:,

Show the other team a word card. Have them write
down'the first word or phrase that comes to mind.

3. Now let the Group` with the "associations" say their
responses outloud. (You could write ther on the
board.) From the associations the other team must
try to guess the original word on the card.

4.. Have the teams switch roles.

-Points and Discussions
T rive a point to the team who guesses the word and to
the opposing team if their clues or associations are very
good. Usually _somewhere along the line a team will net
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Ott°
VI. CREATIVITY (CONT'D.)

B. EXPANDING THOUGHTS (CONT'D.)
, Points and Discussionsv(Cont'd.)
ahead. A .further discussion of the sort of associations
that people had, which kinds helped most in guessing the,
word, which were most unusual and interestin'T is bene-
ficial and thought-provoking.

NOTE: hen-my -supply of word cards diminishedi-I had
the children make some. TE4ITETaied this as mush as
playing the game. They liked-seeing, theirs "in action"
too.

Following are words which lend themselves to this
activity :
isicle devil wet surround
spy diavonProw shadow
cross cobweb bounding tingle
vine bubble hole mechanical

curved worm
.

,

C. DESCRIPTIVE PARAGRAPHS
Successful Paragraphs need to be planned. A list of
specifics or a 'describer list'' is made first. Using
the headings is, has,.and does, direct the writinc' of
phrases and/or descriptive words under each category.
When the list is more than complete, write a topic
sentence. The parapraph is then written with nore ease
and definitely with more success.

A word, of caution: Spend some time first on writing
complete sentences from specifics or this list can
cause children .to write phrases and clauses instead of
sentences.

D. GROUP POETRY -"WRITE A LI4E"
A refreshinv- chanire for all to participate, or all within
one readin' group, is the composing, of a group poem.

A subject is selected or can be assigned. Some guidelines
may be set up. For example: each .line must have a place
and an animal mentioned in it. Even the beginning first'
few words may be decided upon. Our first subject was i

"Christmas-'7hat is Christmas? Each child wrote a line
about his feelings and/or thoughts about the subject. The
groups then gathered to read their lines, decided the
seauence and after makincr a few changes, came up with one
poem. This was shared with the entire class.
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/I. CO!EPREHEESION

A. Be The Teacher

An activity that reading classes euloyed was to "Be the Teacher." !-Ye

divided the class into teams. Each team was responsible for the
presentation of a story from the unit. To be included in their
presentation was:

J. badnound information
2. vocabulary developmemt
3, the story itself
4. any supplemental activities the teams could create to make the

story more interesting.

B; Scavenger Hunt (visual develppment)

Each student'is given a newspaper and a list of words, sentences etc.,
which he must find within a certain time limit. Points are given
for words found. Teams or individuals may compete.-(Excellent for
vioual divelopment).

III. LANGUAGE

A. A Woamerd G

This exercise is a game whidh,provideststudents with valuable insight
into word choices, variety, and the infinite combinations of words
which make our prose and poetry exciting. iThe lesson may therefore,
be used in poetry, language and vocabulary studies as well fts in
writing.

Begin with giving a word association
words which come to their heads when
associated with others thought of,in
four columns and respond to one word
Rive ample time.

EZAiAPLE

OR

EICA:IPLE:

"quiz. StudentsStudents make a list of
thinkihg of a (riven word (or words
response.) student6 should make
at a time Entourage Free flow and

A. BIRD (gtven) Response nay be BIRD -brain
fly

" - wing
- song

Each word triggers the next...
A. BIRD...fly high ...____soar... clouds...ate.

Next repeat the procedure for three other starterImards. (Stop the
class or individual after a long list-20 or more words.) You should
try to select uncon ected words for the four starter words-include11\

a verb, noun, adject ve (color for example) and an abstraction.

"he

EX. A. BIRD \

B. WINTER
C. BROTHER
D. BLOOD

EX. A. BROM
tt. DEATT!

C. CLEM
D. F/NOER
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When all lists are complete, take one word-response from each student
in a random order selection. Rotate words by fora .response

from one different student and one different column. Set up approx

imately four to five lines of 4-5 words each.

The game is to make "sense" of the random samples, with the class
helping; you may add prefixes and/or suffixei, articles, change
verbaformsi-etc. (Try not to move words at first, or make up'your
gwu set. of "language" rules.) The result will be "poetry."

I

Now you are ready to discuss freshniss and originality, symbolism,
syntax, poetry, etc. writers may,begin to write poetry where they
never thought they could, and more advanced poets, can use the technique

less mechanical for specific purposes.

SAMPLE RESPONSE TURNS INTO POETRY; NONSENSE TO SENSE:

I= GREEN OCEAN AFIR/T Run green ocean spirit,

TRAVEL ARMY FLOW GODS ' Travel in &tries of flawing gods,

. EXPLORE WAR 6R/Fr HEAVEN 'Explore the war of drifting heavens

DISCOVER PEACE MYTH THUNDER And discover peaceln the mythical
. thunder.

B. ACTIVITY

An activity which I have used successfully is basically a new

approach to the "Olde Spellinge4 Vocabularie" Assignment.

'Om class is divided into teams of 4 or 5 members. Each team is

given a textbook (The same one or-different ones) to use in finding

words. Each team submits a list of 10 words, using any word which

can be found in the book. One teams words then become the lesson

for the week, the next team's words the next wears lesson, etc.

Teams all take all the tests, even their own words, Ind teen scores

are kept to increase intefest & competition. A-prise is occasionally

awarded to the winning team,

C. The Malapropisms (named after 'Ora. Malaprop in Sheridan's play the

Rivals) is a good game to play for both visual and oral word discrim-

ination and vocabulary building.

It can be played by any age by changing the sentences to fit to

level. Kids also love to make up their own sentences once they get

the idea of the same. Here are a few examples to get you. started.

3. In Florida we saw many allegories. The right word should be

a
(alligators)

2, The gallery around the green was hushed as the golfer reproached

the ball
Right word! a

(approached) .

3. Bill wso laid up with a leg inflection.

'Right word i
(inflictio n)
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. "0144. Soon the mountain darkness developed us. Ni

Right word: e ,

tcl till t(enveloped) SI..-

In order to make the teaching of the narrative7paragrapkpore inter-
esting and involve other skills, I modified theleleVisiofi`program
To Tell The Truth."

,

Each student was to write a narrative paragraph. This paragraph
contained sums biographical information about an imaginary person
and something he had accomplished.

After correcting the papers, I selected five that were well- written
and inters-Sting and wrote a note on these papers that they were
chosen as our guests. When the papers were returned, it was up to
each of. those five students to find three others from the class and
Wel them.

Each group stood up in front of the class while I read their composition.
The class was allowed one question each. After the questioning period
was over we voted and finally discovered which student told the troth. -

E. Personal Interview - Character Sketch (Writing Activity)

At the beginning of the semester I assign a character sketch. Each
person draws the namesof another person in the class to interview.
Interviews.continue for two or-three days. Then the student writes
a character sketch on his subject placing spatial emphasis on the
individual's singular qualities or ideas. This project getssa class
going together, allows the people to know each other better and
provides for a vital, thought provoking writing experience

F. The "-king" Game

Activity - possibly better use could be made of this game in the lower
grades - as introduction to_the_IPPInd.

The game consists of asking questions which will be answered by some
word with the KING ending - for example - what kind of 1,4:4 tiptoes
about the castle? "sneaking."

1. What kind of king destroys things? "breaking"
2. What kind of king needs a life preserver? "sinking"
3. What kind of king wants to know the sneers? "asking"
4. Mat kind of kid is always dsap in thought? "thinking"
5. What kind of king has a bad smell? "stinking'
6. What kind pf king is always thirsty? "'drinking"
7. What kind of king looks through key holes? "peeking"
8. that kindof king needs to be oiled? "squeaking".
9 What kind of king takes chances? "risking"

10. What kind of king works in a dairy? "milking"
11. What kind of king sounds like a dog? 'barking"
12. What kind of king gathers leaves?. "raking"
13. what kind of king sees alot? "looking"
14. What kind of king has a fire in his chimney? "smoking"
15. Whit kind of king is a phony? ''faking"
16. What kind of king has an alarm. clock? "waking"
7

..



17. What:kind of king makes doughnutd? "baking"
18. What kind of king works itrafictoryr."Ma-king-
19. What kind of king is nervous? "shaking"
20. What kind of king says,"Don't forget me"?"forsakine
2]. 'What kind of king pulls feathers out of a chicken? "plucking".

22. What kind of king climbs mountains? "hiking"
23. Whit kind of king scribbles with a pencil? "marking"
me. What kind of king works in a quarry? "rocking"
25. What kind of king needs a plumber? "leaking"
26. What kind of king hides in the shadows? "lurking"

27; What kind of king tells falsehoods? "liking"

28. -What kind of king catches fish? "hooking"
29. What kind of king takei his lunch to the park? "picnicking"

30. That kind of king, rides_a two..wheeler? -"biking"

3]. What kind of king makes the extra point on football? "kicking"

32. That kind of king makesselections? "picking"
33. What kind of king eats lollipops? "licking"

34. What kind of king makes clocks? "ticking"

IV. ., STUDY SKILLS

The following exercise, can be used as an introduction to a unit on

the art of studying and concentration, or as an aid in a speech or

composition course. Itaalso can be used very happily on those days

when you need solething unique.'

After reading the following instructions take your time and carry

them-outi-"-

Sit straight; not, rigid
in a chair."
ClOse your eyes
and follow your thoughts
for ] minute.
Then let the words Rend
become aware of how you feel,
not how you think you feel
or how you'd like to feel

but your actual feelings
and sensations as they are

. blithe next minute.
Now shift your attention
to your feet and
without moving them in any way
become conacious of what they
are resting on.
Then take 35-20 seconds
to feel-experience
(rather than think-or imagine)
the following areas
of your body:
your feet, each of your toes
(without' moving them),
the top of your feet, your ankles,
calves, knees, thighs,
buttocks, the chair
that is supporting you;

your stomach, chest, back,

the back of the chair; .

your shoulders, arms, elbows,

forearms, wrists, hands,
each of the fingers;
your neck, lips, cheeks,

nose, eyes, face,;.'
forehead top cifthe head,
back ofiqut
-your-entire:body.

, Experience your'breathing,
\ the Bounds in the room
\',.and how you feel right now
\and then slowly open your eyes.

0
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:heTbe following exercises can be employed in order to make-writing and 54eak
speaking techniques tangible for the-student. They are ready practice
experiences that the student can use independently of the classroom
situation. Use the exercises...selectively or in a series.

Al Answerless Questions

Answer each question. Give a reason for your answer.
Example: Mat color is surprise? Yellow, because it happens so'

suddenly.

I. Which is colder, an iceberg or fear?
2. t%ich is itchier, a wool sweater or curiosity?
3. Which is softer., a kiss or cotton?
4. What shape is life?
5. What color is noise?
6. Which is warmer, love or the sun?
7. Which is more sour, a lemon or defeat?
8. Which is bappime, sunrise or sunset?
9. ghat color is winning?
W. Which is slower, IC or 2?

Now make up ten questions like the ones abbve. If it is possible to do
so, ask one of your classmates to answer your questions. At the same
time you can be working on your classmate's questions.

B. Brainstorming

3

"Brainstorming" is a method used to get ideas. tThe more ideas you have,
the better the chances of getting good ones. Brainstorming means listing .

on paper every thought you have about a subjeat.-. This may be done alone
or, with permission, in small groups. The-purpose is to come up with as
many ideas as possible. Quantity, not quality, is the first consideration.

Brainstorming may help you choose a better plot for a story or write a
more unusual *poem. Don't ever stopeith your first idea, althoughthat
may be the idea you end up using. Brainstorm all the possibilities!
then choose the best.

a. Brainstormingly5ourself. Think of as many uses as you can for the
following items. See how original you can be

j. a paper clip
2. a potato
3. a book
4. a door
5. a blank sheet of paper
6. a button

.7. a shoelace
E. an empty soda can
9. a paper cup

JO. a toothpick

b. Brainstorming With others. Trith your teacher's permIttabn, form small
groups. In your group, brainstorm usesfor a cement block with your
classmates. Again, list all ideas, ever.the most ridiculous. Don't
spend time dlscussing any of them. Men the teacher tells you that
your time Islip, choose someone to report your, group's list to the

rest of the class.
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C. Color Associations

BEST COM WARM"

S37

that cans do you see .when you think of each of the following? 4hy?

i Each day of the week
Your school
Your family
Your best friend b

Now reverse your thinking. What do the following colors make you think

of? Perhaps some of the colors will remind you of abstract ieeas such
as happiness or sadness. Perhaps others will remind you of concrete

objects. Make your ideas original. Nearly everyone associates red with
danger, and it is really rather easy to say that yellow makes one think -

of a canary.
List at least four reist;$ fr.ish ideas for each color.
red bleat'
blue brown
yellow orangd
green pink
white 0

D. 'lord Combinations

The meaningful combination of words is what makes writing sensible,

interesting, and often creative. You'may be surprised at the different
combinations of words you can write by 'starting with only three words

and adding other words to make a meaningful sentence.

Write a sentence using all the words listed after each number in the

following exercise. The sentences may be long or short, but they must

make sense. Try to make them clever by using the words in a slightly

different manner. Don't settle for your first combination. Shift the

words around. Substitute. Improvise. Try every possibility. Then

choose the best.
Example. puddle step ginger -

You might write, "The ginger-haired dog stepped in the puddle." A '

more unusual sentence would be, ''Ginger learned the new puddle dance

step." Maybe you would like to "invent" a new product. For example,

"Ginger Steps, the new waterproof *shoes, don't mind °oing in puddles.'

Notice that some words can hlused as more than one pprt of speech.

]. Whistle hair bubble gum

2. train elevator sirens

3. match flash 'tree

4. stump heel blonde

Sar:,Marble candy walk
6. boot bottle run

7. ball surprise jinx

8.. paper black cream

9. pipe fog step

]0. fall flesh stone

E. Expressed Comparison

In our everyday conversation, we often make expressed or direct cbmpar-

isons between two unlike objects. We do this to clarify what we wish

to explain: Normally, an expressed comparison'is introduced.by the

words like or as.
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For example, a girl may eve cheeks ''like roses." A clever boy may be

smart has a fox," Vany f these expressions are now trite. In other

words, they have been use so often that they are worn-out--no longer

fresh, original, or effective.

Complete the phrases below by adding a word or words.which makes an

original but sensible comparison. Avoidvusing words you have heard

before in the same phrase.. Expand your thinking.
Example: busy as aImustard paddle at a wiener roast

clever.as
2. funny as
3. happy as
4. quick as
5. tired as
6 !frightened as
7. sneaky as
8. nervous as
9. silly as

10. thin as

An expressed or direct comparison is sometimes called a similetS1M uh

leek. A simile is a literary device which helps a reader better under-

stand what you are-trying to say. Similes are used in both prose and

poetry. An original simile is fun to read. A trite one is boring:

F. Implied Comparison

Unlike expressed comparisons, implied or indirect comparisons are not--

introduced by the words like or as. Implied comparisons:; can be made

by connecting two unlike objects by their common quality. Such state-

ments are meant comparatively, not literally. For example, "John is a

-clown' does not mean that John dresses in baggy pants and has his face

painted. Rather, Aohn's actions draw the laughter of other peolle, so

he brings to mind a circus clown. Many implied comparisons are tired

and worn-out through overuse. If-they are not trite, however, they

can be very effective.

Write an implied comparison for each of the following.

Example: Old age is a summer evening.

I. a building
2. motherhood
3. an elephant
4. authority
5. a snowflake
6.- a traffic light
7. a tree
8. a graveyard
9. a subway tunnel
lo. a bicycle '

An implied or indirect comparison is usually called a metaphor MET uh

for]. Use metaphors to create poems and prose that are fresh and alive.

. Can you improve any of these metaphors now?
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G. Personification
Sti
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A writer must be sensitive. !Ie must feel with his characters. He muse

write so that the reader can identify with the people and places he

talks about. If you can put yourself in someone else's place, you

become more aware of that person's feelings. If you try to imagine what

it would be like to be a particular object, such as a pencil, a coin, or

a telephone, you can get new ideas on description and identification.

To give an animal or inanimate object human qualities such as thinking

or feeling is called personification[ pur sahn if uh KAY shun]. Many

writers use this device to make their work more exciting.

grite a paragraph or poem in which you are some object or animal. that

is life like for you? What makes you happy? Sad? 'That do you hope for?

Here is an example of personification!

Mary was just about to slam the phone down on its cradle when the tele-

phone talked back!
"Don't do that,' it pleaded, "Not again! Don't you realize that I'm

a sensitive instrument? Do you think I like busy signals any more

than you do? Oh, that ugly'buzzing, buzzing, buzzing, it gives

me a fr'ehtful receiver-ache. And, instead of sympathy you crash me

down cn ny cradle. You know, I bruise very easily. I'm a Princess

Phone, and you treat me like any common kitchen wall phone:

gossiping into my delicate speaker; letting my beautiful curly cord

get all twisted and knotted up: dialing wrong numbers till my wires

get crossed; ignoring my pretty ringing sounds. You just don't

deserve me. Aren't you ashamed?"
Some suggestions follow below.

1. a television
2. a watch
3. a coin
4. a dog
5: a shoe
6. a tiger
7. a door
8. a tree
9. a porpoise

10. a garbage can
Do you think you have given a new picture of the animal or object you

have chosen?

H. Exaggeration

Many times people exaggerate to make a point. Do you remember telling

your friends that you 'stayed up all night studying for the test"?

Or have you heard a girl say, hen we broke up, I cried for weeks"?

'Trite a statement about each of the following subjects in which you

exaggerate to make a point. The subject areas are broad. You nay wish

to narrow ven down in making your statements.

Examples His heart warmed the entire world.

J. weather
2. hunger
3. a basketball game
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4. an injury
5. an empty house
6. the United States
7. an animal
8. a color
9. the size or weight of something

]0. a crowded train
This kind of exaggeration is a literary device called hyperbole[hi FUR
buh lee]. It is used in both poetry and prose. Of course, these state-
ments should not be taken literally; they are 'larger than life" in
order to make a point. Sometimes hyperbole is used along with a simile
or metaphor to make a comparison. Example' He is as friendly as a
candidate for office.

I. Apparent Contradiction

Here are some expressions which, at first glance, do not seem to make
sense. However, if you think about them, you can imagine situations
which explain them very well.

Example: sad laughterlaughing to be polite while being unhappy
about something.

Can you explain the following seemingly contradictory expressions?
Does your explanation make sense to you?

]. warmly cold
2. screaming silence
3. slow hurrier
4. dark sunshine
5. calm terror
6. chilling warmth

!ow make up ten phrases containing apparent contradictions. If possible,

exchange lists with a classmate. Try to explain each other's list.

J. Sight

This exercise deals with your sense of sigl,t. Thep a writer describes
something, he must recreate a scene for the reader. Being as concrete
as possible, he must describe all of those things which make the scene
alive and real.

All around you are many scenes to describe. Mat you need to do is
paint a picture with words. A description does not come alive unless
you give details so that the reader can SEE the picture you have
'painted." Here's a chance to use um you have learned about figures
of speech.

Think of a phrase or sentence about each object. Then describe all the
details you can, so that your reader will see the object in the same
way you did.

Example: automobile--a lemon yellow sports car with sun-struck
chrome that burns the eyes

] . ferce 6, book

2. building 7. face

3. traffic light S. room

4. motorcycle 9. park

5. tree ]0. bus
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now at Triting a complete paragraph or poem describing

Include only those details which the reader rag SEE
topics listed below are suggestions.

1. the school playground
2. a basketball game
3. a vacant lot
4. a city street
5. a spring day
6. a river
7. a sunset
8. a bridge
9. a parade
n. an empty building

K. Hearing

:lost of us are dependent on our sense of sight. Our other senses,

including hearing, are often not as developed as they could be. Yet

a writer can bring originality and freshness to his writing by appealing

to bther senses besides sight. Be prepared to listen better so that

you can write about the. way things sound.

T/rite a word, phrase or sentence for each of the following. Make your

reader HEAR the sound in his mind.
Example: a chair

The chair scraped and scratched its way across the flan

1. a table
2. a movie theatre(before the movie begins)

3. a television western scene
4. school dismissal
5. a fire truck
6. dugs barking
7. rain

8. a traffic jam
9. someone preparing dinner

O. a guitar playinc'

A rather specialized way to put sound in writing is to use words that

imitat." or suggest certain sounds. TTords which sound like their

meaning are onoinatopoetic(ah nuh ma tuh po ET ik].

Example: The bee buzzed as the bubble burst
Onomatopoeia[ah nuh ma tuh PEE yuh) often perks up vriting and makes it

come alive for the reader.

Try writing an entire paragraph or poem describing the sounds that

might be heard in a particular scene. The foilowing list contains

suggestions. Remember- -sounds only.

J. the school cafeteria
2. a city street in a foreign country

3. an airplane ride
4. a trait crash
5. a walk in the park'

6. a moonless night in a haunted house

7. a rock'n roll concert

8. a dripping sink
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9. a crowded store
JO. a fire

L. Touch

srl rare(
rvOk.i.

This exercise is similar to the ones on sight and sound. Describe the
following items by using only those qualities which the reader could
FEEL by touching the object. Use any literary device that will make
the reader feel as if he is actually touching the object.

Write a phrase or a sentence to describe the way the following items
feel when you touch them.

]. concrete
2. a snake
3. a polished wood table
4. a tree trunk
5. a melted candle
6. an oh'. pair of dungarees

7. a glass
8. custard
9. finger paint
N. an ice cube

Yvou write a paragraph or
to the reader's sense of
feel as if he id able to
Select items that have a

Belau are some additional
the previous list.

]. styrofoam
2. your desk at school
3. dust
4. a pen or pencil
5. a bottle
6. sand
7. a piece of metal
8. an item of clothing

M. Taste

poem describing an object or scene which appeals
touch. Use phrases that will make tae reader
reach out and touch the item described.
distinct texture and/or shape. 1--

suggestions, but you may choose items from

Taste and smell are closely related. A
something tastes will make the reader's

For each of the following items, write
tilt item tastes.

]. a hot dog
2. an ice cream cone
3. a lemon
4. potato chips
5. spinach
6. pizza
7. gum
8. ketchup

9. french fried potatoes

creative description of how
mouth water.

a phrase which describes how
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A good way to tell how well you have done is to read someone.only

your description of each of the above items. Do not mention the item.

Can that person tell what you have described?

As a further exercise, try your hand at writine a restaurant menu.
Includeat least ten foods.. Try to appeal to your potential "customer's"

sense of taste.

Now write a paragraph or poem describing the taste of a particular

food. Use comparisiona, both implied andexpressed. You can describe

what you ate yesterday, your favorite food, your least favorite food,

or anything else, as long as it appeals only to-the-reader's sense

of taste.

N. Smell

You use your sense of smell every day to identify items by their odors,

both good and bad. A good writer can make his descriptions come alive

by appealing to his readers sense of smell.

write a phrase or sentence for each dfthe following describing how

each object smells. Use the literary devices you have learned to

stimulate the reader's sense of smell.

1. mustard
2. a bakery
3. freshly cue. grass

4. paint
5. tar
6. a gas station
7. a new car
8. wet wool
S. a fish market

10. a hospital

Write a paragraph or poem describing a scene or situation that appeals

only to the reader's sense of smell. Try,to capture the distinctive

odor of the scene you choose to describe. Use:conparisons. The

following list contains some suggestions.

1. a room in your school

2. a pizzeria
3. pour neighborhood
4. a lunch counter
5. a zoo
6. a movie theater
7. a crowded train
8. a doctor's office

9. a bakery
]0. a florist

0. Getting It Together

"rite a paragraph or two creating a scene. Appeal to ALL of the

reader's senses -- sight, sound, touch, taste, and smell - -in your

description. Make sure you include-each sense at least once. Your
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reader should feel as though he's right in your setting, as he reads
what you have written.

Some suggested topics follow.

1. a supermarket'
2. a day at the beach or pool
3. an accident
4. eating at a restaurant
5. a day in the mountains
6. a school dance. or game
7. a wedding
8. a movie theater
9. visiting a museum
0. a riot

P. 3 Day Activity - "Cleo Awards"

INTRODUCTION TO TELEVISION SEGMENT

PREPARATION Visit a local television studio and obtain about 30 or 40
commercials (Channel 30 has been helpful in the past.) Splice the
commercials and place them on a large reel:

1st Day - Discuss the.T.V. commercial (i.e. the difference between an
entertaining commercial and an effective commercial.) Talk about the
CLEO awards (compare them with the TONY, EfiTY & GRATNY awards.) Have
the class come up with es many categories as possible for judging a
commercial (i.e. best commercial, most entertaining, best photography,
best animation, etc.)

2nd Day - Show the commercials twice if you have time. The students
should be thinking about the various categories the second time around.
Recommend that they take notes so that they will be able to defend
their choices.

3rd Day - Discuss the criteria for each category, take nominations.
Let the class discuss the pros and cons, and then hold the balloting.

V. LITERARY UNDERSTANDING AND APPRECIATION

A. Superested Classroom Activities

]. For near-end-of-year Shakespeare Class:
Hany famous passages and sonnets have been made familiar to the students
through careful reading. discussion, and memorization. Each class
member chooses one or two of his favorite passages awl practices
reading them(at home) very carefully. Then, in class, each student
reads his selection(s) into a cassette microphone and - Voila: we have
our own selection of Shakespeare's "best':

They enjoy listening to themselves and thus, the bard becomes ever more
familiar and appreciated. (hopefully)

2. As an alternative to an outside reading assionment of an additional
play, students are allowed to make a Shakespeare collage. Colorful
pictures of lovers, ships, pastoral scenes etc. TYith apprppriate

quotations give a picturesque and appropriate decoration to the room
and attract the attention of many who might otherwise have little interest
in W.S.
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The following exercise was used to teach the form of haiku and involve
actively the students in reading and writing poetry. Everyone seemed
to enjoy it. There were no right or wrong answers - just lots of
creative thoughts.

Urite several haiku on a transparency and project them a line at a time
(cover the transparency with a paper and move it downwards.) After
profecting one line, ask the students t:) write down what they think will
follow. Then have students share their ideas. tlany interesting possibil-
ities occur, and students become anxious to read on to see what the
poet has written. When several poems have been presented in this
manner, students will have a solid understanding of haiku and are
excited to begin writing some of their own.

Possibilities for discussion during this activity are almost unlimited.
The syntax of the suspended sentence, rhyme, meter, contrast, climax
and the significance of punctuation are all topics worthy of consideration.

I conducted a unit is folklore which was interesting and successful. One
of the activities in the unit was organized as follow.:

Each student(or small groups of students) was assighed a certain amount
of field work. They were to collect original examples of different
kinds of folklore.

a. folk lore
b. children's lore - games & charts
c. folk dances - (including rock)
d. superstitions
e. cures
etc.

Each example was to be presented as an anthropologist might prepare
his work - Tapes, diagrams, names of contributors, area, time, etc.

All field work was presented to the class for analysis and discussion.

VI. CREATIVITY

A. Class Activity

Use of television in conjunction with a humor unit. As a final project
in the study of different types of humor found in our media today, the
students created, produced and evaluated their own comedy skits. Some
ample skits were presented to them as a starter, but the overwhelming

percentage of students created thair own original situations and dialogue.

B. Developin.-, Concentration and Imagination through Improvisation

Time: 4 minutes

Class warm-up: 'Simon Says"

Objective: Staying in character. To develop and sustain concentration
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on stage in order to focus the audience's attention on what
the actor feels is important in the action. This assumes
the double role of character and actor.

Method for Concentration:

Assignment'

C.?

A. Develop interest in your ahhaacter.
B, Concentrate on his desires, his purpose, and how he

wants to influence other characters.
C. Don't think about how the character would act, think

as the character, act as the character. Example;
Instead of saying to yourself, must be excited and
curious because my brother is coming home", you should
think as if you were the character 'How wonderful:
Bill is coming home, after all these years. He's
coming! he have changed? 'Till he know me?'
You must develop a thought pattern.

D. Men you are not acting, be listening. Won't lapse
into private speculations or over-planning of what you
are 'oinp to say or do.

A. !pith a classmate you are to improvise a scene based
upon three unrelated words (Ex. Tooth, florse, Earring
rug, Zebra, Rosebush). Do not learn definite lines
or movements. Keep within the boundaries of the
situation and character.
The scene must have Action, conflict, and dialogue.
Lech person rust decide what part he will take, what
purpose he will try to achieve. and prriuide a skeleton
of the action you will do basea on the unrelated words.

To create a feeling of responsibility I required the following
assignments. The phases to which these tasks are assigned are arbitrary.

A. /Ns a phased group persons were responsible for coordinating a weekly
decoration of the room; the decorations should deal with some aspect
of the course.

R. As a phased group, persons were responsible for the coordination of a
biweekly class activity concerning our study.

C. As a phased group, persons were responsible for the presentation of
projects pertaining to an interesting sideline of our study.

D. To pive a group - identity to a class at the beginning of a course,
or at tines when the persons in the class seer to become alienated
one from the other, use some obvious and physical activity that centers
on the purpose of the course.

An instance when this tune of activity was beneficial vas in a British
Literature class. Initially, to give everycne a ecommon base of knowledge,
each produced a map drawing, of Great Britain; This exercise identified
for each student the area from which the material of the course could
come, but this is still a very individual experience. "Text we made

a facsimile of England's national flap in class. The class came
together with the necessary materials sheet, paints, brushes, droO
cloth, etc. The interaction that occurred during the production of
our classroom flap created a sense of affinity amon the members.
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E. As a climactic experience to the study of a unit on advertising try to
organize a class campaign and then sell a product to the entire school.

Last year I borrowed an idea from an article published in the English
Journal that was one hundred percent effective.

After the class had studied various ideas concerning advertising and

had created and presented its individual ads .'or unique or imaginary
products, for example, a can of outgoing personality, a box of joys,
etc., it embarked on a full scale advertising campaign.

For eight school days the class advertised throughout the building
for the product -AluPoo." Then on the last day of the campaign we
sold red jello for a penny a serving. Our result was that c'ier seventy
five percent of the school population spent one cent to find out what
'Dlugoo was.
Also, the.resultinc! unity and pride within the class sustained us for

the rest of the year.

VII. Teacher Inservice

A. Bibliograptry of practical texts

Simon, Hove, and Kirshenbaum, ed., Values Clarification - A Handbook'

of Practical Strategies For Teachers and Students. (pew York: tart
Publishing Co., Inc.) )972.*

Gunther, B., Sense Relaxation Below Your mind. (pew York: Collier

Books), 1968.

Dodd, TYrite Now!. Insights into Creative Ilrittng. (rew~York
Learning Trends, a Division of 'lobe Book Co., Inc.), 1973.

Buechhold, P.F., The Creative Classroom' Teaching nritliout Textbooks.

(New York Charles Scribner's Sons), )97).*

Littell, J.P., ed., The Language cf Man. 7 vols.(L`vanston: M'Dougal

Littell Co.), ]97]. *

*. These texts have many excellent and very practical exercises that are

easily adaptable to most situations and levels.
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III. Language

NOUN ItORPHEULS

A word containing one morpheme has only one basic unit of meaning.

Example: 1222. may be defined as a male child

ttel
to,00.

The word boy s contains in addition to the original morpheme meaning

boy, another morpheme, represented by the s which indicates more than one.

This addtional morpheme is called a plural. Added to the original word

boy, it forms the word boys which now contains two morphemes. The original

meaning and the concept of more than one or plural.

Similarly boy 's contains the morpheme boy + the additional meaning of

possession indicated by apostrophe s which shows that the boy has something.

---therefore boy's also contains two morphemes - boy + possessive

Both plural and possessive may be uses simultaneously to form bus!

(three morphemes).

These are the only two morphemes which can be added to nouns and still

retain the classification of noun or that word.

Further examples:

cat -
cats -
cat's
cats'

man -
men -
0811 S

men's

one morpheme
two morphemes - cat + plural

- two morphemes - cat + possessive
- three morphemes - cat + plural + possessive

one morpheme
two morphemes - man + plural
- two morphemes - man + possessive
- three morphemes - man + plural + possessive

.

To extend the use of morphemes to other word classes -

douns can be made from verbs by adding the sound Pr/, a morpheme that

means "one who."

work + /r/ worker - two morphemes = one who works'

teach + tar/ teacher - two morpheia = one who teaches

educate + /fir/ educator - two morphemes = one who educates
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Adjectives with the addition of the morpheme sound hr/ have the meaning

of comparison.

short + /4r/ shorter - two morphemes more than short

red + bar/ redder - two morphemes more than red

tiny + In tinier - two morphemes more than tiny

(Not all to/ sounds attthe end of words indicate another morpheme --

example: finger, doctor.)

Tell thc:

Write 1)
2)

3)

4)

5)

number of morphemes in the folluwong words.
if there is only one morpheme
if meaning is one who does
if the meaning is more than
if the meaning is plural
if the meaning is possessive

Some words might combine a combination of morphemes. Fill in necessary'

numerals to explain the morphemes.

babies

collector

dirtier

speaker's

alligator

actor's

larger

ladies

cucumbers

hitters

pepper

trainers'
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III. Language

DETERMINERS

The teacher must be sure to explain the function

children should be made to understand that it always

signals that a noun is coming.

Articles: the, a, an, some, 0 (null)

Demonstratives: this, that, these, these_".

slumbers : one, two, three, etc.

Quantifiers: several, many, much, a few, etc.

Possessives: my, your, his, her, its, our, their

Bind and circle the determiners in this paragraph.

stsl.
tol 00.1.

of the determiners. The

followed by a noun or

Kinds of
determiners

On September 12,tour boys were playing in(their yard. A'dog belonging

to one boy kept running off into the woods. Ordinarily he turned back when

Simon, his master, whistled. But thi2 time the dog did not return.

As the boys searched for'the pet, they discovered;a'amall hole in the

- -

ground beside,aftshrub. That:dog must have crawled into this'hole, the

boys thought. Some boys dug at the hole for several'minutes. They made

the hole larger until they found an entrance to an.enormous cave. They

tookOlanterns-and went down intotthe cave. They found their, dog, who was

happily wagging 4ptail. They were amazed to seeOcave walls withO

paintingsoof Ohorses, Ohunters, and strange horned0animals.

.These.paintings were done byOprehistoric man ten thousand.years ago.

You nay read more of the discovery of these'buys and this cave, and several

other cave discoveries, in a book entitled, Tni;CAVES OF -MEAT HUIITERS

by Hans Bauman.

How many Jeolrminers, including the null article, did you find?



Place each

determiner

include it

Articles

determiner you find under the correct classification of

in the columns below. If a determiner appears more than once,

in the list only one time.

Demonstratives numbers Quantifiers Possessives

Children follow this exercise with examples of determiners in their own

stories ---- further extending understanding and usage.
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KERNEL SENTENCE V'finition: The simplest form of a sentencecontains
su
subject and predicate which is only a noun phrase + verb. Example:Johnnruns.

Expanding kernel sentences.
de

Havetbhe children expand the kernel sentences in the following

paragraph. Expanded kernel sentences may be connected with conjunctions

for greater interest.
4.,

Once upon a time...girl worked. Bear appeared. Bear smiled. Girl .

ran. Winter came. Friends shared. Spring approached. Bees worked. Girl

listened. Girl questioned. Friends ate. Story ends.

s u ils finish stories allow severe to read them aloud.

Point out ways that details were added TriarrarilpreserviniL the kernel

sentences. Help them see how a word, or a group of words, adds meaning.)

Direction44to children: Look back over your story. Does each sentence

start with a capital letter? Does each sentence end with an appropriate

punctuation mark? Can you ding the originfl kernel sentences in your

expanded sentences?

Find the kernel sentences in the following paragraph. Underline them.

There may be more than one subject and predicate in each sentence.

My mother say. that my room is the messiest in the house. She is right

but I like it that way. It may look disorganized but actually I know where

everythinP T can find anything quickly. You see, I am always in a

hurry. Vhc% .)f my friends asks me to play bell after school, I daah

to my room. I quickly tear off my school clothes. I throw them on my

chair. I 14211 remr,irber that the next morning when I need them. Hy

dungarees are hanging on the doorknob of my closet. I see them clearly.

t
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iiy hand grabs them feem their convenient spot and I jump into them. 11y

glove is under the bed. I knew that. The bat is leaning against the wall.

I easily snatch them both. I start out of the room. Oops! I forgot my

cap. My eyes dart skillfully around the room. There it is! The lump

under my bedspread is a successful guess. I hurry outside. I made it.

They are just choosing sides.
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III. Language
A Scrambled Word Unit

Scrambled word units (mixed up sentences) can be used to teach children

syntax, i.e., placing words in correct order to show proper relation to

each other. Clues such as placing determiners with their nouns, placing

adjectives with the appropriate noun, adverbs with verbs, prepositions with

their noun objects, etch can be very helpful in showing children the- importance

of word order in sentences. On higher levels, the matter of effectiveness

of sentences (one wording as compared with another) can be explored.

The scrambled sentences in this sample unit begin on a very simple

level for younger or slower youngsters and reach a fair degree of complexity

in the last paragraph:a.

In the first section designed for earlier levels, all words of one

class; i.e., all nouns, are placed together in the scrambled version to aid

the children in considering possible combination.

1. The ball was unddr the couch.
couch ball under the the was

2. Mother told us to come in.
us mother told come in to

3. What day is todpy? ----can beuused to illustrate the difference between

day today what is a statement and a question

4. Find me a book on skindiving illustrares.ii sentence with the subject,

skindiving me book a on find you, "understood."

5. I sure wish it would snow.
snow it I would wish sure

Longer Sentences

1. If it

Pi` -n.
ought to be can:(11-J
if the to ouL:1 .t.

2. 'LC. 11...d, (--::s character lb: 9ftrn apper.:rd va old movies.
02:1 0,,4, jr.rwavl no a U.C. --.10.d1 in Cnr;icter appeared
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3. Michael, my brother, was elected captain of the baseball team last week.
elected team week my Michael of last baseball brother was captain the

4. It was a very long time before I was able to sit up after my accident.
before up it accident very able to was I after long sit my time a was

5. When a long, thin snake crawled from his hiding place, my sister
let loose a piercing shriek that almost broke mitipoor eardrums.

a place poor hiding long piercing loose showly broke thin when
crawled sister my eardrums snake a from shriek let my that his almost

Simple Paragraph - In this paragraph the punctuation is included in the
scrambled version.

One day last week I found a quarter. It was on the aidewalk rier in front
of my foot. What luck! I picked it up and immediately walked into the
nearest store. I bought a box of cough drops and a Snickers bar. (Money
certainly doesn't go very fat these days.) I was broke again, but wellffed. /

week quarter day I one found a last. right was front it on in foot my the
sidewalk of. luck what! I picked it up and immediately sc.:ore picked and
nearest. bar bought cough I and box Snickers a drops of. (very money days
go certainly far doesn't these.) well was again I broke fed but.

More Complex Paragraph -- In the scrambled version of this paragraph,
the sentences are kept together, but the punctuation is omitted. The
student must not only determine word order, but decide where each sentence
is to end. This greatly increases the difficulty of the exercise.

In addition to working alone sometimes, people are bound to spend some
of their leisure time away from others. Generally we read by ourselves,
daydream, maybe go for solitary walks, or turn_on television after everybody
has left. Each one of us is given his own individual and unique life to
lead so that inevitably at least part of the time we must find ourselves
alone with that life for better or worse. The resourceful person will fill
solitude with meaning. He will seek out solitude sometimes in order to
hear and understand himself better.

bound alone their addition spend away to leisure somatIies from in are
time others some working of people to daydream solitary turn left maybe
everybody go television for walks ourselves generally or by read on we after
has unique that time better lead one own individual part least must ourselves
with that inevitably .each we life or must worse find alone for of life to
given is so at of us his and solitude resourceful meaning person the with
fill wilt hoar a011euda lindorotend will order peek himself aometimes and

. in he out to better.
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Directions and suggestions for alliteration or "tongue twister" unit

There are virtually dozens of possibilities for using a unit on alliter-

ation or "tongue twisters" as they are called by younger children. The choices

are really narrowed only by the teacher's imagination.

LITERATURE In a literature or a poetry unit alliteration can be used to

teach the function of sound (perhaps onomatopoeia) in writing. Alliteration

has a very definite aural impact which students should learn to hear.

GRAMMAR Parts of speech can be reviewed or taught by writing an alliterative

sentence with some words omitted. For example:

Tim 1 two 2 trees together to trap a ten-foot

3 . to 4 his little sister.

Students could then be asked to supply (words all starting with "t") a past

tense verb to put in blank #1, an adjective for blank #2, a singular noun

for blank #3, and another verb for blank #4. Their proper word choices will

insure that the sentence will have at least a grammatical meaning, and provide

some fun with language for a lot of students. In some cases you might

wish to show them the uncompleted sentence first; in other cases it might

be more fun to keep the sentence hidden until thLy have given you the words,

as is done in "Had Libs", the commercially available game by Roger Price.

Used in this way, the exercise is also a good vocabulary builder.

A variation of this would allow students to use dictionaries of thesauri

in completing blanks in a very difficult sentence or making up their own

sentences.

COMPOSITION In this area students could bee requested to write a paragraph

which used at least ? number of four-or-more word alliterations, or

perhaps a contest could be h
..

d to determine who can use the most alliter-
.

ation in his/her paragraph. In either case the exercise -ill strengthen

vocabulary conce.''usne33 of style in writing.

Iv'
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Following are examples of alliterative sentences for every letter of

the alphabet except "x" to be used as you see fit.

Alex always allowed Alice to act in accordance with Aunt Alicia's adamant.
attitudes.

Ben bought beautiful blue basketballs because they balanced the bright brown
beams below the gym balcony.

Carolyn carefully counted clucking chickens to calculate the continuaus cackles
called.

That devious devil Donald decided to deceive Debbie by deliberately dAlivering
delicate daisies dipped in pepper dust.

Every good effort should evoke effective encouragement from everyone.

Fat Frank fried forty-four fruit filled flapjacks and fixed four frankfurters
for his fourth food fling of the forenoon.

Georgette's grandmother generously gave us a giant geranium to glamorize our
grubby, grungy gameroom.

Harold hired Harry to help hoist his heavy hybrid hay harvest.

Imperialist Italian infantrymen inexcusably invaded innocent India, immediately
investing Israel with immense, indisputable international importance for hheir
invaluable incapacitating intervention.

Jittery Joe jolted Jimmy's jaw for the jolly jostle jubilantly joked by that
jug-headed, juvenile jerk.

Ken's kindergarten kid kicked Karen's knee, then kindly kissed this king-sized
kin with a knowing nod.

Lou lamentably lacked a long, large lance with which to liberate his lovely
lady from a lamentable life of lengthy labors.

Mechanical models of metal mules are masterfully manufactured by my millioMire
mother, Mildred, who makes much money by managing the merchandising of these
metallic marvels.

No one noticed Nancy's nice, new necklace until nuisance Norbert nervously
navigated near to neatly nudge he'r.notettorthy neck.

Perky 2riscilla perfunctordly purchased a pink and purple pedigreed penguin
which perched prominently on her pretty, plywood piano, providing passersbOy

with a particularly peculiar pageant.

"The quarterback's quick but pleasant quote quashed the quarrelsome questions."
Quincy quietly quipped.

Ragged radio reception required the relocation of the railroad roadbeL to the
rustic region rightly reserved for the restful rehabilitation of riaged
racoons and other rodents.

Some sunny Sundc , certain selfish souls search for silly signs saying "school
is scandalous ay. must s-ddenly cease and stop."
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Sam shaved sixteen sailors for sixty cents by stingily saving the soap suds,
and sharpening his safely razor secretly before each spparate sitting.

Tremendous traffic tie-ups tempt tension-twisted tourists to try to thread
twisting turns through turnpike traffic to the turnoffs, trading tempted temper
tantrums for the tranquility of tolerable travel.

Unless other undersecretaries unanimously underscore the undertone of this
urgent unification, unfaithful unurpers may undertake to undo our understanding
with undeveloped urban areas.

Very vacant vaults are void of value for vicious and vengeful vandals who
vigorously victimize and violate the more vulnerable villas and villages.

Weary wayfarers. wearing white, withered whiskers and wet woolens wandered in,
wishing wages, work of welfare.

Young yews yield yellow blossoms for year-round enjoyment.

The Zurich zoos had zebra zones for zestful tourists and zoologists to "zee."

P.St Please don't read the entire list to your kids. Other teachers may, in
liter years, wish to use one of these sentences also, only to find that they
have all been predisclosed.
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Aids to Writing - General and Specific Words

It is necessary to explain to hhe children that although "general" words

are useful, it is the precise word, the "specific" word that makes meanings

unmistakable and adds variety to the ways ideas can be expressed.

The word Bois generic (general) because it gives the broad meaning of

any kind of moving from one place to another. If, however, you wanted to

say, "The boy hurt his leg and went home, " you might find the use of the

word "limped" to be a more exact meaning for what you wanted tossay. The

sequene, "The boy hurt his leg and limped home," Would show the boy's

particular manner of gibing and would be a more exact description. Then the

simple stating of the fact that he "went".

The teacher might ask for other words that specify the action of going.

Examples: A boat goes across the water----but what other particular

word describes the moving of a boat? sails

A bird goes by----but a bird specifically -flies by.

Tell the children that the content of the following sentences should

influence the choice of a specific word for "go". You may offer a'list of

suggested words to help them if you think it is necessary.

1. An old man goes slowly up the hill. trudges

2. Suddenly, the submarine goes below the waves. sinks

3. Traffic on the expressway goes for miles. stretches

4, The fog, life a cat, goes over the city. crept

5. We g2. through the puddle like frogs. leap

6. A tugboat goes out of the harbor. chugs

7. A brown chipmunk goes through the bushes. darted

8. The boys went across the frozen lake. slid

9. An elderly patient went across the room. shuffled

10. The lic R222, to and fro in his cage. paced.
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With the children working in paird, have them write an adventure story,

using as many specific words for the word "go" as possible. Point out

that the subject of the sentence and their knowledge of that sentence will

determine the specific word they will want to choose. For instance, the

sentence, "The puppy walks across the room" could be further influenced by

the addition of "The fat little puppy, " who would perhaps, more descriptively,

"waddle across the floor." "The soldier marched across the field," would

take on a different meaning if the-subject, the soldier,, should become the

wounded soldier. Perhaps then it would be more appropriate to say "The'

wounded soldier staggered across the field."
i)

Similar activities might be used for other generic words, especially

when the need for better variety is seen in the children's writing. Some

of these words might be: go
make
say
thing
get
happy
sad
good
bad
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III. Listening

S1
LISTENING SKILLS

Much learning is accomplished through listening. Oral signals have
z.oLwi wail' 7,1e: i..;04,7( tr.

become even more important in our modern era with the advent of various

recording devices: radio, telephone, television, phonograph records, tapes,

di,taphones and even jet travel that permits frequent face to face conferences.

As listening efficiency improves, the amount of time spent in repetition

decreases. More important,lit is pleasant and profitable to get the message

the first time. Therefore, it is necessary that the children be assisted in

the development and improvement of good listening habits.

It is important to establish a clear purpose for listening. Listening,

too, should be pleasureable. A wide range of activities should be offered.

1. Have the children close their eyes in the classroom and sit

quietly. After a short time, ask then LO 1- lentify the sounds

they heard:

2. Take the children outside. Let them be seated, again with eyes

closed. Ask them to listen for sounds of nature...(bees,

birds, leaves) versus sounds of civilization...(airplanes, chain-

saws, cars). Let them identify the sounds.

3. Read briefly to the children from an exciting book.

It is wise not to require long periods of listening from the children

without encouraging some involvement from them. Stop and ask for an e%!Aa:Jil%

explanation of a difficult passage, from time to time. A question about

the reasons for someone's behavior in the story might be another way of

insuring that everyone understands what is going on.

4. Dictate sentences using spelling words. Tell the children that

you will read the sentence through once completely, .hey are

to listen carefully. Then they may begin to write the sentence

q you repeat it clearly inphrases. When enough time has been
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given for the writing of one phrase, go on to another, until the

sentence is completed. Then reread the sentence through again,

and let the children check their writing. Do not repeat the

words again for anyone who did not get them. Require listening

attention.

5. Have the children choose poems and a record of music that

interprets the mood of the poem. .Let them read it to the

class with their accompaniment. Do the children agree that

the music was a good choice?

6. To help the children identify the main idea in an oral present-

ation read them some short poems. Encourage them to suggest

titles. Ask the children to support their choices. Finally,

reveal the real title and compare it with the one they chose.

7. Let the children guess original riddles about something in the

classroom. Invite listeners to identify the its of information

that helped to save them.

8. Read a newspaper article to the class. Have the listeners

suggest headlines which will bring out the idea.

9./ Read a short speech. Let the children take notes and then

express the main idea to a sentence or two.

10. Read a set of rules on classroom behavior. Which rule is

irrelevant?

11. Aid the children to differentiate between fact and cpinion.

Divide the class into two teams. One team is the "faceteam.

The other is the "opinion" team. The "fact" team states a

fact. The other team must present an opinion related to that

fact. After a while, the team roles are reversed.

12. Choose two speakers for a debate for oneeof these topics;

Resolve: -A Dollar a Week is a Sufficient .lowance

-Homework Should Be Assigned on Weekends
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-Expansion of Business
E5

on Route 44 Should Be
Stopped

Have children score points under fact or fiction for each speaker.

5.4>3

13. Read a short selection to the class. They may be one of the

following selections:

- "Rufus M" by Eleanor Estes, (an excerpt) in The Family of

Children's Stories

- "A Rootabaga Story...The Huckabuck Family and How Thcy Raised

Popcorn in Nebraska and Quit and Came Leek" by Carl

Sandburg

.- "The Biller, His Son, And the Ass" by Aesop

Let the children summarize the story in the correct sEquence
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they were afraid of heights.

they made their living.from the sea.
5. Beebe and.Banton were able to explore a half mile below the surface

of the sea because

they wore aqualungs

they traveled in a bathysphere

they traveled in ci submarine. (5 points)
C. Study Skills

1. Study this graph and answer the questions below it

RICE PRODUCTION IN JAPAN, 1940-1970
(in million metric tons)

7(

4 --

1940 1950 1960 1970

1. Generally speaking is Japanese production of rice increasing or
decreasing?

1

I

1- -

4 - _

I kti

I-

2. How many million metric tons of rice were produced In 1960?

3. How man: million netrfc tons of rice were prothiced in 19557

4. How many million metric tons of rice were produzed in 1940?

5. How many years are indicated on the chart?

2. Study this diagram and answer the questions below it.

A CELL

1"1"""-----cell membrane

cytoplasm

Nucleus /
1. What is this a diagram of?

//

2. How many parts of ...ell are 14e1.06? r=J
. ,

3. What is the. center called?
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Date

4. What is the outside called?

5. What is the part between the nucleus and the cell membrane called?

(5 points)

D. Composition

1. Place the correctilpunctuation and capitalization wherever it is necessary.

a. no i simply cant wait called John my brothers friend

B. My train will arrive in los angeleecalifornia at 710 pm

2. In a letter to the chief scientist at the Marine
Fish and Uildlife Service, explain why you would
recently captured whale.

C - Commendable
S - Satisfactory
N - Needs Improvement

(10 points)

Laboratory and the
like to visit the
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IV. Study Skills

1. Using the Dictionary
StS1 ttrl %°55.

The children must be made to feel comfortable using the dictionary. A

variety of activities is helpful in this pursuit.

Alphabetical Listing

* Have tables or rows of children arrange themstl s alphabitically by

using first names, then last names. (Thies is partic arly good at thedle

beginning of the year to help the children get to know oue another.)

* Let two teams of children list twenty-five nouns in the room

alphabetically. The first team finished is the winner.

* Again, with children in groups, have them write sentences containi:g

words that are in alphabetical order. You might set a minimum of five words

for each sentence.

example: A goat kicked some tiger.

tic is lazy many months this year.

Abe acts better each day for good ladies.

Carl defends every friend he is with.

Famous people quote some valuable wrirings.

my niece obeys other students who ye3Y.

2. Guide Words

Put a pair of guide words on the board. So that the exercise will

not be too difficult, they need not be authentic. Have the children suggest

words which would be included ou that page.

* Let the children work together in small groups, each with their own

set of guide words. See which group can list the largest amount of words

to be found on this fictitious page in a limited amount of time. The

difficulty of the guide words given ban be determined by the ability of the

children. iten time 1s up, nave the groups exchange lists and score them.

Subtract o- Alit for each incorrect answer. Two points for each correct
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* glow, with as many dictionaries as are available for each team, place

a stack of word cards face down on a table where each group of teams is In

located. Alternate memters of each team to turn the top card over, read

and announce the word and show the card to everyone. Who can find it first?

Credit the team one point for the first successful find. Encourage the

children to use their knowledge of the thiTds of a dictionary as well as guide

words. A runoff between the two leading teams might be enjoyable.

Multiple Meaning of Words

Discuss with children that words may have more than one meaning. Ask

them to give you sentences showing different meanings for each word.

examples: clean

dress

light

run

watch

Let them see that along with the liaise of meaning there may also be a shift

in the word class. A noun definition in one sentence may become a verb

definition in another, a change lu meaning may make -.. -yard that is at one

time used as a noun an adjective in ancthr sezenc- nra so ma...dependine

on its function in the seutenco. $

have them check their dictionaries for the notations of words classes

fleet to each defini'740C- adj., verb - v, or coaletines vb. For

each of the wordl let the cialdzen write two sentences. Let them

also tell Aletl, t*,-!,/ used the words as an adjective, noun, or verb.

Word Claes

grade

test

head

cold

Sentmce
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Syllables stsi tcsri
tektlieks.
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Help the children notice that all dictionary entry words of more than

one syllable are broken into syllables. Point. out the need for breaking

words correctly at the end of a line. Urge them to use a dictionary to

check the syllabication of questionable or difficult words.

Dictionary Respellings (Phonetic spelling)

Next to every entry word in the dictionary, in p.rentheses, you can

find out how to pronounce the word. The marks above the vowels tell you

hew to sound each vowel according to the key for that dictionary. An,

accent mark tells you which part of the word to stress. Use an overhead

projector to show a dictionary page which has the key. Discuss it with

the clpss.

Using that projection or a large poster nth the key have the children

write the respelling and primary accent for the following words:

example: congratulation k,'Jn grach u la sh'n

41. probably

2. recogniz,

3. surprise

4. persist

5. suite

* The previous.. =i may be followed with s:-7;.,:nces either to be

decodc4 from 0117.--1-- -.caventional spelling or :,-,,.:ences to be encoded

into ihonetZe3 f rely be done between pairs of st0.-n's.

Idioms

A dictionPry is very important for finding the meanings of words.

Often, howeve-. : group of words has a special meaning quite different from

that given hi an examination of the indiAlual words. .,,rd groups are

called You may find the definition of these idioms in a dictionary

arT..
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under the most important word of the phrase. t.
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* Without using an idiom, rewrite each of the following statements.

1. My mother is usually easy gong but sometimes she puts her foot down.

2. We ran out of paint before we finished.

3. Drop me a line when you have the time.

4. If he misbehaves, he will have to face the music.

5. Just because he is a good batter he doesn't have to have a swelled

head.

* The children may want to find and bring to class examples of other

idioms for the class to work on.
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VARIOUS CLASSROOM ACTIVITIES 10

The implementation, in some form, of the following listed activities may

aid in supplementing and reinforcing the Language Arts program.

GuOUP DISCUSSIONS: At the primary-grade level, group discussions will
often need to be sparked with well-prepared teacher questions. As children
develop skill in discussing problems, there should be more emphasis on
responsible pupil leadership.

Great importance should be placed upon listening skills, as it is in
the early grades that the tabit of listening with interest to the opinions
of classmates can most easily be developed.

BUZZ SESSIONS: Occasionally during a group discussion it may be
advisable to have children organize into several small discussion groups.
Here, even the shy child will participate and there is more opportunity
to express an opinion......

STORIES: Original stories may be triggered by ideas developed/ in
nearly any class. Stories can often be written in groups with od success
and lots of enjoyment. The stories are passed arcund on separate sheets

of paper. Each child adds one or two sentences to the story he has received,
continuing the particular plot line which he has been given. Each separate

story, of course, has a different plot.

POEN: 7%... -ccourages children to present their

personc.1 -.. is 1 wv-). bq remembered,

of c7nrsc, -1: . .Y!t teitrIting

him tG '".r1 00 -ae z411.1 is

confused t...Jsc.. 4L5 it i. arasteful.

Poet:tv vrft;n; U,n't know how to

go a7.-17. It

I: ;--L :I . ha%r the develoir.

skit! i. oi:er a unit. Rhythm, rhym,.!

are dealt with poetry
eaci:Pe0a;-.y " 7

bfl

be
cort-,J r

"

.

steadir.::

poem.)

specific poetry
,recise word choice
,p through grade 7.

muld

w-io . . t *111;TT: arc

AL-Lnrs a sent,A.ce.

The u-e of

.. -1,, bn, ;I:r:er" ran as' children

. Accrr.ltet.% To checl c".11.--P, the sentence can

words or ta'c.r.r the accent. The

canie a Slr'c .-laot.10 1 "rw: `c most
-r1.1.-1 a di'' .0. at.; rhyhm

.

::: .3
-i' ty;:..!

a i-Jer,

!-,13 . -C

_

le

;lair under-

Ls particular



The sun was shining on the ass
Shiningiwith all his might;'
He did his very best to make
The billows smooth and bright-
And this was odd, because it was
The middle of the night.

The moon was shining sulkily,
Because she thou the sun
Had no business to be there-
After the day was done-
"It's very rude of him," she said.
"To come and spoil the fun!"

from Through the Looking-gloss

st
VA,040.

Introducing the form of the limerick can teach both rhythm and rhyme in a
fun way, as the poems depend heavily on both of these techniques. Perhaps
a good start would be to let the children complete the last lines for some
limericks which you give them. They can work up to completing 2 lines

. and eventually they will be able to write the entire poem without any
assistance. (hopefully)

There wee an old miser named Clarence,
Who simonized both of his parents.
"The initial expense,"
He remarked, "is immense,
But I'll save it on wearance and tearance."

A bugler named Dougal UacDougal
Found ingenious ways to be frughl
He learned how to sneeze
In various keys,
Thus saving the price of a bugle.

both poems by Ogden Nash

Exercises on precise word choices need not be approached necessarily
through poetry. Another exercise supplied with this kit is a good approact.
to teaching the value of carefully selecting words. One further aid to
teaching the specific selection of words is to concentrate on the 5 senses,
one at a time, in doing specific descriptions. The."focusing down" seems
to help children pinpoint their reactions, and thus be more specific about
them. Choose an object of a place which lends itself to description through
all or most of the 5 senses - a waterfall, a building site for new homes,
a cookout, rain, etc., and let the students work with it. Their word
choices should improve through this exercise, ai,d the transition to writing
specific images and choosing colorful words for poems is easily made.

0111..11.11.100. v. MD MID

EDITORLALS: These are valuable in teaching Lhildren to have well-
thoughtrout opinions. It helps them ro learn to use facts to support a
conclusion and encourages the expression of convictions.

RADIO AND TELEVISION SCRIPTS: There are many opportunities for
writing mock radio or television scripts, In many instances these scripts
are likely to give added impetus to units cutiently being studied.
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INDIVIDUAL RE.AT: In pupil reports there is a good opportunity to'

individualize the difficulty level of the work. Each pupil will have some-
thing different as well as manageable to work on. Here the teacher must
use skill to guide each child into appropriately challenging reports.
Consult the accompanying worksheets on taking notes and paraphrasing.

=.11.0IMMOMM.M.M.D.M.111111.141110041.1014.1..40.0411111140.011.41MMOMMOMMOMOMPIfta

SOCIODRA.tA: The sociodrama is particularly useful in helping children
anakze a praolem that involves a group of people. The children assume
the tole of another person in acting out a problem situation. In this
way they become actively involved with the problem rather than merely
looking at it from the outside. They may even be able to take the place
of a person who has an opposite conviction, which helos them see another's
point of view.

...+M*womOImmOmmmiwmWmmmnwempmmom.m.moemwmbmwMmmwrbmbmoMoammmadlOmimdmas

LiFORLIAL DRAUATIZATIC : The chilaren can develop from impromptu
dramatics a general motion of sequence of events. The very fact that they
can ad lie the lines of a story makes iz appear more natural than if they
simply memorized the lines of a commercially written play.

Olbmimmemmimm-ilmAIMOWW11.0641M0.11........mmsml.......M.~0110......M

DEBATES: Debates can be enjoyable and instructive for children even
ii. the lower grades. They can be used to teach such things as public
speaking, doing research,.sticking to the, point, and arguing logically.
It is probably a good idea that even young children learn the proper form
of a debate and practice it, with some necessary modifications, right
from the beginning.

The general rules for conducting a debate are as follows;

1. The question for debate is stated in the form of a resolution.
2. Speakers are divided into 2 teams; an affirmativeeteam which supports

the resolution, and a negative team which opposes it. .

3. There are generally 2 members of each side in a debate; that is, two
people are on the affirmative side and two people are on the negative.

4. The general procedure for the debate is as follows:

a. First constructive speech by affirmative team. (supporting the
resolution and generally lasting 10 minutes. A shorter time should
be allowed for younger debaters.)

b. First constructive speech by negative team. (same time length,
and NO mention of the other team's reasoning, arguments or facts
can be made in this speech. The attacks are always made in the
rebuttal speeches.)

c. Second affirmative constructive speech
d. Second negative constructive speech

BRIEF RECESS
e. First negative rebuttal speech (generally lasts 5 minutes and it

is now that the arguments of the opposition can be called into
question or refuted)

f. First affirmative rebuttal speech. (same time, 5 minutes)
g. Second negative rebuttal speech
h. Second affirmative rebuttal speech
i. Judges' decision --- is based on who argued the strongest case and

NOT on with whom you might personally agree. This MUST be impressed
upon the children; it can help them to become objective about
listening to others and making decisions. They must learn to keep
their own feelings'out of a debate. In the same way, a debater must
be able to argue either side of a question, regardless of on which
side his personal beliefs lee.
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BEST COPY AvmPURTIE

A CLOSLJG LOTS Topics must be chosen so that they can be argued adequately
from both sides and so that they are appropriate to the age group. A
really well-chosen topic will require that research be done so that facts
can be accurately stated and not simply guessed at, and so that the .

opposition's arguments can be anticipated. This research part of the debate
is absolutely vital above, say, the 6th grade. Bright youngsters can
handle it at even lower grades.

A sample debate topic stated in proper form mught be,

Resolved: The marking system C, S, and It can hinder a student's
academic progress.

This topic can be handled by younger children because it cannot require
much research. Older children should be given research-worthy topics
that might deal with Red China in the U.N., Vietnam, Women's Liberation,
lien's Liberation, liedicare, the draft, etc... .......... 4110.11.11.011Mi

PANEL DISCUSSiONS: Panel diScussions may take several forms. Some

may function simply to report information or a point of view. This would

be a committee report. In other cases two panels may function simultaneously
to present opposing viewpoints as in a group debate. Theeacher might
want the class to decide whihh panel was more persuasive and a general
discussion might follow. Each member of the panel should have a giveh
responsibility so that the job of presentation is evenly distributed and
the topic adequately covered..

PAWTOMINE fits the tastes and talents of pre-adolescent boys and girls

and they should have the fun pf practicing it, from time to time, in the

classroom. It is an outstanding way for children to be associated with

dramatics and to learn to-appreciate non-verbal communication. It also

affords an excellent opportunity for encouraging more timid children's

participation. Perhaps, it is because they only haveteo concentrate their

efforts on one phase of acting, -facial expressions and body cnhtrol, and

they do not have to think of :hat the character says nor remember words.

Anyway, it does appeal to all children. Also, improvised action is a

short step to improvised dialogue, another activity.

Pantomimes should encourage large movement; subtle actions are difficult

for the audience to comprehend.

Some simple active pantomimes might be: shoveling, climbing a tree,

B./ling a kite, skating.

Others, might emphasize how a person feels: someone old and unhappy,

someone ani,ry, someone excited.
ke,)

I
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Pantomimes continued

C°1
Pantomimes for Two - Havetthe,:ohildeenwotklinllaides. Unttlits-nase

they mist have the opportunity to plan and talk over their act before

performing in front of a group.

Some suggestions for these night be: affather teaching his son to

shoot a bow and arrow, two children roller skating together, a mother

feeding a baby, a dentist pulling a tooth from someone's mouth.

Group Pantomimes contribute to vocabulary building.as the children

think of adjectives to describe the actions of the characters. The rest

of the class, the audience, could be asked to give synonyms for the character

moods and actions.

Suggestions for group pantomimes: a group photographer tries to take

a stoup picture of aharried' father, a vain, big sister, a clumsy brother

and a very wiggily baby, a mother serving dinner to her family and waiting

for each member of the family to express theft oponions about it: several

boys and ,irls at a carnival participating in different events.

Youngsters seem most eager to suggest the! own pantomimes. Some

of them may hotlua feasible.end it:should.tbettexplained why. Emotions may

be too difficult to express, actions too complex, or movements'too fine to

recognize, . For example, it is easy to pantomime eating, but much too

difficult to pantomime a particular food, unless it happens to be corn on

the cob, spaghetti or soup.
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PHILOSOPHY OF AVON LANGUAGE ARTS

Each child is an individual with a unique rate and pattern of growth and

should be taught on his own level, regardless of his age or the number of years

he has been in school.

AIMS AND OBJECTIVES

1. To develop the ability to communicate with and understand others

through the inter-relationship of:

S

a. Listening

b. Speaking

c. Reading

k
d. Writing

e. Interpreting

2. To develop in each child a literary and social language which will be

the tool to enable him to progress n other subject areas.

3. `'To develop creative, critical e4iniipg, and self- evaluation in,oech
*"

pupil.,

. To develop basic skills sequentially.



A STUDY OF THE CONSONANT CLUES TO SYLLABICATION

We soak, at consonants and listen for vowel sounds -

1. A one-syllable Tyord is never divided. because 7.7e hear only ony vowel sound.

Examples -

ttf WS%431°
goat love
speak raise
bus

2. A compound word is divided between the words that make the compound word.

Examples -

some-thing some-one
rail-way sun-shine
play-mate- bee-hive
bean-bag pan-cake
way-side air-vW\

mill:hill-side milan\
Milk -weed smoke-house
pea-nuts tree-top
sail-boat drive-way
side-track

3. 1Then a word has s suffix(ending), it is divided between the root word
and the suffix.

Examples -

fuol-ish po-ing
end-ing loud-ly
add-ing

Then the root word is changed before adding an ending

1. Dropped final - Divide between the shortened root word and
the ending.

mak-ing com-ing
rid-ing slic-ing

2. Doubled final consonants - Divide between the two like consonants.

stfi-ping, hop -ping
dron-n1 nr clap-ping

4



EYCEPTIOr Suffix 'ed'

Only if the consonant letters of or "d' come before the 'ea' suffix
ending does that "enform a separate syllable.

.1

Examples As,

want-ed dreamed
hoot-ed watched Exception to
twist-ed crowned exception -
blind - fold -ed stopped wick-ed
expect-ed named

Two syllable root words with doubled final consonants and the "ed" ending.

Examples

re-Bret -ted in-ferred
per-mit-tad oc-curred
ad-mit-ted pre -f erred

pro-pelled
con-pelled

Two syllable root words with dropped final 'e" plus the "ed' endin3

com-pot-ed sur-prised
sa-lut-ed pre-pared
de-bat-ed be -hayed

4. Mien a word has a prefix (beginning), it is divided between prefix
and the root word.

Examples -

dis con-tent-ed un-tie
re-write re-do
re-tie ex-change
de-port ex-port
de -par t

5. Men two or more consonants come between two vowels in a word, it is
usually divided between the first two consonants. (VC/CV)

Examples -

hap-py hop-ping
sig-nal scam-per
gar-den win-ter

A consonant blend is usually treated as one consonant. (hun-gry,
cel-e-bra-tion, tmlie-ments, dim-pies, a-stride, ap-21ause)

A consonant digraph is always treated as one consonant. (cush-ion.,
fa-ther, moth-er, broth-cr, to-geth-er, el-e-phant, tel-e-phonc.)
yhy? It take!--; both 'otters to make one so,m..:.1

5- 7 7
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AUDIO VISUAL :IATERIALS

Uuckleberry Hill

Filmstrips

Alice in Wonderland

Consonant Sounds - Plural Possessive and Compound Words

Consonant Sounds and Digraphs (ch-wh-sh-th)
%woo

Daedalus and Icarus (Greek Ayth)

Damon and Pythias (Roman iiyth)

Dante (biographical sketch)

Dickens (biographical sketch)

Dumas ( bidiraphical sketch)

homer (Epics)

Librarian (visit to a library)

:lark Twain (biographical sketch)

Mutiny of the Bounty

Pandora

Phaethon (Greek ryth)

Phonics: A Rey to 3ctter Reading (long-short vowels - compound words)

Poe, Edgar Allan (biographical sketch)

Select the Right Words (Adjectives)

Select the Best Title

Shakespeare (biographical sketch)

Some Words Bean Two Things

Theseus (Greek Ayth)

Trojan Horse (Greek Nyth)

Vowel Digraph Sounds (ai-ay-oa-ea-ce-oo)

Vowel Diphthongs and Vowels Influenced by a

Tapes

Phonics (Trans) Easy '.:ay To Fiifficult Sounds

ttviVOS.
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hecord.

The Adventures of Ton Sawyer

Ali Baba and the Forty Thieves

Alice In Wonderland

Folk Songs (French)

Porgy and Less (Gexshwin) - West Side Story (Bernstein)

Poetry

The Call, of the Wild

Treasure Island

Wizard of Oz



Tapes:

Card Catalogue

Dewey Decimal Systdm

The Dictionary

The Encyclopedia

Introduction: The Library

Library Behavior

Reference Section

Recognition - Short a

Recognition - Short i

Recognition - Short o

Recognition - Short e

Recognition - Short u

Evaluation: Short Vowel Recognition

Building Sight Vocabularl

.72
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AUDIO VISUAL MATERIALS

Towpath

Filmstrips

Fun with Sentences

Rhyming Endings

A Second Visit to Mr. Pronoun

The Servants on the Third Floor: tir. Conjunction
dr. Preposition and iir. Interjection.

Shkt Vowels

The Singular and the Plural Mr. aoun

Consonant Blends

Digraphs

Final Consonants D-K-M-U-F-T

Fun with A-L-I-O-U

Initial Consonants B-S-a-F-T

Initial Consonants K-V-Y-Z-Q-X and Digraphs

Intitial Consonants P-L-D-N-J

Long Vowels
111.11.

Plural Possessive and Compound Uords

Vowel Diphthongs and VowelsInfluenced by R.
:Ir. Adjective: -Ur. Noun's Helper

Hr. Adverb: :an of All Uork

The Name-Calling 'Jr. aoun

The Possessive Mr. Noun

:sir. Verb - of Action

School Library Series "The Card Catolog"
The Encyclopedia"
"Look it Up: 'low to Use the World Book-



Roaring Brook

Filmstrips

Origin and iieanigg of Words

Reading Activities - Advanced

Knowing and Selecting Words - Advanced

Oral and Written Composition.- Advanced

Associating; Facts and Ideas

Related Reading Activities

Visual Perception skillss

/T
Three Great Writers

Literature and Famous Places

Filmstrips and Tapes

"Bawhi"

"The Gall of the Wild'

"Captain CourageOus%

"ilans Brinker or The Silver Skates'

'Kidnapped"

"Swiss Family Robinson"

"A Tale of Two Cities

',Tom Sawyer"

"Twenty Thousand Leagues Under The Sea'

Film Loop

_-

sts1
tzri Ontfai_t

p.

Ealing

1. Lighthouse 6. Haunted House, Armor
2. Hall of Mirrors 7. Cave, Sam, Attic
3. Airplane 8. Old Mac Donald's, House on Fire,
4. Manikins Underwater
5. Story teller 9. Door in Woods, Balloon



Films and Records

Limericks

Riddles

Barbara Frietchie

Casey At the Bat

Daniel Begit

Paul Revere's''Ride

Short poems and Poem Starters

Introduction to Shakespeare

Tapes
. ,

Recognition - Short a

Recogniti& - short i

<I
Recognition - short o

Recognition - short e

Recognition - short u

Evaluation: 'Short Vowel Recognition

Building Sight Vocabulary - Tapes .4.A-B-C-D-E-F4G4H

Techniques of Paragraph Writigg



AUDIO VISUAL IIATEIIIALS

Biddle School

Filmstrips

Times and People Change Words

Words then and i4ow

Increase )four.Stock of Words

StS1
C11 WISS105.

Roots and Shoots, Words: Their Origin, Use aft4 Spelling Series

Words and Your Work

The Right Word in the Right Place

MO.

Filmstrips - Sound

Sentence Patterns ( a filmstrips & s cassettes)

Tapes

orientation; diag sis; and improving spelling skill:

reel I: Teacher Orientation; Diagnostic ilaterials Orientation

reel 2: Student Orientation; Diagnostic Tests - Level 1

reel 3: Diagnostic Tests Level II; Diagnostic Tests - parts 1 & 2

reel 4: Diagnostic Test - Initial& Final Consonants & Digraphs; Diagnostic
Test - Initial and Final Blends

reel 5: Diagnostic Test - short & long vowels, Diagnostic test - vowel
digraphs, other vowels

reel 6: Improving Spelling SfalLs double consonants ImprovingifSpelling
kills - consonants & blends

reel 7: Improving spelling Skills - short & long vowels - I; Improving
Spelling Skills, - short & long vowels II

reel 8. Improving Spelling Skull - spelling by syllables I. Improving
Spelling Skills by Syllables II



I

reel 9: Improving Spelling Skills -
Spelling Skills Spelling by

ree1110: Improving Spelling Skills -
Spelling Skills - diff. ult

Short vowels and Consonants

reel lf Short A, Short E

reel 2: Short I, Short 0

spelling by syllables - III; Improving
syllable - the Schwa.

spelling from the Root; Improving
vowel spellings.

Tapes

reel 3: Short U; Short Vowel Sounds - review

reel 4: Initial & Final. Consonants - 1
Initial & Final Consonants - 2

reel 5: K Sound; K Sound - Review

reel 6: S Sound, J Sound

reel 7: Consonant 81:::14th-L
Consonant Bl with R

reel 8: Double Final Consonants; words with OD,NG,OK

reel 9: One Sound, Two Letters - part I DI
One Sound, Two Letters - part II SU & WU

reel 10: One Sound, Two or Acme Letters part III & TCH
Consonant & Short Vowel Sounds - Review

Long Vowels and Vowel Digraphs

reel 1: Short Uords; Long A

reel 2: Long A - Review; Long E

reel 3: Long E, Long E

reel 4: Long E review; Long I

reel 5: Long 0; Long 0

reel 6: Long 0 RevieW; Long U

reel 7: Two Vowels TogethJr; Two Vowels Together Review

8. Vowel - Consonant - E Pattern; Open Syllables

reel 9: Words with IC or El.; Uords with Olt

reel 10: Words with 00; with EA



Other Vowels and Other Spelling Topics

421 Wm. Tray 5 WOrd Endings

reel 1. Double Final Consonant - Adding 1.10
r.

reel 2: Doable Final Consonant - Adding ED:
Doubre Final Consonant - Adding Y, Ell,- EST

reel 3: Dropping Final E - Adding LIG
Dropping Final E - Adding ING

q reel 4; Dropping Final E - Adding ED
Dropping Final E - Adding ER, EST

reel 5: Word Endings - ATION, ABLE
Word Endinss

reel 6. Word Endings - SIOi, ATION, ITIO4* INC

reel 7: Word Endings -ING; ED

reel 8; Word Endings -ER, URE 1 FUL

reel 9: Word Endings -AEFT, .:ESS, LESS, EN

Tapes

Prefixes, Plurals, Possessives

reel 1: Root Word Plus Prefix RE, RE

reel 2: loot Word Plus Prefix UN; PRE, VRO

reel 3: Root Word\Plus Prefix EX, COA, Iii, PER

,reel 4: Root 'Nord Plus Prefix A, CON, IN, AD, DE, DE

reel 5: Root Word Plus Prefix DID, SUB,
oot Word Plus Prefix ,f!, Ending

rel. 6: Plurals - Adding S

reel 7: Plurals --Adding S & ES

reel 8: Plurals - Adding ES, Irregualr Plurals

reel 9: Plurals - Changing Y to IES

reeL10: Singular Possessives, Possessive Adjectives: Plural Pos.wssives

-17%.sr,",

sr`'"
otoksri.

Special Spelling Topics.

reel 1: Compound llords

reel 2: Compound Words



reel 3: Compound Words; Abbreviations

reel 4: Contractions

reel 5: Silent Letters

reel 6: Synonyms

reel 7: Antonyms

reel 8: Words L .ding With LE, Parts 1 & 2

reel 9: Words Ending with AL, EL;
Words Ending with EN, IN, ON

reel 10: Words Ending with ER, AR, OR.

Tapes

.liomonyms & Big Demons

ree1,1;. Homonyms 1; 2

reel 2: Homonyms 3; 4

reel 3: Homonyms 5; 6

reel 4: RomonWs 7, 8

reel 5: Homonyms 9; 10

reel 6: Big Demons 1, 2

reel 7: Big Demons 3; 4

reel 8: Big Demons 5; 6

reel 9: Big Demons 7, 8

ree1213: Big Demons 9, 10



.Inhere Specialized

Level la_

digraphs
dialect
stress
base word
antonyms
idioms
puns
alliteratiofi
mood
onomatopoeia
pronunciation key

Level 15

LANGUAGE ARTS GLOSSARY

Terminology Is Used With Children

conosant cluster
homophone and, homograph
homonym
climax

Lc el 17

cliche
atlas

Level 19

morpheme
jargon
SAM
inflectionll morphemes
derivational morphemes
hyperbole

Level 21

appositives
proverb
metaphoric compound
negative transform

Level 14

dipthongs
schwa
synonyms
metaphor
parc:iy

simile
conotation
denotation

Level 16

juncture
acronym
slang
personification

Level 18

transformation
exaggeration

Level 20

footnote
conjunctions
modals
dialogue
participle

Level 22

recursive transform

osti 000.
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LANGUAGE ARTS GLOSSARY (cont.)

Level 23 Level 24

auxiliary verb phrase
restrictive clause
non-restrictive clause

Level 25 Level 26

passive transformation speeded reading

Level 27
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LANGUAGE ARTS GLOSSARY

.Acronym - A word formed from the initial letters of a word phrase. Ex. UNICEF -
United Nations International Children's Emergency Fund.

Alliteration - The repitition of initial consonant sounds in two or more
neighboring words. Ex. from friendly fields

Appositive - An explanatory phrase after a noun. Ex. Arthur, my brother,
brought me the sword.

Auxiliary - A structure in the verb phrase that contains the tense a sentence

015-has.

1614
Comprehension - The process of critical and thoughtful reading.

Conotative Words - Words whose meanings suggest good impressions.

Denotative Words - Words whose meanings suggest bad impressions.

Derivational Morphemes - rake base words into other kinds of words.

Dialogue - Conversation between two or more persons

Exaggeration - Overstatement Ex. He was scared to death

Glided Vowel Sound - One which is begun at one place in the mouth but is
concluded at another. The tongue usually rises.

Homographs

Homonym -

nomophones

- Words that have the same spelling but different sounds and meanings.
Ex. tear and tear

Words that have the same name but different meanings.
Ex. 1. He has a ball and bat.

2. John can bat the ball.

- Words having the same sounds but different meanings and-spellings
Ex. deer and dear

LyTerbolo - Extended exaggeration

)ni'lectional morpheme - Expresses an idea such as past tense possessive or plural

rcncture - A pause in a sentence for meaning, frequently marked by punctuation.

Ketnal Sentence The simplest form of a sentence. Ex. Boys smile.

'77,rker - A letter which indicates the phonemic representation of one or more
other graphemes, sometimes at some distance away; or all affix that
marks a word as a particular part of speech such as able, an adjective
marker, and ling, a noun marker.

Metaphor - A comparison that is made without using the words like or as.
Ex. The boy was a pig when he ate.

Metaphoric Compound - Two or more words joined together to create an image and
make a comparison. Ex. whale - road

swam - boat



LANGUAGE ARTS GLOSSARY (cont.),

:10dal - One c'f. the words may, can will shall, must. The first four of these
have he past tense forms might, could, would, should.

rlorpheme - A single piece of meaning expressed by a word or a part of a word.
Ex. cat one morpheme

cats two morphemes cat + plural 0101
Norphology - The study of word structure and word formation 3

Negative Transform - The process of making an affirmative sentence negative

Non-Restrictive Clause - Does not limit or restrict the word to which it refeis.

Onomatopoeia - Words that imitate or suggest sounds. Ex. cuckoo, boom

Parody An imitation of other writing for comic effect. Ex. It is the late
dragon that catches the knight. Original Proverb: The early bird
catches the worm.

Participle - The form of a verb or "be" used after the word "have."

Personification - Giving inanimate objects, ideas or feelings qualities of
living people. or animals. Ex. The icy fingers of winter
pinched his toes.

Phonology.- The study of sound structure of our language.

Proverb - A brief saying that conveys a popular measage. Ex. The early bird
catches the worm.

Pun. - A play on words. EN. After breaking the windows, he had pens lit his hands.

Recursive Transformation --Transformations applied more than once inaa sentence.

R.,2strictive Clause - Single out or restrict the meaning of the noun phrases to
which it refers.

netoric and Literary Skills - The analysis of literary forms and models, and
the stylistic devices employed by writers.

S.liantics - The exploration of meaning assigned to words and groups of words.

- A comparison that is made using the words like or as.

SQ3R - A method of study Survey - overview headings, subheading and sumaries
Question - Otudent decides on purpose for reading

material
Read - read at vete appropriate for specific material
Recite - student mentally recalls main ideas of

reading material
Review - review material read

Stress In each word one syllable receives a stronger accent than the others.
This is called primary stress. Ex. panic

Study Skills - The development of the resources for self - instruction.

Syntax - The study of grammatical structure.



LANGUAGE ARTS GLOSSARY (cont.)

ca

grails-formations a. Adjective - Combining two sentences into one by inserting
an adjective.

b. Negative - Changing an affirmative statement negative.
c. Question - Changing a statement into a question
d. Relative Clause - Combining sentences by using who, which,

that, and, or, but.

Unglided Vol,w1 Sound - One in hich the tongue does not rise from one level to
another. The unglided vowel sounds are (ae) as in cat,
(0) as in pet: (i) as in pin, (a) as in father,
0) as in nut, (u) as in put, and (.:) as in saw.

301 Miti 131%1381.



COMPOSITION CORRECTIOA SYMBOLS AVON PUBLIC SCUCOLS

. SYNBOL UITE7.PREIATION

H :leading Error

DON°
Sp Spelling Error

Word or Phrase Omitted

144 New Paragraph Needed

Punctuation Error

0 (around letter) Capitalization Error

Line Should Begin At Margin

Indent Line

CS Sentence Structure Error

Gr Grammatical Error

Syl Syllabication Error

Us Messy Paper or Manuscript Error

NC Not Clear

Inc Incomplete work or Incomplete Idea

Pro Ref Unclear or IncorreQt Pronoun Reference

Poor Word Choice or Vocabulary Error

T Tense Error
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Level Taught:

Type of Group:

raterial Used:

Reaction:

TEACHER REACTION SHEET*

titS1 tal

*This sheet is to be completed at the end of the level and
given to the Reading Department.


